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PREFACE.

IN writing this volume I have not had the advantage of con-
sulting the English Foreign Office Records for a later period
than the end of 1815. A rule not found necessary at Berlin
and some other foreign capitals still closes to historical inquirers
the English documents of the last seventy years. Restrictions
are no doubt necessary in the case of transactions of recent date,
but the period of seventy years is surely unnecessarily long.
Public interests could not be prejudiced, nor could individuals be
even remotely affected, by the freest examination of the papers
of 1820 or 1830.

The London documents of 1814-1815 are of various degrees
of interest and importance. Those relating to the Congress of
Vienna are somewhat disappointing. Taken all together they
add less to our knowledge on the one or two points still requiring
elucidation than tho recently-published correspondence of Talley-
rand with Louis XVIII. The despatches from Italy are on the
other hand of great value, proving, what I believe was not
established before, that the Secret Treaty of 1815, whereby
Austria gained a legal right to prevent any departure from
absolute Government at Naples, was communicated to the
British Ministry and received its sanction. This sanction ex-
plains the obscure and embarrassed language of Castlereagh in
1820, which in its turn gave rise to the belief in Italy that
England was more deeply committed to Austria than it actually
was, and probably occasionSd the forgery of the pretended Treaty
of July 27, 1813, exposed in vol. i. of this work, p. 538, 2nd
edit. The papers from France and Spain are also interesting,
though not establishing any new conclusions.
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While regretting that I have not been able to use the London
Archives later than 1815,1 believe that it is nevertheless pos-
sible, without recourse to unpublished papers, to write the
history of the succeeding thirty years with substantial correct-
ness. There exist in a published form, apart from documents
printed officially, masses of first-hand material of undoubtedly
authentic character, such as the great English collection known
bv the somewhat misleading name of Wellington Despatches,
New Series; or again, the collection printed as an appendix to
Prokesch von Osten's History of the Greek Rebellion, or tlio
many volumes of Gentz; Correspondence belonging to the
period about 1820, when Gentz was really at the centre of
affairs. The Metternich papers, interesting as far as thoy go,
are a mere selection. The omissions are glaring, and ncaiwly
accidental. Many minor collections bearing on particular oventH
might be named, such as those in Guizot's Mcmoires. Frcq\i<»nt
references will show my obligation to the German morion of! his-
torical works constituting the Leipzig Staateugosehichte, aft
well as to French authors wfco, like Viel-Castcl, have worked
with original soiirces OT ' information before them. There exiftt
in English, ̂literature singularly' few works on tlrifl period of
Continental history.

A greater publicity was introduced into political affair** on
the Continent by the establishment of Parliamentary Govern-
ment in Fratice in J8l5, *a$d even by the attempts made to
introduce it in other States. In England we have always had
freedom of disdussion, but the amount of information mado

public by the executive in recent times has been enormously
greater than it was at the end of the last century* The only
documents published at the outbreak of the war of 17 9# were,
so far as I can ascertain, the well-known letters of Chauveim

and Lord Grenville. During the twenty years* struggle
with France next to nothing was known of the diplomatic*
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transactions between England and the Continental Powers. Bat
from the time of the Keform Bill onwards the amount of infor-

mation given to the public has been constantly increasing,
and the reader of Parliamentary Papers in our own day is likely
to complain of diffusiveness rather than of reticence. Neverthe-
less the perusal of published papers can never be quite the same
thing as an examination of the originals; and the writer who
first has access to the English archives after 1815 will have an
advantage over those who have gone before him.

The completion of this volume has been delayed by almost
every circumstance adverse to historical study and production,
including a severe Parliamentary contest. I trust, however, that
no trace of partisanship or unrest appears in the work, which T
have valued for the sake of the mental discipline which it
demanded. With quieter times the third volume will, I trust;
advance more rapidly.

LONDON, October, 1886.
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MODEKN EUEOPE.

OHAPTEE I.

The "Restoration of 1814-Norway-Naples--Westphalia-Spain-The Spanish
Constitution ovorthrown: victory of the clergy-Restoration in Franco-
The Charta-Encroachments of the nobles and clergy-Growing hostility
to the Bourbons-Congress of Vienna-Talleyrand andtho Four Powers-
The Polish question-The Saxon question--Theory of Legitimacy-
Secret alliance against Russia and Prussia-Compromise--The lihonish
Provinces-Napoleon leaves Elba and lands in France-His declarations
-Napoleon at Grenoble, at Lyons, at Paris-The Congress of Yienna unites
Europe against Franco-Murat's action in Italy-Tho Acte Additionnel-
The Champ de Mai-Napoleon takes up tho offensive-Battles of Ligny,
Quatro Bras, Waterloo-Affairs at Paris-Napoleon sent to St. Helena-
"Wellington and Fouche-Arguments on tho proposed cession of French
torritory-Treaty of Holy Alliance-Second Treaty of Paris-Conclusion
of tho work of tho Congress of Vienna-Federation of Germany-Estimate
of tho Congress of Vienna and of tho Treaties of 1815-The Slave Trade.

OF all tlxe events which, in the more recent history of
mankind, have struck the minds of nations with awe,

and appeared to reveal in its direct operation a power
overruling the highest human effort, there is none
equal in grandeur and terror to the annihilation of
Napoleon's army in the invasion of Bussia. It was
natural that a generation which had seen State after
State overthrown, and each new violation of right
followed by an apparent consolidation of the con-
queror's strength, should view in the catastrophe of] 812
the hand of Providence visibly outstretched for the

K K
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deliverance of Europe.* Since that time seventy years
have passed. Perils which then seemed to envelop
the future of mankind now appear in part illusory;
sacrifices then counted cheap have proved of heavy cost.
The history of the two last generations shows that not
everything was lost to Europe in passing subjection to
a usurper, nor everything gained by the victory of his
opponents. It is now not easy to suppress the doubt
whether the permanent interests of mankind would not
have been best served by Napoleon's success in 1812.
His empire had already attained dimensions that ren-
dered its ultimate disruption certain: less depended
upon the postponement or the acceleration of its down-
fall than on the order of things ready to take its place.
The victory of Napoleon in 1812 would have been
followed by the establishment of a Polish kingdom in
the provinces taken from Eussia. From no generosity
in the conqueror, from no sympathy on his part with a
fallen people, but from the necessities of his political
situation, Poland must have been so organised as to
render it the bulwark of French supremacy in the East.
The serf would have been emancipated. The just hatred
of the peasant to the noble, which made the partition
of 1772 easy, and has proved fatal to every Polish up-
rising from that time to the present, would have been
appeased by an agrarian reform executed with Napoleon's
own unrivalled energy and intelligence, and ushered in
with brighter hopes than have at any time in the
history of Poland lit the dark shades of peasant-life.

* As Arndt, Schriffcen, ii, 811, Piinf odor seclis Wmidor Gotta.
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The motives which in 1807 had led Napoleon to stay
his hand, and to content himself with half-measures of

emancipation in the Duchy of Warsaw,* could have
had no place after 1812, when Russia remained by his
side, a mutilated but inexorable enemy, ever on the
watch to turn to its own advantage the first murmurs
of popular discontent beyond the border. Political
independence, the heritage of the Polish noble, might
have been withheld, but the blessing of landed
independence would have been bestowed on the
mass of the Polish people. In the course of some
years this restored kingdom, though governed by a
member of the house of Bonaparte, would probably
have gained sufficient internal strength to survive the
downfall of Napoleon's Empire or his own decease.
England, Austria, and Turkey would have found it no
impossible task to prevent its absorption by Alexander
at the re-settlement of Europe, if indeed the col-
lapse of Russia had not been followed by the over-
throw of the Porte, and the establishment of a Greek,
a Bulgarian, and a Roumanian Kingdom under the
supremacy of France. By the side of the three abso-
lute monarchy of Central and Eastern Europe there
would have remained, upon Napoleon's downfall, at
least one people in possession of the tradition of
liberty: and from the example of Poland, raised from
the deep but not incurable degradation of its social life,
the rulers of Russia might have gained courage to
emancipate the serf, without waiting for the lapse of

* Bornliardi, Goschichto Ensslauds, Hi 26.
K K 2
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another half-century and the occurrence of a second
ruinous war. To compare a possible sequence of events
with the real course of history, to estimate the good
lost and evil got through events which at the time
seemed to vindicate the moral governance of the world,
is no idle exercise of the imagination. It may serve to
give caution to the judgment: it may guard us against
an arbitrary and fanciful interpretation of the actual.
The generation which witnessed the fall of Napoleon is
not the only one which has seen Providence in the
fulfilment of its own desire, and in the storm-cloud of

nature and history has traced with too sanguine gaze
the sacred lineaments of human equity and love.

' The Empire of Napoleon had indeed passed away.
The conquests won by the first soldiers of the Eepublic
were lost to France along with all the latest spoils oE
settlement of ^s Emperor ; but the, restoration which was

1814" effected in 1814 was no restoration of the

political order which had existed on the Continent be-
fore the outbreak of the Eevolutionary "War. The Powers
which had overthrown Napoleon had been partakers,
each in its own season, in the system of aggrandise-
ment which had obliterated the old frontiers of Europe.
Russia had gained Finland, Bessarabia, and the greater
part of Poland; Austria had won Venice, Dalmatia,
and Salzburg; Prussia had received between the years
1792 and 1806 an extension of territory in Poland and
Northern Germany that more than doubled its area.
It was now no part of the policy of the victorious
Courts to reinstate the governments which they had
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themselves dispossessed: the settlement of 1814, in so
far as it deserved the name of a restoration, was con-

fined to the territory taken from Napoleon and from
princes of his house. Here, though the claims of
Republics and Ecclesiastical Princes were forgotten, the
titles of the old dynasties were freely recognised. In
France itself, in the Spanish Peninsula, in Holland,
Westphalia, Piedmont, and Tuscany, the banished
houses resumed their sovereignty. It cost the Allies
nothing to restore these countries to their hereditary

'rulers, and it enabled them to describe the work of

1814 in general terms as the restoration of lawful
government and national independence. But the
claims of legitimacy, as well as of national right,
were, as a matter of fact, only remembered where
there existed no motive to disregard them; where they
conflicted with arrangements of policy, they received
small consideration. Norway, which formed part of the
Danish monarchy, had been promised by Alexander
to Bernadotte, Crown Prince of Sweden, in 1812, in

return for his support against Napoleon,
and the bargain had been ratified by the
Allies. As soon as Napoleon was overthrown, Berna-
dotte claimed his reward. It was in vain that the

Norwegians, abandoned by their king, declared them-
selves independent, and protested against being handed
over like a flock of sheep by the liberators of Europe.
The Allies held to their contract; a British fleet was

sent to assist Bernadotte in overpowering his new
subjects, and after a brief resistance the Norwegians
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found themselves compelled to submit to their fate
(April-Aug., 1814).* At the other extremity of Europe
a seeond of Napoleon's generals still held his throne
among the restored legitimate monarchs. Murat, King
of Naples, had forsaken Napoleon in time to make

peace and alliance with Austria. Great
Britain, though entering into a military

convention, had not been a party to this treaty;
and it had declared that its own subsequent support
of Murat would depend upon the condition that he
should honourably exert himself in Italy against
Napoleon's forces. This condition Murat had not
fulfilled. The British Government was, however, but

gradually supplied with proofs of his treachery ," nor
was Lord Liverpool, the Prime Minister, inclined
to raise new difficulties at Vienna by pressing the
claim of Ferdinand of Sicily to his territories on the
mainland, f Talleyrand, on behalf of the restored
Bourbons of Paris, intended to throw all his

strength into a diplomatic attack upon Murat before
the end of the Congress; but for the present Murat's
chances seemed to be superior to those of his rival.
Southern Italy thus continued in the hands of a solder
of fortune, who, unlike Bernadotte, was secretly the
friend of Napoleon, and ready to support him in any
attempt to regain his throne.

The engagement of the Allies towards Bernadotte,

* Parl. Debates, xxvii. G34, 834.
t Wellington, Sup. Des., x. 468; Castlereagh, x. 14#. Records, Sicily

vol. 97. The future King Louis Philippe was sent by his father-in-law)
Ferdinand, to England, to intrigue against Murat among the Sovereigm
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added to the stipulations o£ the Peace of Paris, left little
to be decided by the Congress of Vienna beyond the fate
of Poland, Saxony, and Naples, and the form of poli-
tical union to be established in Germany. It had been
agreed that the Congress should assemble within two
months after the signature of the Peace of Paris: this
interval, however, proved to be insufficient, and the
autumn had set in before the first diplomatists arrived at
Vienna, and began the conferences which preceded the
formal opening of the Congress. In the meantime a
singular spectacle was offered to Europe by the Courts
whose restoration was the subject of so much official
thanksgiving. Before King Louis XVIII. returned to
Paris, the exiled dynasties had regained their thrones
in Northern Germany and in Spain, The process of re-
action had begun in Hanover and in Hesse RoRtoratiou »

as soon as the battle of Leipzig had dis- woatphaiia.
solved the Kingdom of Westphalia and driven Napo-
leon across the Rhine. Hanover indeed did not enjoy
the bodily presence of its Sovereign: its character was
oligarchical, and the reaction here was more the affair
of the privileged classes than of the Government* In
Hesse a prince returned who was the very embodi-
ment of divine right, a prince who had sturdily
fought against French demagogues in 1792, and over
whose stubborn despotic nature the revolutions of a
vrholo generation and the loss of his own dominions
since the battle of Jena had passed without leaving a
and Ministers thon visiting England, His own curious account of his pro-
ceedings, with the secret sign for the Prince Regent, given him by Loute
XYIII, who was afraid to write anything, is in id,, TO! 99.
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trace. The Elector was seventy years old when,
at the end of the year 1813, his faithful subjects
dragged his carriage in triumph into the streets of
Oassel. On the day after his arrival he gave orders
that the Hessian soldiery who had been sent on
furlough after the battle of Jena should present
themselves, every man in the garrison-town where he
had stood on the 1st of November, 1806. A few weeks

later all the reforms of the last seven years were swept
away together. The Code Napoleon ceased to be the law
of the land; the old oppressive distinctions of caste,
with the special courts for the privileged orders, came
again into force, in defiance of the spirit of the age.
The feudal burdens of the peasantry were revived, the
purchasers of State-lands compelled to relinquish the
land without receiving back any of their purchase-money.
The decimal coinage was driven out of the country.
The old system of taxation, with its iniquitous exemp-
tions, was renewed. All promotions, all grants of ranlc
made by Jerome's Government were annulled: every
officer, every public servant resumed the station which
he had occupied on the 1st of November, 180G.
The very pigtails and powder of the common soldier
under the old regime were revived.*

The Hessians and their neighbours it. North-Western
Germany had from of old been treated with very little
ceremony by their rulers; antl if they welcomed back a

* Wippormaun, Kurhcsseu, pp. 9-13. In Hanovor torture was ro-
stored, and occasionally practised till the end of 1818: also the punishment
of death by breaking on the wheel. See Hodgskin, Travels, ii. 51, G9.
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family which had been accustomed to hire them out at
so much a head to fight against the Hindoos or "by the
side of the North American Indians, it only proved
that they preferred their native taskmasters to Jerome
Bonaparte and his French crew of revellers and usurers.
The next scene in the European reaction was a far more
mournful one. Ferdinand of Spain had no sooner re-
crossed the Pyrenees in the spring of 1814, than, convinced
of his power by the transports of popular en- Bestomtionin

thusiasm that attended his progress through Spam*
Northern Spain, he determined to overthrow the Consti-
tution of 1812, and to re-establish the absolute monarchy
which had existed before the war. The courtiers and

ecclesiastics who gathered round the King dispelled any
scruples that he might have felt in lifting his hand
against a settlement accepted by the nation. They re-
presented to him that the Cortes of 1812-which, what-
ever their faults, had been recognised as the legitimate
Government of Spain by both England and Bussia-
consisted of a handful of desperate men, collected from
the streets of Cadiz, who had taken upon themselves to
insult the Crown, to rob the Church, and to imperil
the existence o£ the Catholic Faith. On the entry of
the King into Valencia, the cathedral clergy expressed
the wishes of their order in the address of homage
which they offered to Ferdinand. " We beg your
Majesty/' their spokesman concluded, " to take the
most vigorous measures for the restoration of the
Inquisition, and of the ecclesiastical system that existed
in Spain before your Majesty's departure." " These,"
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replied the King, " are iny own wishes, and I will not
rest until they are fulfilled." *

The victory of the clergy was soon declared. On the
llth of May the King issued a manifesto at Valencia,
Spanish proclaiming the Constitution of 1812 andConstitution r °
overthrown. every decree of the Cortes null and void,
and denouncing the penalties of high treason against
everyone who should defend the Constitution by act,
word, or writing. A variety of promises, made only
to be broken, accompanied this assertion of the rights
of the Crown. The King pledged himself to summon
new Cortes, as soon as public order should be restored,
to submit the expenditure to the control of the nation,

and to maintain inviolate the security of person and
property. It was a significant comment upon Fer-
dinand's professions of Liberalism that on the very day
on which the proclamation was issued the censorship
of the Press was restored. But the King had not
miscalculated his power over the Spanish people. The
same storm of wild unreasoning loyalty which had
followed Ferdinand's re-appearance in Spain followed
the overthrow of the Constitution. The mass of the

Spaniards were ignorant of the very meaning of
political liberty: they adored the King as a savage
adores his fetish: their passions were at the call of a
priesthood as brutish and unscrupulous as that which
in 1798 had excited the Lafizzaroni of Naples against
the Eepublicaus of Southern Italy. No sooner had

* Baumgarfcon, Gosehiclite Spanioiis, ii. 30. Wellington, B., xil 27 j
S. D., ix. 17.
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Ferdinand set the example by arresting thirty of
most distinguished of the Liberals, than tumults broke
out in every part of the country against Constitutionalist
magistrates and citizens. Mobs, headed by priests
bearing the standard of the Inquisition, destroyed the
tablets erected in honour of the Constitution of 1812,

and burned Liberal writings in bonfires in the market-
places. The prisons were filled with men who, but a
short time before, had been the objects of popular
adulation.

Whatever pledges of allegiance had been ̂given to
the Constitution of 1812, it was clear that this Con-
stitution had no real hold on the nation, and that Fer-

dinand fulfilled the wish of the majority of Spaniards in
overthrowing it. A wise and energetic sovereign would
perhaps have allowed himself to use this outbtirst
of religious fanaticism for the purpose of substituting
some better order for the imprudent arrangements
of 1812. Ferdinand, an ignorant, hypocritical buffoon,
with no more notion of political justice or The clorj?y to

generosity than the beasts of the field, could p<wor'
only substitute for the fallen Cortes a government by
palace-favourites and confessors. It was in vain that
the representatives of Great Britain urged the King to
fulfil his constitutional promises, and to liberate the
persons who had unjustly been thrown into prison,*
The clergy were masters of Spain and of the King :
their influence daily outweighed even that of Fer-
dinand's own Ministers, when, under the pressure of

* Wolliutftou, S. D., ix. 328.
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financial necessity, the Ministers began to offer some
resistance to the exorbitant demands of the priest-
hood. On the 23rd of May the King signed an
edict restoring all monasteries throughout Spain, and
reinstating them in their lands. On the 24th of June
the clergy were declared exempt from taxation. On the
21st of July the Church won its crowning triumph in
the re-establishment of the Inquisition. In the meantime
the army was left without pay, in some places actually
without food. The country was at the onercy of bands
of guerillas, who, since the disappearance of the enemy,
had turned into common brigands, and preyed upon their
own countrymen. Commerce was extinct; agriculture
abandoned; innumerable villages were lying in ruins;
the population was barbarised by the savage warfare
with which for years'past it had avenged its own suffer-
ings upon the invader. Of all the countries of Europe,
Spain was the one in which the events of the Kevolu-
tionary 'epoch seemed to have left an effect most nearly
approaching to unmixed evil.

In comparison with the reaction in the Spanish
Peninsula the reaction in France was sober and dig-
Btttantiaa in rioted. Louis XVIII. was at least a scholar

France. 

, ^^ ft man Q£ ̂ ^^ Jn faQ Oj£ fayB>
among companions whose names were now almost for-
gotten, he had revelled in Voltaire, and dallied with
the fashionable Liberalism of the time. In his exile

he .had played the king with some dignity; he was
even believed to have learnt some political wisdom by
his six years' residence in England. If he had not
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character,* he had at least some tact and some sense of

humour; and if not a profound philosopher, lie was at
least an accomplished epicurean. He hated the zealotry
of his brother, the Count of Artois. He was more

inclined to quiz the emigrants than to sacrifice any-
thing on their behalf; and the whole bent of his mind
made him but an insincere ally of the priesthood, who
indeed could hardly expect to enjoy such an orgy in
France as their brethren were celebrating in Spain.
The King, however, was unable to impart his own indif-
ference to the emigrants who returned with him, nor
had he imagination enough to identify himself, as King
of France, with the military glories of the nation and
with the democratic army that had won them. Louis
held high notions of the royal prerogative: this would
not in itself have prevented him from being a successful
ruler, if he had been capable of governing in the
interest of the nation at large. There were few Repub-
licans remaining in France; the centralised institutions
of the Empire remained in full vigour; and although
the last months of Napoleon's rule had excited among
the educated classes a strong spirit of constitutional
opposition, an able and patriotic Bourbon accepting his
new position, and wielding power for the benefit of the
people and not of a class, might perhaps have exercised
ail authority not much inferior to that possessed by the
Crown before 1789. But* Louis, though rational, was
inexperienced and supine. He was ready enough to

* Compare Ids cringing letter to Pichegru iu Manuscrit de Loins
XVI1L, i>, 463, with Ixis answer in 1797 to tlio Venetian Senate, in Tlnors*
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admit into his Ministry and to retain in administrative
posts throughout the country men who had served
under Napoleon; but when the emigrants and the
nohles, led by the Count of Artois, pushed themselves
to the front of the public service, and treated the re-
storation of the Bourbons as the victory of their own
order, the King offered but a faint resistance, and
allowed the narrowest class-interests to discredit a

monarchy whose own better traditions identified it not
with an aristocracy but with the State.

The Constitution promulgated by King Louis
XVIII. on the 4th of June, 1814, and known as the

Charta,* was well received by the French
nation. Though far less liberal than the

Constitution accepted by Louis XVI. in 1791, it gave
to the French a measure of representative government
to which they had been strangers under Napoleon. It
created two legislative chambers, the Upper House
consisting of peers who were nominated by the Crown
at its pleasure, whether for life-peerages or hereditary
dignity; the Lower- House formed by national elec-
tion, but by election restricted by so high a property-
qualificationf that not one person in two hundred
possessed a vote. The Crown reserved to itself the
sole power of proposing laws. In spito of this serious

* Monttewr, 5 Juin. British and* Foreign State Papers, 1812-14),
ii. 960.

f The payment of £13 per annum in direct taxes. No one could bo
elected who did not pay £40 per annum in direct taxes,-so largo a sum,
that the Oharta provided for the case of there not being fifty persons in
a department eligible.
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limitation of the competence of the two houses, the
Lower Chamber possessed, in its right of refusing taxes
and of discussing and rejecting all measures laid before
it, a reality of power such as no representative body
had possessed in France since the beginning of the
Consulate. The Napoleonic nobility was placed on an
equality with the old noblesse of France, though neither
enjoyed, as nobles, anything more than a titular dis-
tinction.* Purchasers of landed property sold by the
State since the beginning of the Revolution were
guaranteed in their possessions. The principles of
religious freedom, of equality before the law, and of the
admissibility of all classes to public employment, which
had taken such deep root during the Bepublic and the
Empire, were declared to form part of the public law
of France; and by the side of these deeply-cherished
rights the Charta of King Louis XVIII. placed, though
in a qualified form, the long-forgotten principle of the
freedom of the Press.

Under such a Constitution there was little room for

the old noblesse to arrogate to itself any Bncroaohment8
legal superiority over the mass of the ofNoblw'
French nation. "What was wanting in law might,
however, in the opinion of the Count of Artois and his
friends, be effected by administration. 0£ all the
institutions of France the most thoroughly national
and the'most thoroughly democratic was the army; it

* Fourteen out of Napoleon's twenty marshals and throe-fifths of
his Senators wore called to the Charalber of Peers. The names of the
excluded Senators will be found in Yaulnbelle, ii. 100; but the reader must
not take Taulabello's Iriatoxy for more than a collection of party-legends.
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was accordingly against the army that the noblesse
directed its first efforts. Financial difficulties made a

large reduction in the forces necessary. Fourteen thou-
sand officers and sergeants were accordingly dismissed
on half-pay; but no sooner had this measure of economy
been effected than a multitude of emigrants who had
served against the Republic in the army of the Prince
of Cond£ or in La Vendee were rewarded with all de-

grees of military rank. Naval officers who had quitted
the service of France and entered that of its enemies

were reinstated with the rank w^ich they had held
in foreign navies.* The tricolor, unaer which every
battle of France had been fought from Jemappes to
Montmartre, was superseded by the white flag of the
House of Bourbon, under which no living soldier had
marched to victory. General Dupont, known only by
his capitulation at Baylen in 1808, was appointed
Minister of "War. The Imperial Guard was removed
from service at the Palace, and the so-called Military
Household of the old Bourbon monarchy revived, with
the privileges and the insignia belonging to the period
before 1775. Young nobles, who had never seen a shot
fired, crowded into this favoured corps, where the mus-
keteer and the trooper held the rank and the pay of a
lieutenant in the army. While in every village of
France some battered soldier of Napoleon cursed the
Government that had driven him from his comrades, the
Court revived at Paris all the details of military cere-
monial that could be gathered from old almanacks,

* Ordonuance, in Moniteur, 26 Mai.
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from the records o£ court-tailors, and from the memories

of decayed gallants. As if to convince the public
that nothing had happened during the last twenty-two
years, the aged Marquis de Chansenets, who had been
Governor of the Tuileries on the 10th of August, 1792,
and had then escaped by hiding among the bodies of
the dead,* resumed his place at the head of the officers
of the Palace.

These were but petty triumphs for the emigrants
and nobles, but they were sufficient to make the restored
monarchy unpopular. Equally injurious was their be-
haviour in insulting the families of Napoleon's generals,
in persecuting men who had taken part in the great
movement of 1789, and in intimidating the peasant-
owners of land that had been confiscated and sold by
the State. Nor were the priesthood back- Encroachments

ward in discrediting the Government of °ft^«lei»y*
Louis XVIII. in the service of their own order. It

might be vain to think of recovering the Church-
lands, or of introducing the Inquisition into France,
but the Court might at least be brought to invest
itself with the odour of sanctity, and the parish-priest
might be made as formidable a person within his own
village as the mayor or the agent of the police-minister.
Louis XVIII. was himself sceptical and self-indulgent.
This, however, did not prevent him from - publishing
a letter to the Bishops *placing his kingdom under

* This poor creature owed his life, as he owes a shabby immortality, to-
the beautiful and courageous Grace Dalrymple Elliott Journal of Mr*
Gv D* Miott, p. 79.
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the especial protection of the Virgin Mary, and from
escorting the image of the patron-saint through the
streets of Paris in a procession in which Marshal Soult
and other regenerate Jacobins of the Court braved tho
ridicule of the populace by acting as candle-bearers.
Another sign of the King's submission to the clergy
was the publication of an edict which forbade buying
and selling on Sundays and festivals. Whatever the
benefits of a freely-observed day of rest, this enact-
ment, which was not submitted to the Chambers,

passed for an arrogant piece of interference on tho part
of the clergy with national habits; and while it caused
no inconvenience to the rich, it inflicted substantial

loss upon a numerous and voluble class of petty traders.
The wrongs done to the French nation by tho
priests and emigrants who rose to power in 1814
were indeed the merest trifle in comparison with

the wrongs which it had uncomplainingly
hosta^tothe borne at the hands of Napoleon, But thoBourbons. *

glory of the Empire, the strength and
genius of its absolute rule, were gone. In its place
there was a family which had been dissociated from
France during twenty years, which had returned only
to ally itself with an unpopular and dreaded caste, a&d
to prove that even the unexpected warmth with which.
it had been welcomed home could not prevent it from
becoming, at the end of a few months, utterly alien
and uninteresting. The indifference of the nation

would not have endangered the Bourbon monarchy if
the army had been won over by the King. But here
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the Court had excited the bitterest enmity. The
accord which for a moment had seemed possible even
to Kepublicans of the type of Carnot had vanished at
a touch.* Eumours of military conspiracies grew
stronger with every month. Wellington, now British
Ambassador at Paris, warned his Grovernment of the

changed feeling of the capital, of the gatherings of
disbanded officers, of possible attacks upon the
Tuileries. " The truth is/' he wrote, " that the King
of Prance without the army is no King/' Wellington
saw the more immediate danger: f he failed to see the
depth and universality of the movement passing over
France, which, before the end of the year 1814, had
destroyed the hold of the Bourbon monarchy except
in those provinces where it had always found support,
and prepared the nation at large to welcome back
the ruler who so lately seemed to have fallen for ever.

Paris and Madrid divided for some months after

the conclusion of pence the attention of the political
* Oarnot, Memoiro adrosse an Hoi, p. 20.
f Wellington Despatches, xii, S348. On the ground of his ready-

money dealings, it han looen supposed that Wellington understood the
French pcoplo. On the contrary, ho often showed great want of insight,
both in his acts and in his opinions, when the finer, and therefore more
statesmanlike, sympathies wore in question. Thus, in the delicate position
of ambassador of a victorious Power and connsollor of a restored dynasty,
ho bitterly offended the French country-population by behaving like a
(jrcmd seiywur before 1789, and hunting with a pack of hounds over
their young corn. The matter was so serious that the Government of
Louis XVIII. had to insint on Wellington stopping his hunts. (Talley-
rand ofc Louis XVIII., p. 141.) This want of inwight into popular feeling
necessarily resulted in some portentous blunders: e.y., all that Wellington
could make of Napoleon's return from Elba was tho following :"-" He has
acted upon false or no information, and the King will destroy him without
difficulty and in a short time." Despatches, xii, '268.

L L 2
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world. At the end of September the centre
of European interest passed to Vienna. The great

council of the Powers, so long delayed, was
t! at length assembled. The Czar of Russia,

the Kings of Prussia, Denmark, Bavaria,
and Wiirtemberg, and nearly all the statesmen of
eminence in Europe, gathered round the Emperor
Francis and his Minister, Metternich, to whom by
common consent the presidency of the Congress was
offered. Lord Castlereagh represented England, and
Talleyrand France. Rasumoffsky and other Russian
diplomatists acted under the immediate directions of
their master, who on some occasions even entered into

personal correspondence with the Ministers of the other
Powers. Hardenberg stood in a somewhat freer rela-
tion to Eang Frederick William: Stein was present,
but without official place. The subordinate envoys
and attaches of the greater Courts, added to a host
of petty princes and the representatives who came from
the minor Powers, or from communities which had

ceased to possess any political existence at all, crowded
Vienna. In order to relieve the antagonisms which
had already come too clearly into view, Metternich
determined to entertain his visitors in the most mag-
nificent fashion; and although the Austrian State wa#
bankrupt, and in some districts the people were severely
suffering, a sum of about £10,000 a day was for some
time devoted to this purpose. The splendour and the
gaieties of Metternich were emulated by hin guests;
and the guardians of Europe enjoyed or endured for
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months together a succession of f£tes, banquet?, dances,
and excursions, varied, through the zeal of Talleyrand
to ingratiate himself with his new master, by a Mass
of great solemnity on the anniversary of the execution
of Louis XVI.* One incident lights the faded and
insipid record of vanished pageants and defunct gal-
lantries. Beethoven was in Vienna. The Government

placed the great Assembly-rooms at his disposal, and
enabled the composer to gratify a harmless humour by
sending invitations in his own name to each of the
Sovereigns and grandees then in Vienna. Much per-
sonal homage, some substantial kindness from these
gaudy creatures of the hour, made the period of the
Congress a bright page in that wayward and afflicted
life whose poverty has enriched mankind with such
immortal gift§.

The Congress had need of its distractions, for the
difficulties which faced it were so great that, even after
the arrival of the Sovereigns, it was found

, , ,1 p ,! Talleyrand
necessary to postpone the opening ox the and the four
regular sittings until November. By the
secret articles of the Peace of Paris, the Allies had

reserved to themselves the disposal of all vacant terri-
tory, although their conclusions required to be formally
sanctioned by the Congress at large. The Ministers
of Austria, England, Prussia, and Bussia accordingly
determined at the outset* to decide upon all territorial

* A good English account of Vienna during the Congress will "be
found in " Travels in Hungary," by Dr. B, Bright, the eminent physician;
His visit to Napoleon's son, then a child five years old, is described in a
passage of singular beauty and pathos.
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questions among themselves, and only after their
decisions were completely formed to submit them to
France and the other Powers.* Talleyrand, on hearing
of this arrangement, protested that France itself was
now one of the Allies, and demanded that the whole
body of European States should at once meet in open
Congress. The four Courts held to their determination,
and began their preliminary sittings without Talleyrand.
But the French statesman had, under the form of a

paradox, really stated the true political situation. The
greater Powers were so deeply divided in their aims that
their old bond of common interest, th« interest of

union against France, was now less powerful than the
impulse that made them seek the support of Franco
against one another. Two men had come to the
Congress with a definite aim: Alexander had resolved
to gain the Duchy of "Warsaw, and to form it, with or
without some part of Russian. Poland, into a Polish
kingdom, attached to his own crown : Talleyrand had
determined, either on the question of Poland, or on the
question of Saxony, which arose out of it, to break
allied Europe into halves, and to range France by the
side of two of the great Powers against the two others.
The course of events favoured for a while the design of
the Minister: Talleyrand himself prosecuted his plan
with an ability which, but for the untimely return of
Napoleon from Elba, would "have left France, without
a war, the arbiter and the leading Power of Europe.

* British and Foreign State Papers, 1814-16, p, 554,993. TaUoyraud et
Louis XYIIL, p. 13. ELiiber, is. 167. Sooloy's Stem, ill &4£
De'peches Incites, i. 107. Records: Continent, vol. 7, Oci 2,
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Since the Russian, victories of 1812, the Emperor
Alexander had made no secret of his intention to

restore a Polish Kingdom and a Polish
Polish question,

nationality.* Like many other designs of
this prince, the project combined a keen desire for
personal glorification with a real generosity of feeling.
Alexander was thoroughly sincere in his wish not only
to make the Poles again a people, but to give them a
Parliament and a free Constitution. The King of
Poland, however, was to be no independent prince, but
Alexander himself: although the Duchy of Warsaw, the
chief if not the sole component of the proposed new
kingdom, had belonged to Austria and Prussia after the
last partition of Poland, and extended into the heart of
the Prussian monarchy. Alexander insisted on his
anxiety to atone for the crime of Catherine in dis-
membering Poland: the atonement, however, was to
be made at the sole cost of those whom Catherine

had allowed to share the booty. Among the
other Governments, the Ministry of Great Britain
would gladly have seen a Polish State established in
a really independent form; f failing this, it desired
that the "Duchy of "Warsaw should be divided, as
formerly, between Austria and Prussia. Metternich
was anxious that the fortress of Cracow at any rate
should not fall into the hands of the Czar. Stein and

Hardenberg, and even Alexander's owti Eussian coun-
sellors, earnestly opposed the Czar's project, not only on
account of the claims of Prussia on Warsaw, but from

* Bemliardi, L 2; !i 2, 661. f Wellington, S. D., ix. 335.
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dread of the agitation likely to be produced by a Polish
Parliament among all Poles outside the new State.
King Frederick William, however, was unaccustomed to
dispute the wishes of his ally; and the Czar's offer of
Saxony in substitution for "Warsaw gave to the Prussian
Ministers, who were more in earnest than their master,
at least the prospect of receiving a valuable equivalent
for what they might surrender.

By the Treaty of Kalisch, made when Prussia united
its arms with those of Eussia against Napoleon (Feb.
27th, 1813), the Czar had undertaken to restore the

Prussian monarchy to an extent equal to
Saxon question.

that which it had possessed in 1805. Ft
was known before the opening of the Congress that
the Czar proposed to do this by handing over to
King Frederick William the whole of Saxony, whose
Sovereign, unlike his colleagues in the Ehenish Con-
federacy, had supported Napoleon up to his final
overthrow at Leipzig. Since that time the King of
Saxony had been held a prisoner, and his dominions had
been occupied by the Allies. The Saxon question had
thus already gained the attention of all the European
Governments, and each of the Ministers now at Vienna

brought with him some more or less distinct view upon
the subject. Castlereagh, who was instructed to foster
the union of Prussia and Austria against Alexander's
threatening ambition, was willing that Prussia should
annex Saxony if in return it would assist him in keep-
ing Eussia out of Warsaw: * Metternich disliked the

* Wellington, S. I),, ix. 340. Becords: Continent, voL 7, Oct. 9> 14
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annexation, hut offered no serious objection, provided
that in Western Germany Prussia would keep to the
north of the Main: Talleyrand alone made the defence
of the King of Saxony the very centre of his policy,
and subordinated all other aims to this. His instruc-

tions, like those of Castlereagh, gave priority to the
Polish question; * but Talleyrand saw that Saxony, not
Poland, was the lever by which he could throw half of
Europe on to the side of France; and before the four
Allied Courts had come to any single conclusion, the
French statesman had succeeded, on what at first

passed for a subordinate point, in breaking up their
concert.

For a while the Ministers of Austria,1 Prussia, and

England appeared to be acting in harmony; and
throughout the month of October all three
endeavoured to shake the purpose of Alex- actio^cmr r Saxony.

ander regarding Warsaw.f Talleyrand,
however, foresaw that the efforts of Prussia in this

direction would not last very long, and he wrote to
Louis XVIIL asking for his permission to make a definite
offer of armed assistance to Austria in case of need.

Events took the turn wJhich Talleyrand expected* Earlyx
in November the King of Prussia completely yielded to
Alexander, and ordered Hardenberg to withdraw his
opposition to the Russian project. Metternich thus
found himself abandoned *on the Polish question by
Prussia; and at the same moment the answer of JSoag

* Talleyrand, p. 74 Records, id., Cot. 24, 25, -
t Wellington, S. D., k. SSL Talleyraad, pj>, 59,,82,85,109* Kltiber,
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Louis XVIII. arrived, and enabled Talleyrand to assure
the Austrian Minister that, if resistance to Eussia and

Prussia should become necessary, he might count on
the support of a French army. Metternich now com-
pletely changed his position on the Saxon question,
and wrote to Hardenberg (Dec. 10) stating that,
inasmuch as Prussia had chosen to sacrifice Warsaw,

the Emperor Francis absolutely forbade the annexation
of more than a fifth part of the kingdom of Saxony.
Castlereagh, disgusted with the obstinacy of Eunsia and
the subserviency of King Frederick William, forgave
Talleyrand for not supporting him earlier, and cordially
entered into this new plan for. thwarting the Northern
Powers. The leading member of the late Ehenish
Confederacy, the King of Bavaria, threw himself with
eagerness into the struggle against Prussia and against
German unity. In proportion as Stein and the patriots
of 1813 urged the claims of Grerman nationality under
Prussian leadership against the forfeited rights of a
Court which had always served on Napoleon's side, the
politicians of the Ehenish Confederacy declaimed against
the ambition and the Jacobinism of Prussia, and called

upon Europe to defend the united principles of heredi-
tary right and of national independence in the person of
the King of Saxony.

Talleyrand's object was attained. He had isolated
Eussia and Prussia, and had: drawn to his own side not
Theory Of °^Y England and Austria but the whole body
Legitimacy. ^ ^ minor German States. Nothing
was wanting but a phrase/ or an idea, which should
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consecrate tlie new league in the opinion of Europe as a
league of principle, and bind the Allies, in matters still
remaining open, to the support of the interests of the
House of Bourbon. Talleyrand had made his theory
ready. In notes to Castlereagh and Metternich,* he*
declared that the whole drama of the last twenty yeai*s
had been one great struggle between revolution and
established right, a struggle at first between Re-
publicanism and Monarchy, afterwards between usurping
dynasties and legitimate dynasties. The overthrow of
Napoleon had been the victory of the principle of
legitimacy ; the task of England and Austria was now
to extend the work of restitution to all Europe, and to
defend the principle against new threatened aggressions.
In the noto to Castlereagh, Talleyrand added a practical
corollary. " To finish the revolution, the principle of
legitimacy must triumph without exception. The
kingdom o£ Saxony must be preserved; the kingdom
of Naples must return to its legitimate king/*

As an historical summary of tho Napoleonic wars,
Talleyrand's doctrine was baseless. No one but Pitt
had cared about the fate of the Bourbons; no one

would have hesitated to make peace with A11.
"*" Alliatioo against

Napoleon, if Napoleon would have accepted SA^.8,
terms of peace. The manifesto was not,
however, intended to meet a scientific criticism* In

the English Foreign Office it was correctly described as-
a piece of drollery; and Metternich was too familiar
with tho language of principles himself to attach much

* British and Poroigu State Papors, 1814r-15, p. 814. Kliiber, vii. 61.
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meaning to it in the month of any one else. Talleyrand,
however, kept a grave countenance. With inimitable
composure the old Minister of the Directory wrote
to Louis XVIII. lamenting that Castlereagh did not
'appear to care much about the principle of legitimacy,
and in fact did not quite comprehend it;* and he
added his fear that this moral dimness on the part of the
English Minister arose from the dealing of his country-
men with Tippoo Sahib. But for Europe at large,
-for the English Liberal party, who looked upon the
Saxons and the Prussians as two distinct nations, and

for the Tories, who forgot that Napoleon had made the
Elector of Saxony a king; for the Emperor of Austria,
who had no wish to see the Prussian frontier brought
nearer to Prague; above all, for the minor Gorman
courts who dreaded every approach towards Gorman
"unity,-Talleyrand's watchword was tho best that could
have been invented. His counsel prospered. On tho
3rd of January, 1815, after a ra»h throat of war

uttered by Hardenberg, a secret treatyf was signed by
the representatives of France, England, and Austria,
pledging these Powers to take the field, i£ necessary,
against Eussia and Prussia in defence of the principles
of the Peace of Paris. The plan of the campaign was
drawn up, the number of the forces fixed. Bavaria
had already armed; Piedmont, Hanover, and even the
Ottoman Porte, were named 'as future member** of tho
alliance.

It would perhaps be unfair to the French Mmwter

* Talleyrand, p. 281. f B. and F. State Papers, 1814-15, ii. 1001.
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to believe that he actually desired to kindle a war on
this gigantic scale. Talleyrand had not, like Napo-
leon, a ]ove for war for its own sake. His
object was rather to raise France from pSSffS^SSn

u <iuehtioiis.

its position as a conquered and isolated
Power; to surround it with allies; to make the

House of Bourbon the representatives o£ a policy
interesting to a great part of Europe; and, having thus
undone the worst results of Napoleon's rule, to trust to
some future complication for the recovery of Belgium
and the frontier of the Ehine. Nor was Talleyrand's
German policy adopted solely as the instrument of a
passing intrigue. He appears to have had a true sense
of the capacity of Prussia to transform Germany into a
great military nation; and the policy of alliance with
Austria and protection of the minor States which he
pursued in 1814 was that which he had advocated
throughout his career. The conclusion of the secret
treaty of January 3rd marked the definite success of
his plans. France was forthwith admitted into the
council hitherto known as that of the Four Courts, and

from this time its influence visibly affected the action of
Hussia and Prussia, reports of the secret treaty having
reached the Czar immediately after its signature.*

' The spirit of compromise now began to animate the
Congress* Alexander had already won a virtual
decision in his favour ola the Polish question, but
he abated something of his claims, and while gaining
the lion's share of the Duchy of Warsaw, he nlti-
* Gastleroagh did not contradict them. Records; Gout, vol. 10, Jan. 8.
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mately consented that Cracow, which threatened the
Austrian frontier, should he formed into an independent
Eepublic, and that Prussia should receive the fortresses
of Dantzic and Thorn on the Vistula, with the district

lying between Thorn and the border of Silesia.* This
was little for Alexander to abandon; on the Saxon

question the allies of Talleyrand gained most that
they demanded. The King of Saxony was restored to
his throne, and permitted to retain Dresden and about
half of his dominions. Prussia received the remainder.

In lieu of a further expansion in Saxony, Prussia was
awarded territory on the left bank of the

BESSi^S ' Ehine, which, with its recovered West-1
vinces.

phalian provinces, restored the monarchy
to an area and population equal to that which it
had possessed in 1805. But the dominion given
to Prussia beyond the Rhine, though considered at
the time to be a poor equivalent for the second
half of Saxony, was in reality a gift of far greater
value. It made Prussia, in defence of its own soil,

the guardian and bulwark of Germany against Prance.
It brought an element into the life of the State in
striking contrast with the aristocratic and Protestant
type predominant in the older Prussian provinces,-a
Catholic population, liberal in its political opinions, and
habituated by twenty years' union with France to the
democratic tendencies of French social life. It gave to
Prussia something more in common with Bavaria and

* British and Foreign State Papers, 1814-15, p. 642. Seole/s Stein,
iii. 303. Talleyrand, Preface, p. 18.
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the South, and qualified it, as it had not been qualified
before, for its future task of uniting Germany under its
own leadership.

The Polish and Saxon difficulties, which had

threatened the peace of Europe, were virtually settled
before the end of the month of January. Early in
February Lord Castlereagh left Vienna, to give an
account of his labours and to justify his policy before
the English House of Commons. His place at the
Congress was taken by the Duke of "Wellington.
There remained the question of Naples, the formation
of a Federal Constitution for Germany, and several
matters of minor political importance, none of which
endangered the good understanding of the Powers.
Suddenly the action of the Congress was interrupted by
the most startling intelligence. On the night mp0leonleaves
of March 6th Metternich was roused from ^ ^ *6-
sleep to receive a despatch informing him that Napoleon
had quitted Elba. The news had taken eight days to
reach Vienna. Napoleon had set sail on the 26th of
February. In the silence of his exile he had watched
the progress of events in France : he had convinced him-
self of the strength of the popular reaction against the
priests and emigrants ; and the latest intelligence which
he had received from Vienna led him to believe that the

Congress itself was on the point of breaking up. There
was at least some chance of success in an attempt to re-
gain his throne; and, the decision once formed, Napoleon.
executed it with characteristic} audacity and despatch,
Talleyrand, on hearing that Napoleon had left Elba,
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declared that he would only cross into Italy and there
raise the standard of Italian independence: instead of
doing this, Napoleon made straight for Trance, with the
whole of his guard, eleven hundred in number, em-
harked on a little flotilla of seven ships. The voyage
lasted three days : no Trench or English vessels capable

°^ offering resistance met the squadron.
Qn the lst of jy[arcll Napoleon landed at

the bay of Jouan, three miles to the west of Antibes. A
detachment of his guards called upon the commandant
of Antibes to deliver up the town to the Emperor; the
commandant refused, and the troops bivouacked that
evening, with Napoleon among them, in the olive-woods
by the shore of the Mediterranean.

Before daybreak began the march that was to end in
Paris. Instead of following the coast road of Provence,.
which would have brought him to Toulon and Mar-

Moves on seilles, where most of the population were
Gwnobie. fiercely Eoyalist,* and where Massena and

other great officers might have offered resistance,
Napoleon struck northwards into 'the mountains, in*
tending to descend upon Lyons by way of Grenoble.
There were few troops in this district, and no generals
capable of influencing them. The peasantry of Dauphin<5
were in great part holders of land that had been taken
from the Church and the nobles: they were exasperated

"

* Oliiefly, but not altogether, because Napoleon's war with England
had ruined the trade of the ports. See the report of Marslial Brunc, in
Dandet, La Terreur Blanche, p. 173, and the striking picture of Marseilles
in Thiers, xviii. 840, drawn from his own early recollectiona Bordeaux was
Royalist for the same reason.
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against the Bourbons, and, like the peasantry of Prance
generally, they identified the glory of the country which
they loved with the name and the person of Napoleon.
As the little band penetrated into the mountains the
villagers thronged around them, and by offering their
carts and horses enabled Napoleon to march con-
tinuously over steep and snowy roads at the rate of
forty miles a day. No troops appeared to dispute these
mountain passages: it was not until the close of the
fifth day's march that Napoleon's mounted guard,
pressing on in front of the marching column, en-
countered, in the village of La Mure, twenty miles
south of Grenoble, a regiment of infantry Tno^ at ̂
wearing the white cockade of the House ure'
of Bourbon. The two bodies of troops mingled and
conversed in the street; the officer commanding the
royal infantry fearing the effect on his men, led them
back on the road towards Grenoble. Napoleon's lancers
also retired, and the night passed without further com-
munication. At noon on the following day the lancers,
again advancing towards Grenoble, found the infantry
drawn up to defend the road. They called out that
Napoleon was at hand, and begged the infantry not to
fire. Presently Napoleon's column came in sight; one
of Ms aides-de-camp rode to the front of the royal
troops, addressed them, and pointed out Napoleon. The
regiment was already wavering, the officer commanding
had already given the order of retreat, when the men
saw their Emperor advancing towards them. They
saw his face, they heard his voice: in another moment

MM
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the ranks were "broken, and the soldiers were pressing
with shouts and tears round the leader whom nature

had created with such transcendent capacity for evil, and
endowed with such surpassing power of attracting love.

Everything was decided by this first encounter. "In
six days/' said Napoleon, " we shall be in the Tuileries."

EntersGrenoble, The n6Xt Pledg6 °f "tOiy Came Swiftly.
M^dl7t Colonel Lab^doyfere, commander of the

7th Eegiment of the Line, had openly declared for
Napoleon in Grenoble, and appeared on the road at the
head of his men a few hours after the meeting at La
Mure. Napoleon reached Grenoble the same evening.
The town had been in tumult all day. The Prdfet fled:
the general in command sent part of his troops away, and
closed the gates. On Napoleon's approach the popula-
tion thronged the ramparts with torches; the gates were
burst open; Napoleon was borne through the town, in
triumph by a wild and intermingled crowd of soldiers
and workpeople. The whole mass of the poorer classes
of the town welcomed him with enthusiasm : the middle

classes, though hostile to the Church and the Bourbons,
saw too clearly the dangers to France involved in Napo-
leon's return to feel the same joy.* They remained
in the background, neither welcoming Napoleon nor
interfering with the welcome offered him by others.
Thus the night passed. On the morning of the next
day Napoleon received the-magistrates and principal
inhabitants of the town, and addressed them in

terms which formed the substance of every subsequent
* Berriat-St. Prix, Napol6on & Grenoble, p. 10.
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declaration of his policy. " He had come/5 he said,
"to save Prance from the outrages of the returning
nobles ; to secure to the peasant the posses- Decoration of
sion of his land; to uphold the rights won 

**purpc>8e-

in 1789 against a minority which sought to re-establish
the privileges of caste and the feudal burdens of the
last century. France had made trial of the Bourbons:
it had done well to do so; but the experiment had
failed. The Bourbon monarchy had proved incapable
of detaching itself from its worst supports, the priests
and nobles: only the dynasty which owed its throne
to the [Revolution could maintain the social work of

the [Revolution. As for himself, he had learnt wisdom

by misfortune* He renounced conquest. He should
give France peace without and liberty within. He
accepted the Treaty of Paris and the frontiers of 1792,
Freed from the necessities which had forced him in

earlier days to found a military Empire, he recognised
and bowed to the desire of the French nation for con-

stitutional government. He should henceforth govern
only as a constitutional sovereign, and seek only to
leave a constitutional crown to his son."

This language was excellently chosen. It satisfied
the peasants and the workmen, who wished to see the
nobles crushed, and it showed at least a

comprehension of the feelings uppermost
in the minds of the wealthier and more

educated middle classes, the longing for peace, and the
aspiration towards political liberty. It was also calcu-
lated to temper the unwelcome impression that an. exiled

TJCM 2
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ruler was being forced upon France by the soldiery,
The military movement was indeed overwhelmingly
decisive, yet the popular movement was scarcely less
so. The Eoyalists were furious, but impotent to act;
thoughtful men in all classes held back, with sad appre-
hensions of returning war and calamity ;* but from the
time when Napoleon left Grrenoble, the nation at large
was on his side. There was nowhere an effective centre

of resistance. The Pr&Eets and other civil officers ap-
pointed under the Empire still for the most part held
their posts; they knew themselves to be threatened by
the Bourbonist reaction, but they had not yet been
displaced; their professions of loyalty to Louis XVIII.
were forced, their instincts of obedience to their old

master, even if they wished to have done with him,
profound. From this class, whose cowardice and ser-
vility find too many parallels in history,f Napoleon had
little to fear. Among the marshals and higher officers
charged with the defence of the monarchy, those who
sincerely desired to serve the Bourbons found them-
selves powerless in the midst of their " troops. Mac-
donald, who commanded at Lyons, had to fly from his
men, in order to escape being made a prisoner. The
Count of Artois, who had come to join him, discovered
that the only service he could render to the cause of his
family was to take himself out of sight. Napoleon*>

* Berangcr, Biographie, p. 373, ed. duod.
f See their contemptible addresses, as well as those of tho army, in the

Moniteur, from the 10th to the 19th of March to Louis XYIIL, from the
27th o'uwards to Napoleon.
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entered Lyons on the 10th of March, and now
formally resumed his rank and functions as Em-
peror. His first edicts renewed that appeal Napoleon enters
to the ideas and passions of the Kevolu- Lyons> MaTCh 10'
feion which had been the key-note of every one of his
public utterances since leaving Elba. Treating the
episode of Bourbon restoration as null and void, the
edicts of Lyons expelled from France every emigrant
who had returned without the permission of the Be-
public or the Emperor; they drove from the army the
whole mass of officers intruded by the Government of
Louis XVIII.; they invalidated every appointment and
every dismissal made in the magistracy since the 1st of
April, 1814; and, reverting to the law of the Consti-
tuent Assembly of 1789, abolished all nobility except
that which had been conferred by the Emperor himself.

From this time all was over. Marshal Ney, who had
set out from Paris protesting that Napoleon
,, T , T c i " " * Marshal Key.

deserved to be confined in an iron cage,
found, when at some distance from Lyons, that the
nation and army were on the side of the Emperor, aixd
proclaimed his own adherence to him in an address to
his troops. The two Chambers of Legislature, which
had been prorogued, were summoned by ^chambera
King Louis XVIII. as soon as the news of m Paxw*
Napoleon's landing reached the capital. The Chambers
met on the 13th of March* The constitutionalist party,
though they had opposed various measures of King

* Z&, Because he had abused his liberty* On ]$Tey*s trial two courtiers'
alleged that JSTey said he " would bring back Napoleon in aa iron cage."
Ney contradicted them. Frocks de Key, ii. 105,118,
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Louis* Government as reactionary, were sincerely
loyal to tlie Oharta, and hastened, in the cause of con-
stitutional liberty, to offer to the King their cordial
support in resisting Bonaparte's military despotism.
The King came down to the Legislative Chamber,
and, in a scene concerted with his brother, the Count of

Artois, made, with great dramatic effect, a declaration
of fidelity to the Constitution. Lafayette and the
chiefs of the Parliamentary Liberals hoped to raise a
sufficient force from the National Guard of Paris to

hold Napoleon in check. The project, however, came
to nought. The National Guard, which represented
the middle classes of Paris, was decidedly in favour of
the Charta and Constitutional Government; but it had

no leaders, no fighting-organisation, and no military
spirit. The regular troops who were sent out against
Napoleon mounted the tricolor as soon as they were
out of sight of Paris, and joined their comrades. The
courtiers passed from threats to consternation and help-
lessness. On the night of March 19th King Louis fled

from the Tuileries. Napoleon entered theNapoleon enters r
Paris, March 20. capftal the next evening, welcomed with
acclamations by the soldiers and populace, but not with
that general rejoicing which had met him at Lyons, and at
many of the smaller towns through which he had passed.

France was won: Europe remained behind. On
the 13th of March the Ministers of all the Great

confess of Powers, assembled at Vienna, published
Vienna, outlaws t 

"*"

Napoleon. a manifesto denouncing Napoleon Bona-
parte as the common enemy of mankind, and declaring
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him an outlaw. The whole political structure which
had been reared with so much still by Talleyrand
vanished away. Prance was again alone, with all
Europe combined against it. Affairs reverted to the
position in which they had stood in the month of
March, 1814, when the Treaty of Chaumont was
signed, which bound the Powers to sustain their armed
concert against France, if necessary, for a period of
twenty years. That treaty was now formally renewed.*
The four great Powers undertook to employ their
whole available resources against Bonaparte until he
should be absolutely unable to create disturbance, and
each pledged itself to keep permanently in the field a
force of at least a hundred and fifty thousand men.
The presence of the Duke of Wellington at Vienna
enabled the Allies to decide without delay upon the
general plan for their invasion of France. It was re-
solved to group the allied troops in three masses; one,
composed of the English and the Prussians under
"Wellington and Bliicher, to enter France by the
Netherlands; the two others, commanded by the Czar
and Prince Schwarzenberg, to advance from the middle
and upper Rhine. Nowhere was there the least sign of
political indecision* The couriers sent by Napoleon
with messages of amity to the various Courts were
turned back at the frontiers with their despatches un-
delivered. It was in vain for the Emperor to attempt
to keep up any illusion that peace was possible. After
a brief interval he himself acquainted France with the

" * British and Foreiga State Papers, 18U-15, ii. 443.
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true resolution of his enemies. The most strenuous

efforts were made for defence. The old soldiers were
called from their homes. Factories of arms

^taffof*" and ammunition began their hurried work
defence. °

in the principal towns. The Emperor
organised with an energy and a command of detail
never surpassed at any period of his life; the nature
of the situation lent a new character to his genius, and
evoked in the organisation of systematic defence all
that imagination and resource which had dazzled the
world in his schemes of invasion and surprise. Nor, as
hitherto, was the nation to be the mere spectator of
his exploits. The population of France, its National
Guard, its levee en masse, as well as its armies and its

Emperor, was to drive the foreigner from French soil.
Every operation of defensive warfare, from the accumu-
lation of artillery round the capital to the gathering of
forest-guards and free-shooters in the thickets of the
Vosges and the Ardennes, occupied in its turn the
thoughts of Napoleon.* Had France shared his reso-
lution or his madness, had the Allies found at the

outset no chief superior to their Austrian leader in
1814, the war on which they were now about to enter
would have been one of immense difficulty and risk, its
ultimate issue perhaps doubtful.

Before Napoleon or his adversaries were ready to
move, hostilities broke out in* Italy. Murat, King of
Naples, 'had during the winter of 1814 been represented
at Vienna by an envoy: he was aware of the efforts made

* Correspondence do Napoleon, xxviii. 171, 267, &c.
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by Talleyrand to expel him from his throne, and knew
that the Government of Great Britain, convinced of his

own treachery during the pretended combi-
nation with the Allies in 1814, now inclined 

a

Apnl, 1815.

to act with France.* The instinct of self-

preservation led him to risk everything in raising the
standard of Italian independence, rather than await the
loss of his kingdom; and the return of Napoleon
precipitated his fall. At the moment when Napoleon
was about to leave Elba, Murat, who knew his intention,

asked the permission of Austria to move a body of
troops through Northern Italy for the alleged purpose
of attacking the French. Bourbons, who were preparing
to restore his rival, Ferdinand. Austria declared that it

should treat the entry either of French or of Neapolitan
troops into Northern Italy as an act of war. Murat, as
soon as Napoleon's landing in France became known,
protested to the Allies that he intended to remain
faithful to them, but he also sent assurances of friend-

ship to Napoleon, and forthwith invaded the Papal
States. He acted without waiting for Napoleon's
instructions, and probably with the intention of winning
all Italy for himself even if Napoleon should victoriously
re-establish his Empire. On the 10th of April, Austria
declared war against him. Murat pressed forward and
entered Bologna, now openly proclairoing the unity and
independence of Italy. The feeling of the towns and
of the educated classes generally seemed to be in his

* British and Foreign State Papers, 1814-15, ii 275. C^tkreagn, fc.
512. Wellington, 8. IX, ix* 244. Records : Continent, ToL 12, Peb. 26.
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favour, but no national rising took place. After some
indecisive encounters with the Austrians, Murat retreated.

As he fell back towards the Neapolitan frontier, his
troops melted away. The enterprise ended in swift and
total ruin; and on the 22nd of May an English and
Austrian force took possession of the city of [Naples in
the name o£ King Ferdinand. Murat, leaving his
family behind him, fled to France, and sought in vain
to gain a place by the side of Napoleon in his last great
struggle, and to retrieve as a soldier the honour which
he had lost as a king.*

In the midst of his preparations for war with all
Europe, Napoleon found it necessary to give some satis-
faction to that desire for liberty which was again so

strong in France. He would gladly have
AM&&BD& deferred all political change until victory

over the foreigner had restored his own
undisputed ascendancy over men's minds \ he was
resolved at any rate not to be harassed by a Constituent
Assembly, like that of'1789, at the moment of his
greatest peril; and theh action of King Louis XVIIL
in granting liberty by Oharta gave him a precedent for
creating a Constitution by an Edict supplementary to
the existing laws of the Empire. Among the Liberal
politicians who had declared for King Louis XVIII.
while Napoleon was approaching Paris, one of the most

* Oorrespondance de !Napole*on, xxtiii. Ill, 127. The order forbidding
him to come to Paris is -wrongly dated April 19; probably for Hay 29.
The English documents rekting to Ferdinand's return to Naples, with
the originals of many proclamations, &c., are in Becords: Sicily, Tola.
103, 104. They are interesting chiefly as showing iihe deep impression
made on England by Ferdinand's cruelties in 1799.
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eminent was Benjamin Constant, who had published an
article attacking the Emperor with great severity on the
very day when he entered the capital. Napoleon now
invited Constant to the Tuileries, assured him that he

no longer either desired or considered it possible to
maintain an absolute rule in France, and requested
Constant himself to undertake the task of drawing up
a Constitution. Constant, believing the Emperor to be
in some degree sincere, accepted the proposals made to
him, and, at the cost of some personal consistency,
entered upon the work, in which Napoleon by no means
allowed him entire freedom.* The result of Constant's

labours was the Decree known as the Acte Additionnel

of 1815. The leading provisions of this Act resembled
those of the Charta: both professed to establish a
representative Government and the responsibility of
Ministers; both contained the usual phrases guaran-
teeing freedom of religion and security of person
and property. The principal differences were that the
Chamber of Peers was now made wholly hereditary, and
that the Emperor absolutely refused to admit the clause
of the Charta abolishing confiscation as a penalty for
political offences* On the other hand, Constant definitely
extinguished the censorship of the Press, and provided
some real guarantee for the free Expression of opinion
by enacting that Press-offences should be judged only
in the ordinary Jury-couHs. Constant was sanguine
enough to believe that the document which he had
composed would reduce Napoleon to the condition of

* Beujamiu Constant, Mtooire sur les Oeat Jours-
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a constitutional king. As a Liberal statesman, he
pressed the Emperor to submit the scheme to a
Bepresentative Assembly, where it could be examined
and amended. This Napoleon refused to do, preferring
to resort to the fiction of a Plebiscite for the purpose of
procuring some kind of national sanction for his Edict.
The Act was published on the 23rd of April, 1815.
'Voting lists were then opened in all the Departments,
and the population of Prance, most of whom were
unable to read or write, were invited to answer Yes or

No to the question whether they approved of Napoleon's
plan for giving his subjects Parliamentary government.

There would have been no difficulty in obtaining
some millions of votes for any absurdity that the
Emperor might be pleased to lay before the French
people; but among the educated minority who had

political theories of their own, the pubUca-
summoned for tion of this reform by Edict produced the

worst possible impression. No stronger
evidence, it was said, could have been given of the
Emperor's insincerity than the dictatorial form in which
he affected to bestow liberty upon France. Scarcely
a voice was raised in favour of the new Constitution.

The measure had in fact failed of its effect. Napoleon's
object was to excite an enthusiasm that should lead the
entire nation, the educated classes as well as the

peasantry, to rally round him in a struggle with the
foreigner for life or death: he found, on the contrary,
that he had actually injured his cause. The hostility o£
public opinion was so serious that Napoleon judged it
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wise to make advances to the Liberal party, and sent his
brother Joseph to Lafayette, to ascertain on what terms
he might gain his support.* Lafayette, strongly con-
demning the form of the Acte Additionnel, stated that
the Emperor could only restore public confidence by
immediately convoking the Chambers. This was exactly
what Napoleon desired to avoid, until he had defeated
the English and Prussians; nor in fact had the vote of
the nation accepting the new Constitution yet been given.
But the urgency of the need overcame the Emperor's
inclinations and the forms of law. Lafayette's demand
was granted: orders were issued for an immediate
election, and the meeting of the Chambers fixed for
the beginning of June, a few days earlier than the
probable departure of the Emperor to open hostilities on
the northern frontier.

Lafayette's counsel had been given in sincerity,
but Napoleon gained little by following it. The
nation at large had nothing of the faith in the
elections which was felt by Lafayette and
? » /» " i I- i i " i Elections,
his friends. In some places not a single
person appeared at the poll: in, most, the candi-
dates were elected by a few scores of voters. The
Eoyalists absented themselves on principle: the popula-
tion generally thought only of the coming war, and let
the professed politicians conduct the business of the day
by themselves. Among the deputies choseu there were
several who had sat m the 6arUer Assemblies of the

Revolution; and, mingled with placemen and soldiers

* Layette, M&aofarcss, Y. 4*14.
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of the Empire, a considerable body of men whose
known object was to reduce Napoleon's power. One
interest alone was unrepresented-that o£ the Bourbon
family, which so lately seemed to have been called to the
task of uniting the old and the new Prance around itself.

Napoleon, troubling himself little about the elec-
tions, laboured incessantly at his preparations for war,
and by the end of May two hundred thousand men
were ready to take the field. The delay of the Allies,
though necessary, enabled their adversary to take up
the offensive. It was the intention of the Emperor
to leave a comparatively small force to watch the
eastern frontier, and himself, at the head of a hundred

and twenty-five thousand men, to fall upon Wellington
'and Bllicher in the Netherlands, and crush them before

they could unite their forces. With this object the
greater part of the army was gradually massed on
the northern roads at points between Paris, Lille,
and Maubeuge. Two acts of State remained to be

performed by the Emperor before he
Champ de Mai. . .

quitted the capital; the inauguration of
the new Constitution and the opening of the Chambers
of Legislature. The first, which had been fixed for
the 26th of May, and announced as a revival of the old
Frankish Champ de Mai, was postponed till the begin-
ning of the following month. On the 1st of Juno
the solemnity was performed with extraordinary pomp
and splendour, on that same Champ de Mars where,
twenty-five years before, the grandest and most
affecting of all the festivals of the Eevolution, the Act
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of Federation, had been celebrated by King Louis
XVI. and his peoplp. Deputations from each of the
constituencies of France, from the army, and from
every public body, surrounded the Emperor in a great
amphitheatre enclosed at the southern end of the plain:
outside there were ranged twenty thousand soldiers of
the Guard and other regiments; and behind them
spread the dense crowd of Paris. When the total of
the votes given in the Plebiscite had been summed up
and declared, the Emperor took the oath to the Consti-
tution, and delivered one of his masterpieces of political
rhetoric. The great officers of State took the oath in
their turn: mass was celebrated, and Napoleon, leaving
the enclosed space, then presented their standards to the
soldiery in the Chainp de Mars, addressing some brief,
soul-stirring word to each regiment as it passed. The
spectacle was magnificent, but except among the soldiers
themselves a sense of sadness and disappointment
passed over the whole assembly. The speech of the
Emperor showed that he was still the despot at heart:
the applause was forced: all was felt to be ridiculous,
all unreal*

The opening of the Legislative Chambers took
place a few days later, and on the night of the llth of
June Napoleon started for the northern frontier. The
situation of the forces opposed to him in this his last
campaign strikingly resembled that which
had given him his first Italian victory in
179C. Then the Austrian® and Sardinians, resting on

* Hiot da Melito, iiL 484
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opposite bases, covered the approaches to the Sar-
dinian capital, and invited the assailant to break
through their centre and drive the two defeated
wings along diverging and severed paths of re-
treat. 'Now the English and the Prussians covered
Brussels, the English resting westward on Ostend, the
Prussians eastward on Cologne, and barely joining
hands in the middle of a series of posts nearly eighty
miles long. The Emperor followed the strategy of
1796. He determined to enter Belgium by the central
road of Charleroi, and to throw his main force upon
Bliicher, whose retreat, if once he should be severed

from his colleague, would carry him eastwards towards
Li^ge, and place him outside the area of hostilities
round Brussels. Bliicher driven eastwards, Napoleon
believed that he might not only push the English
commander out of Brussels, but possibly, by a move-
ment westwards, intercept him from the sea and cut
off his communication with Great Britain.*

On the night of the 13th of June, the French.
army, numbering a hundred and twenty-nine thousand
men, had completed its concentration, and lay
gathered round Beaumont and Philippeville. Wel-

was at Brussels; his troops,
consisted of thirty-five thousand

English and about sixty thousand Dutch, Germans,
and Belgians,! guarded the country west of the

* Napoleon to Fey; Correspondence, xxviii. 334.
4- " I have got an infamous army, very weak and ill-equipped, and a

very inexperienced staff." (Despatches, xii. 358.) So, even after hi»
victory, he writes:-"I really believe that, with the exception of my old
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Charleroi road as far as Oudenarde on the Scheldt.

Bliicher's headquarters were at Namur; he had a
hundred and twenty thousand Prussians under his
command, who were posted between Charleroi, ISTamur,
and Lidge. Both the English and Prussian generals
were aware that very large French forces had
been brought close to the frontier, but Wellington
imagined Napoleon to be still in Paris, and believed
that the war would be opened by a forward movement
of Prince Schwarzenberg into Alsace. It was also his
fixed conviction that if Napoleon entered Belgium he
would throw himself not upon the Allied centre, but
upon the extreme right of the English towards the
sea.* In the course of the 14th, the Prussian out-

posts reported that the French were massed round
Beaumont: later in the same day there were clear
signs of an advance upon Charleroi. Early next
morning the attack on Charleroi began. The Prussians
were driven out of it, and retreated in the direction of

Ligny, whither Blucher now brought up all the forces
within his reach. It was unknown to Wellington
until the afternoon of the 15th that the French had

made any movement whatever : on receiving the news
infantry, I have got not only tho worst troops but the worst-

equipped army, with tho worst staff, that was ever brought together."*
(Despatches, xiL 509.)

* Thorofore he kept his forces more westwards, and further from-
Bluchor, than 5f ho had known Nap< boon's actual plan. But the-
severance of tho English from tho sea required to bo guarded against as
much aw a defeat of Bluclior. The Duke never coosod to regard it as
nn open question whether Napoleon ought not to have thrown his whole
forco between Brussels and the sea, (Vide Memoir written in 1842 ; Wel-' 

lington, S.B., ix. 580.)
K N
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of their advance, he ordered a concentrating movement
of all his forces eastward, in order to cover the road to

Brussels and to co-operate with the Prussian general.
A small division of the British army took post at
Qoatre Bras that night, and on the morning of the
16th "Wellington himself rode to Ligny, and promised
his assistance to Bliicher, whose troops were already
drawn up and awaiting the attack of the French.

But the march of the invader was too rapid for
the English to reach the field of battle. Already, on
returning to Quatre Bras in the afternoon, Wellington
found his own troops hotly engaged. Napoleon had
sent Key along the road to Brussels to hold the
English in check and, if possible, to enter the capital,
while he himself, with seventy thousand men, attacked
Bliicher. The Prussian general had succeeded in
bringing up a force superior in number to his
assailants; but the French army, which consisted in

a great part of veterans recalled to the
Ligny, June 16.

ranks, was of finer quality than any that
Napoleon had led since the campaign of Moscow, and
it was in vain that Bliicher and his soldiers met them

with all the gallantry and even more than the fury of
1813. There was murderous hand-to-hand fighting
in the villages where the Prussians had taken up their
position: now the defenders, now the assailants gave
way: but at last the Prussians, with a loss of thirteen
thousand men, withdrew from the combat, and left the

battle-field in possession of the enemy. If the con-
querors had followed up the pursuit that night, the cause
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of the Allies would liave been ruined. The effort of

battle had, however, been too great, or the estimate
which Napoleon made of his adversary's rallying power
was too low. He seems to have assumed that Bliicher

must necessarily retreat eastwards towards Namur ;
while in reality the Prussian was straining every nerve
to escape northwards, and to restore his severed com-
munication with his ally.

At Quatre Bras the issue of the day was un-
favourable to the Trench. Ney missed his oppor-
tunity of seizing this important point before it was
occupied by the British in any force; and when the
battle began the British infantry-squares unflinchingly
bore the attack of Ney's cavalry, and auatreBraS)

drove them back again and again with June16-
their volleys, until successive reinforcements had made
the numbers on both sides even. At the close of

the day the French marshal, baffled and disheartened,
drew back his troops to their original position. The
army-corps of General d'Erlon, which Napoleon had
placed between himself and Ney in order that it might
act wherever there was the greatest need, was first
withdrawn from Ney to assist at Ligny, and then, as
it was entering into action at Ligny, recalled to Quatre
Bras, where it arrived only after the battle was over,
Its presence in either field would probably have altered
the issue of the campaign/

Bliicher, on the night of the 16th, lay disabled
and almost senseless; his lieutenant, Gneisenau, not

only saved the army, but repaired, and more than
N TSf 2
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repaired, all its losses by a memorable movement
northwards that brought the Prussians again

- . into communication with the British.
Prussian

movement. Napoleon, after an unexplained inaction
during the night of the 16th and the morning of
the 17th, committed the pursuit of the Prussians to
Marshal Grouchy, ordering him never to let the enemy
out of his sight; but Bliicher and Gneisenau had already
made their escape, and had concentrated so large a body
in the neighbourhood of Wavre, that Grouchy could
not now have prevented a force superior to his own
from uniting with the English, even if he had known
the exact movements of each of the three armies, and,
with a true presentiment of his master's danger, had
attempted to rejoin him on the morrow.

Wellington, who had both anticipated that Bliicher
would be beaten at Ligny, and assured himself that
the Prussian would make good his retreat northwards,
moved on the 17th from Quatre Bras to Waterloo,

now followed by Napoleon and the mass of the
French army. At Waterloo he drew up for battle,
trusting to the promise of the gallant Prussian that he
would advance in that direction on the following day,
Bliicher, in so doing, exposed himself to the risk of
having his communications severed and half his army
captured, if Napoleon should either change the direction
of his main attack and bend*eastwards, or should crush

Wellington before the arrival of the Prussians, and
seize the road from Brussels to Louvain with a victo-

rious force. Such considerations would have driven a
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commander like Schwarzenberg back to Liege, but they
were thrown to the winds by Bliicher and Grneisenau.
In just reliance on his colleague's energy, Wellington,
with thirty thousand English and forty thousand
Dutch, Germans, and Belgians, awaited the attack of
Napoleon, at the head of seventy-four thousand veteran
soldiers. The English position extended two miles
along the brow of a gentle slope of corn-fields, and
crossed at right angles the great road from Charleroi
to Brussels; the cMteau of Hugomont, some way down
the slope on the right, and the farmhouse of La Haye
Sainte, on the high-road in front of the left centre,
served as fortified outposts. The Trench formed on
the opposite and corresponding slope; the country was
so open that, but for the heavy rain on the evening of
the 17th, artillery could have moved over almost any
part of the field with perfect freedom.

At eleven o'clock on Sunday, the 18fch of June,
the battle began. Napoleon, unconscious of the
gathering of the Prussians on his right, vatwioo,
and unacquainted with the obstinacy of June18-
English troops, believed the victory already thrown
into his hands by Wellington's hardihood. His plan
was to burst through the left pf the English line
near La Haye Sainte, and thus to drive Wellington
westwards and place the .whole French army between
its two defeated enemies. The first movement was an

assault on the buildings of Hugomont, made for the
purpose of diverting Wellington from the true point of
attack. The English commander sent detachments to
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this outpost sufficient to defend it, hut no more. After
two hours' indecisive fighting and a heavy cannonade,
Ney ordered D'Erlon's corps forward to the great on-
slaught on the centre and left. As the French column
pressed up the slope, General Picton charged at the head
of a brigade. The English leader was among the first
to fall, but his men drove the enemy back, and at the
same time the Scots Greys, sweeping down from the
left, cut right through both the French infantry and
their cavalry supports, and, charging far up the opposite
slope, reached and disabled forty of Ney's guns, before
they were in their turn overpowered and driven back by
the French dragoons. The English lost heavily, but
the onslaught of the enemy had totally failed, and
thousands of prisoners remained behind. There was a
pause in the infantry combat; and again the artillery
of Napoleon battered the English centre, while Ney
marshalled fresh troops for a new and greater effort.
About two o'clock the attack was renewed on the left.

La Haye Sainte was carried, and vast masses of cavalry
pressed up the English slope, and rode over the plateau
to the very front of the English line. Wellington
sent no cavalry to meet them, but trusted, and trusted
justly, to the patience and endurance of the infantry
themselves, who, hour after hour, held their ground,
unmoved by the rush of the enemy's horse and the
terrible spectacle of havoc and death in their own
ranks; for all through the afternoon the artillery of
Napoleon poured its fire wherever the line was left
open, or the assault of the French cavalry rolled back.
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At last the approach of the Prussians visibly told.
Napoleon had seen their vanguard early in the day,
and had detached Count Lobau with seven thousand

men to hold them in check; biit the little Prussian

corps gradually swelled to an army, and as the day
wore on it was found necessary to reinforce Count
Lobau with some of the finest divisions of the French

infantry. Still reports came in of new Prussian
columns approaching. At six o'clock Napoleon prepared
to throw his utmost strength into one grand final attack
upon the British, and to sweep them away before the
battle became general with their allies. Two columns
of the Imperial Guard, supported by every available
regiment, moved from the right and left towards the
English centre. The column on the right, unchecked
by the storm of Wellington's cannon-shot from front
and flank, pushed to the very ridge of the British slope,
and came within forty yards of the cross-road where
the English Guard lay hidden. Then Wellington gave
the order to fire. The French recoiled; the English
advanced at the charge, and drove the enemy down the
hill, returning themselves for a while to their own
position. The left column of the French Guard attacked
with equal bravery, and met with the same fate. Then,
while the French were seeking to re-form at the bottom
of the hill, Wellington commanded a general advance.
The whole line of the British infantry and cavalry
swept down into the valley; before them the baffled
and sorely-stricken host of the enemy broke into a
confused mass; only the battalions of the old Guard,
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which, had halted in the rear of the attacking columns,
remained firm together. Bliicher, from the east, dealt
the death-blow, and, pressing on to the road by which
the French were escaping, turned the defeat into utter
ruin and dispersion. The pursuit, which Wellington's
troops were too exhausted to attempt, was carried on
throughout the night by the Prussian cavalry with
memorable ardour and terrible success. Before the

morning the French army was no more than a rabble
of fugitives.

Napoleon fled to Philippeville, and made some in-
effectual attempts both there and at Laon to fix a
rallying point for his vanished forces. From Laon

Na oieon at ^e hastened to Paris, which he readied
' at sunrise on the 21st. His bulletin

describing the defeat of Waterloo was read to the
Chambers on the same morning. The Lower House
immediately declared against the Emperor, and de-
manded his abdication. Unless Napoleon seized the
dictatorship his cause was lost. Carnot and Lucien
Bonaparte urged him to dismiss the Chambers and to
stake all on his own strong will; but they found no
support among the Emperor's counsellors. On the next
day Napoleon abdicated in favour of his son. But it
was in vain that he attempted to impose an absent suc-
cessor upon France, and to maintain his own Ministers
in power. It was equally in vain that Carnot, filled
with the memories of 1793, called upon the Assembly
to continue the war and to provide for the defence of
Paris. A Provisional Government entered upon office.
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Days were spent in inaction and debate while the
Allies advanced through Prance. On the 28th of June,
the Prussians appeared on the north of the capital;
and, as the English followed, they moved to the
south of the Seine, out of the range of the fortifications
with which Napoleon had covered the side of St. Denis
and Montmartre. Davoust, with almost all the generals
in Paris, declared defence to be impossible. On the 3rd
of July, a capitulation was signed. The remnants of
the French army were required to withdraw beyond
the Loire. . The Provisional Government dissolved

itself; the Allied troops entered the
capital; and on the following day the
Members of the Chamber of Deputies, on arriving
at their Hall of Assembly, found the gates closed,
and a detachment of soldiers in possession. Prance
was not, even as a matter of form, consulted as

to its future government. Louis XVIII. was sum-
marily restored to his throne. Napoleon, who had
gone to Eochefort with the intention of sailing to
the United States, lingered at Kochefort until escape
was no longer possible, and then embarked on the
British ship Bellerophon, commending himself, as a
second Themistocles, to the generosity of the Prince
Regent of England. He who had declared that the
lives of a million men were nothing to Mm * trusted
to the folly or the impotence of the English nation
to provide him with some agreeable asylum until he
could again break Joose and deluge Europe with blood.
But the lesson of 1814 had been learnt* Some island

* Hebtendch, L, p. 155.
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in the ocean far beyond the equator formed the only
prison for a man whom no European sovereign could
, venture to guard, and whom no fortress-walls could have
withdrawn from the attention of mankind. Napoleon
was conveyed to St. Helena. There, until at the end
of six years death removed him, he experienced some
trifling share of the human misery that he had despised.

Victory had come so swiftly that the Allied Go-
vernments were unprepared with terms of peace. The
Czar and the Emperor of Austria were still at Heidel-

d ^erg when the battle of Waterloo was
fought; they had advanced no further

than Nancy when the news reached them that Paris
had surrendered. Both now hastened to the capital,
where Wellington was already exercising the authority
to which his extraordinary successes as well as his great
political superiority over all the representatives of the
Allies then present, entitled him. Before the entry of
the English and Prussian troops into Pai-is he had
persuaded Louis XVIII. to sever himself from the party
of reaction by calling to office the regicide Fouch^, head
of the existing Provisional Government. Fouch6 had
been guilty of the most atrocious crimes at Lyons in
1793; he had done some of the worst work of each

succeeding government in France ; and, after returning
to his old place as Napoleon's Minister of Police during
the Hundred Days, he had intrigued as early as possible
for the restoration of Louis XVIII., if indeed he had

not held treasonable communication with the enemy
during the campaign. His sole claim to power was
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that every gendarme and every informer in France had
at some time acted as his agent, and that, as a regicide
in office, he might possihly reconcile Jacobins and
Bonapartists to the second return of the Bourbon
family. Such was the man whom, in association with
Talleyrand, the Duke of Wellington found himself
compelled to propose as Minister to Louis XVIII. The
appointment, it was said, was humiliating, but it was
necessary; and with the approval of the Count of Artois
the King invited this blood-stained eavesdropper to an
interview and placed him in office. Need subdued the
scruples of the courtiers: it could not subdue the
resentment of that grief-hardened daughter of Louis
XVI. whom Napoleon termed the only man of her
family. The Duchess of Angoul^me might have for-
given the Jacobin Fouche the massacres at Lyons: she
refused to speak to a Minister whom she termed one
of the murderers of her father.

Fouch£ had entered into a private negotiation with
Wellington while the English were on the outskirts of
Paris, and while the authorised envoys of the Assembly
were engaged elsewhere. Wellington's motive for re-
commending him to the King was the indifference or
hostility felt by some of the. Allies to Louis XVIII.
personally, which led the Duke to believe that if Louis
did not regain his throne before the arrival of the sove-
reigns he might never regain it at all.* Fouch6 was
the one man who could at that moment throw open the
road to the Tuileries. If his overtures were rejected,

* Wellington Despatches, xii. 649.
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he might either permit Carnot to offer some desperate
resistance outside Paris, or might retire himself with
the army and the Assembly beyond the Loire, and there
set up a Eepublican Government. With Fouch6 and
Talleyrand united in office under Louis XVIII., there
was no fear either of a continuance of the war or of the

suggestion of a change of dynasty on the part of any
of the Allies. By means of the Duke's independent
action Louis XVIII. was already in possession when
the Czar arrived at Paris, and nothing now prevented
the definite conclusion of peace but the disagreement

themselves as to the terms to
Disagreement on

terms of peace. ^ exacted. Prussia, which had suffered
so bitterly from Napoleon, demanded that Europe
should, not a second time deceive itself with the hollow

guarantee of a Bourbon restoration, but should gain a
real security for peace by detaching Alsace and Lorraine,
as well as a line of northern fortresses, from the

French monarchy. Lord Liverpool, Prime Minister of
England, stated it to be the prevailing opinion in this
country that France might fairly be stripped of the
principal conquests made by Louis XIV. ; but he added
that if Napoleon, who was then at large, should become
a prisoner, England would waive a permanent cession of
territory, on condition that France should be occupied
by foreign armies until it had, at its own cost, restored
the barrier-fortresses of the Netherlands.* Metternich

for a while held much the same language as the
* Wellington, S. D., xi. 24, 32. Maps of projected frontiers, Records :

Oont,, vol. 23.
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Prussian Minister: Alexander alone declared from the

first against any reduction of the territory of France,
and appealed to the declarations of the Powers that the
sole object of the war was the destruction of Napoleon
and the maintenance of the order established by the
Peace of Paris.

The arguments for and against the severance of the
border-provinces from France were drawn at great
length by diplomatists, but all that was essential in
them was capable of being very briefly put.
On the one side, it was urged by Stein and aSSaSSU° * cessions.

Hardenberg that the restoration of the
Bourbons in 1814 with an undiminished territory had
hot prevented France from placing itself at the end of
a few months under the rule of the military despot
whose life was one series of attacks on his neighbours :
that the expectation of long-continued peace, under
whatever dynasty, was a vain one so long as the
French possessed a chain of fortresses enabling them
at any moment to throw large armies into Germany
or the Netherlands: and finally, that inasmuch as
Germany, and not England or Russia, was exposed to
thege irruptions, Germany had the first right to have its
interests consulted in providing for the public security.
On the other side, it was argued by the Emperor
Alexander, and with far greater force by the Duke of
"Wellington,* that the position of the Bourbons would
be absolutely hopeless if their restoration, besides being
the work of foreign armies, was accompanied by the loss

* Despatches, xii 596. Seeley's Stein, iil 332,
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of French provinces: that the French nation, although
it had submitted to Napoleon, had not as a matter of
fact offered the resistance to the Allies which it was

perfectly capable of offering: and that the danger of
any new aggressive or revolutionary movement might
he effectually averted "by keeping part of France oc-
cupied by the Allied forces until the nation had settled
down into tranquillity under an efficient government.
Notes embodying these arguments were exchanged
between the Ministers of the great Powers during the
months of July and August. The British Cabinet,
which had at first inclined to the Prussian view, ac-

cepted the calm judgment of "Wellington, and trans-
ferred itself to the side of the Czar. Metternich went

with the majority. Hardenberg, thus left alone, aban-
doned point after point in his demands, and

Prussia, isolated.
" consented at last that France should cede

little more than the border-strips which had been added
by the Peace of 1814 to its frontier of 1791. Chamb^ry
and the rest of French Savoy, Landau and Saarlouis on
the German side, Philippeville and some other posts on
the Belgian frontier, were fixed upon as the territory to be
surrendered. The resolution of the Allied Governments

was made known to Louis XVIII. towards the end of

September. Negotiation on details dragged on for two
months more, while France itself under-

rfJ5«"»ea went a change of Ministry; and the defi-
nitive Treaty of Peace, known as the second

Treaty of Paris, was not signed until November
the 20th. France escaped without substantial loss of
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territory; it was, however, compelled to pay indemnities
amounting in all to about £40,000,000 ; to consent
to the occupation of its northern provinces hy an
Allied force of 150,000 men for a period not exceeding
five years ; and to defray the cost of this occupation out
of its own revenues. The works of art taken from

other nations, which the Allies had allowed France to

retain in 1814, had already been restored to their
rightful owners. No act of the conquerors in 1815
excited more bitter or more unreasonable complaint.

It was in the interval between the entry of the Allies
into Paris and the definitive conclusion of peace that a
treaty was signed which has gained a celebrity in sin-
gular contrast with its real insignificance,
the Treaty of Holy Alliance. Since the Ho&Autance,J J , Sept. 20.

terrible events of 1812 the Czar's mind Lad

taken a strongly religious tinge. His private life con-
tinued loose as before; his devotion was both very well
satisfied with itself and a prey to mysticism and im-
posture in others ; but, if alloyed with many weaknesses,
it was at least sincere, and, like Alexander's other

feelings, it naturally sought expression in foi'ms which
seemed theatrical to stronger natures* Alexander had
Tendered many public acts of homage to religion in the
intervals of diplomatic and military success in the year
1814 \ and after the second capture of Paris he drew up
,a profession of religious and political faith, embodying,
as he thought, those high principles by which the
.Sovereigns of Europe, delivered from the iniquities of
Napoleon, were henceforth to maintain the reign of peace
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and righteousness on earth.* This document, which
resembled the pledge of a religious brotherhood, formed
the draft of the Treaty of the Holy Alliance. The
engagement, as one binding on the conscience, was for
the consideration of the Sovereigns alone, not of their
Ministers ; and in presenting it to the Emperor Francis
and King Frederick William, the Czar is said to have
acted with an air 'of great mystery. The King of
Prussia, a pious man, signed the treaty in seriousness;
the Emperor of Austria, who possessed a matter-of-fact
humour, said that if the paper related to doctrines of
religion, he must refer it to his confessor, if to secrets
of State, to Prince Metternich. What the confessor

may have thought of the Czar's political evangel
is not known: the opinion delivered by the Minister
was not a sympathetic one. "It is verbiage/' said
Metternich; and his master, though unwillingly,
signed the treaty. Wijjh England the case was still
worse. As the Prince Eegent was not in Paris, Alex-
ander had to confide the articles of the Holy Alliance to
Lord Castlereagh. Of all things in the world the most
incomprehensible to Castlereagh was religious enthu-
siasm. " The fact is/' he wrote home to the English
Premier, " that the Emperor's mind is not completely

* B. and P. State Papers, 1815-16, iii. 211. The second article
is the most characteristic:-** Lcs trois Princes . . . confossant quo
la nation Chretionno dont eux ct leurs peuples font partie n'a rSeHoraent
d'autro Souverain que celui a qui seul appartient en propri6te la puissance
. . . c'est-a-dire Dieu notro Divin Sauvour J6sus-0hrist, lo Verbo du
Trfcs Haut, la parole de vie : leurs Majoste*s recommandeut ... a lours
peuples . . . de se fortifier chaque jour davantage dans les principes ot
Pexerciee des devoirs que le Divin Sauveur a enseign<$s aux houimes."
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Bound."* Apart, however, from the Czar's sanity or
insanity, it was impossible for the Prince Begent, or for
any person except the responsible Minister, to sign a
treaty, whether it meant. anything or nothing, in tho
name of Great Britain. Castlereagh was in great per-
plexity. On the one hand, he feared to wound a power-
ful ally; on the other, he dared not violate the forms of
the Constitution. A compromise was invented, Tho
Treaty of the Holy Alliance was not graced with the
name of the Prince Uegent, but tho Czar received a lottor
declaring that his principles had the personal approval
of this groat authority on religion and morality. Tho
Kings of Naples and Sardinia were the next to sub-
scribe, and in duo time the names of the witty glutton,
Louis XVIIL, and of the abject Ferdinand of Spain were
added. Two potentates alone received no invitation
from the Oscar to enter the League: tho Pope, because
he possessed too much authority within tho Christian
Church, and tho Sultan, because ho possessed none at all.

Such was the history of the Treaty of Holy
Alliance, of which, it may bo safely said, no singlo
person connected with it, except the Czar and the King
of Prussia, thought without a smile. The common

* Wellington, S. D., xi. 175. The account which Onstloroagh gives of
the Omar's longing for universal peace appears to rofutw tho tiioory that
Alo&andor had no-ma Idea of an attack upon Tarkoy in thus uniting
Ohrintendom, According to Qantloroagh, Mottornioh also thought that
" 3t was CLtiito oloar thai, the Cznr'rt mind was affected," but for the sin-
gular reason tlwt "peace and goodwill engrossed all MB thoughts, and
that he had found him of late friendly and reasonable on all points,*" (Id.)
There was, however, a strong popular impression at this time that
Alexander was on the point of invading Turkey. (G-eatz, D, I,, i. 107.)

0 0
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belief that this Treaty formed the basis of a great
monarchical combination against Liberal principles is
erroneous; for, in the first place, no such combination
existed before the year 1818 ; and, in the second place,
the Czar, who was the author of the Treaty, was at this
time the zealous friend of Liberalism both in his own

and in other countries. The concert of the Powers was

indeed provided for by articles signed on the same
day as the Peace of Paris; but this concert, which,
unlike the Holy Alliance, included England, was directed

towards the perpetual exclusion of Napoleon
the Pour rotors, from power, and the maintenance of the
Nov. 20. L y

established Government in Prance. The

Allies pledged themselves to act in union if revolution
or usurpation should again convulse Prance and en-
danger the repose of other States, and undertook to
resist with their whole force any attack that might be
made upon the army of occupation. The federative unity
which for a moment Europe seemed to have gained from
the struggle against Napoleon, and the belief existing
in some quarters in its long continuance, were strikingly
shown in the last article of this Quadruple Treaty, which
provided that, after the holding of a Congress at the end
of three or more years, the Sovereigns or Ministers of
all the four great Powers should renew their meetings at
fixed intervals, for the purpose of consulting upon their
common interests, and considering the measures best
fitted to secure the repose and prosperity of nations,
and the continuance of the peace of Europe.*
* B. and F. Stato Papers, 1815-16, iii. 273. Bocords: Oontiueut, vol 30,
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Thus terminated, certainly without any undue seve-
rity, yet not without some loss to the conquered nation,
the work of 1815* in Trance. In the meantime the

Congress of Vienna, though interrupted by the renewal
of war, had resumed and completed its labours. One
subject of the first importance remained unsettled when
Napoleon returned, the federal organisation of Germany.
This work had been referred by the Powers flwIIHin F(Hlo-

in the autumn of 1814 to a-purely German
committee, composed of the representatives of Austria
and Prussia and of three of the Minor States; but the

first meetings of the committee only showed how
difficult was the problem, and how little the inclination
in most quarters to solve it. The objects with which
statesmen like Stein demanded an elective federation

weiH3 thoroughly plain and practical. They sought, in
the first place, that Germany should he rendered
capable of defending itself against the foreigner; and
in the second place, that tho subjects of the minor
princes, who had been made absolute rulers by Napo-
leon, should now be guaranteed against despotic oppres-
sion. To secure Germany from being again conquered
by Franco, it was necessary that tho members of the
League, great and small, should abandon something of
their separate sovereignty, and create a central autho-
rity with the sole right of making war and alliances*
To protect the subjects of tho minor princes from the
abuse of power, it was necessary that certain definite
civil rights and a measure of representative government
should be assured by Federal Law to tho inhabitaiite of

o o 2
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every German State, and enforced by the central authority
on the appeal of subjects against their Sovereigns.
There was a moment when some such form of German

union had seemed to he close at hand, the moment

wjien Prussia hegan its final struggle with Napoleon,
and the commander of the Czar's army threatened
the German vassals of France with the loss of their

thrones (Feb., 1813). But even then no statesman had
satisfied himself how Prussia and Austria were to unite

in submission to a Federal Government; and from tho

time when Austria made terms with the vassal princes
little hope of establishing a really effective authority at
the centre of Germany remained. Stein, at tho Con-

gress of Vienna, once more proposed to restore tho titlo
and the long-vanished powers of the Emporor; but ho
found no inclination on the part of Metternich to pro-
mote his schemes for German unity, while somo of tho
minor princes flatly refused to abandon any fraction of
their sovereignty over their own subjects. Tho diffi-
culties in the way of establishing a Federal State wow
great, perhaps insuperable; the statesmen anxious Cor
it few in number; the interests opposed to it all but
universal. Stein saw that the work was intended to bo

unsubstantial, and withdrew himself from it before its

completion. The Act of Federation,* which wan signod
on the 8th of June, created a Federal Diet, forbade tho

members of -the League to enter into alliances against
the common interest, and declared that in each Stale,
Constitutions should be established. But it left the

* Kliiber, ii. 598.
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"various Sovereigns virtually independent of the League;
it gave the nomination of members of the Diet to the
Governments absolutely, without a vestige of popular
election; and it conta.ined no provision lor enforcing
in any individual State, whose ruler might choose
to disregard it, the piunciplo of constitutional rule*
Whether the Federation, would in any degree have
protected Germany in case of attack by Prance or
Russia is matter for conjecture, since a long period of
peace followed the year 1815; but so far was it from
securing liberty to the Minor States, that in the hands
of Mctternich the Diet, impotent for every other pur-
pose, became an. instrument for the persecution of
liberal opinion and for the suppression of the freedom of
the press.

German affairs, as usual, were the last to be settled
at the Congress; when those were at length disposed
of, the Congress embodied the entire mass of its reso-
lutions in one great Final Act* of a hundred and
twenty-one articles, which was signed a few
days before the battle of Waterloo was** «Ttmo .

fought, This Act, together with the so-
concj, Treaty of Paris, formed tlu; public law with which
Europe emerged from the warfare of a quarter of a
contury, and entered upon a period which proved, even
more than it was expected to prove, one of long-lasting
peace. Sbinding on the boundary-line between two ages,
the legislation of Vienna forms a landmark in history.
The provisions of the Congress have sometimes beeu

* Kltibor, vL 12, It covers, with U$ appendices, 205
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criticised as if that body had been an assemblage of
philosophers, bent only on advancing the course of
human progress, and endowed with the power of sub-
duing the selfish impulses of every Government in
Europe. As a matter of fact the Congress was an aroint
where national and dynastic interests struggled for
satisfaction by every means short of actual war. To
inquire whether the Congress accomplished all that it
was possible to accomplish for Europe is to inquire
whether Governments at that moment forgot all thoir
own ambitions and opportunities, and thought only of
the welfare of mankind. Russia would not have givon
up Poland without war; Austria would not havo givon
up Lombardy and Venice without war. The only
measures of 1814-15 in which the common interest was

really the dominant motive were those adopted oithor
with the view of strengthening the States immediately
exposed to attack by Prance, or in the hope of sparing
France itself the occasion for new conflicts. The union

of Holland and Belgium, and the annexation of the
Genoese Republic to Sardinia, were the means adopted
for the former end; 'for the latter, the rolinquishmont
of all claims to Alsace and Lorraine. These were the

measures in which the statesmen of 1814-15 acted

with their hands free, and by these their foresight may
fairly be judged. Of the union of Belgium to Holland
it is not too much to say that, although planned by
Pitt, and treasured by every succeeding Ministry as
one of his wisest schemes, it was wholly usolcftB and
inexpedient. The tranquillity of Western Europe was
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preserved during fifteen years, not by yoking together
discordant nationalities, but by tbe general desire to
avoid war; and as soon as France seriousty demanded
tlie liberation of Belgium from Holland, it had to be
granted. Nor can it be believed that tbe addition of
the hostile and discontented population of Genoa to
the kingdom of Piedmont would have saved that
monarchy from invasion if war had again arisen. The
annexation of Genoa was indeed fruitful of results, but
not of results which Pitt and his successors had

anticipated. It was intended to strengthen the House
of Savoy for the purpose of resistance to Prance :* it
did strengthen the House of Savoy, but as the
champion of Italy against Austria, It was intended to
withdraw the busy trading city Genoa from the in-
fluences of French democracy: in reality it brought a
strong element of innovation into the Piedmontose
State itself, giving, on the one hand, a bolder and
moro national spirit to its Government, and, on the other
hand, elevating to the ideal of a united Italy those who,
like the Genoese Mazzini, were now no longer born to
1)0 the citizens of a free .Republic, In sacrificing the
ancient liberty of Genoa, the Congress itself unwittingly
began tho series of changes which was to refute the
famous saying of Metternich, that Italy was but a
geographical expression.

* In tho first draft of tho socrot clauses of the Treaty of June 14,
1ROO, botweon England and Austria (HOC vol. a., p. 5&SJJ), Auntria wan to
haw had Genoa. But tho fear arming that Kussia would not pormifc
Aiwtrla'a axtiwwiou to tho Mediterranean, an alteration wan mndei, whereby
AtiHtria wan prominttd half of Piedmont, Genoa to go to the King of Sar-
dinia in couipcuHatioxu
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But if the policy of 1814-15 in the affairs of
Belgium and Piedmont only proves how little an
average collection of statesmen can see into the
future, the policy which, in spite of Waterloo, left

France in possession of au uudiminishcd
territory, does no discredit to the fore-

sight, as it certainly does the highest honour to tho
justice and forbearance of Wellington, whose counsels
then turned the scale. The wisdom of tho resolu-

tion has indeed been frequently impugned. German
statesmen held then, and have held ever since, that

the opportunity of disarming- France once for all o£
its weapons of attack was wantonly thrown away.
Hardenberg, when his arguments for annexation of tho
frontier-fortresses were set aside, predicted that Btroanitt
of blood would hereafter flow for the conquest of Alwico
and Lorraine/ and his prediction has been fulfilled. Yflt
no one perhaps would have been more astonished thau
Hardenberg himself, could Ixe have known that fifty-
five years of peace between France and Prussia would
precede the next great struggle. When the same period
of peace shall have followed the acquisition of Mete atid
Strasburg by Prussia, it will be time to condemn tho
settlement of 1815 as containing the germ of future
wars; till then, the effects of that settlement in main-

taining peace are entitled to recognition. It'is impos-
sible to deny that the Allies, in leaving to Franco
the whole of its territory in 1815, avoided inflicting
the most galling of all tokens of defeat upon a

* Ports, Leben Steius, IT, 524
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spirited and still most powerful nation. The loss of
Belgium and the frontier of the Rhine was keenly
enough felt for thirty years to come, and made no
insignificant part of the French people ready at any
moment to rush into war: how much greater the power
of the war-cry, how hopeless the task of restraint, if
to the other motives for war there had been added the

liberation of two of the most valued provinces of
France. Without this the danger was great enough.
Thrice at least in the next thirty years the balance
seemed to be turning against the continuance of peace.
An offensive alliance between Franco and Kussia was

within view when the Bourbon monarchy fell; the
first years of Louis Philippe all but saw the revolu-
tionary party plunge France into war for Belgium and
for Italy; ten years later the dismissal of a Ministry
alone prevented the outbreak of hostilities on the
distant affairs of Syria. Had Alsace and Lorraine at
this timo boon hi the hands of disunited Germany, it is
hard to believe that the Bourbon dynasty would not
have averted, or sought to avert, its fall by a popular
war, or that the victory of Louis Philippe over the
war-party, difficult oven when there was no French soil
to reconquer, would have been possible* The time
indeed came when a new Bonaparte turned to enter*-
'priHOB of aggre#Bion the resources which Europe had left
unimpaired to IUH country: but to aasume that the
ca»«ioa« proposed in 1815 would have nmde Bfcanee
uaablo to move, with or without allies, half a ceritury
afterward^ is to make a confident guess i& a doubtful
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matter; and, with Germany in the condition in which it
remained after 1815, it is at least as likely that the
annexation of Alsace and Lorraine would have led to

the early reconqnest of the Rhenish, provinces by
France, or to a war between Austria and Prussia, as
that it would have prolonged the period of European
peace beyond that distant limit which it actually
reached.

Among the subjects which were pressed upon the
Congress of Vienna there was one in which tho pursuit

of national interests and calculations of
English efforts

to ̂ IbdSS8^es policy bore no part, the abolition of tho
African slave-trade. The British people,

who, after twenty years of combat in the cause of
Europe, had earned so good a right to ask something of
their allies, probably attached a deeper importance to thin
question than to any in the whole range of European
affairs, with the single exception of the personal over-
throw of Napoleon. Since the triumph of Wilberforce'g
cause in the Parliament of 1807, and the extinction of

English slave-traffic, the anger with which the nation
viewed this detestable cruelty, too long tolerated by
itself, had become more and more vehement and wide-

spread. By the year 1814 the utterances of public
opinion were so loud and urgent that the Government,
though free from enthusiasm itself, was forced to place
the international prohibition of the slave-trade in the
front rank of its demands. There were politicians on
the Continent credulous enough to believe that thia
outcry of the heart and the conscience of the nation
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was but a piece -of commercial hypocrisy. Talleyrand,
with far different insight, but not with more sympathy,
spoke of the state of the English people as one of
frenzy.* Something had already been effected at
foreign courts, Sweden had been led to prohibit slave-
traffic in 1813, Holland in the following year. Portugal
had been restrained by treaty from trading north of the
line. France had pledged itself in the first Treaty of Paris
to abolish the commerce within five years. Spain alone
remained unfettered, and it was indeed intolerable that

the English slavers should have been forced to abandon
their execrable gains only that they should fall into the
hands of the subjects of King Ferdinand. It might be
true that the Spanish colonies required a larger supply
of slaves than they possessed ; but Spain had at any rate
not the excuse that it was asked to surrender an old and

profitable branch of commerce* It was solely through
the abolition of the English slave-trade that Spain
possessed any slave-trade whatever. Before the year
1807 no Spanish ship had been seen on the coast of
Africa for a century, except one in 1798 fitted out
by Godoy.f AH for the French trade, that had been
extinguished by the capture of Senegal and Gorce;
and along the two thousand miles of coast from Cape
Blanco to Cape Formosa a legitimate commerce with
the natives was gradually springing up in placo of ttio
desolating traffic in fleph And blood* It wan, hoped by
the English $KJOple that Castlereagh would succeed m

f B, mk F, State Papets, 1815-Jfy &
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obtaining a universal and immediate prohibition of the
slave-trade by all the Powers assembled at Vienna. The
Minister was not wanting in perseverance, but he failed
to achieve this result. France, while claiming a short
delay elsewhere, professed itself willing, like Portugal,
to abolish at once the traffic north of the line ; but tlio

Government on which England had perhaps the greatest
claim, that of Spain, absolutely refused to accept this
.restriction, or to bind itself to a final prohibition before
the end of eight years. Castlercagh then proposed
that a Council of Ambassadors at London and Paris

. should be charged with the international duty of ex-
pediting the close of the slave-trade; the measure which
he had in view being the punishment of slave-dealing
States by a general exclusion of their exports. Against
this Spain and Portugal made a formal protest, treating
the threat as almost equivalent to one of war. The
project dropped, and the Minister of England had to
content himself with obtaining from the Congress a
solemn condemnation of the slave-trade, as contrary to
the principles of civilisation and human right (Fob*,
1815).

The work was carried a step further by Napoleon'**
return from Elba. Napoleon understood the impatience
of the English people, and believed that he could make
no higher bid for its friendship than by abandoning tho
reserves made by Talleyrand at the Congress, and
abolishing the French slave-trade at once and for all
This was accomplished; and the Bourbon ally of
England, on his second restoration, could not undo what
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had been done by the usurper. Spain and Portxigal
alone continued to pursue-the former country without
restriction, the latter on the south of the line-a

commerce branded by the united voice of Europe as
infamous. The Governments of these countries alleged
in their justification that Great Britain itself had resisted
the passing of the prohibitory law until its colonies
were far better supplied with slaves than those of its
rivals now were. This was true, but it was not the
whole truth. The whole truth was not known, the

sincerity of English feeling was not appreciated, until,
twenty years later, the nation devoted a part of its
wealth to release the. slave from servitude, and the

English race from the reproach of slave-holding.
Judged by the West Indian Emancipation of 183»i,
tho Spanish appeal to English history sounds almost
ludicrous. But tho remembrance of the long years
throughout which tho advocates of justice encountered
opposition in England should temper the severity <>£
our condemnation of the countries which still defended

a bad interest. The light broke late upon ourselves :
the darkness that still lingered elsewhere had -too long
been our own.
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FOR nearly twenty years the career of Bonaparte had
given to European history the unity of interest which*
belongs to a single life. This unity does not imme-
diately disappear on the disappearance of his mighty
figure. The Powers of Europe had been too closely
involved in the common struggle, their interests were
too deeply concerned in the maintenance of the newly-'
established order, for the thoughts of Governments
to be withdrawn from foreign affairs, and the currents
of national policy to fall at once apart into separate
channels. The Allied army continued to occupy France;
the defence of the Bourbon monarchy had boon declared
the cause of Europe at large; the conditions uudei?
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which the numbers of the army of occupation might be
reduced, or the period of occupation shortened, remained
to be fixed by the Allies themselves. France thus formed
the object of a common European deliberation ; nor was
the concert of the Powers without its pecu-
liar organ. An International Council was 

regu 8 mnee'

created at Paris, consisting of the Ambassadors of the
four groat Courts. The forms of a coalition were, for
the first time, preserved after the conclusion of peace.
Communications were addressed to the Government of

Louis XVIIf., in the name of all the Powers together.
The Council of 'Ambassadors met at regular intervals,
and not only transacted business relating to the army of
occupation and the payment of indemnities, but discussed
the domestic policy of the French Government, and the
situation of parties or the signs of political opinion in
the Assembly and the nation.

Tn thus watching over the restored Bourbon*

monarchy, the Courts of Kuropo were doing no more
than they had bound themselves -to do by treaty. Parig,
however, was not the only field for a busy diplomacy.
In most of the minor capitals of Europe each of the
Great Powers had its own supposed in-
... * , . » i A Action of the
terewts to pursue, or iw own principles of

government to inculcate* An age of transi-
tion necmed to have begun. Constitutions had beeti
pnomined in many States, <and created in sopaej iti
Spain and in Sicily they had reached the third stage,
that of ̂ suppression, It waa not likely that ifa states-
Men wko had succeeded to Napoleons pqwea; in Europe
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should hold themselves entirely aloof from the affairs
of their weaker neighbours, least of all when a neigh-
bouring agitation might endanger themselves. In one
respect the intentions of the British, the Austrian,
and the Russian Governments were identical, and

continued to be so, namely, in the determination to
countenance no revolutionary movement. Revolution,
owing to the experience of 1793, had come to be regarded
as synonymous with aggressive warfare. Jacobins,
anarchists^ disturbers of the public peace, were only
different names for one and the same class of inter-

national criminals, who were indeed indigenous to
Prance, but might equally endanger the peace of
mankind in other countries. Against these fomenters
of mischief all the Courts were at one.

Here, however, agreement ceased. It was admitted
"that between revolutionary disturbance and the enjoy-
ment of constitutional liberty a wide interval existed, and
the statesmen of the leading Powers held by no means
the same views as to the true relation between nations

Alexander. J AT and their rulers. The most liberal in theory
among the Sovereigns of 1815 was the

Emperor Alexander. Already in the summer of 1815
he had declared the Duchy of Warsaw to be
to independence and nationality, under the title
Kingdom of Poland; and before tho end of the year lie
had granted it a Constitution, which created certain
representative assemblies, and provided the new kingdom
with an army' and an Administration of its own, into ,

no person not a Pole could enter- The promised
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introduction of Parliamentary life into Poland was but
the first of a series of reforms dimly planned by
Alexander, which was to culminate in the bestowal of

a Constitution upon Russia itself, and the emancipation
of the serf.* Animated by hopes like these for his own
people, hopes which, while they lasted, were not merely
sincere but ardent, Alexander was also friendly to the
cause of constitutional government in other countries.
Ambition mingled with disinterested impulses in the
foreign policy of the Czar. It was impossible that
Alexander should forget the league into which England
and Austria had so lately entered against him. He was
anxious to keep France on his side; he was not inclined
to forego the satisfaction of weakening Austria by sup-
porting national hopes in Italy; f and he hoped to create
some counterpoise to England's maritime power by ally-
ing Eussia with a strengthened and better-administered
Spain. Agents of the Czar abounded in Italy and
in Germany, but in no capital was the Ambassador of
Eussia more active than in Madrid. General Tatistcheff,

who was appointed to this post in 1814, became the
terror of all his colleagues and of the Cabinet of London
from his extraordinary activity in intrigue; but in
relation to the internal affairs of Spain his influence was

* Bemhardi, iii. 2,10, 666.
f "W© are now iaundated with Btussfiaa agents of yarious descrip-

tion*!, some public and eome secret, but all Holding the same language, all
preaching * Constitution and liberal principles,' aad all oudeftvouting- to
direct the eyes of the independents towards the North. * . . A copy of
the iixstructions eeok to the Russian Minister here has fallen into the
hands of the Austrians," A'Court (Ambassador at iT&piee) iw Oaetlereagh,
Dec. 7,1815. BecortU j Sicily, 104
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beneficial; and it was frequently directed towards the
support of reforming Ministers, whom King Ferdinand,
if free from foreign pressure, would speedily have sacri-
ficed to the pleasure of his favourites and confessors.

In the eyes of Prince Metternioh, the all-powerful
Minister of Austria, Alexander was little better than a

Jacobin. The Austrian State, though itsJaettermch. ^

frontiers had been five times changed since
1792, had continued in a remarkable degree free from
the impulse to internal change. The Emperor Francis
was the personification of resistance to progress; tho
Minister owed his unrivalled position not more to his
own skilful statesmanship in the great crisis of 1813
than to a genuine accord with the f eelingn of his master.
If Francis was not a man of intellect, Mettornich was

certainly a man of character; and for a considerable period
they succeeded in impressing the stamp of their own
strongly-marked Austrian policy upon Europe. The
force of their influence sprang from no remote source;
it was due mainly to a steady intolerance of ail principles
not their own, Metternich described his system with
equal simplicity and precision as an attempt neither
to innovate nor to go back to the past, but to keep
things as they were. In the old Austrian dominions
this was not difficult to do, for things had no tendency
to move and remained fixed of themselves ;* but on tho

* A profound reason has been ascribed to Mottornich's conservatism
by some o£ his English apologists in high place, namoly tho foar that if
ideas of nationality should spring up, tho non-German components of
the Austrian monarchy, yiz., Bohemia, Hungary, Croatia, <fco., would
break off and become independent States. But there is not a word in
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outside, both on the north and on the south, ideas were

at work which, according to Metternich, ought never
to have entered the world, but, having unfortunately
gained admittance, made it the task of Governments to
resist their influence by all available means. Stein and
the leaders of the Prussian War of Liberation had agitated
Germany with hopes of national unity, of Parliaments,
and of the impulsion of the executive powers of State
by public opinion. Against these northern innovators,
Metternich had already won an important victory in the
formation of the Federal Constitution. The

weakness and timidity of the King of Prussia poWln*
* & Qarmany.

made it probable that, although he was now
promising his subjects a Constitution, he might at no
distant date be led to unite with other German Govern-

ments in a system of repression, and in placing Liberalism
under the ban of the Diet. In Italy, according to the
conservative statesman, the same dangers existed ahd
the same remedies were required. Austria, through the
acquisition of Ycnice, now possessed four times as large a
territory beyond the Alps as it had possessed
before 1792; but the population was no
longer the quiescent and contented folk that it had boon
in the days of Maria Theresa. Napoleon's kingdom
and army of Italy had taught the people warfare, and
given them political aims and a more masculine spirit.

Meitornieh's writings which shows that this apprehension had at this time
entered ti$ mind. To generalise his Italian policy of 1815 into a great
prophetic statesmanship, U to interpret the ideas of one age by the history
of the next
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Metternich's own. generals had promised the Italians
independence when they entered the country in 1814;
Murat's raid a year later had actually heen undertaken
in the name of Italian unity. These were disagreeable
incidents, and signs were not wanting of the existence
of a revolutionary spirit in the Italian provinces of
Austria, especially among the officers who had served
under Napoleon. Mettemich was perfectly clear as to
the duties of his Government. The Italians might have
a Viceroy to keep Court at Milan, a body of native
officials to conduct their minor affairs, and a mock Con-

gregation or Council, without any rights, powers, or
functions whatever; if this did not satisfy them, they
were a rebellious people, and government must be con-
ducted by means of spies, police, and the dungeons of
the Spielberg.*

On this system, backed by great military force,
there was nothing to fear from the malcontents of
Lombardy and Venice: it remained for Metternich,
to extend the same security to the rest of the pen-
insula, and by a series of treaties to effect the double
end of exterminating constitutional government and of

establishing an Austrian Protectorate over the
Scheme of an Aus- .. . � n * i -, ". .-«.
tuu FroteotoEBto entire country, from the Alps to the Sicilian

Straits. The design was so ambitious that
Metternich had not dared to disclose it at the Congress
of Vienna; it was in fact a direct violation of the Treaty

* In Moravia. For the system of espionage, soo the book callwl
" Carte segretp della polizia Austriaca," contesting of police-reports which
fell into the hands of the Italians at Milan in 1848,
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of Paris, and o£ the resolution of the Congress, that Italy,
outside the possessions of Austria, should consist of in-
dependent States. The first Sovereign over whom the net
was cast was Ferdinand of Naples. On the 15th o£ June,
1815, immediately after the overthrow of Murat, King
Ferdinand signed a Treaty of Alliance with Austria,
which contained a secret clause, pledging the King
to introduce no change into his recovered kingdom incon-
sistent with its own old monarchical principles, or with the
principles which had been adopted by the Emperor of
Austria for the government of his Italian provinces.*
Ferdinand, two years before, had been compelled by
Great Britain to grant Sicily a Constitution, and was
at this very moment promising one to Naples. The
Sicilian Constitution was now tacitly condemned; the
Neapolitans were duped. By a further secret clause,
the two contracting Sovereigns undertook to communi-
cate to one another everything that should come to their
knowledge affecting the security and tranquillity of the
Italian peninsula; in other words, the spies and the police
of Ferdinand wore now added to Metternich's staff in

Lombardy. Tuscany, Modena, and Parma entered into
much the same condition of vassalage; but the scheme
for a universal federation of Italy under Austria's
leadership failed through the resistance of Piedmont

* Biimehi, Storia Documentata, i. 208, The substance of this aeoret
clause was communicatod to A'Oourt, the English Ambassador at Naples.
" I had 110 hesitation in saying that anything wMob, contributed to the good
understanding now prevailing between Austria and Naplas, could not but
prove extremely flatisfactory to the Bfitieh GoYemmont." A'Gourt to
Caateeagh, July 18, jm Etecord* t Bioily, roi 104.
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and of the Pope. Pius VII. resented the attempts of
Austria, begun in 1797 and repeated at the Congress
of Vienna, to deprive the Holy See of Bologna and
Ravenna. The King of Sardinia, though pressed by
England to accept Metternich's offer of alliance,
maintained with great decision the independence of his
country, and found in the .support of the Czar a more
potent argument than any that he could have drawn
from treaties.*

The part played by the British Government at this
epoch has been severely judged not only by the later

opinion of England itself, but by the his-
iana'sioreig?r torical writers of almost every nation in
policy. a 

J

Europe. It is perhaps fortunate for the
fame of Pitt that he did not live to witness the accom-

plishment of the work in which he had laboured for
thirteen years. The glory of a just and courageous
struggle against Napoleon's tyranny remains with Pitt;
the opprobrium of a settlement hostile to liberty has
fallen on his successors. Yet there is no good ground for
believing that Pitt would have attached a higher value
to the rights or inclinations of individual communities
than his successors did in re-adjusting the balance of
power; on the contrary, he himself first proposed to
destroy the Republic of Genoa, and to place Catholic
Belgium under the Protestant Crown of Holland; ixor

* Letters in Eeuchlin, Geschichte Italiens, i. 71. The Holy Alliance
was turned to better account by the Sardinian statesmen than by the
Neapolitans, "Apres s'&re allie*," wrote the Sardinian Ambassador lit
St.Petersburg, "en Jlsus-Ohrist notre Sauyour,parole de vie, pour^uoj
&t a quel propos s'allier eft Motternich P "
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was any principle dearer to him than that of aggran-
dising the House of Austria as a counterpoise to the
power of France.* The Ministiy of 1815 was indeed
but too faithfully walking in the path into which Pitt
had been driven by the King and the nation in 1793.
Resistance to France had become the one absorbing
care, the beginning and end of English statesmanship.
Government at home had sunk to a narrow and un-

feeling opposition to the attempts made from time to
time to humanise the mass of the people, to reform
an atrocious criminal law, to mitigate the civil wrongs
inflicted in the name and the interest of a State-religion.
No one in the Cabinet doubted that authority, as such,
must be wiser than inexperienced popular desire, least
of all the statesman who now, in conjunction with
the Duke of Wellington, controlled the policy of Great
Britain upon the Continent. Lord Castlereagh had no
sympathy with cruelty or oppression in Continental
nilers; he had just as little belief iu the value of free
institutions to their subjects.! The nature of his in-
fluence, which has been drawn sometimes in too dark

colours, may be fairly gathered from the course of action
which he followed in regard to Sicily and to Spain.

In Sicily the representative of Great Britain, Lord
William Bentinck, had forced King Ferdinand, who could

* Soe the paasagos from Grenville's letters quoted in vol. i, p. 186
of thi» work

f Oaatloreagh, x 18. " Tho danger te Mat the transition " (to liberty)
" maybe too suddouto ripen into anything likely to tuako the world bottor
or happier. , . . . I am tiure it is better to retard than accelerate tuo
operation of this most hazardous principle which Id abroad."
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not have maintained himself for an hour without the arms

and money of England, to establish in 1813 a Parliament
framed on the model of our own. The Parlia-

In Sicily.

ment had n'ot proved a wise or a capable body,
but its faults were certainly not equal to those of King
Ferdinand, and its re-construction under England's
auspices would have been an affair of no great difficulty.
Ferdinand, however, had always detested free institutions,
and as soon as he regained the throne of Naples he.
determined to have done with the Sicilian Parliament.

A correspondence on the intended change took place
between Lord Castlereagh and A'Court, the Ambassador
who had now suqceeded Lord William Ben tin ck.* That

the British Grovernment, which had protected the Sicilian
Crown against Napoleon at the height of his power, could
have protected the Sicilian Constitution against King
Ferdinand's edicts without detaching a single man-of-
war's "boat, is not open to doubt. Castlereagh, however,
who for years past had been paying, stimulating, or
rebuking every Government in Europe, and who had
actually sent the British fleet to make the Norwegians
submit to Bernadotte, now suddenly adopted the prin-
ciple of non-intervention, and declared that, so long as
Ferdinand did not persecute the Sicilians who at the

* B. and F. State Papers, 1816-17, p. 553. Mottoraich, iii. 80.
Castloroagh had at first desired that the Constitution shduld be modijfwwl
under the influence of the English Ambassador. Instructions to A'Gourt,
March 14, 1814, marked " Most Secret;" Records: Sicily, vol. #J),
A'Court himself detested the Constitution. "I conceive the Sicilian
people to be totally and radically unfit to be entrusted with political
power," July 23,1814, id.
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invitation of England had taken part in political life,
or reduce the privileges of Sicily below those which had
existed prior to 1813, Great Britain would not interfere
with his action. These stipulations were inserted in
order to satisfy the House of Commons, and to avert
the charge that England had not only abandoned the
Sicilian Constitution, but consented to a change which
left the Sicilians in a worse condition than if England
had never intervened in their affairs. Lord Castlereagh
shut his eyes to the confession involved, that he was
leaving the Sicilians to a ruler who, but for such re-
straint, might be expected to destroy every vestige of
public right, and to. take the same bloody and un-
scrupulous revenge upon his subjects which he had
taken when Nelson restored him to power in 1799.

The action of the British Government in Spain
showed an equal readiness to commit the future to the
wisdom of Courts. Lord Castlereagh was A

0 Action or Bug-

made acquainted with the Spanish Ferdi- ^*»i>^-
nand's design of abolishing the Constitution on his
return in the year 1814. "So far," he replied, "as
the mere existence of the Constitution is at stake, it

is impossible to believe that any Change tranquilly
effected can well be worse/' * In this case the inter-

position of England would perhaps not have availed
against a reactionary clergy and nation: Cantloreagh
was, moreover, deceived by Ferdinand's professions that
he had no desire to restore absolute government. Ho

* Oaatl&reagh, x. 25.
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credited the King -with the same kind of moderation
which had led Louis XVIII. to accept the Charta in
France, and looked forward to the maintenance of a
constitutional regime, though under conditions more
favourable to the executive power and to the influence of
the great landed proprietors and clergy.* Events soon
proved what value was to be attached to the word of
the King; the flood of reaction and vengeance broke over
the country; and from this time the' British Govern-
ment, half confessing and half excusing Ferdinand's
misdeeds, exerted itself to check the outrages of des-
potism, and to mitigate the lot of those who were now
its victims. In the interest of the restored monarchies

themselves, as much as from a regard to the public
opinion of Great Britain, the Ambassadors of England
urged moderation upon all the Bourbon Courts. This,
however, was also done by Metternich, who neither
took pleasure in cruelty, nor desired to see new revolu-
tions produced by the extravagances of priests and
emigrants. It was not altogether without cause that
the belief arose that there was little to choose, in
reference to the constitutional liberties of other States,
between the sentiments of Austria and those of the

Ministers of free England. A difference, however, did
exist. Metternich actually prohibited the Sovereigns

* " If his Majesty announces his determination to give effect to the
main principles of a constitutional rdgime, it is possible that he may
extinguish the existing arrangement with impunity, and re-efltablfoh one
more consistent with the efficiency of the executive power, and which may
restore the great landed proprietors and the clergy to a due share of
authority." Oastlereagh, id.
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over whom his influence extended from granting their
subjects liberty : England, believing the Sovereigns to
be more liberal than they were, did not interfere to
preserve constitutions from destruction.

Such was the general character of the influence now
exercised by the three leading Powers of Europe.
Prussia, which had neither a fleet like England, an
Italian connection like Austria, nor an ambitious

Sovereign like Eussia, concerned itself little with dis-
tant States, and limited its direct action to the affairs of

France, in which it possessed a substantial interest, in-
asmuch as the indemnities due from Louis XVIII, had

yet to be paid. The possibility of recovering these sums
depended upon the maintenance of peace and order in
Prance ; and from the first it was recognised by every
Government in Europe that the principal danger to
peace and order arose from the conduct of the Count
of Artois and his friends, the party of reaction. The
counter-revolutionary movement began in mere riot and
outrage. No sooner had the news of the battle of
"Waterloo reached the south of France than the Royalist
mob of Marseilles drove the garrison out of outness of the

the town, and attacked the quarter inha- »«&oftSuSt* Jtukfr-"iit,

bited by the Mameluke families whom
Napoleon had brought from Egypt. Thirteen of these
unfortunate personn, and about as many Bonapartist
citizens, were murdered.* A few weeks later Nismen

* Daurlot, La Temnr Blanche, p. 186, The loas of the troops was
a hundred. The atones of wholesale massacre* at M&rseillott and other

pl&ces arc Miorus.
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was given over to anarchy and pillage. Religious
fanaticism here stimulated the passion of political
revenge. The middle class in Nismes itself and a portion
of the surrounding population were Protestant, and had
hailed Napoleon's return from Elba as a deliverance
from the ascendancy of priests, and from the threatened
revival of the persecutions which they had suffered
under the old Bourbon monarchy. The Catholics, who
were much more numerous, included the lowest class in

the town, the larger landed proprietors of the district,
and above half of the peasantry. Bands of volunteers
had been formed by the Duke of Angoul6me at the
beginning of the Hundred Days, in the hope of sustain-
ing a civil war against Napoleon. After capitulating
to the Emperor's generals, some companies had been
attacked 'by villagers and hunted down like wild beasts.
The bands now reassembled and entered NismoB. The

garrison, after firing upon them, were forced to give up
their arms, and in this defenceless state a considerable

number of the soldiers were shot down (July 17)* On
the next day the leaders of the armed mob began ix> use
their victory. For several weeks murder and outrage),
deliberately planned and publicly announced, kept &ot
only Nismes itself, but a wide extent of the surrounding
country in constant terror. The Government acted
slowly and feebly; the local authorities were intimi-
dated ; and; in spite of the remonstrances of Wellington
and the Russian Ambassador, security was not restored
until the Allies took the matter into their own handn,
and a detachme$t of Austrian troops occupied
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Department of the Grard. Other districts in the south
of France witnessed the same outbreaks of Royalist
ferocity. Avignon was disgraced by the murder of
Marshal Brune, conqueror of the Russians and English in
the Dutch campaign of 1799, an honest soldier, who after
suffering Napoleon's neglect in the time of prosperity,
had undertaken the heavy task of governing Marseilles
during the Hundred Days. At Toulouse, General'
Ramel, himself a Royalist, was mortally wounded by
.a band of assassins, and savagely mutilated while lying
disabled and expiring.

Crimes like these were the counterpart of the Sep-
tember massacres of 1792; and the terrorism exercised

by the Royalists in 1815 has been compared, as a
whole, with the Republican Reign of Terror twenty-two
years earlier* 'But the comparison does little credit to
the historical sense of those who suggested it. The
barbarities of 1815 were strictly local: shocking as
they were, they scarcely amounted in all to an average
day's work of Carrier or Foxwhd in 1794 ; and the
action of the established Government, though culpably
weak, was not itsolf criminal. A second and more

dangerous stage of reaction began, however, when the
work o£ popular vengeance closed. Elections for a new
Chamber of Doputien were held at the end

. Kltwtion* at 181&

of August. The Liberals and the adho-
r<mt« of Napoleon, paralysed by the disasters of France
and the invaders' presence, gave up all as lo$t: the
Ministor» of Louts XVIII. abstained from the usual

electoral maaomvres, TaUeymd through carelessness,
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Fouch6 from a desire to see parties evenly balanced:
the ultra-Royalists alone had extended their organisa-
tion over France, and threw themselves into the contest

with the utmost passion and energy. Numerically
weak, they had the immense forces o£ the local adminis-
tration on their side. The Prfifets had gone over heart
and soul to the cause of the Count of Artois, who indeed

represented to them that he was acting under the King's
own directions. The result was that an Assembly was
elected to which France has seen only one parallel since,
namely in the Parliament of 1871, elected when in-
vaders again occupied the country, and the despotism
of a second Bonaparte had ended in the same immea-
surable calamity. The bulk of the candidates returned
were country gentlemen whose names had never been
heard of in public life since 1789, men who had resigned
themselves to inaction and obscurity under the Republic
and the Empire, and whose one political idea was to re-
verse the injuries done by the Revolution to their caste
and to their Church. They were Royalists because a
Bourbon monarchy alone could satisfy their claims:
they called themselves ultra-Royalists, but they were so
only in the sense that they required the. monarchy to
recognise no ally but themselves. They had already
shown before Napoleon's return that their real chief
was the Count of Artois, not the King; in what form
their ultra-Royalism would exhibit itself in case the
King should not submit to be their instrument re-
mained to be proved.

The first result of the elections was tlie downfall of
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Talleyrand's Liberal Ministry. The Count of Artois
and the courtiers, who had been glad enough to secure
Touches services while their own triumph M of Talleyrail<1
was doubtful, now joined in the outcry of and Eoucht'''
the country gentlemen against this monster of iniquity.
Talleyrand promptly disencumbered himself of his old
friend, and prepared to meet the new Parliament as an
ultra-Eoyalist; but in the eyes of the victorious party
Talleyrand himself, the married priest and the reputed
accomplice in the murder of the Duke of Enghien, was
little better than his regicide colleague; and before the
Assembly met he was forced to retire from power. His
successor, the Due dc Richelieu, was recom- moholiea,8 Minis_

mended to Louis XVIII. by the Czar. ****'**
Richelieu had quitted France early in the Revolution, and,
unlike most of the emigrants, had played a distinguished
part in the country which gave him refuge. Winning
his first laurels in the siege of Ismail under Suvaroff, ho
had subsequently been made Governor of the Euxine
provinces of Russia, and the flourishing town of Odessa
had sprung up under his rule. His reputation as an
administrator was high; his personal character singu-
larly noble and disinterested. Though the English
Government looked at first with apprehension upon a
Minister so closely connected with the Czar of Russia,
Richelieu's honesty and truthfulness soon gained him
the respect of every foreign Court. His relation to
Alexander jproved of gpreat service to France in lighten-
ing the burden of the army of occupation; his equity,
his acquaintance with, the real ends of monarchical
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government, made him, though no lover of liberty, a
valuable Minister in face of an Assembly which repre-
sented nothing but the passions and the ideas of a reac-
tionary class. But Eichelieu had been too long absent
from Trance to grasp the details of administration with
a steady hand. The men, the parties of 1815, were
new to him: it is said that he was not acquainted by
sight with most of his colleagues when he appointed
them to their posts. The Ministry in consequence was
not at unity within itself. Some of its members, like
Decazes, were more liberal than their chief; others,

like Clarke and Yaublanc, old servants of Napoleon
now turned ultra-Eoyalists, were eager to make them-
selves the instruments of the Count of Artois, and to

carry into the work of government the enthusiasm
of revenge which had already found voice in the
elections.

The session opened on the 7th of October. Twenty-
nine of the peers, who had joined Napoleon during the
Hundred Days, were excluded from the House, and
replaced by adherents of the Bourbons; nevertheless
the peers as a body opposed themselves to extreme re-
action, and, in spite of Chateaubriand's sanguinary
violence of the harangues, supported the moderate policy
a»»A« * IMS. of Eicbeiieu against the majority of tho
Lower House. The first demand of the Chamber of

Deputies was for retribution upon traitors ;* their first
* See the Address, on Jownal des Dfibafe, 18 Octobro: " [Notts oserona

solliciter humblement la retribution ndcessaire," &c. For tho general lustory
of the Session, see Duvergior de Haurotme, iii 257; Yiol-Oaytel, iv, 13fc) j
Castlereagh's severe judgment of Artois. Records: Gout,, 28, Sep. 2L
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conflict with the Government of Louis XVIII. arose

upon the measures which were brought forward by the
Ministry for the preservation o£ public security and
the punishment of seditious acts. The Ministers were
attacked, not because their measures were too severe,

but because they were not severe enough. While taking
power to imprison all suspected persons without trial;
or to expel them from their homes, Decazes, the Police-
Minister, proposed to punish incitements to sedition by
fines and terms of imprisonment varying according to
the gravity of the offence. So mild a penalty excited
the wrath of men whose fathers and brothers had

perished on the guillotine. Some cried out for death,
others for banishment to Cayenne. When it was
pointed out that the infliction of capital punishment for
the mere attempt at sedition would place this on a level
with armed rebellion, it was answered that a distinction

might be maintained by adding in the latter case the
ancient punishment of parricide, the amputation of the
hand. Extravagances like this belonged rather to the
individuals than to a party; but the vehemence of the
Chamber forced the Government to submit to a revision

of its measure. Transportation to Cayenne, but not
death, wan ultimately included among the penalties for
seditious acte. The Minister of Ju$tic&, M, JBarb&*>

MatboiFi, who had himself been transported to Cayenne
by the Jacobins in 1797, was able to satisfy, the
Chamber from his own experience tliat they weive not
^rring on, the &k!& of mercy.*

* /owrnaj fa* IW&afo, 29 October. ''
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It was in the. midst o£ these heated debates that

Marshal Ney was brought to trial for high treason. A
Nay Boated so-called Edict of Amnesty had been published

"r>80'7' 
' 

by the King on the 24th of July, con-
taining the 'names of nineteen persons who were to be
tried by courts-martial on capital charges, and of thirty-
eight others who were to be either exiled or brouglit to
justice, as the Chamber might determine. Ney was
included in the first category. Opportunities for escape
had been given to him by the Government, as indeed
they had to almost every other person on the list.
King Louis XVIII. well understood that his Govern-
ment was not likely to -be permanently strengthened by
the execution of some of the most distinguished men in
France; the emigrants, however, and especially the
Duchess of Angouleme, were merciless, and the English
Government acted a deplorable part. " One can never
feel that the King is secure on his throne/' wrote Lord
Liverpool, " until he has dared to spill traitors' blood.
It is not that many examples would be necessary " but
the daring to make a few will alone manifest any strength
in the Government/'* LaWdoy&re had already been
executed. On the 9th of November Ney was brought
before a court-martial, at which Castlercagh and hi»
wife had the bad taste to be present. The court-
martial, headed by ISTey's old comrade Jourdan, declared
itself incompetent to judge a peer of France accused of
high treason.f Ney was accordingly tried before the

* Wellington, S. D., xi. 95. This self-confident folly is wpeated to
. many of Lord Liverpool's letters. t Proems du Marshal BToy, i 23$.
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House of Peers. The verdict was a foregone conclu-
sion, and indeed the legal guilt of tlie Marshal could
hardly be denied. Had the men who sat in judgment
upon him been a body of Vendean peasants who had
braved fire and sword for the Bourbon cause, the sen-

tence of death" might have been pronounced with pure,
though stern lips : it remains a deep disgrace to France
that among the peers who voted not only for Ney's
condemnation but for his death, there were some who

had themselves accepted office and pay from Napoleon
during the Hundred Days. A word from "Wellington
would still have saved the Marshal's life, but in

interceding for Ney the Duke would have placed him-
self in direct opposition to the action of his own
Government. Whe'n the Premier had dug the grave,
it was not for Wellington to rescue the prisoner. It
is permissible to hope that he, who had so vehe-
mently reproached* Bliicher for his intention to put
Napoleon to death if ho should fall into his hands,
would have asked clemency for Ney, had he con-
sidered himself at liberty to obey the promptings of
his own nature. The responsibility for Marshal Ney'?
death rests, more than upon any other individual, upon
Lord Liverpool

Otx the 7th of December the sentence was e#e*

cuted. Ney was shot at early morning in an uu-
frequexxted spot, and the Government congratulated
itseJ# that it had escaped the dangers of a popular
demonstration, and heard the last of a disagreeable
business. Never was there a greater mistake. No'
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crime committed in the Reign of Terror attached a
deeper popular opprobrium to its authors than the
execution of Ney did to the Bourhon family. The
victim, a brave but rough half-German soldier,* rose in
popular legend almost to the height of the Emperor
himself. His heroism in the retreat from Moscow

became, and with justice, a more glorious memory than
Davoust's victory at Jena or Moreau's at Hohenlinden.
Side by side with the thought that the Bourbons had
been brought back by foreign arms, the remembrance
sank deep into the heart of the French people that this
family had put to death "the bravest of the brave."
It would have been no common good fortune for Louis
XVIII. to have pardoned or visited with light punish-
ment a great soldier whose political feobloncss had led
him to an act of treason, condoned by the nation at
large, Exile would not have made the transgressor a
martyr. But the common sense of 'mankind condemns
'INey's execution: the public opinion of Franco has
never forgiven it.

On the day after the great example waB made,
Jlichelieu brought forward tho Amnesty Bill of the

* ISToy was not, however, a mere fighting general. The Military
Studies published in English in 1833 from his manuscripts j>rov<* thin.
They abound in acute remarks, and his estimate of tho quality of tlta
German soldier, at a time when the Germans were habitually focafyn nttd
despised, is very striking. He urges that when French infantry fight 10
throe ranks, tho charge should be made after the two front raukn hava
fired, without waiting,for the third to fire. (< Tho Gorman «oldl<*rt fomwd'
by the severest discipline, is cooler than any other. Ho would iu tho wtd
obtain the advantage in this kind of firing if it lasted long.*' (P» KKK)
JSToy's parents appear to have been Wurtomberg people who had settled In
Alsace. Tho name was really Kea (Now).
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Government in the House of Representatives. The
King, while claiming full right of pardon, desired that
the Chamber should be associated with Amnost B£U

him in its exercise, and submitted a project Dec'a
of law securing from prosecution all persons not in-
cluded in the list published on July 24th. Measures
of a very different character had already been intro-
duced under the same title into the Chamber. Though
the initiative in legislation belonged by virtue of the
Charta to the Crown, resolutions might be moved by
members in the shape of petition or address, and under
this form the leaders of the majority had drawn up
schemes for the wholesale proscription of Napoleon's
adherents. It was proposed by M. la Bourdonnaye to
bring to trial all the great civil and military officers
who, during the Hundred Days, had constituted the
Government of the usurper; all generals, prcfets, and
commanders of garrisons, who had obeyed Napoleon
before a certain day, to be named by the Assembly ;
and all voters for the death of Louis XVI, who had

recognised Napoleon by signing the Acto Additionnel.
The language in which these prosecutions were urged
was the echo of that which had justified the bloodshed
of 1708 ; its violence was due partly to the fancy that
Napoleon's return was no sudden and unexpected acfc,
"but the work of a set of conspirators in high places, who
were fctill plotting the overthrow, of the monarchy,* , It

* 'See tho eacferotct? Jhrowi La Bcwdoimaye's printed
d*$ #$&«&,,!# 3^6v&mtar& "'Pout nrrfete letirs traiBfcW criiuinellvs, il
faut des fcir*, dee boupr^aux, deg suppliers. La rnort, la inert soulo pout
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was in vain that Eichelieu intervened with the expression
of the King's own wishes, and recalled the example
of forgiveness shown in the testament of Louis XVI.
The committee which was appointed to report on tho
projects of amnesty brought up a scheme little different
from that of La Bourdonnaye, and added to it tho
iniquitous proposal that civil actions should bo brought
against all condemned persons for the damages sustained
by the State through Napoleon's return. This was to
make a mock of the clause in the Charta which

abolished confiscation. The report of tho committee
caused the utmost dismay both in France itself and
among the representatives of foreign Powers at Paris*
The conflict between the men of reaction and the

Government had openly broken out; Richelieu's Ministry,
the guarantee of peace, seemed to be on the point of
falling. On the 2nd of January, 1810, tho Chamber
proceeded to discuss the Bill of the Government and tho
amendments of the committee. The debate lasted four

days; it was only by the repeated use of tho King's
own name that the Ministers succeeded in gaining a
majority of nine votes against the two principal
categories of exception appended to the Atnaeaty by
their opponents. The proposal to restore confiscation
under the form of civil actions wan rejected by a
much greater majority, but on the vote affecting tlm
regicides the Government was defeated. This indeed
was considered of no great moment. Eichelieu, content

effrayer leurs complices et mottre fiii a lours complotg," <&c.
journals abound with similar speeches.
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with having averted measures which would have exposed
several hundred persons to death, exile, or pecuniary
ruin, consented to banish from .France the regicides who
had acknowledged Napoleon, along with the thirty-
eight persons named in the second list of July 24th.
Among other well-known men, Carhot, who had ren-
dered such great services to his country, went to die
in exile. Of the seventeen companions of Ney and
Lab6doyfcre in the first list of July 24th, most had es-
caped from France; one alone suffered death** But the
persons originally excluded from the amnesty and the
regicides exiled by the Assembly formed but a small
part of those on whom the vengeance of the Iloyalists
fell; for it was provided that the amnesty-law should
apply to no one against whom proceedings had been
taken before the formal promulgation of the law. The
prisons were already crowded with accused persons,
who thus remained exposed to punishment; and after
the law had actually passed the Chamber, telegraph-
signals were sent over the country by Clarke, the
Minister of War, ordering the immediate accusation
of several others. One distinguished soldier at least,
General Travot, was sentenced to death on proceedings
thus instituted between the passing and the promulga-
tion of the law of amnesty, f Executions, however, were

* General Mouton-Dureniet. Several were sentenced to death in theiv
abBenee; Boine were acquitted on. the singular ploa that they W4 become
subjects of the Empire of Elba> and so could not be guilty of treason to
the King of franco.

t The amt<&0e was commuted by tfw Kto#,to twdto years' imprison-
ment <jtefl&?aJL dwwtraa w*# aetmJlyshot It is stated, though it appears
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not numerous except in the south of France, but an
enormous number of persons were imprisoned or driven
from their homes, some by judgment of the law-courts,

some by the exercise of the powers con-
Persecutiou of J

ferred on the administration by the Jaw or

Public Security.* The central government
indeed had less part iti this species of persecution than
the Prefets and other local authorities, though within
their own departments Clarke and Vaublanc set an
example which others were not slow to follow. Eoyalist
committees were formed all over the country, and assumed
the same kind of irregular control over tho officials
of their districts as had been practised by the Jacobin
committees of 1793. Thousands of persons employed
in all grades of the public service, in schools and colleges
as well as in the civil administration, in the law-courts

as well as in the army and navy, were dinmisaod from
their posts. The new-comers were professed agents of
the reaction; those who were permitted to retain thoir
offices strove to outdo their colleagues in their renegade

not to be clear, that his prosecution began at the game late dato. Duvorglor
de Hauranne, iii. 335.

* The highest number admitted hy the Govewainout to havo tarn
imprisoned at any ono timo under tho Law of Public Security wat* 310, in
addition to 750 banished from their homos or placed undot «mm»Ulan<w*
ISTo one has collected statistics of tbe imprisonments* by 1^1 ttftntttttck&
Tho old stoiy that there were 70,000 persons in prinoxi, ift undoubtedly au
absurd exaggeration; but the numbers given by the Govef umftitt, 0v<m if
true at any one moment, afford no cluo to tho whole number of im0Hmm*
ments, for as fast as one person gats out of prison in Franca tti ft tlttw of
political excitement, another is put in. Th© writer $peaJk» &om povminiU'
erperience, having been imprisoned in 1871. Any one who han «<wm how
those afairH are conductod will blow how ridiculous it would bt» to f^icNl*
th^t the central government has information of every ca«e.
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zeal for the new order. It was seen again, as it haa
been seen under the Eepublic and under the Empire,
that if virtue has limits, servility has none. The same
men who had hunted down the peasant for sheltering
his children from Napoleon's conscription now hunted
down those who were stigmatised as Bonapartists.
The clergy threw in their lot with the victorious party,
and denounced to the magistrates their parishioners
who treated them with disrespect.* Darker pages
exist in French history than the reaction of 1815, none
more contemptible. It is the deepest condemnation of
the violence of the Eepublic and the despotism of the
Empire that the generation formed by it should have
produced the class who could exhibit, and the public
who could tolerate, the prodigies of baseness which
attended the second Bourbon restoration.

Within the Chamber of Deputies the Ultra-Royalist
majority had gained Parliamentary experience in the
debates on the Amnesty Bill and the Law of Public
Security : their own policy now took a definite shape,
and to outbursts of passion there succeeded
the attempt to realise ideas* Hatred of adoptj> meDLtajj

the Revolution and all its works was gtill

the dominant impulse of the Assembly ; but whatever
may have beeix the earlier desire of the Ultra- Royalist
noblesse, it was no longer, their inteutioji to restore
political system that existed before 1780.
xix that cage have desired to restore absolute

* 800, ̂., the Petition fttrc Petpc OH&inbres, 1816, at the Tx^giruiiiLg' of
; & (kwfytf* WflriW; " / ', ";,'" , ^ '! i' ' .
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and to surrender the power which seemed at length to
have fallen into the hands of their own class. With

Artois on the throne this might have heen possible,
for Artois, though heir to the crown, was still what
he had been in his youth, the chief of a party: with
Louis XVIII. and Richelieu at the head of the State,

the Ultra-Royalists became the adversaries of royal
prerogative and the champions of the rights of Parlia-
ment. Before the Revolution the noblesse had pos-
sessed privileges1; it had not possessed political power.
The Constitution of 1814 had unexpectedly given it,
under representative forms, the influence denied to it
under the old monarchy. New political vistas opened;
and the men who had hitherto made St. Louis and

Henry IV. the subject of their declamations, now
sought to extend the rights of Parliament to the
utmost, and to perpetuate in succeeding aBHemblioB tlw
rule of the present majority. An electoral law favour-
able to the great landed proprietors was the firnt
necessity. This indeed was but a means to an. end:
another and a greater end might be attained directly,
the restoration of a landed Church, and of the civil and

social ascendancy of the clergy.
It had been admitted by King Louis XVIIL that

the clause in the Charta relating to elections required
modification, and on this point the Ultra-Royalists in the

Chamber were content to wait for the pro*
Ecclesiastical n -^

"QfaHguaftba posals-of the Government. In thoir occle*
siastical policy they did not maintain the

same reserve. Resolutions in favour of the 8tafo»CburoU
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were discussed in the form of petitions to be presented
to the Crown. It was proposed to make the clergy, as
they had been before the Eevolution, the sole keepers of
registers of birth and marriage; to double the annual
payment made to them by the State ; to permit property
of all kinds to be acquired by the Church by gift or will;
to restore all Church-lands not yet sold by the State;
and finally, to abolish the University of France, and to
place all schools and colleges throughout the country
under the control of the Bishops* One central pos-
tulate not only passed the Chamber, but was accepted
by the Government and became law. Divorce was
absolutely abolished; and for nearly seventy years
from that time no possible aggravation of wrong
sufficed in France to release either husband or wife from

the mockery of a marriage-tie. The power to accept
donations or legacies was granted to the clergy, subject,
however, in every case to the approval of the Crown.
The allowance mode to them out of the revenues of

the State was increased by the amount of certain pen-
sions as they should fall in, a concession which fell
very far short of the demands of the Chamber. La all,
the advantages won for the Church were scarcely
proportioned to the zeal displayed in its cause. The
most important question, the disposal o£ the unsold
Church-lands, remained to be determined when the

Chamber should enter upon tlxe disous$ion of i&o
Budget. ' : ," " '', , . "' , " 

'

The Electoral Bill of the $orernment from which
the; Ultra^Boyalirt^ expected $0 awich, was introduced
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at the end of the year 1815. It showed in a singular
manner the confusion of ideas existing within the Minis-

try as to the nature of the Parliamentary
Electoral BiU, J **
DOC. is, 1815. liberty now supposed to belong to
France. The ex-pr6fet Vaublanc, to whom the framing
of the measure was entrusted, though he imagined
himself purged from the traditions of Napoleonism,
could conceive of no relation between the executive and

the legislative power but that which exists between a
substance and its shadow. It never entered his mind

that the representative institutions granted by the
Charta were intended to bring an independent force to
bear upon the Government, or that the nation should
be treated as more than a fringe round the compact
and lasting body of the administration, The language
in which Vaublanc introduced his measure was gro-
tesquely candid. Montesquieu, he said, had pointed out
that powers must be subordinate; therefore the electoral
power must be, controlled by the King's Government.*
By the side of the electors in the Canton and the Depart-
ment there was accordingly placed, in the Ministerial
scheme, an array of officials numerous enough to carry
the elections, if indeed they did not actually outnumber
the private voters. The franchise was confined to the
sixty richest persons in each Canton : these, with the
officials of the district, were to elect the voters of the

Department, who, with a similar contingent of officials,
were to choose the Deputies. Ite-affirming the principle
laid down in the Constitution of 1795 and repeated in

* Jownal des D&bats, 19 Dccembre, 1815.
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the Charta, Vaublanc proposed that a fifth part of the
Assembly should retire each year.

If the Minister had intended to give the Ultra-
Itoyalifcts the best possible means of exalting the
peculiar policy of their class into something like a real
defence of liberty, he could not have framed a more
fitting measure. The creation of constituent bodies
out of mayors, crown-advocates, and justices of the
peace, was described, and with truth, as a mere
Napoleonic juggle. The limitation of the franchise
to a fixed number of rich persons was condemned as
illiberal and contrary to the spirit of the Charta: the
system pf yearly renovation by fifths, which threatened
to curtail the reign of the present majority, was attri-
buted to the dread of any complete expression of public
opinion. It was evident that the Bill of the Govern-
ment would either be rejected or altered in such a
manner as to give it a totally different character. In
the Committee of the Chamber which undertook the

task of drawing up amendments, the in- ^ * '

fluence was first felt of a man who was

soon to become the chief and guiding spirit of the
ITltra-Boyalist party. M. do Villfele, spokesman of the
Committee, had in. his youth been .an officer in the
ttfyvy, of Louis XVI. On the dethronement of the King
he had quitted the service, and settled in the Me of

where he gained some wealth and an ac-
with details of business and Enance yare

among the French landed gefrfcty. Itaturnitfg to France
Empire, he took tip his ftbo,de near Toulouse,
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his native place, and was made Mayor of that city on
Napoleon's second downfall. Vill&le's politics gained a
strong and original colour from his personal experience
and the character of the province in which he lived.
The south was the only part of France known to him.
There the reactionary movement of LSI5 had boon a
really popular one, and the chief difficulty of the
Government, at the end of the Hundred Days, had been
to protect the Bonaparfcists from violence. Villele be-
lieved that throughout France the wealthier men among
the peasantry were as ready to follow the priests and
nobles as they were in Provence and La Vondoo. His
conception of the government of the future was tho rules
of a landed aristocracy, resting, in its struggle* against
monarchical centralisation and against the Liberalism
of the middle class, on the conservative and reli-

gious instincts of the peasantry. Instead of excluding
popular forces, Vill&le welcomed them as ullioH. lie
proposed to lower the franchise to one-sixth of tho mm
named in the Charta, and, while retaining a systemi of
double-election, to give a vote in the primary aHHombliets
to every Frenchman paying annual taxes to tho amount
of fifty francs. In constituencies so larg# as te> include
all the more substantial peasantry, while sufficiently
limited to exclude the ill-paid populace in towrw,
Vill&le believed that the Church and the nobIe«He
would on the whole control the elections Jn the

interest of the present majority he rejected tho gyfffpm of
renovation by fifths proposed by the Government, und
demanded that the present Chamber should continue
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unchanged until its dissolution, and the succeeding
Chamber be elected entire.

Vill61e's scheme, if carried, would in all probability
have failed at the first trial. The districts in which

the reaction of 1815 was popular were not so large as
he supposed : in the greater part of France the pea-
santry wduld not have obeyed the nobles except under
intimidation. This was suspected by the majority, in
spite of the confident language in which they spoke of
the will of the nation as identical with their own.

Vill&lc's boldness alarmed them : they anticipated that
these great constituencies of peasants, if
really left masters of the elections, would
be more likely to return a body of Jacobins and Bona-
partists than one of hereditary landlords. It was not
necessary, however, to sacrifice the well-sounding
principle of a low franchise, for the democratic vote at
the iirst stage of the elections might effectively be
neutralised by putting the second stage into the hands
of the chief proprietors. The A^embly had in fact
only to imitate the example of the Government, and to
appoint a body of persons, who should vote, as of right,
by the Hide of the electors chosen in the primary
assemblies. The Government in its own interest

had designated a troop of officials as electors: the
Assembly, on the contrary, resolved that in the Elec-
toral College of each Department, numbering in all
about 150 persons, the fifty principal landowners of the
Department should be entitled to vote, whether they
had been nominated by the primary constituencies or
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not. Modified by this proviso, the project of Villcle
passed the Assembly. The Government saw that undor
the disguise of a series of amendments a measure
directly antagonistic to their own had been carried.
The franchise had been altered; the real control of the

elections placed in the hands of the very party which
was now in open opposition to the King and his
Ministers. No compromise was possible between the
law proposed by the Government and that passed by
the Assembly. The Government appealed to the
Chamber of Peers. The Peers threw out the amend-

ments of the Lower House, A provisional measure
was then introduced by Richelieu for the sake of pro-
viding France with at least some temporary rule for the
conduct of elections. It failed; and the constitutional

legislation of the country came to a dead-lock, while the
Government and the Assembly stood face to face, and
it became evident that one or the other must fall. The

Ministers of the Great Powers at Pari», who watched

over the restored dynasty, debated whether or not they
should recommend the King to resort to the extreme
measure of a dissolution.

The Electoral Bill was not the only object oj con-
flict between Richelieu's Ministry and the Chamber,
nor indeed the principal one. The Budget excited
fiercer passions, and raised greater issues. It wan for
BO mere scheme of finance that the Government had to

^t, but against a violation, of ptiblic ftilth
which would have left Franco

and creditless in the face of the Power** who
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held its territory in pledge. The debt incurred by
the nation since 1813 was still unfunded. That

part of it which had been raised before the summer
of 1814 had been secured by law upon the unsold
forests formerly belonging to the Church, and upon
the Communal lands which Napoleon had made the
property of the State: the remainder, which included
the loans made during the Hundred Days, had no
specified security. It was now proposed by the Govern-
ment to place the whole of the unfunded debt upon
the same level, and to provide for its payment by
selling the so-called Church-forests* The project
excited the bitterest opposition on the side of Count of
Artois and his friends. If there was one object which
the clerical and reactionary party pursued with religious
fervour, it was the restoration of the Chuuch-lands:

if there was one class which they had no scruple in
impoverishing, it was the class that had lent money to
Napoleon. Instead of paying the debts of the State,
the Committee of the Chamber proposed to repeal the
law of September, 1814, which pledged the Church-
forests, and to compel both the earlier and the later
holders of the unfunded debt to accept stock in. satis-
faction of their claims, though the stock was worth less
than two-thirds of its nominal value. The resolution

was in fact one for the repudiation of a third part of the
^unfunded debt. Kicheiieu, seeing in what fashion his,
measure was about to be transformed, determined
upon withdrawing it altogether: the majority in
the Chamber, intent on executing its own policy and
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that of the Count of Artois, refused to reqognise the
withdrawal. Such a step was, at once an insult and a
usurpation of power. So great was the scandal and alarm
caused by the scenes in the Chamber, that the Duke
of Wellington, at the instance of the Ambassadors,
presented a note to King Louis XVIII. requiring him
in plain terms to put a stop to the machinations of his
brother.* The interference of the foreigner provoked
the Ultra-Boyalists, and failed to excite energetic action
on the part of King Louis, who dreaded the sour
countenance of the Duchess of Angoul6me more than
he did Wellington's reproofs. In the end the question
of a settlement of the unfunded debt was allowed to

remain open. The Government was unable to carry the
sale of the Church-forests, the Chamber did not succeed

in its project of confiscation. The Budget for the year,
greatly altered in the interest of the landed proprietors,
was at length brought into shape. A resolution o£ the
Lower House restoring the unsold forests to the Church
was ignored by the Crown; and the Government, having

obtained the means of carrying on the
public services, gladly abstained from further
legislation, and on the 29th of April ended

the turmoil which surrounded it by proroguing the
Chambers.

It was hoped that with the close of the Session the
system of imprisonment and surveillance which prevailed
in the Departments would be brought to an end*
Vaublanc, the'Minister of coercion, was removed from

* Wellington, S.D.,xi. 309*
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office. But the troubles of France were not yet over.
On the 6th of May, a rising of peasants took place
at Grenoble, According to the report of
General Donnadieu, commander of the gar- now* w*y eth. * " Executions,

rison, which brought the news to the Govern-
ment, the revolt had only been put down after the
most desperate fighting. " The corpses of the King's
enemies/' said the General in his despatch, " cover all

the roads for a league round Grenoble." * It was soon
known that twenty-four prisoners had been condemned
to death by court-martial, and sixteen of these actually
executed: the court-martial recommended the other

eight to the clemency of the Government. But the
despatches of Donnadieu had thrown the Cabinet into
a panic. Decazes, the most liberal of the Ministers,
himself signed the hasty order requiring the remaining
prisoners to be put to death. They perished; and
when it was too late the Government learnt that

Donnadieu's narrative was a mass of the grossest ex-'
aggerations, and that the affair which he had represented
as an insurrection of the whole Department was con-
ducted by about 300 peasants, half of whom were
unarmed. The violence and illegality with which the
General proceeded to establish a regime of military law
soon, brought him into collision with the Government*
He became the hero of the Ultra-Iloyalists; but the
Ministry, which was unwilling to make a public confes-
sion that it had needlessly put eight persons to death,
had to boar the odium of an act of cruelty for whiclx,

* Despatch in Duvorgier de Hauranno, ill
ft uS
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Donnadieu was really responsible. The part into which
Decazes had been entrapped probably strengthened the
determination of this Minister, who was now gaining
great influence over the King, to strike with energy
against the Ultra-Royalist faction. From this time he
steadily led the King towards the only measure which
could free the country from the rule of the Count of Ar-
tois and -the reactionists-the dissolution of Parliament.

Louis XVIII. depended much on the society o£
some -personal favourite* Decazes was young and

an agreeable -companion; his business as
Police-Minister gave him the opportunity

of amusing the King with anecdotes and gossip much
more -congenial 'to 'the old man's taste than discussions
on finance or constitutional law. Louis came to regard
Decazes almost as a son, and gratified his own studious
inclination by teaching him English* Tho Minister's
enemies said that he won the King's heart by taking
private lessons from some obscure Briton, and attributing
his extraordinary progress to iihe skill of his royal master.
But Decazes had a more effective retort than witticism.

He -opened the letters of the Ultra-Royalists and laid
them -before tKe King. Louis found that these loyal
subjects jested upon his infirmities, called him. a dupe in
the hands of Jacobins, and grumbled at him for «o long
delaying the happy hour when Artois should ascend
the throne. Humorous as Louis was, he was not alto-

gether pleased to read that he " ought either to open Ms
eyes or to close them for ever/' At the same time tho

reports of Decazes' local agents proved that the Ultra-
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Boyalist party were in reality weak in numbers and
unpopular throughout the greater part of the country.
The project of a dissolution was laid before the
Ministers and some of the King's confidants. Though
the Ambassadors were not consulted on the measure, it

was certain that they would not resist it. No word of
the Ministerial plot reached the rival camp of Artois.
The King gained courage, and on the 5th of Septem-
ber signed the Ordonnance which appealed
from the Parliament to the nation, and, to the cSaSUr,

Sept. 5) 1816.

the anger and consternation of the TJltra-
Royalists, made an end of the intractable Chamber a
few weeks before the time which had been fixed for its

re-assembling.
France was well rid of a body of men who had been

elected at a moment of despair, and who would either
have prolonged the occupation of the country by foreign
armies, or have plunged the nation into civil war. The
elections which followed were favourable to the Govern-

ment. The questions fruitlessly agitated in the As-
sembly of 1815 were settled to the satisfaction of the
public in the new Parliament. An electoral law was
passed, which, while it retained the high franchise fixed
by the Oharta, and the rule of renewing,the _ . ,,

J ' p Electoral lair,
Chamber by fifths, gave Iif6 and value to 1817*
the representative system by making the elections
direct* Though the constituent body of all France
Bcatcely numbered under this arrangement a hundred
thousand persons, it was extensive enough to contain a
majority hostile to the reactionary policy of the Church
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and the noblesse. The men who had made wealth by
banking, commerce, or manufactures, the so-called
higher bourgeoisie, greatly exceeded in number the larger
landed proprietors; and although they were not usually
democratic in their opinions, they were liberal, and
keenly attached to the modern as against the old in-
stitutions of Prance, inasmuch as their industrial

interests and their own personal importance depended
upon the maintenance of the victory won in 1789
against aristocratic privilege and monopoly. So
strong was the hostility between the civic middle class
and the landed noblesse, that the Ulfcra-Eoyalists in the
Chanber sought, as they had done in the year before,
to extend the franchise to the peasantry, in the hope of
overpowering wealth with numbers. The electoral law,
however, passed both Houses in the form in which it had
been drawn up by the Government. Though deemed
narrow and oligarchical by the next generation, it wan
considered, and with justice, as a great victory won by
liberalism at the time. The middle class of Great

Britain had to wait for fifteen years before it obtained
anything like the weight \n the representation given
to the middle class of France by the law of 1817.

Not many of the persons who had been imprisoned
under the provisional acts of the last year now remained
in confinement. It was considered necessary to prolong

the Laws of Public Security* and they were
Bttablishment i i i , -, , * , �
of fiiumcua re-enacted, but under a much softened form*credit.

It remained for the new Chamber to restore

the financial credit of the country by making some
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equitable arrangement for securing the capital and
paying the interest of the unfunded debt. Projects of
repudiation now gained no hearing. .Richelieu con-
sented to make an annual allowance to the Church,

equivalent to the rental of the Church-forests; bat the
forests themselves were made security for the debt, and the
power of sale was granted to the Government. Pending
such repayment of the capital, the holders of unfunded
debt received stock, calculated at its real, not at its

titular, value. The effect of this measure was at once
evident. The Government was enabled to enter into

negotiations for a loan, which promised it the means
of paying the indemnities due to the foreign Powers,
On this payment depended the possibility of withdraw-
ing the army of occupation. Though Wellington at
first offered some resistance, thirty thousand men were
removed in the spring of 1817; and the Czar allowed
Itichelieu to hope that, if no further difficulties should
arise, the complete evacuation of French territory might
take place in the following year.

Thus the dangers with which reactionary passion
had threatened Prance appeared to be passing away.
The partial renovation of the Chamber which took
place itx the autumn of 1817 still further ^ ^ ,L , Character of tiie

strengthened the Ministry of Eichelieu and yewj$ w-i&
weakened the Ultra-Royalist opposition. A few more
months passed, amd before the third anniversary of
Waterloo, the Czar was ready to advise the satire with-
drawal of foreign armiafl from France. An invitation

issued to tb,6 Powers to nie^t m Conference at
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la-Chapelle. There was no longer any. doubt'that the
five years' occupation, contemplated when the second
Treaty of Paris was made, would be abandoned. The
good will of Alexander, the friendliness of his Ambas-
sador, Pozzo di Borgo, who, as a native of Corsica, had
himself been a French subject, and who now aspired to
become Minister of France, were powerful influences in
favour of Louis XVIII. and his kingdom : much, how-
ever, of the speedy restoration of confidence was due to
the temperate rule of Eichelieu. The nation itself, far
from suffering from Napoleon's fall, regained something
of the spontaneous energy so rich in 1789, so wanting
at a later period. The cloud of military disaster lifted ;
new mental and political life began; and under the
dynasty forced back by foreign arms France awoke to
an activity unknown to ii while its chief gave laws to
Europe. Parliamentary debate offered the means of
legal opposition to those who bore no friendship to the
Court: conspiracy, though it alarmed at the moment,
had become the resort only of the obscure and 'the
powerless. Groups of able men were gathering around
recognised leaden?, or uniting in defence of a common
political creed. The Pr,ess, dumb under Napoleon, ox-*
cept for purposes of sycophancy, gradually became a
power in the land. Even the dishoaest eloquence of
Chateaubriand, enforcing the principles of legal and
constitutional liberty on behalf of a party which would
fain have used every weapon of despotism ia its own
interest, proved that the leaden weight that had so long
crushed thought and expression existed no more.
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But if the years between 1815 and 1819 were in
France years of hope and progress, it was not so with
Europe generally. In England they were years of almost
unparalleled suffering and discontent; in Italy the
rule of Austria grew more and more anti-national; in
Prussia, though a vigorous local and financial adminis-
tration hastened the recovery of the impoverished land,
the hopes of liberty declined beneath the"*" J Brasfiia after

reviving energy of the nobles and the 1816-
resistance of the friends of absolutism. "When Stein

had summoned the Prussian people to take up arms
for their Fatherland, he had believed that neither
Frederick William nor Alexander would allow Prussia

to remain without free institutions after the battle was

won. The keener spirits in the War of Liberation had
scarcely distinguished between the cause of national
independence and that of internal liberty. They re-
turned from the battle-fields of Saxony and France,
knowing that the Prussian nation had unsparingly
offered up life and wealth at the call of patriotism, and
believing that a, patriot-king would rejoice to crown
his triumph by inaugurating German freedom. For a
while the hope seemed near fulfilment* On the 22nd of
May, 1815, Frederick William published an
ordinance, declaring that a Iteprosentation a, oofflffi

May 22) 1815,

o£ the People should be established.* For
tins end the King stated that the existing Provincial
Estates should be re-organised, and new ones' founded
where none exiBted, and that out of the Provincial

* Porte, Lofocm Sterna, iv. 428.
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Estates the Assembly of Eepresentatives of the country
should be chosen. It was added that a commission

would be appointed, to organise under Hardenberg's
presidency the system of representation, and to draw
up a written Constitution. The right of discussing
all legislative measures affecting person or property
was promised to the Assembly. Though foreign
affairs seemed to be directly excluded from parlia-
mentary debate, and the language of the Edict
suggested that the representative body would only
have a consultative voice, without the power either
of originating or of rejecting laws, these reservations
only showed the caution natural on the part of a
Government divesting itself for the first time of
absolute power. Guarded as it was, the scheme laid
down by the King would hardly have displeased the
men who had done the most to make constitutional

rule in Prussia possible.
But the promise of Frederick William was destined

to remain unfulfilled. It was no good omen for
Prussia that Stein, who had rendered such

Basdstaaoeofthe .. . . , . . i j it
feudal and auto- glorious services to his country and to all
cratao parties. B J

Europe, was suffered to retire from public life.
The old court-party at Berlin, politicians who had been
forced to make way for more popular men, landowners
who had never pardoned the liberation of the serf, all
the interests of absolutism and class-privilege which
had disappeared for a moment in the great struggle for
national existence, gradually re-asserted their influence
over the King, and undermined the authority of
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Hardenberg, himself sinking into old age amid circum-
stances of private life that left to old age little'of its
honour. To decide even in principle upon the basis to
be given to the new Prussian Constitution would have
taxed all the foresight and all the constructive skill of
the most experienced statesman; for by the side of the
ancient dominion of the Hohenzollerns there were now

the lihenish and the Saxon Provinces, alien in spirit
and of doubtful loyalty, in addition to Polish territory
and smaller German districts acquired at intervals
between 1792 and 1815, Hardenberg was right in
endeavouring to link the Constitution with something
that had come down from the past; but the decision
that the General Assembly should be formed out of
the Provincial Estates was probably an injudicious one;
for these Estates, in their present form, were mainly
corporations of nobles, and the spirit which animated
them was at once the spirit of class-privilege and of "an
intensely strong localism. Hardenberg had not only
occasioned an unnecessary delay by basing the represen-
tative system upon a reform of the Provincial Estates,
but had exposed himself to sharp attacks from these very
bodies, to whom nothing wa# more odious than the ab-
sorption of their own dignity by a Genemi Assembly.
It became evident that tixe pro$e$& of forming a Gotn-
stitotion would be % tedious one; and in tbe

the opponents of the pojmlatf movement opened,
attack Wpon $i# m$ti knd <jhe ide«u& whose mflt^nce in1
t&e war oi^y^ rtocfe so

tween <iiie
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The first public utterance of the reaction was a
pamphlet issued in July, 1815, by Schmalz, a jurist of
some eminence, and brother-in-law of Scharnhorst, the

re-organiser of the army. Schmalz, contradicting a
sohmab's statement which attributed to him a highly

pamphlet, i8i6. honourable part in the patriotic movement
of 1808, attacked the Tugendbund, and other political
associations dating from that epoch, in language of
extreme violence. In the stiff and peremptory manner
of the old Prussian bureaucracy, he denied that popular
enthusiasm, had anything whatever to do with the
victory of 1813',* attributing the recovery of the nation
firstly to its submission to'the French alliance in 1812,
and secondly to- the quiet sense o£ duty with which,
when the time came, it took ttp arms in obedience to
the King. Then, passing on to* the present aims of the
political societies, he accused them of intending to over-
throw all established governments, and tO'force unity upoa
Germany by means of revolution, murder, and pillage.
Stein was not mentioned by name, but the warning was
given to men o£ eminence who encouraged Jacobinical
societies, that in such combinations the giants end by
serving the dwarfs. Schmalz's pamphlet, which was
written with a strength and terseness of style very unusual
in Germany, made a deep impression, and excited great
indignation in Liberal circles. It was answered, among
other writers, by Niebukr; and the controversy
thickened until King Frederick William, in the interest
of public tranquillity, ordered that no more should be

* Schmalsfi, Bericihtigung, &c., p. 14,.
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said on either side. It was in accordance with Prussian

feeling that the King should thus interfere to stop the
quarrels of his subjects. There would have been nothing
unseemly in an act of impartial repression. But the
King made it impossible to regard his act as of this
character. "Without consulting Hardenberg, he con-
ferred a decoration upon the author of the controversy.
Far-sighted men saw the true bearing of the act. They
warned Hardenberg that, if he passed over this slight,
he would soon have to pass over others more serious,
and urged him to insist upon the removal of the coun-
sellors on whose advice the King had acted,* But the
Minister disliked painful measures. He probably be-
lieved that no influence could ever supplant his own
with the King, and looked too lightly upon the growth
of a body of opponents, who, whether in open or in
concealed hostility to himself, were bent upon hindering
the fulfilment of the constitutional reforms which he
had at heart.

In the Edict of the 22nd of May, 1815, the King
had ordered that the work of framing a Constitution
Bhould bo begun in the following September. Delays,
however, arose; and when the commission was at length
appointed, its leading members were directed
to travel over the country in order to col-
lect opiuionB upon the form of represeata*
tioti required. Two years passed before even ithis
preliminary operation began. In the meantime veiry
little progress had been made towards the e^tablistmeixt

* Pertz, Loberi Steins, v. 23.
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of constitutional government 'in Germany at large.
One prince alone, the Grand Duke of Weimar, already
eminent in Europe from his connection with Goethe and
Schiller, loyally accepted the idea of a free State, and
brought representative institutions into actual working.
In Hesse, the Elector summoned the Estates, only to
dismiss them with contumely when they resisted his
extortions. In most of the minor States contests or

negotiations took place between the Sovereigns and the
ancient Orders, which'led to little or no result. The

Federal Diet, which ought to have applied itself to the
determination of certain principles of public right com-
mon to all Germany, remained inactive. Though hope
had not yet fallen, a sense of discontent arose, especially
among the literary class which had shown such enthu-
siasm in the War of Liberation. It was characteristic

of Germany that the demand for free government
came not from a group of soldiers, as in Spain, not
from merchants and men of business, as in England,
but from professors and students, and from journalist^
who were but professors in another form. The middle
class generally were indiiferent: the higher nobility,
and the knights who had lobu their semi-independence
in 1803, sought for the restoration of privileges which
were really incompatible with any state-government
whatever. The advocacy of constitutional rule and of
German unity was left, in default of Prussian initiative,
to the ardent spirits of the Universities and the Press,
who naturally exhibited in the treatment of political
problems more fluency than knowledge, and more
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than discretion. Jena, in the dominion of the Duke of

Weimar, became, on account of the freedom of printing
which existed there, the centre of the new Liberal jour-
nalism. Its University took the lead in the Teutonising
movement which had been inaugurated by Fichte twelve
years before in the days of Germany's humiliation, and
which had now received so vigorous an impulse from the
victory won over the foreigner.

On the 18th of October, 1817, the students of Jena,

with deputations from all the Protestant Universities
of Germany, held a festival at Eisenach, to celebrate
the double anniversary of the Reformation and of , the
battle of Leipzig. Five hundred young patriots,
among them scholars who had been deco-
rated for bravery at Waterloo, bound their resttaS, 53f.,
brows with oak-leaves, and assembled

within the venerable hall of Luther's Wartburg Castle ;
sang, prayed, preached, and were preached to ; dined ;
drank to German liberty, the jewel of life, to Dr.
Martin Luther, the man of God, and to the Grand

Duke of Saxe-Weimar; then descended to Eiseixach,

fraternised with the Landsturm in the market-place,
and attended divine service in the parish church without
mi&hftp. In the eyening they edified the townspeople
with gymnastics, which were now the recognised symbol
of Gerflaaa vigour, and lighted, a -, great bonfire p&jtfee
hill; Opposite the castle. Throughout the official pirt of
the ceremony a reyereutial, spirit prevailed; a> fe^r jrs^slv
words w6re, Jio^ver, uttered agaia&b promise-breaking
kings, fynd some of the tedier spirits iook, advantage
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of the bonfire to consign to the flames, in imitation
of Luther's dealing with the Pope's Bull, a quantity of
what they deemed un-Grerman and illiberal writings.
Among these was Schmalz's pamphlet. They also
burnt a soldier's strait-jacket, a pigtail, and a cor-
poral's cane, emblems of the military brutalism of past
times which was now being revived in Westphalia.*
Insignificant as the whole affair was, it excited
a singular alarm not only in Germany but at foreign
Courts. Eichelieu wrote from Paris to inquire whether
revolution was breaking out. The King of Prussia
sent Hardenberg to Weimar to make investigations
on the spot. Metternich, who saw conspiracy and

* A. curious account of the festival remains, written by Kiesor, one of tho
Professors who took part in it (Eliesor, Das Wartburgf est, 1818). It is so

, silly that it is hard to believe it to have been written by a grown-up man.
He, says of the procession to the Wartburg, " There have indeed been
processions that surpassed this in outward glory and show; but in inner
significant,value it cannot yield to any." But making allowance for the
author's personal weakness of head, his book is a singular and instructive
picture of the mental condition of " Young Germany " and its teachers at
that time-a subject that caused such extravagant anxiety to Governments,
and so seriously affected the course of political history. It requires some
effort to get behind the ridiculous side of the students' Teutonism; but
there were elements of reality there. Persons familiar with Wales will bo
struck by the resemblance, both in language and spirit, between tho scenes
of 1817 and the religious meetings or the Eisteddfodau of the Welsh,
a resemblance not accidental, but resulting from similarity of conditions,
viz., a real susceptibility to religious, patriotic, and literary ideas among a
people unacquainted with public or practical life on a large scale. But
the vigorous political action of the Welsh in 1880, when the landed interest
throughout the Principality lost scats which it had hold for centuries,
surprised only those who had seen nothing but extravagance in the chapel
and the field-meeting. Welsh ardour, hitherto in great part undirected,
then had a practical effect because English organisation afforded it a
model: German ardour in 1817 proved sterile because it had no aucli
example at'hand.
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revolution everywhere and in everything, congratulated
himself that his less sagacious neighbours were at length
awakening to their danger. The first result of the
Wartburg scandal was that the Duke of Weimar had
to curtail the liberties of his subjects. Its further
effects became only too evident as time went on. It
left behind it throughout Germany the impression that
there were forces of disorder at work in the Press and

in the Universities which must be crushed at all cost

by the firm hand of Government; and it deepened the
anxiety with which King Frederick William was already
regarding the promises of liberty which he had made
to the Prussian people two years before.

Twelve months passed between the Wartburg fes-
tival and the beginning of the Conferences at Aix-la-
Chapelle. In the interval a more important person than
the King of Prussia went over to the side of re-
action. Up to the summer of 1818, the Czar appeared
to have abated nothing of his zeal for constitutional

government. In the spring of that year, he summoned
the Polish Diet; addressed them in a speech"*" Alexander in

so enthusiastic as to alarm not only the mBr
Court of Vienna but aU his own counsellors; and

stated in the clearest possible language his intention
of extending the benefits of a representative system to
the whole Russian Empire.4* At the close of the bri&£
session he thanked the Polish Deputies for their bold-
ness in throwing out a measure, proposed by himself.
Alexander's popular rhetoric at Warsaw might perhaps

, * See tie speech in Berahardi, iii. 669.
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be not incompatible with a settled purpose to permit no
encroachment on authority either there or elsewhere;
but the change in his tone was so great when he ap-
peared at Aix-Ja-Chapelle a few months afterwards, that
some strange and sudden cause has been thought neces-
sary to explain it. It is said that during the Czar's
residence at Moscow, in June, 1818, the revelation was
made to him of the existence of a mass of secret societies

in the army, whose aim was the overthrow of his own
Government. Alexander's father had died by the hands
of murderers: his own temperament, sanguine and
emotional, would make the effects of such a discovery,
in the midst of all his benevolent hopes for Russia,
poignant to the last degree. It is not inconsistent
either with his character or with earlier events in his

personal history that the Czar should have yielded
to a single shock of feeling, and have changed in a
moment from the liberator to fche despot. But tho
evidence of what passed in his mind is wanting.
Hearsay, conjecture, gossip, abound;* the one man
who could have told all has left no word. This only
is certain, that from the close of the year 1818, tho
future, hitherto bright with dreams of peaceful progress,
became in Alexander's view a battle-field between the

forces of order and anarchy. The 'task imposed by
Providence on himself and other kings was no longer
to spread knowledge and liberty among mankind, but
to defend existing authority, and even authority that

* Gontz, D.L, ii. 87, iii. 72.
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was oppressive and un-Christian, against the madness
that was known as popular right.

At the end of September, 1818, the Sovereigns or
Ministers of the Great Powers assembled at Aix-la-

Chapelle, and the Conferences began. The first question
to be decided was whether the Allied Army might safely
be withdrawn from Prance; the second, in what form
the concert of Europe should hereafter be conferences of

Aix-lanChapelle,
maintained. On the first question there ocfc.,isi8.
was no disagreement: the evacuation o£ France was
resolved upon and promptly executed. The

� yiftTios evacuated

second question was a more difficult one.
Bichelieu, on behalf of King Louis XVIII., represented
that Prance now stood on the same footing as any other
European Power, and proposed that the Quadruple
Alliance of 1815 should be converted into 

^ 080d auin-

a genuine European federation by adding tu5>eAIliaaice'
Prance to it as a fifth member. The plan had been
communicated to the English Government, and would
probably have received its assent but for the strong op-
position raised by Canning within the Cabinet. Canning
took a gloomy but a true view of the proposed concert
of the Powers. He foresaw that it would really amount
to a combination of governments against liberty, There-
fore, while recognising the existing engagements of ih3
country, he urged that England ought to join in ho
combination except that to which it had al*ea4y
pledged itealf, namely, the combination made
with, the definite object of -resi^i^g French disturbance.
To combjrie "witjx ijhree JWera fro prevent Napoleon

8 $ 2 , '.;';' , ',,' ' ': 
,,
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or the Jacobins from again becoming masters of France
was a reasonable act of policy: to combine with all the
Great Powers of Europe against nothing in particular was
to place the country on the side of governments against
peoples, and to involve England in any enterprise of re-
pression which the Courts might think fit to undertake.
Canning's warning opened the eyes of his colleagues to
the view which was likely to be taken of such a general
alliance by Parliament and by public opinion. Lord
Castlereagh was forbidden to make this country a party
to any abstract union of Governments. In memorable
words the Prime Minister described the true grounds for
the decision; " We must recollect in the whole of this

business, and ought to make our Allios feel, that tho
general and European discussion of those question** will
be in the British Parliament"* Fear of the rising
voice of the nation, no longer forced by military xiocos-
sities to sanction every measure of its rulers, compelled
Lord Liverpool and Oastlereagh to take account of
scruples which were not their own. On the same
grounds, while the Ministry agreed that Continental
difficulties which might hereafter arise ought to be
settled by a friendly discussion among tho Great
Powers, it declined to elevate this occanional delibera-

tion into a system, and to assent to the periodical
meeting of a Congress. Peace might or might not
be promoted by the frequent gathering** of sovereigns
and statesmen; but a council so formed, if permanent
in its nature, would necessarily extinguish the

U, xfu 65,6&
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dence of every minor State, and hand over the govern-
ment of all Europe to the Great Courts, if only they
could agree with one another.

It was the refusal of England to enter into a general
league that determined the form in which the results
of the Conference of 1818 were embodied.
T 11 s* i t r-i s\ -i i AIT Declarations and

In the first place the Quadruple Alliance secret Treat? at* ^ r Aix-la-Chapelle.

against French revolution was renewed,
and with such seriousness that the military centres
were fixed, at which, in case of any outbreak, the
troops of each of the Great Powers should assemble.*
This 'Treaty, however, was kept secret, in order not
to add to the difficulties of Eichelieu. The published
documents breathed another spirit.! Without an-
nouncing an actual alliance with King Louis XVIIL,
the Courts, including England, declared that through the
restoration, of legitimate and constitutional monarchy
France had regained its place in the councils of Europe,
and that it would hereafter co-operate in maintaining the
general peace. For this end meetings of the sovereigns
or their ministers might be necessary; such meetings
would, however, be arranged by the ordinary modes of
negotiation, nor would the affairs of any minor State
be discussed by the Great Powers, except at the direct
invitation, of that State, whose representatives would
then be admitted to the sittings. In these guarded
words the intention of forming a permanent and or-
ganised Court of Control over Europe was disclaimed*

* Wellington, S. D., rii. 835.
� fB. and F. State Papers, 1818-19, vL 14
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A manifesto, addressed to the world at large, declared
that the sovereigns of the five great States h$d no other
object in their union than the maintenance of peace on
the basis of existing treaties. They had formed no new-
political combinations : their rule was the observance
of international law; their object the prosperity and
moral welfare of their subjects.

The earnestness with which the statesmen of 1818,

while accepting the conditions laid down by England,
persevered im the project of a joint regulation of
European affairs, may suggest the question whether
the plan which they had at heart would not in truth
have operated to the benefit of mankind. The answer
is, that the value of any International Council depends
firstly on the intelligence which it is likely to possess,
and secondly on the degree in which it is really repre-
se&tative. Experience proved that the Congresses which
followed 1818 possessed but a limited intelligence, and
that they represented nothing at all bwt authority. The
meeting at Aix-la-Chapelle was itself the turning-point
in the constitutional history of Europe. Though no
open declaration was made -against constitutional forms,

era7 sovereign and every minister who
the Conference.

resolution to draw tine reins of government tighter. A
note of alarm had been sounded. Conspiracies in
Belgium, an attempt OB, the life of "Wellington,
rumours of a plot to rescue Napoleon from St. Helena,
combined with the outcry against the Overman Univer-
sities and the whispered, tales from Moscow in filling
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the minds of statesmen with apprehensions. The
change which had taken place in Alexander himself
was of the most serious moment. Up to this time
Metternich, the leader of European Conservatism, had
felt that in the Czar there were sympathies with
Liberalism and enlightenment which made the future
of Europe doubtful.* To check the dissolution of
existing power, to suppress all tendency
to change, was the habitual object of
Austria, and the Czar was the one person 

o

who had seemed likely to prevent the principles of
Austria from becoming the law of Europe. Elsewhere
Metternich had little to fear in the way of opposition.
Hardenberg, broken in health and ill-supported by
his King, had ceased to be a power. Yielding to
the apprehensions of Frederick William, perhaps with
the hope of dispelling them at some future time, he
took his place among the alarmists of the day, and
suffered the German policy of Prussia, to which so
great a future lay open a few years before, to become
the mere reflex of Austrian inaction and repression.f
England, so long as it was represented on the Continent

* G-entz, B. L, i 400. Gentz, the confidant and adviser of Metfcerniea,
was secretary to the Conference at Aix-la^Chapelle. His account of it
in this despatch is of the greatest value, bringing out in a way in which
no official documents do the conservative and repressive tone of the
Conference. The prevalent fear had been that Alexander would break
with hie old Mies and make a separate league with France and Spain.
See also Custlereagh, sii. 47.
, ^ " * I could write jm * long letter about the honour which the Prussians

pay fa ,ere*yft$ag Auakian, otir whole position, onr measures, our language.
Mettsrnldi had fairly enchanted theoL" Gents, Kacfttase [Oaten], i. 51.
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by Castlereagh and Wellington, scarcely counted for
anything on the side of liberty. The sudden change
in Alexander removed the one check that stood in

Austria's way; and from this time Metternich exercised
an authority in Europe such as few statesmen have ever
possessed. His influence, overborne by that of the Czar
during 1814 and 1815, struck root at the Conference
of Aix-la-Chapelle, maintained itself unimpaired during
five eventful years, and sank only when the death of
Lord Castlereagh allowed the real voice of England once
more to be heard, and Canning, too late to forbid the
work of repression in Italy and in Spain, inaugurated,
after an interval of forced neutrality, that worthier
concert which established the independence of Greece.

If it is the mark of a clever statesman to know

where to press and where to give way, Metternich cer-
tainly proved himself one in 1818. Before

vice to EhuniC the end of the Conference he delivered to
1818* , ^^

Hardenberg and to the King of Prussia
two papers containing a complete sot of recommenda-
tions for the management of Prussian affairs. The
contents o£ these documents were singular enough: it
is still more singular that they form the history of what
actually took place in Prussia during the succeeding
years. Starting with the assumption that the party of
revolution had found its lever in the promise of King
Frederick William to create a Representative System,
Metternich demonstrated in polite language to the
very men who had made this promise, that any central
Eepresentation would inevitably overthrow the 'Prussian
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State; pointed out that the King's dominions consisted
of seven Provinces; and recommended Frederick William

to fulfil his promise only by giving to each Province
a Diet for the discussion of its own local concerns.

Having thus warned the King against creating a
National Parliament, like that which had thrown
France into revolution in 1789, Metternich exhibited

the specific dangers of the moment and the means of
overcoming them. These dangers were Universities,
Gymnastic establishments, and the Press. " The revo-
lutionists," he said, <c despairing of effecting their aim-
themselves, have formed the settled plan of educating
the next generation for revolution. The Gymnastic
establishment is a preparatory school for University
disorders. The University seizes the youth as he leaves
boyhood, and gives him a revolutionary training. This
mischief is common to all Germany, and must be
checked by joint action of the Governments. Gymnasia,
on the contrary, were invented at Berlin, and spring
from Berlin. For these, palliative measures are no
longer sufficient. It has become a duty of State for
the King of Prussia to destroy the evil. The whole
institution in every shape must be closed and up-
rooted/' With regard to the abuse of the Press, Met-
ternich contented himself with saying that a difference
ought to be made between, substantial books and mere
pamphlets or journals; and that the regulation of the
Press throughout Germany at large could only 'be
effected by an agreement between Austria and Prussia.*

171
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With a million men under arms, the sovereigns who
had overthrown Napoleon trembled because thirty or
forty journalists and professors pitched their rhetoric
rather too high, and because wise heads did not grow
upon schoolboys' shoulders. The Emperor Francis,
whose imagination had failed to rise to the glories
of the Holy Alliance, alone seems to have had some
suspicion of the absurdity of the present alarms.*
The Czar distinguished himself by his zeal against
the lecturers who were turning the world upside
down. As if Metternich had not frightened the Con-
gress enough already, the Czar distributed at Aix-la-
Chapelle a pamphlet published by one Stourdza, a

Stourdza's . J Moldavian, which described Germany as
pamphlet. on ^ ^{^ Of revolution, and enumerated

half a score of mortal disorders which racked that un-

fortunate country. The chief of all was the vicious
system of the Universities, which instead of duly
developing the vessel of the Christian State from the
cradle of Moses, f brought up young men to be de-
spisers of law and instruments of a- licentious press.
The ingenious Moldavian, whose expressions in some
places bear a singular resemblance to those of Alex-
ander, while in others they are actually identical with
reflections of Metternich's not then published, went on
to enlighten the German Governments as to the best

means of rescuing their subjects from their perilous

* See his remarks in Metternich, iii. 269: an oasis of sense in this
desert o£ commonplace.

f Stonrdza, Denkschrif t, <fec., p. 31. The French original is not in tha
British Museum.
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condition. Certain fiscal and administrative changes
were briefly suggested, but the main reform urged was
exactly that propounded by Metternich, the enforce-
ment of a better discipline and of a more rigidly-
prescribed course of study at the Universities, along
with the supervision of all journals and periodical
literature.

Stourdza's pamphlet, in which loose reasoning was
accompanied by the coarsest invective, would have
gained little attention if it had depended on its own
merits or on the reputation of its author : it became a
different matter when it was known to represent the
views of the Czar. A vehement but natural outcry
arose at the Universities against this interference of
the foreigner with German domestic affairs. National
independence, it seemed, had been won in the deadly
struggle against France only in order that internal
liberty, the promised fruit of this independence, should
be sacrificed at the bidding of Russia. The Czar himself
was out of reach : the vengeance of outraged patriotism
fell upon an insignificant person who had
the misfortune to be regarded as his prin-
cipal agent. A. dramatic author then
famous, now forgotteia, August Kotzebue, held the
office of Russian ag^&t.w Central (Stermaiay, aud ctoa-
ducted a newspaper whose object was tor throw ridicule
on the national moveiftetit of th& day, ajacl especially <>n
those associations of fctud^ite whw$ Gerpiaa enthusiasm

its drautac, Kakiy circum^taiice^ embittered
ag^ira&t this mafy aad'caixsedhim to be
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regarded less as a legitimate enemy than as a traitor
and an apostate. Kotzebue liad himself been a student
at Jena, and at one time had turned liberal sentiments

to practical account in his plays. Literary jealousies
and wounded vanity had subsequently alienated him
from his country, and made him the willing 'and acrid
hireling of a foreign Court. The reports which, as
Russian agent, he sent to St. Petersburg were doubtless
as offensive as the attacks on the Universities which he

published in his journal; but it was an extravagant
compliment to the man to imagine that he was the real
author of the Czar's desertion from Liberalism to reaction.

This, however, was the common belief, and it cost Kotze-

bue dear. A student from Erlangen, Carl Sand, who
had accompanied the standard at the Wartburg festival,
formed the silent resolve of sacrificing his own life in
order to punish the enemy of his country. Sand was a
man of pure and devout, though ill-balanced character.
His earlier life marked him as one whose whole being
was absorbed by what he considered a divine call. He
thought of the Greeks who, even in their fallen estate,
had so often died to free their country from Turkish
oppression, and formed the deplorable conclusion that
by murdering a decayed dramatist he could strike some
great blow against the powers of evil.* He sought the

* The extracts from Sand's diaries, published in a little book in 1821
(Tagebiicher, &c.) form a very interesting religious study. The last,
written on "Dec. 31,1818, is as follows:-" I meet the last day of this year
in an earnest festal spirit, knowing well that the Christmas which I have
celebrated will be my last. If onr strivings are to result in anything, if
the cause of mankind is to succeed in our Fatherland, if all is not to be
forgotten, all our enthusiasm spent in vain, the evil-doer, the traitor, the
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unfortunate Kotzebue in the midst of his family,
stabhed him to the heart, and then turned his weapon
against himself* Eecovering from his wounds, he
was condemned to death, and perished, after a year's
interval, on the scaffold, calling (Jod to witness that
he died for Germany to be free.

The effects of Sand's act were very great, and their
real nature was at once recognised. Hardenberg, the
moment that he heard of Kotzebue's death, exclaimed
that a Prussian Constitution had now be-

Action of

come impossible. Metternich, who had Mettoraich-
thought the Czar mad because he desired to found a
peaceful alliance of sovereigns on religious principles,
was not likely to make allowance for a kind of piety
that sent young rebels over the country on missions of
murder. The Austrian statesman was in Borne when

the news of Koteebue's assassination reached him. He

saw that the time had come for united action through-
out Germany, and, without making any public utterance,
drew up a scheme of represrive measures, and sent out
proposals for a gathering of the Ministers of all the
principal German Courts. In the summer he travelled
slowly northwards, met the King of Prussia at Teplitz,
in Bohemia, and shortly afterwards opened tlxe intended
Conference of Ministers in the ttsighbouring town of

corrnpter of youth must die. Until I havo executed this, I hare no peace;
mid what ton coattforb me until I Imow that I haVe trtijb. upright WDl afet
my life at et&keP 0 God, 1 pray only for the righfc olearaess and courage
of soul, that In that last supremo hoar I may not be false to myself"
(p. 174). The reference to the Greeks is in a letter in the English memoir, ' ' "' ' " '' ' '
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Carlsbad. A number of innocent persons had already,
at his instigation, been arrested in Prussia and other
States, under' circumstances deeply discreditable to
Government. Private papers were seized, and garbled
extracts from them published in official prints as proof
of guilt.* " By the help of Grod/' Metternich wrote,
"I hope to defeat the Grerman Eevolution, just as I
vanquished the conqueror of the world. The revolu-
tionists thought me far away, because I was five hun-
dred leagues off. They deceived themselves; I have
been in the midst of them, and now I am striking
my blows." f Metternich's plan was to enforce
throughout Germany, by means of legislation in the
Federal Diet, the principle which he had already
privately commended to the King of Prussia. There
were two distinct objects of policy before him; the
first, to prevent the formation, in any German State of
an assembly representing the whole community, like
the English House of Commons or the French Chamber
of Deputies; the second, to establish a general system

* of censorship over the Press and over the Universities,
and to create a central authority, vested, as the repre-
sentative of the Diet, with inquisitorial powers.

The first of these objects, the prevention of

* The papers of the poet Arndt were seized. Among them was a copy
of certain short notes made by the King of Prussia, about 1808, on the
uselessness of a levee en masse. One of these notes was as follows:-

ft As soon as a single clergyman is shot" (i.e.t by the French) "the
thing would come to an end/' These words were published in the
Prussian official paper as an indication that Axndt, worse than Sand,
advocated murdering clergymen 1 "Weloker, Urkunden, p, 89.

f Metternich, iii. 217, 258.
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general assemblies, had been rendered more difficult by
recent acts of the Governments of Bavaria and Baden.

A singular change had taken place in
the relation between Prussia and the

tiooal #s Prussia

Minor States which had formerly con- MlaPses'

stituted the Federation of the Ehine. When, at the

Congress of Vienna, Prussian statesmen had endea-
voured to limit the arbitrary rule of petty sovereigns
by charging the Diet with the protection of constitu-
tional right over all Germany, the Kings of Bavaria
and Wiirtemberg had stoutly refused to part with
sovereign power. To submit to a law of liberty, as
it then seemed, was to lose their own separate existence,
and to reduce themselves to dependence upon the
Jacobins of Berlin. This apprehension governed the
policy of the Minor Courts from 1813 to 1815. But
since that time events had taken an unexpected turn.
Prussia, which once threatened to excite popular move-
ment over all Germany in its own interest, had now
accepted Metternich's guidance, and made its represen-
tative in the Diet the mouthpiece of Austrian interest
and policy. It was no longer from Berlin but from
Vienna that the separate existence of the Minor States
wa$ threatened. The two great Courts were uniting
against the independence of their weaker neighbours.
The danger of any popular inyasion pf kingly rights
in the name of German unity had passed 3»way, and the
safety of tfce lesser sovej^igns seemed now to lie not in
resisting the #pwit of coastitwtioiaal reform, bnt in a|>-

ix) it. In roportioii as Pnlssia abandoned
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itself to Metternich's direction, the Governments of
the South-Western States familiarised themselves with

the idea of a popular representation; and at the very
time when the conservative programme was being
drawn up for the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, the
Bavarian con- King of Bavaria published a Constitution.stitutwn, Hay 26, ° r
1818" Baden followed after a short interval, and

in each of these States, although the Legislature was
divided into two Chambers, the representation estab-
lished was not merely provincial, according to Met-
ternich's plan, or wholly on the principle of separate
Estates or Orders, as before the Eevolution, but to
some extent on the type of England and France,
where the Lower Chamber, in theory, represented the
public at large. This was enough to make Metternich
condemn the new Constitutions as radically bad and
revolutionary.* He was, however, conscious of the
difficulty of making a direct attack upon them. This
task he reserved for a later time. His policy at present
was to obtain a declaration from the Diet which should

prevent any other Government within the League from
following in the same path; while, by means of Press-
laws, supervision of the Universities, and a central com-
mission of inquiry, he expected to make the position or
rebellious professors and agitators so desperate that the
forces of disorder, themselves not deeply rooted in
German nature, would presently disappear.

The Conference of Ministers at Carlsbad, which in

the memory of the German, people is justly associated
* Metternich, iii. 2C8.
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with the suppression of their liberty for an entire gene-
ration, began and ended in the month of August, 1819.
Though attended by the representatives of conference of
eight German Governments, it did little Aug., wio.
more than register the conclusions which Metternich
had already formed.* The zeal with which the envoy
of Prussia supported every repressive measure made it
useless for the Ministers of the Minor Courts to offer

an open opposition. Nothing more was required than
that the Diet should formally sanction the propositions
thus privately accepted by all the leading Ministers.
On the 20th of September this sanction was given.
The Diet, which had sat for three years without
framing a single useful law, ratified all Metternich's
oppressive enactments in as many hours. It was ordered
that in every State within the Federation the Govern-
ment should take measures for preventing the publica-
tion of any journal or pamphlet except after licence
given, and each Government was declared responsible to
the Federation at large for any objectionable writing
published within its own territory. The sovereigns
were required to appoint civil commissioners at the
Universities, whose duty it should be to enforce public
order, and to give a salutary direction to the teaching
of the professors. They wero also required to dismiss
all professors who should overstep the bounds of their
duty, and such, dismissed persons were prohibited from
being employed in any other State. It w£$ eH&cted

* The 'mitral ofi i&V Ooaferanee, are & Welofcer, tTricuaden,
p. 104, de%. Sea att Wbech,

TT,, " ',''
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that within fifteen days of the passing of the decree
an extraordinary Commission should assemble at Mainz
to investigate the origin and extent of the secret re-
volutionary societies which threatened the safety of the
Federation. The Commission was empowered to ex-
amine and, if necessary, to arrest any subject of any
German Stats. All law-courts and other authorities

were required to furnish it with information and with
documents, and to 'undertake all inquiries which the
Commission might order. The Commission, however,
was not a law-court itself: its duty was to report to
the Diet, which would then create such judicial
machinery as might be necessary.*

These measures were of an exceptional, and pur-
ported to be of a temporary, character. There were,
however, other articles which Metternich intended to

raise to the rank of organic laws, and to incorporate
with the Act of 1815, which formed the basis of the
German Federation. The conferences of Ministers were

accordingly resumed after a short interval, but at
Vienna instead of at Carlsbad. They lasted for
several months, a stronger opposition being now made
by the Minor States than before. A second body of
federal law was at length drawn up, and accepted
supplementary by the Diet on the 8th of June, 1820.f
jane, 1820. 

' 

The most important of its provisions was
that which related to the Constitutions admissible

* Protokolle der Bundesversammlung, 8, 266. Nauwerck, Thatigkeit,
c., 2, 287.

t -2Egidi, Der ScHuss-Acte, ii. 361, 446,
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within the German League. It was declared that
in every State, with the exception of the four free
cities, supreme power resided in the Sovereign and
in him alone, and that no Constitution might do more
than bind the Sovereign to co-operate with the Estates
in certain definite acts of government.* In cases
where a Government either appealed for help against
rebellious subjects, or was notoriously unable to exert
authority, the Diet charged itself with the duty of
maintaining public order.

From this time whatever liberty existed in Germany
was to be found in the Minor States, in Bavaria and

Baden, and in Wiirtemberg, which received a Con-
stitution a few days before the enrolment of the
decrees of Carlsbad. In Prussia the reaction carried

everything before it. Humboldt, the best J & The reaction in

and most liberal of the Ministers, resigned, pruseia .

protesting in vain against the ignominious part which
the King had determined to play. He was followed
by those of his colleagues whose principles were dearer
to them than their places. Hardenberg remained in

* Article 67. The intention being that no assembly in any Q-ennan State
might claim sovereign power as representing the people. If, for instance,
the Bavarian Lower House had asserted thut it represented the sovereignty
of the peoplo, and that the King was simply the first magistrate in the
State, this would have been an offence against Federal law, and have
entitled the Diet-i.e., Metternich-to armed interference. The German
State-papers of this time teem with the constitutional distinction between
a Representative Assembly (£e., assembly representing popular sove-
reignty) and an Assembly of Estates (i.e., of particular orders with
limited;, definite rights, such as the granting of a tax), In technical
language, the questipn, at issue was the true interpretation of the phraae
Landst&ndMw YwfaswMgeto, used in the 18th article of tho original Act
of Federation.

T T '2
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office, a dying man, isolated, neglected, thwarted;
clinging to some last hope of redeeming his promises
to the Prussian people, yet jealous of all who could
have given him true aid; dishonouring by tenacity
of place a career associated with so nyich of his
country's glory, and ennobled in earlier days by so
much fortitude in. time of evil. There gathered around
the King a body of men who could see in the great
patriotic efforts and reforms of the last decade nothing
but an encroachment of demagogues on the rights
of power. They were willing that Prussia should
receive its orders from Metternich and- serve a foreign
Court in the work of repression, rather than that it
should take its place at the head of all Germany on
the condition of becoming a free and constitutional
State.* The stigma of disloyalty was attached to
all who had kindled popular enthusiasm in 1808 and
1812. To have served th£ nation was to bave sinned

against the Government. Stein was protected by his
great name from attack, but not from calumny. His
friend Arudt, whose songs and addresses had so power-
fully moved the heart of Germany during the War of
Liberation, was subjected to repeated legal process,
and, although unconvicted of any offence, was sus-
pended from the exercise of his professorship for
twenty years. Other persons, whose fault at the

* See, in Welcker, Urkunden, p. 356, the celebrated paper called "Memo-
randum of a Prussian Statesman, 1822,'* which at the, same time recom-
mends a systematic underhand rivalry with Austria, in preparation for an
ultimate breach. Few State-papers exhibit more candid and cynical cunning.
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most was to have worked for Overman unity, were
brought before special tribunals, and after long trial
either refused a public acquittal or sentenced to actual
imprisonment. Free teaching, free discussion, ceased.
The barrier of authority closed every avenue of political
thought. Everywhere the agent of the State prescribed
an orthodox opinion, and took note of those who raised
a dissentient voice.

The pretext made at- Carlsbad for this crusade
against liberty, which was more energetically carried
out in Prussia than elsewhere, was the existence of a

conspiracy or agitation for the overthrow of Govern-
ments and of the present constitution of the German
League. It was stated that proofs existed of the
intention to establish by force a Eepublic

J *" The Commission .

one and indivisible, like that of France at Mam*.

in 1793. But the very Commission which was insti-
tuted by the Carlsbad Ministers to investigate the
origin and nature of this conspiracy disproved its
existence. The Commission assembled at Mainz,

examined several hundred persons and many thousand
documents, and after two years' labour delivered a
report to the Diet. The report went back to the
time of Fichte's lectures and the formation of the

Tugendbund in 1808, traced the progress of all the
students' associations and other patriotic societies
from that time to 1820; and, -while exhibiting in the
worst, possible light the aims and conduct of the
advocates o£ German tucxity, a0kno#teclg&d that scarcely
a single jiroof had be&p, discovered o£ treasonable
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practice, and that the loyalty of the mass of the people
was itself a sufficient guarantee against the impulses
of the evil-minded.* Such was the impression of
triviality and imposture produced at the Diet by this
report, that the representatives of several States
proposed that the Commission should forthwith be
dissolved as useless and unnecessary. This, however,
could not be tolerated by Mettcrnich and his new
disciples. The Commission was allowed to continue
" in existence, and with it tho regime of silence and

repression. The measures which had been accepted at
Carlsbad as temporary and provisional became more
and more a part of the habitual system of government.
Prosecutions succeeded onfe another; letters wore

opened; spies attended the lectures of professors and
the meetings of students; the newspapers were every-
where prohibited from discussing German affairs. Jn
a country where there were so many printers and so
many readers journalism could not altogether expire*
It was still permissible to give the news and to offer
an opinion about foreign lands: and for years to come
the Germans, like beggars -regaling themselves with
the scents from rich men's kitchens,f followed every
stage -of the political struggles that were agitating
Trance, England, and Spain, while they wore not

* Ilse, Politische Yerfolgungon, p. 81.
t The comparison is ihe Germans' own, not mine. "' How savoury a

tiling roast real is 1' said one Hamburg beggar to another. * Where did
you eat it P' said his friend, admiringly. ' I never ate it at all, but I
smelt it as I passed a great man's house while the dog was being fed.1'*
(Ilse, p. 57.)
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allowed to express a desire or to formulate a grievance
of their own.

In the year 1822 Hardenberg died. All hope of a
fulfilment of the promises made in Prussia in 1815 had
already become extinct. Not many months after the
Minister's death, King Frederick William
established the Provincial Estates which <&i Estates, June,

1823.

had been recommended to him by Metter-
nich, and announced that the creation of a central

representative system would be postponed until such
time as the King should think fit to introduce it. This
meant that the project was finally abandoned; and
Prussia in consequence remained without a Parliament
until the Revolution of 1848 was at the door. The

Provincial Estates, with which the King affected to
temper absolute rule, -met only once in three years.
Their function was -to express an- opinion upon local
matters when consulted by the Government: their
enemies said that they were aristocratic and did harm,
their partizans could not pretend that they did much
good. In the bitterness of spirit with which, at a later
time, the friends of liberty denounced the betrayal of
the cause of freedom by the Prussian Court, a darker
colour has perhaps ̂been, introduced into the history of
this period than really belongs to it. The wrongs sus-
tained by the Prussian nation have been
compared to those inflicted by.tlie despotism
of Spain. But, however contemptible the
timidity of King Frederick William, however odious
the ingratitude shown to ,the truest friends of King
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and people, the Government of 1819 is not correctly
represented in such a parallel. To identify the thou-
sand varieties of wrong under the common name of
oppression, is to mistake words for things, and to miss
the characteristic features which distinguish nations
from one another. The greatest evils which a Govern-
ment can inflict upon its subjects are probably religious
persecution, wasteful taxation, and the denial of justico
in the daily affairs of life. None of these were present
in Prussia during the darkest days of reaction. The
hand of oppression fell heavily on some of the best and
some of the most enliglltened men ; it violated interests
so precious as those of free criticism and free discussion
of public affairs; but the great mass of the action of
Government was never on the side of evil. The ordi-

nary course of justice was still pure, the administration
conscientious and thrifty. The system of popular
education, which for the first time placed Prussia in
advance of Saxony and other German States, date>s
irom these years of warfare against liberty. A re-
actionary despotism built the schools and framed the
laws whose reproduction in free England half a century
later is justly regarded as the chief of all the liberal
measures of oiir day. So strong, so lasting, was that
vital tradition which made monarchy in Prussia an
instrument for the execution of great public ends.

But the old harmony between rulers and subjects in
Germany perished in the system of coercion which
Metternich established in 1819. Patient as the Germans

were, loyal as they had proved themselves to Frederick
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"William and to worse princes through good and evil,
the galling disappointment of noble hopes, the silencing
of the Press, the dissolution of societies,-

A ne-w Liberal-

CalumnieS, expulsions, prosecutions,-em- o£g2?art£
bittered many an honest mind against
authority. The Commission of Mainz did not find con-
spirators, but it made them. As years went by, and all the
means of legitimately working for the improvement of
German public life were one after another extinguished,
men of ardent character thought of more violent methods.
Secret societies, such as Metternich had imagined, came
into actual being.* And among those who neither
sank into apathy and despair nor enrolled themselves
against existing power, a new body of ideas supplanted
the old loyal belief in the regeneration of Germany
by its princes. The Parliamentary struggles of France,
the revolutionary movements in Italy and in Spain
which began at this epoch, drew the imagination away
from that pictured restoration of a free Teutonic past
which had proved so barren of result, and set in its
place the idea of a modern universal or European
Liberalism. The hatred against France, especially
among the younger men, disappeared. A intamtia

distinction was made between the tyrant 3rranoe'
Napoleon and the people who were now giving to
the rest of the Continent the example of a free and

* Ttio OomtulHHloii at Mainz wut on working till 1887. It aeeme to
tore begun to discover ml revolutionary Aocl&tie* about 1824. There is
a long list of persona remanded for trial in their several States, in Use,
p. 595, with tho verdict* and the sentences passed upon them, wkich vary
from & fow month*' to niueteon yeattt* imprisonment.
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animated public life, and illuminating the age with a
political literature so systematic and so ingenious that
it seemed almost like a political philosophy. The
debates in the French. Assembly, the writings of French
publicists, became the school of the Germans. Paris
regained in foreign eyes something of the interest that
it had possessed in 1789. Each victory or defeat of
the French popular cause awoke the joy or the sorrow
of Grerman Liberals, to whom all was blank at home :

and when at length the throne of the Bourbons fell,
the signal for deliverance seemed to have sounded in
many a city beyond the Ehine.

We have seen that in Central Europe the balance
between liberty and reaction, wavering in 1815, de-
finitely fell to the side of'reaction at the-Congress of
Aix-la-Chapelle. Jt remains to trace the course of
events which in .France -itself suspended the peaceful
' 

Prance aft«r progress of the nation, and threw power
for some years into the hands of a faction

which belonged <to the past. The measures carried by
Decazes in 1817, which gave so .much satisfaction to
the French, were by no means viewed with the same
approval either at -London or at Vienna. The two
principal of these were the Electoral Law, and a plan
of military reorganisation which brought back great
numbers of Napoleon's old officers and soldiers to the
army. Richelieu, though responsible as the head of the
Ministry, felt very grave fears as to the results of this
legislation. He had already become anxious and dis-
tressed when the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle met; and
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the events which took place in France during his
absence, as well as the communications which passed
between himself and the foreign Ministers, convinced
him that a change o£ internal policy was necessary.
The busy mind of Metternich had already been
scheming against French Liberalism* Alarmed at the
energy shown by Decazes, the Austrian statesman
had formed the design of reconciling Artois and the
Ultra-Koyalists to the King's Government; and he
now urged Richelieu, if his old opponents could be
brought to reason, to place himself at the head of a
coalition of all the conservative -elements in the

State.* While the -Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle was
sitting, the partial elections for the year 1818, the
second under the new Electoral lLaw, took place.
Among the deputies returned 'there were some who
passed for determined enemies o£ the Bourbon re-
storation, especially Lafayette, whose name was so
closely associated with the humiliations of the Court
in 1789. Richelieu received the news with dismay,
and on his return to Paris took steps which ended
in the dismissal of Decazes, and the offer of a seat

in the Cabinet to Vill&le, the Ultra-Royalist leader.
But the attempted combination failed. Richelieu
accordingly withdrew from office; and a Eicheueaw-

"nyr« " " * i £ i " "L T\ itos, I>eo,, 1$18.
new Ministry was formed, of which De- peaces k^

» POWBT. ,

cazes, who had proved himself more
powerful than his assailatlts, was the teal though not
the nominal chief.

* Hettcrniob, BL 168 j a&d de* Wellington, 8.1)., xiL 87a
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The victory of the young and popular statesman was
seen with extreme displeasure by all the foreign Courts,
nor was his success an enduring one. For a while the cur-
rent of Liberal opinion in Prance and tie favour of King
Louis XVIII. enabled Decazes to hold his own against
the combinations of his opponents and the ill-will of all
the most powerful men in Europe. An attack made on
the Electoral Law by the Upper House was defeated by
the creation of sixty new Peers, among whom there
were several who had been expelled in 1815. But the
forces of Liberalism soon passed beyond the Minister's
own control, and his steady dependence upon Louis
XVIII. now raised against him as resolute an op-
position among the enemies of the House of Bourbon
as among the Ultra-Royalists. In the elections of
1819 the candidates of the Ministry were beaten by
men of more pronounced opinions. Among the new
members there was one whose victory caused great

astonishment and alarm. The ex-bishop
Gr^goire, one of the authors of the de-
struction of the old French Church in

1790, and mover of the resolution which established

the Republic in 1792, was brought forward from
his retirement and elected Deputy by the town.
of Grenoble. To understand the panic caused by
this election we must recall, not the events of -the

Revolution, but the legends of them which were
current in 1819. The history of Gr^goire by no
means justifies the outcry which was raised against
him; his real actions, however, formed the smallest
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part of the things that were alleged or Relieved by
his enemies. It was said he had applauded the execu-
tion of King Louis XVI., when he had in fact protested
against it :* his courageous adherence to the character
of a Christian priest throughout the worst days of the
Convention, his labours in organising the Constitutional
Church when the choice lay between that and national
atheism, were nothing, or worse than nothing, in the
eyes of men who felt themselves to be the despoiled
heirs of that rich and aristocratic landed society, called
the Feudal Church, which GrtSgoire had been so active
in breaking up. Unluckily for himself, Gr6goire,
though humane in action, had not abstained from the
rhodomontades against kings in general which were
the fashion in 1793. Louis XVIIL, forgetting that
he had himself lately made the regicide Fouch6 a
Minister, interpreted GnSgoire's election by the people
of Grenoble, to which the Ultra-Koyalists had cun-
ningly contributed, as a threat against the Bourbon
family. Ho showed the displeasure usual with him
when any slight was offered to his personal dignity,
and drew nearer to his brother Artoia* and the Ultra-

lioyalistn, whom he had liitherto shunned as bis,
* (MgoirelH6moires,L411, HadiibeOoastitutionalOliTiroJiof JTrattee

succeeded, Gr6goiro would have left a gre#fc name in religions history*
Napoleon, by one of the most fatal acts of despotism, oxtingnislied 9
society likely, from its democratic basis and He association with & great
movement of reform, to become the mont liberal and enlightened of all
Churches, and loft France to be long divided between Ultramontane dogma
and a coarse kind of secularism. The life of G^goire ought to be -written
in Bnglialju From the euonpotte utu&fter of imjwporem^iate for Which 'he
laboured, hi» biography would git* a charaoteristic pi^ure of the finer
side of the generation of 17&9, : .
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favourite Minister's worst enemies. Decazes, true to

his character as the King's friend, now confessed that
lie had gone too far in the legislation of 1817, and that
the Electoral Law, under which such a monster as

Gr%oire could gain a seat, required to he altered. A
project of law was sketched, designed to restore the
preponderance in the constituencies to the landed aris-
tocracy. GrnSgoire's election was itself invalidated; and
the Ministers who refused to follow Decazes in his new

policy of compromise were dismissed from their posts.
A few months more passed, and an event occurred

which might have driven a stronger Government than
that of Louis XVIII. into excesses of reaction. The heirs

to the Crown next in succession to the Count of Artois

were his two sons, the Dukes of Angoul6me and Berry.
Angoul6me was childless: the Duke of

gSeSgnJ, Berry was the sole hope of the elder Bour-
jpeft). 13, 1820. ^ "*"

"bon line, which, if he should die without a

son, would, as a reigning house, become extinct, the
Crown of France not descending to a female.* The cir-
cumstance which made Berry's life so dear to Royalists
made his destruction the all-absorbing purpose of an
obscure fanatic, who abhorred the Bourbon family as the
keting symbol of the foreigner's victory over France.
Louvel, a working man, had followed Napoleon to
exile in Elba. After returning to his country he had
dogged the footsteps of the Bourbon princes for years
together, waiting for the chance of murder. On the

* The late Count of Ghambord, or Henry Y., son of the Duke of
Berry, was born some months after his father's death.
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night of the 13th of February, 1820, he seized the
Duke of Berry as he was leaving the Opera House, and
plunged a knife into his breast. The Duke lingered
for some hours, and expired early the next morning in
the presence of King Louis XVIII., the Princes, and
all the Ministers. Terrible as the act was, it was the

act of a single resolute mind: no human being had
known of Louvel's intention. But it was impossible
that political passion should await the quiet investiga-
tion of a law-court. No murder ever produced a
stronger outburst of indignation among the governing
classes, or was more skilfully turned to the advantage
of party. The Liberals felt that their cause was lost.
"While fanatical Ultra-Boyalists, abandoning themselves
to a credulity worthy of the Reign of
Terror, accused Decazes himself of com- 

** ons-

plieity with the assassin, their leaders fixed upon the
policy which was to be imposed on the King. It was
in vain that Decazes brought forward his reactionary
Electoral Law, and proposed to invest the officers of
State with arbitrary powers of arrest and to re-establish
the censorship of the Press. The Count of Artois
insisted upon the dismissal of the Minister, as the
only consolation which could be given to him for the
murder of his son. The King yielded; and, as an
Ultra-Boyalist administratioDL was not yet
possible, Richelieu unwillingly returned to Bi<&&^1SS
office, assured by Artois that his friends ', ' ,

had jao other desire thaji to support Ms own firm and
temperate rule.
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Returning to power under such circumstances,
Richelieu became, in spite of himself, the Minister

of reaction. The Press was fettered, the

gjS2?in e legal safeguards of personal liberty were
suspended, the electoral system was trans-

formed by a measure which gave a double vote to men
of large property. So violent were the passions which
this retrograde march of Government excited, that for a
moment Paris seemed to be on the verge of revolution.
Tumultuous scenes occurred in the streets; but the

troops, on whom everything depended, obeyed the
orders given to them, and the danger passed away.
The first elections under the new system reduced the
Liberal party to impotence, and brought back to the
Chamber a number of men who had sat in the reac-

tionary Parliament of 1816. Villfcle and other Ultra-
Royalists were invited to join Richelieu's Cabinet. For
a while it seemed as if the passions of Church and
aristocracy might submit to the curb of a practical
statesmanship, friendly, if not devoted, to their own
interests. But restraint was soon cast aside. The.

Count of Artois saw the road to power open, a;a'd
broke his promise of supporting the Minister \vho
had taken office at his request. Censured and thwarted
in the Chamber of Deputies, Richelieu confessed that
ho had undertaken a hopeless task, and bade farewell
to public life. King Louis, now nearing the grave,
could struggle no longer against the brother who was
waiting to ascend his throne. The next Ministry was
nominated not by the King but by Artois. Around
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Villfele, the real head of the Cabinet, there was placed
a body of men who represented not the new France,
or even that small portion of it which was

TI-I, . IT .. "11 n " i " TJltrar-Royalirt
called to exercise the active riernts ot citi- Ministry, Deo.,

° 1821.

zenship, hut the social principles of a past
age, and that Catholic or Ultramontane revival which
was now freshening the surface but not stirring the
depths of the great mass of French religious indifference.
A religious society known as the Congrega- The Con(?roga.
tion, which had struck its first roots under tion*
the storm of Republican persecution, and grown up
during the Empire, a solitary yet unobserved rallying-
place for Catholic opponents of Napoleon's despotism,
now expanded into a great organism of government.
The highest in blood and in office sought membership
in it: its patronage raised ambitious men to the stations
they desired, its hostility made itself felt against the
small as well as against the great. The spirit which
now gained the ascendancy in French government was
clerical even more than it was aristocratic. It was

monarchical too, but rather from dislike to the secularist

tone of Liberalism and from trust in the orthodoxy of
the Count of Arfcois than from any fixed belief in abso-
lutist principles. There might be good reason to oppose
King Louis XVIIL; but,what priest, what noble, could
doubt the divine right of a prince who was ready to
compensate the impoverished emigrants out of the
public funds, and to commit the whole system of public
education t<> the h#xtds of the clergy?

In the middle class of France, which from this time
tr tJ
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began to feel itself in opposition to the Bourbon Govern-
ment, there had been no moral change corresponding

to that which made so great a difference
b«toe°aua after between the governing authority of 1819

and that of 1822. Public opinion, though
strongly affected, was not converted into something
permanently unlike itself by the murder of the Duke of
Berry. The courtiers, the devotees, the great ladies,
who had laid a bold hand upon power, had not the
nation on their side, although for a while the nation
bore their sway submissively. But the fate of the
Bourbon monarchy was in fact decided when Artois
and his confidants became its representatives. Prance
might have forgotten that the Bourbons owed their
throne to foreign victories; it could not be governed in
petpettiity by what was called the Parti Pretre. Twenty
years taken from the burden of age borne by Louis
XVIII., twenty years of power given to Decazes, might
have prolonged the rule of the restored family perhaps
for some generations. If military pride found small
satisfaction in the contrast between the Napoleonic
age and that which immediately succeeded it, there were
enough parents who valued the blood of their children,
there were enough speakers and writers who valued
the liberty of discussion, enough capitalists who valued
quiet times, for the new order to be recognised as no
unhopeful one. France has indeed seldom had a bettor
government than it possessed between 1816 and 1820,
nor could an equal period be readily named during which
the French nation, as a whole, enjoyed greater happiness.
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Political reaction had reached its full tide in Europe
generally ahout five years after the end of the great
war. The phenomena were by no means* * General causes

the same in all countries, nor were the acci-

dents of personal influence without a large ur°pe*
share in the determination of events : yet, underlying
all differences, we may trace the operation of certain
great causes which were not limited by the boundaries
of individual States. The classes in which any fixed
belief in constitutional* government existed were no-
where very large ; outside the circle of state officials
there was* scarcely any one who had had experience in
the conduct of public affairs. In some countries, as in
Eussia and Prussia, the conception of progress towards
self-government had belonged in the first instance to
the holders of power : it had exercised the imagination
of a Czar, or appealed to the understanding of a Prus-
sian Minister, eager, in the extremity of ruin, to develop
every element of worth and manliness existing within
his nation. The cooling of a warm fancy, the disap-,
pearance of external dangers, the very agitation which
arose when the idea of liberty passed from the rulers to
their subjects, sufficed to check the course of reform,
And by the side of the Kings and Ministers who for
a moment had attached themselves to constitutional

theories there stood the old privileged orders, or what
remained of them, the true party of reaction* eager to
fan the first misgivings and, al&rtns of Sovereign*?, and
to arrest a development more prejudicial to their own
power and importance th^t to tfce digmty tod security

tr ti 2
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of the Crown. Further, there existed throughout
Europe the fetal and ineradicable tradition of the con-
vulsions of the first Eevolution, and of the horrors of

1793. No votary of absolutism, no halting and dis-
quieted friend of freedom, could ever be afc a loss for
images of woe in presaging the results of popular sove-
reignty; and 'the action of one or two infatuated
assassins owed its wide influence on Europe chiefly to
the ancient name and memory of Jacobinism,

There was also in the very fact that Europe had been
restored to peace by the united efforts of all the govern-
ments something adverse to the success of a constitutional
-or a Liberal party in any State. Constitutional systems
had indeed been much praised at the Congress of
Vienna," but the group of men who actually controlled
Europe in 1815, and who during the five succeeding
years continued in correspondence and in close personal
intercourse with one another, had, with one exception,
passed their lives in the atmosphere of absolute govern-
ment, and learnt to regard the conduct of all great
affairs as the business of a small number of very
eminent individuals. Oastlereagh, the one Minister of
a constitutional State, "belonged to a party which, to a
degree almost unequalled in Europe, identified political
duty with the principle of hostility to change. It is
indeed in the correspondence of the English Minister
himself, and in relation to subjects of purely domestic
government in England, that the community of
thought which now existed between all the leading
statesmen of Europe finds its most singular exhibition*
Both Metternich and Hardenberg took as
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interest in the suppression of Lancashire Radicalism,
and in the measures of coercion which the British

G-overmnent thought it necessary to pass in the year
1819, as in the chastisement of rebellious pamphleteers
upon the Rhine, and in the dissolution of the students'
clubs at Jena. It was indeed no very great matter for
the English people, who were now close' upon an era of
reform, that Castlereagh received the congratulations
of Vienna and Berlin for suspending the Habeas Corpus
Act and the right of public meeting,* or that Metter-
nich believed that no one but himself knew the real

import of the shouts with which the London mob
greeted Sir Francis Burdett.f Neither the impending
reform of the English Criminal Law nor the emancipa-
tion of Irish Catholics resulted from th6 enlightenment
of foreign Courts, or could be hindered by their indif-
ference. But on the Continent of Europe the progress
towards constitutional freedom was indeed likely to
be a slow and a chequered one when the Ministers of
absolutism formed so close and intimate a band, when
the nations contained within them such small bodies of

men in any degree versed in public affairs, and when the
institutions on which it was proposed to base the liberty
of the future were so destitute of that strength which
springs from connection with the past.

* Caetlereagh,xii. 162, 259. "The monster Eadicaliem still lives,"
Castlereagh sorrowfully admits to Mettemiotu

f Metternich, ift. 369, " A man must be like mo, born and brought
tip amid the storm of politk'.e, to know wh&t is the #wiso meamng of a
about of triumph like tttw which now bwst from Bttrdott and Co. Ed
may toava road of It, but I har$ *HW& it 'wijSk tt^ 3pe& I waa living at
the time of the Federation of 178£.;, 1 m* fifteen, and already a man-"
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WHEN the guardians of Europe, at the end of the first
three years of peace, scanned from their council-chamber
at Ak-la-Chapelle that goodly heritage which, under
Providence, their own parental care was henceforth to
guard against the assaults of malice and revolution, they
had fixed their gaze chiefly on France, Germany, and
the Netherlands, as the regions most threatened by the
spirit of change. The forecast was not an accurate one.
In each of these countries Government proved during
the succeeding years to be much more than a match for
its real or imaginary foes: it was in the Mediterranean

States, which had excited comparatively
little anxiety, that the first successful at-
tack was made upon established power.

Three movements arose. successively in the three
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southern peninsulas, at the time when Metternich was
enjoying the silence which he had imposed upon Ger-
many, and the Ultra-Eoyalists of France were making
good the advantage which the crime of an individual
and the imprudence of a party had thrown into their
hands. In Spain and in Italy a body of soldiers rose on
behalf of constitutional government: in Greece a nation
rose against the rule of the foreigner. In all three
countries the issue of these movements was, after a

longer or shorter interval, determined by the Northern
Powers. All three movements were at first treated as

identical in their character, and all alike condemned as
the work of Jacobinism. But the course of events, and

a change of persons in the government of one great
State, brought about a truer view of the nature of the
struggle in Greece. The ultimate action of Europe in
the affairs of that country was different from its action
in the affairs of Italy and Spain. It is now only re-
memberod as an instance of political recklessness or
stupidity that a conflict of race against race and of
religion against religion should for a while have been
confused by some of the leading Ministers of Europe with
the attempt of a party to make tho form of domestic
government more liberal. The Hellenic rising had indeed
no feature in common with the revolutions of Naples and
Oadiss; and, although in order o£ time the opening of
the Greek movement long preceded the close of the
Spanish movement, the historian, who has neither the
politician's motive for making a co&fpjsfio&, nor the 'pro*
tection of his excuse of ignorance, must in this case
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neglect the accidents of chronology, and treat the two
as altogether apart.

King Ferdinand of Spain, after overthrowing the
Constitution which he found in existence on his return

. v^_ to his country, had conducted himself asSpain between «/ *

1814 and 1820. jj j^ ^^ ^ been fo ghow to wliat
lengths a legitimate monarch might abuse the fidelity
of his subjects and defy the public opinion of Europe*
The leaders of the Cortes, whom he had arrested in
1814, after being declared innocent by one tribunal after
another, were sentenced to long terms of imprisonment
by an arbitrary decree of the King, without even the
pretence of judicial forms. Men who had been con-
spicuous in the struggle of the nation against Napoleon
were neglected or disgraced; many of the highest posts
were filled by politicians who had played a double part,
or bad even served under the invader. Priests and cour-

tiers intrigued for influence over the King; even when
a capable Minister was placed in power through the
pressure of the ambassadors, and the King's name was
set to edicts of administrative reform, these edicts were

made a dead letter by the powerful band who lived upou
the corruption of the public service. Nothing was gacred
except the interest of the clergy; this, however, wa»
enough to keep the rural population on the King's side.
The peasant, who knew that his house would not now be
burnt by the French, and who heard that true religion
had at length triumphed over its enemies, understood,
and cared to understand, nothing more. Burnouts of
kingly misgovernment and oppression scarcely reached
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his ears. Ferdinand was still the child of Spain and of
the Church ; his return had been the return of peace ;
his rule was the victory of the Catholic faith,

But the acquiescence of the mass of the people was
not shared by the officers of the army and the educated
classes in the towns. The overthrow of the Constitution

was from the first condemned by soldiers who had won
distinction under the government of the Cortes ; and a
series of acts of military rebellion, though
isolated and on the smallest scale, showed discontented.

that the course on which Ferdinand had

entered was not altogether free from danger. The at-
tempts of General Mina in 1814, and of Porlier and
Lacy in succeeding years, to raise the soldiery on behalf
of the Constitution, failed, through the indifference of
the soldiery themselves, and the power which the
priesthood exercised in garrison-towns. Discontent
inado its way in the army by slow degrees; and the
ultimate declaration of a military party against the
existing Government was clue at least as much to
Ferdinand's absurd system of favouritism, and to the
wretched condition into which the army had been
thrown, as to an attachment to the memory or the
principles of constitutional rule. Miftgovernment made
tUo treasury bankrupt ; soldiers and sailors received no
pay for years together ; and the hatred with which the
Spanish people had now come to' regard military service
is curiously shown by an order of the Government that
all the beggars in Madrid and other great towns should
be seized on a certain night (July 28, 1816), and
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enrolled in the army.* But the very beggars were
more than a match for Ferdinand's administration.

They heard of the fate in store for them, and myste-
riously disappeared, so frustrating a measure by which
it had been calculated that Spain would gain sixty
thousand warriors.

The military revolution which at length broke
out in the year 1820 was closely connected with
struggle of spam the struggle tfor independence now being
mt08 Colonies, b ° V 

£ d "

isio-1820. made by the American colonies or Spam;
and in its turn it affected the course of this struggle
and its final result. The colonies had refused to accept

the rule either of Joseph Bonaparte or of the Cortes of
Cadiz when their legitimate sovereign was dispossessed
by Napoleon. While acting for the most part in Fer-
dinand's name, they had engaged in a struggle with the
National Government of Spain. They had tasted inde-
pendence ; and although on the restoration of Ferdinand
they would probably have recognised the rights of the
Spanish Crown if certain concessions had been made,
they were not disposed to return to the condition of
inferiority in which they had been held during the la«t
century, or to submit to rulers who proved themselves
as cruel and vindictive in moments of victory as they
were incapable of understanding the needs of the time.
The struggle accordingly continued. Eegiment after
regiment was sent from Spain, to perish of fever, of
forced' marches, or on the field. The Government of

King Ferdinand, despairing of its own resources, looked
* * Bauriagartea, Geschicate Spoaieas, ii. 176.
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around for help among the European Powers. England
would have lent its mediation, and possibly even armed
assistance, if the Court of Madrid would have granted a
reasonable amount of freedom to the colonies, and have

opened their ports to British commerce. This, however,
was not in accordance with the views of Ferdinand's

advisers. Strange as it may appear, the Spanish Grovern-
ment demanded that the alliance of Sovereigns, which
had been framed for the purpose of resisting the prin-
ciple of rebellion and disorder in Europe, should inter-
vene against its revolted subjects on the other side of
the Atlantic, and it implied that England, if acting at
all, should act as the instrument of the Alliance.* En-

couragement was given to the design by the Courts of
Paris and St. Petersburg. Whether a continent claimed
its independence, or a German schoolboy wore a for-
bidden ribbon in his cap, the chiefs of the Holy Alliance
now assumed the frown of offended Providence, and pre-
pared to interpose their own superior power and wisdom
to save a misguided world from the consequences of its
own folly. Alexander had indeed for a time hoped that
the means of subduing the colonies might be supplied
by himself; and in his zeal to supplant England in the
good graces of Ferdinand he sold the King a fleet of
war on very moderate terms. To the scandal of Europe
the ships, when they reached Cadiz, turned out to be
thoroughly rotten and unseaworthy. As it was certain

* See tlio note of Fenian Nttte, in Wellington, S. IX, xil 582, * Les
oJBforto unajninioH do Odd m&nea Puissancoa out detruit le syet&me cUvas-
tatftur, d'oit naquit la rebellion Am6ricaiae; mais ft leur reatait encore
I lo d6truire dans 1'Amerique B»pa#n01e/
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that the Czar's fleet and the Spanish soldiers, however
holy their mission, would all go to the bottom together
as soon as they encountered the waves of the Atlantic,
1 the expedition was postponed, and the affairs of America
were brought before the Conference of Aix-la-Chapelle.
The Envoys of Eussia and France submitted a paper,
in which, anticipating the storm-warnings of more
recent times, they described the dangers to which
monarchical Europe would be exposed from the growth
of a federation of republics in America ; and they sug-
gested that Wellington, as " the man of Europe," should
go to Madrid, to preside over a negotiation between the
Court of Spain and all the ambassadors with reference
to the terms to be offered to the Transatlantic States.*

England, however, in spite o£ Lord Castlereagh's dread
of revolutionary contagion, adhered to the principles
which it had already laid down ; and as the counsellors
of King Ferdinand declined to change their policy,
Spain was left to subdue its colonies by itself.

It was in the army assembled at Cadiz for embarka-
tion in the summer of 1819 that the con-

Oonspiraoy in . " i T* i* i» /N <
of spiracy against Ferdinand s Government

found its leaders. Secret societies had now

spread themselves over the principal Spanish towns, and
looked to the soldiery on the coast for the signal of
revolt. Abisbal, commander at Cadiz, intending to
make himself safe against all contingencies, encouraged
for a while the plots of the discontented officers : then,
foreseeing the failure of the movement, he arrested the

* Wellington, S. B. xii, 807.
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principal men by a stratagem, and went off to Madrid,
to reveal the conspiracy to the Court and to take credit
for saving the King's crtfwn (July, 1819).* If the army
could have been immediately despatched to America, the
danger would possibly have passed away. This, how-
ever, was prevented by an outbreak of yellow fever,
which made it necessary to send the troops into canton-
ments for several months. The conspirators gained time
to renew their plans. The common soldiers, who had
hitherto been faithful to the Government, heard in

their own squalor and inaction the fearful stories of
the few sick and wounded who returned from beyond
the seas, and learnt to regard the order of embarkation
as a sentence of death. Several battalions were won

over to the cause of constitutional liberty by their
commanders. The leaders imprisoned a few months
before were again in communication with their fol-
lowers. After the treachery of Abisbal, it was agreed
to carry out the revolt without the assistance of
generals or grandees. The leaders chosen were two
colonels, Quiroga and Biego, of whom the former was
in nominal confinement in a monastery near Medina
Sidonia, twenty miles east of Cadiz, while Eiego was
stationed at Oabezas, a few marches distant on the

great road to Seville. The first day of the year 1820
was fixed for the insurrection. It was determined that

Eiogo should descend upon the head-quarters which were
at Atco$, and arrest the generals before they could
hear anything of the movement, while Quiroga, moving

* JtillHtt, PrWs I^tod^ite, p, 78.
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from the east, gathered up the battalions stationed on
the road, and threw himself into Cadiz, there to await

his colleague's approach.
The first step in the enterprise proved successful.

Eiego, proclaiming the Constitution of 1812, surprised
the head-quarters, seized the generals, and rallied several

companies to his standard. Quiroga, how-
Action of Quiroga . -, -i « . "" . /» n
aM Biego, Jan., ever, though he gained possession of San

Fernando, at the eastern end of the penin-
sula of Leon, on which Cadiz is situated, failed to
make his entrance into Cadiz. The commandant, hear-

ing of the capture of the head-quarters, had closed the
city gates, and arrested the principal inhabitants whom
he suspected of being concerned in the plot. The
troops within the town showed no sign of mutiny.
Eiego, when he arrived at the peninsula of Leon,
found that only five thousand men in all had joined
the good cause, while Cadiz, with a considerable gar-
rison and fortifications of great strength, stood hostile
before him. He accordingly set off with a small force
to visit and win over the other regiments which were
lying in the neighbouring towns and villages. The
commanders, however, while not venturing to attack
the mutineers, drew off their troops to a distance,
and prevented them from entering into any communi-
cation with Eiego. The adventurous soldier, leaving
Quiroga in the peninsula of Leon, then marched into
the interior of Andalusia (January 27), endeavouring
to raise the inhabitants of the towns. But the email

numbers of his band, and the knowledge that Cadiz
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and the greater part of the army still held by the
Government, prevented the inhabitants from joining the
insurrection, even where they received Riego with kind-
ness and supplied the wants of his soldiers. During
week after week the little column traversed the country,
now cut off from retreat, exhausted by forced marches
in drenching rain, and harassed by far stronger forces
sent in pursuit. The last town that Riego entered was
Cordova. The enemy was close behind him. No halt
was possible. He led his band, now numbering only
two hundred men, into the mountains, and there bade

them disperse (March 11).
With Quiroga lying inactive in the peninsula of

Leon and Riego hunted from village to village, it seemed
as if the insurrection which they had begun could only
end in the ruin of its leaders. But the movement had

in fact effected its object. While the courtiers around
King Ferdinand, unwarned by the news from Cadiz,
continued their intrigues against one another, the
rumour of rebellion spread over the country. If no
great success had been achieved by the
rebels, it was also certain that no great tSK^JoZaM'9 ° tution, Feb. 20.
blow had been struck by the Government.
The example of bold action had been set; the " shock
given at one end of the peninsula was felt at the other;
and a fortnight before Riego's band dispersed, the
garrison and the citizens of Oorunaa together declared
for the Constitution (Febrijary 20), Prom Cttrnona
the revolutionary movement spread to JFenol, afcd to all
the other coaat^towns of Galioia. Vh& news reached
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Madrid, terrifying the Government, and exciting the
spirit of insurrection in the capital itself. The King
summoned a council of the leading men around him.
The wisest of them advised him to publish a moderate
Constitution, and, by convoking a Parliament im-
mediately, to stay the movement, which would other-
wise result in the restoration of the Assembly and the
Constitution of 1812. * They also urged the King
to abolish the Inquisition forthwith. Ferdinand's
brother, Don Carlos, the head of the clerical party,
succeeded in preventing both measures. Though the
generals in all quarters of Spain wrote that they could
not answer for the troops, there were still hopes of
keeping down the country by force of arms, Abisbal,
who was at Madrid, was ordered to move with rein-

forcements towards the army in the south,AKsbaTs defeo- J

voa.va&n. 3je se£ ou^ protesting to the King that he
knew the way to deal with rebels. When he reached
OcaHa he proclaimed the Constitution himself (March 4).

It was now clear that the cause of absolute monarchy
.was lost. The ferment in Madrid increased. On the

night of the 6th of March all the great bodies of State
assembled for council in the King's palace,Ferdinand ac- O JT *

Sffirt«£?" and earl7 on ttie 7tl1 Ferdinand published
a proclamation, stating that he had deter-

mined to summon the Cortes immediately. This
declaration satisfied no one, for the Cortes denigned by
the King might be the mere revival of a mediaeval form,
and the history of 1814 showed how little value was to
be attached to Ferdinand's promises. Crowds gathered
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in the great squares of Madrid, crying for the Consti-
tution of 1812. The statement of the Minister of War

that the Guard was on the point of joining the people
now overcame even the resistance of Don Carlos and the

confessors; and after a day wasted in dispute, Ferdinand
announced to his people that he was ready to take the
oath to the Constitution which they desired. The next
day was given up to public rejoicings; the book of the
Constitution was carried in procession through the
city with the honours paid to the Holy Sacrament, and
all political prisoners were set at liberty. The prison
of the Inquisition was sacked, the instruments of torture
broken in pieces. On the 9th the leaders of the agita-
tion, took steps to make the King fulfil his promise.
A mob invaded the court and threshold of the

palace- At their demand the municipal council of 1814
was restored; its members were sent, in company with
six deputies chosen by the populace, to receive the
pledges of the King. Ferdinand, all smiles and bows,
while he looked forward to the day when force or
intrigue should make him again absolute master of
Spain, and enable him to take vengeance upon the men
who were humiliating him, took the oath of fidelity
to the Constitution of 1812,* New Ministers werei

immediately called to office, and a provisional Juntfr
was placed by their side as the representative of the-
public until the new Cortes should be duly elected,*,

Tidings of the Spanish revolution passed wtpidly over
Europe, disquieting the courts and everywhere

* Hisfcoria de la vida <k Fernando Til,, ii 158.

V V
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the hopes of the friends of popular right. Before four
months had pas.sed, the constitutional movement begun
in Cadiz was taken up in Southern Italy. The kingdom

of Naples was one of those States which
had profited the most by French conquest.
During the nine years that its crown was

held by Joseph Bonaparte and Murat, the laws and
institutions which accompanied Napoleon's supremacy
had rudely broken up the ancient fixity of confusions
which passed for government, and had aroused no
insignificant forces of new social life. The feudal
tenure of land, and with it something of the feudal'
structure of society, had passed away: the monasteries
had been dissolved; the French civil code, and a

criminal code based upon that of France, had taken the
place of a thousand conflicting customs and jurisdictions;
taxation had been made, if not light, yet equitable and
simple; justice was regular, and the same for baron and
peasant; brigandage had been extinguished; and, for
the first time in many centuries, the presence of a
rational and uniform administration was felt over all

the south of Italy. Nor on the restoration of King
Ferdinand had any reaction been permitted to take
place like that which in a moment destroyed the work
of reform in Spain and in "Westphalia. England and
Austria insisted that there should be neither vdrigeance
nor counter-revolution. Queen Marie Caroline, the
principal agent in the cruelties of 1799, was dead;
Ferdinand himself was old and indolent, and willing to
leave affairs in the hands of Ministers move intelligent
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than himself. Hence the laws and the administrative

system of Murat remained on the whole unchanged.*
As in France, a Bourbon Sovereign placed himself at
the head of a political order fashioned by Napoleon and
the Eevolution. "Where changes in the law were made,
or acts of State revoked, it was for the most part in
consequence of an understanding with the Holy See.
Thus, while no attempt was made to eject the purchasers
of Church-lands, the lands not actually sold were given
back to the Church; a considerable number of monasteries

were restored; education was allowed to fall again into
the hands of the clergy; the Jesuits were recalled, and
the Church regained its jurisdiction in marriage-causes,
as well as the right of suppressing writings at variance
with the Catholic faith.

But the legal and recognised changes which followed
Ferdinand's return by no means expressed
the whole change in the operation of the1 court p«n^n ° l and the Mur&txjrta
government. If there were not two con-
flicting systems at work, there were two conflicting
bodies of partisans in the State. Like the emigrants
who returned with Louis XVIII., a multitude of
Neapolitans, high and low, who had either accom-
panied the King in his exile to Sicily or fought for
him on the mainland in 1799 and 18QC, now expected
their reward* In their interest the efficiency of the
public service was sacrificed and the course of justice
perverted. Men who had committed notorious crimes
escaped punishment if they had been numbered among

* Carraecosa, Mdmoires, p. 25; Collotta, ii 165*
v v 2
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the King's friends; tlie generals and officials who had
served under Murat, though not removed from their
posts, were treated with discourtesy and suspicion. It
was in -the army most of all that the antagonism of the
two parties was felt. A medal was struck for service
in Sicily, and every year spent there in inaction was
reckoned as two in computing seniority. Thus the
younger officers of Murat found their way blocked by
a troop of idlers, and at the same time their prospects
suffered from the honest attempts made by Ministers to
reduce the military expenditure. Discontent existed in
every rank. The generals were familiar with the idea of
political change, for during the last years of Murat's
reign they had themselves thought of compelling him
to grant a Constitution: the younger officers and the
sergeants were in great part members of the secret
society of the Carbonari, which in the course of the
last few years had grown with the weakness of the
Q-overnment, and had now become the principal power
in the Neapolitan kingdom.

The origin of this society, which derived its name
and its symbolism from the trade of the charcoal-

burner, as Freemasonry from that of the
builder, is uncertain. Whether its first

aim was resistance to Bourbon tyranny after 1799, or
the expulsion of the Trench and Austrians from Italy,
in the year 1814 it was actively working for constitu-
tional government in opposition to Murat, and re-
ceiving encouragement from Sicily, where Ferdmaad
was then .playing the part of constitutional
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The maintenance of absolute government by the re-
stored Bourbon Court severed the bond which for a

time existed between legitimate monarchy and con-
spiracy ; and the lodges of the Carbonari, now ex-
tending themselves over the country with great
rapidity, became so many centres of agitation against
"despotic rule. By the year 1819 it was reckoned
that one person out of every twenty-five in the king-
dom of Naples had joined the society. Its members
were drawn from all classes, most numerously per-
haps from the middle class in the towns; but even
priests had been initiated, and there was no branch
of the public service that had not Carbonari in its
ranks. The Government, apprehending danger from
the extension of the sect, tried to counteract it by
founding a rival society of Calderari, or Braziers, in
which every miscreant who before 1815 had murdered
"and robbed in the name of King Ferdinand and the
Catholic faith received a welcome, But though the
number of such persons was not small, the growth
of this fraternity remained far behind that of its
model; and the chief result of the competition was
that intrigue and mystery gained a greater charm
than ever for the Italians, and that all confidence' In

<3tove;mftient perished, under the sense that there was a
hidden power in the land which was only awaiting the
due moment to put forth its > strength, in ^revolutionary
-action.

After the proclamation o£ the Spanish Constitution,
"aa outbreak in the kingdom of Naples had become
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inevitable. The Carbonari of Salerno, where the sect

had its head-quarters, had intended to rise at the
beginning of Tune; their action, how-

Morelll's move- IIP j_i i

numt, July 2, ever, was postponed tor some months, and
it was anticipated by the daring movement

of a few sergeants belonging to a cavalry regiment
stationed at Nola, and of a lieutenant, named Morelli,

whom they had persuaded to place himself at their
head. Leading -out a squadron of a hundred and fifty
men in the direction of Avellino on the morning of
July 2nd, Morelli proclaimed the Constitution. One of
the soldiers alone left the band; force or persuasion
kept others to the standard, though they disapproved of
the enterprise. The inhabitants of the populous places
that lie between Nola and Avellino welcomed the

squadron, or at least offered it no opposition: the
officer commanding at Avellino came himself to
meet Morelli, and promised him assistance. The
band encamped that night in a village; on tho
next day they entered Avellino, where the troops
and townspeople, headed by the bishop and officers,
declared in their favour. From Avellino the news

of the movement spread quickly over the sur-
rounding country. The Carbonari were everywhere-
prepared for revolt; and before the Q-ovornment had
taken a single step in its own defence, the Constitution
had been joyfully and peacefully accepted, not only by
the people but by the militia and the regular troops,
throughout the greater part of the district that
to the east of Naples.
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The King was on board ship in the bay, when,
in the afternoon of July 2nd, intelligence came of
Morelli's revolt at Nola. Nothing was Aja. _ _& .AJfaiTS at Naples,

done by the Ministry on that day, although J^2-7-
Morelli and his band might have been captured in a
few hours if any resolute officer, with a few trust-
worthy troops, had been sent against them. On the
next morning, when the garrison of Avellino had
already joined the mutineers, and taken up a strong
position commanding the road from Naples, General
Carrascosa was sent, not to reduce the insurgents-for
no troops were given to him-but to pardon, to bribe,
and to coax them into submission.* Carrascosa failed to

effect any good; other generals, who, during the follow-
ing days, attempted to attack the mutineers, found that
their troops would not follow them, and that the feeling of
opposition to the Government, though it nowhere broke
into lawlessness, was universal in tho army as well as
the nation. If the people generally understood little of
politics, they had learnt enough to dislike arbitrary
taxation and the power of arbitrary arrest. Not a
single hand or voice was anywhere raised in defence of
absolutism. Escaping from Naples, where he was
watched by the Government, General Pepe, who was at
o&co the chief man among tho Carbonari and military
commandant of tho province in which Avellino lies,
went to place himself at the head of the revolution.
Naples itself had hitherto retnamed quiet, but on the
night of July 6th a deputation, from the Carbonari

* Oarrasoosa, p, 44.
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informed the King that they could no longer preserve
tranquillity in the city unless a Constitution was
granted. The King, without waiting for morning,
published an edict declaring that a Constitution should
be drawn up within eight days ; immediately after-
wards he appointed a new Ministry, and, feigning ill-
ness, committed the exercise of royal authority to his
son, the Duke of Calabria.

Ferdinand's action was taken by the people as a
stratagem. He had employed the device of a temporary
abdication some years before in cajoling the Sicilians ;

and the delay of eight days seemed un-
Ferdiaand takes i i , i t i j_i j.

necessary to ardent souls who knew that a
tution,juiyi3. gpanish Constitution was in existence and
did not know of its defect^ in practice. There was also
on the side of the Carbonari the telling argument that
Ferdinand, a,s a possible successor to his nephew, the
King of Spain, actually had signed the Spanish Consti-
tution in order to preserve his own contingent rights
to that crown. What Ferdinand had accepted as
Infante of Spain he might well accept as King of
Naples. The cry was therefore for the immediate '
proclamation of the Spanish Constitution of 1812. The
court yielded, and the Duke of Calabria, as viceroy,
published an edict making this Constitution the law
of the kingdom of the Two Sicilies. But the tumult
continued, for deceit was still feared, until the edict

appeared again, signed by the King himself* Then all
was rejoicing. Pepe, at the head of a large body of
troops, militia and Carbonari, made a triumphal entry
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into the city, and, in company with Morelli and other
leaders of the military rebellion, was hypocritically
thanked by the Viceroy for his services to the nation.
On the 13th of July the King, a hale but venerable-
looking man of seventy, took the oath to the Consti-
tution before the altar in the royal chapel. The form
of words had been written out for him; but Ferdinand

was fond of theatrical acts of religion, and did not
content himself with reading certain solemn phrases.
liaising his eyes to the crucifix above the altar, he
uttered aloud a prayer that if the oath was not sin-
cerely taken the vengeance of God might fall upon his
head. Then, after blessing and embracing his sons,
the venerable monarch wrote to the Emperor of Aus-
tria, protesting that all that he did was done under
constraint, and that his obligations were null and void.*

A month more passed, and in a third kingdom
absolute government fell before the combined action
of soldiers and people. The Court of Lisbon, had

* Gentz, D. I.f ii. 108, 122. It was rathor too much even for the
Austrians. "La conduito de ee malheuroux souveraiu n'a cte, dos lo
commencement dos troubles, qa'un tissu de faiblosso et do dupliciteY' &c.
"Yoila 1'allie que le ciel a mis ontre nos mains, et dont nous avons a
re" tablir les intents 1" Ferdinand was guilty of such monstrous perjuries
and cruelties that the reader onght to be warned not to think of him
ae & saturnine and Machiavellian Italian. He was a son of the Bourbon

Charles III. of Spain, His character was that of a jovial, rather stupid
farmer, whom a freak of fortune had made a Hug from infancy. A
sort of grotesque comic element runts through his life, aud tlwough every
picture drawn by persons in actual intercourse with him. The following,
from one of Benti&ek's despatches of 1814 (when Ferdinand had just
heard that Austria had promised to keep Murat in Naplos),is very charac-
teristic; "I found his Majesty very mueh aflKeted and'very muck roused.
He expressed hi* determination never to renounce the rights wldflh God had
given him. . . . He said he might be poor, bat tie would die honest, and
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migrated to Brazil in 1807, when the troops of Napo-
leon first appeared upon the Tagus, and Portugal had

portu- since then been governed by a Kegency,
acting in the name of the absent Sove-

reign. The events of the Peninsular "War had reduced
Portugal almost to the condition of a dependency of
Grreat Britain. Marshal Beresford, the English com-
mander-in-chief of its army, kept his post when the war
was over, and with him there remained a great number
of English officers who had led the Portuguese regi-
ments in Wellington's campaigns. The presence of
these English soldiers was unwelcome, and commer-
cial rivalry embittered the natural feeling of impa-
tience towards an ally who remained as master rather
than guest. Up to the year 1807 the entire trade with
Brazil had been confined by law to Portuguese mer-
chatxts ; when, however, the Court had established itself

beyond the Atlantic, it had opened the ports of Brazil
to British ships, in return for the assistance given by
our own country against Napoleon. Both England
and Brazil profited by the new commerce, but the
Portuguese traders, who had of old had the monopoly,
were ruined. The change in the seat of government
was in fact seen to be nothing less than a reversal of

his children should not have to reproach him for having given up thoir
rights. He was the son of the honest Charles III. * . . he was his
unworthy offspring, but he would never disgrace his family* , , . Qtt
my going away he took me by the hand, and said he hoped J should
esteem him as he did me, and begged me to take a Pheasant pye to a
gentleman who had been his constant shooting companion/' B^cords*
Sicily, vol. 97. Ferdinand was the last sovereign who habitually kept *
professional fool, or jester, in attendance upon him.
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the old relations between the European country and
its colony. Hitherto Brazil had been governed in the
interests o£ Portugal; but with a Sovereign fixed at
Kio Janeiro, it was almost inevitable that Portugal
should be governed in the interests of Brazil. De-
clining trade, the misery and impoverishment resulting
from a long war, resentment against a Court which
could not be induced to return to the kingdom, and
a foreigner who could not be induced to quit it, filled
the army and all classes in the nation with discontent.
Conspiracies were discovered as early as 1817, and the
conspirators punished with all the barbarous ferocity
of the Middle Ages. Beresford, who had not sufficient
tact to prevent the execution of a sentence ordering
twelve persons to be strangled, beheaded, and then
burnt in the streets of Lisbon, found, during the two
succeeding years, that the state of the country was be-
coming worse and worse. In the spring of 1820, when
the Spanish revolution had made some change .in the
neighbouring kingdom, either for good or evil, inevitable,
Beresford sot out for Rio Janeiro, intending to acquaint
the King with the real condition of affairs, and to use
his personal efforts in hastening the return of the Court
to Lisbon. Before ho could recross the Atlantic, the
Government which ho left behind him at Lisbon had

fallen.

The grievances of the Portuguese army made
it the natural centre of disaffection, but ^duto »t

Oporto* Au&u&tf

the military conspirators had their friends «**.
among all classes* Oa the 24th of August, 1820, the
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signal of revolt was given at Oporto. Priests and
magistrates, as well as the town-population, united
with officers of the army in declaring against the
Begency, and in establishing a provisional Junta,
charged with the duty of carrying on the government
in the name of the King until the Cortes should
assemble and frame a Constitution. No resistance was

offered by any of the civil or military authorities at
Oporto. The Junta entered upon its functions, and
began by dismissing all English officers, and making
up the arrears of pay due to the soldiers. As soon
as the news of the revolt reached Lisbon, the lle^ency
itself volunteered to summon the Cortes, and attempted
to conciliate the remainder of the army by imitating
the measures of the Junta of Oporto.* The troops,
however, declined to act against their comrade*), and on
the loth of September the Regency was deposed, and a
provisional Junta installed in the capital, Beresford,
who now returned from Brazil, was forbidden to Bot

foot on Portuguese soil* The two rival governing-
committees of Lisbon and Oporto coalesced; and after
an interval of confusion the elections to the Gorton wore

held, resulting in the return of a body of men whose
loyalty to the Crown was not impaired by their hostility
to the Eegency. The King, when the first tiding*
of the constitutional movement reached Brazil, g&ve a
qualified consent to the summoning of the Gotten
which was announced by the Eegency, and promised to
return to Europe. Beresford, continuing his voyage

* British and Foreign State Papers, vii. 861, 995.
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to England without landing at Lisbon, found that
the Government of this country had no disposition to
interfere with the domestic affairs of its ally.

It was the boast of the Spanish and Italian
Liberals that the revolutions effected in 1820 were

undisgraced by the scenes of outrage which had fol-
lowed the capture of the Bastille and the overthrow of
French absolutism thirty years before.* The gentler cha-
racter of these southern movements proved,

Alexander pro-

however, no extenuation in the eyes of the
leading statesmen of Europe : on the con-
trary, the declaration of soldiers in favour of a Consti-
tution seemed in some quarters more ominous of evil
than any excess of popular violence. The alarm was
first sounded at St. Petersburg. As soon as the
Czar heard of Kiego's proceedings at Cadiz, he began
to meditate intervention ; and when it was known that

Ferdinand had been forced to accept the Constitution
of 1812, he ordered his ambassadors to propose that all
the Great Powers, acting through their Ministers at
Paris, should address a remonstrance to the repre-
sentative of Spain, requiring the Cortes to disavow
the crime of the 8th of March, by which they had
been called into being, and to offer a pledge of
obedience to their King by enacting the most rigorous
laws against sedition and re volt, f In that case,
arid, in that alone, the Czar desired to add, would

* Bxcopt in Sicily, where, however, the c<ra*ae of events had &ot the
ft&mo publicity as on the mainland

f Verbatim from the Rwfoa Hote of April 18. B. aaxd F. State
Papers, vii 9i3.
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the Powers maintain their relations of confidence and

amity with Spain.
This Eussian proposal was viewed with some

suspicion at Vienna; it was answered with a direct
and energetic negative from London. Canning was
still in the Ministry. The words with which in

1818 he had protested against a league
between England and autocracy were still
ringing in the ears of his colleagues. Lord

Liverpool's Government knew itself to be unpopular
in the country; every consideration of policy as
well as of self-interest bade it resist the beginnings
of an intervention which, if confined to words, was

certain to be useless, and, if supported by action, was
likely to end in that alliance between France and
Russia which had been the nightmare of English states-
men ever since 1814, and in a second occupation of
Spain by the very generals whom Wellington had
spent so many years in dislodging. Castlereagh replied
to the Czar's note in terms which made it clear that

England would never give its sanction to a collective
interference with Spain.* Eichelieu, the nominal head
of the French Government, felt too little confidence in

his position to act without the concurrence of Great
Britain \ and the crusade of absolutism against Spanish
liberty was in consequence postponed until the victory
of the Ultra-Eoyalists at Paris was complete, and the
overthrow of Eichelieu had brought to the head of the
French State a group of men who felt no scruple in
entering upon an aggressive war.

* Parliarneut&rjr Dobuto, N", S., viil 1136,
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But the shelter of circumstances which for a

while protected Spain from the foreigner, did not
extend to Italy, when in its 'turn the Naples and the

Neapolitan revolution called a northern GreatPowors-
enemy into the field. Though the kingdom of the
Two Sicilies was in itself much less important than
Spain, the established order of the Continent was
more directly threatened by a change in its government.
No European State was exposed to the same danger
from a revolution in Madrid as Austria from a

revolution in Naples. The Czar had invoked the
action of the Courts against Spain, not because his
own dominions were in peril, but because the principle
of monarchical right was violated: with Austria the
danger pressed nearer home. The establish-
ment of constitutional liberty in Naples was 

"

almost certain to be followed by an insurrection in the
Papal States and a national uprising in the Venetian'
provinces; and among all the bad results of Aus-
tria's false position in Italy, one of the worst was
that in self-defence it was bound to resist every
step made towards political liberty beyond its own
frontier. The dismay with which Metternich heard of
the collapse of absolute government at Naples* was
understood and even shared by the English Ministry,
who at this moment were deprived of their bast

.guide by Canning's withdrawal. Austria, in peace
* Genta, D, I., ii 70. " J& le Prince MottemioE a'est rend* Aez

rEmpereur pour le mottre an fait de cos tristes circonstaoaces. Depute
que je le connate, jo no 1'ai jamsis vu auBSi frapp<$ d'aucnn 6vdnement
qu'il 1'ttait bier awxt aoa <%a£<s."
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just as much as in war, liad uniformly been held to
be the natural ally of England against the two aggres-
sive Courts of Paris and St. Petersburg. It seemed
perfectly right and natural to Lord Castlereagh, that
Austria, when its own interests were endangered by the
establishment of popular sovereignty at Naples, should
intervene to restore King Ferdinand's power; the more
so as the secret treaty of 1815, by which Mettenrich
had bound this sovereign to maintain absolute monarchy,
had been communicated to the ambassador of Great

Britain, and had received his approval. But the right
to intervene in Italy belonged, according to Lord
Castlereagh, to Austria alone. The Sovereigns of Europe
had no more claim, as a body, to interfere with Naples
than they had to interfere with Spain. Therefore,
while the English Government sanctioned and even
Engird admit* desired the intervention of Austria, as

^rSte^^-not a State acting in protection of its own ,
interests against revolution in a neigh-

bouring country, it refused to sanction any joint; in-
tervention of the European Powers, and declared itself
opposed to the meeting of a Congress where any such
intervention might be discussed.*

Had Metternich been free to follow his own im-

pulses, he would have thrown an army into Southern
Italy as soon as soldiers and stores could be col-
lected, and have made an end of King Ferdinand's
troubles forthwith. It was, however, impossible for
him to "disregard the wishes of the Czar, and to

V4

* Oastloreag-li, xii. 311.
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abandon all at once the system of corporate action,
which was supposed to have done such great
things for Europe.* A meeting of sovereigns Tr
and Ministers was accordingly arranged,
and at the end of October the Emperor of Austria
received the Czar and King Frederick William in
the little town of Troppau, in Moravia. France had
itself first recommended the summoning of a Congress
to deal with Neapolitan affairs, and it was believed
for a while that England would be isolated in its
resistance to a joint intervention. But before the
Congress assembled, the firm language of the English
Ministry had drawn Eichelieu over to its side;f and
although one of the two French envoys made himself
the agent of the Ultra-Royalist faction, it was not
possible for him to unite his country with the three
Eastern Courts. France, through the weakness of its
Government and the dissension between its representa-
tives, counted for nothing at the Congress. England
sent its ambassador from Vienna, but with instructions-

* G-eutz, D. L, ii. 76. Metternich, iii. 305. " Our fire-engines were
not full in July, otherwise we should have set to work immediately."

t Gentz, ii. 85, Gentz was secretary at the Congress of Troppau, as
he had been at Vienna and Aix-k-Ohapello. His letters exhibit the*
Austrian and absolutist view of all European politics with striking*
clearness. He speaks of the change in Richelieu's action as disagreeable-
but not fatal. " Oes pruderies politiques sont sans doute f&cheuses*
La Russia, rAutriche, et la Prusse, heureusement libros encore dans leuts
mouYemente, et assets puissantes pour eoutenir oe qu'elles arrStent,
pourraient adopter sans le concours de 1'Anf letenre et de la France un
systeme tel que los besoins du moment le demwidenfe." The description of
the three despotisms aa " happily tree in their movemeniis w id very charac-
teristic of the time.

W W
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to act as an observer and little more ; and in consequence

the meeting at Troppau resolved itself into a gathering
of the three Eastern autocrats and their Ministers. As

Prussia had ceased to have any independent foreign
policy whatever, Metternich needed only to make
certain o£ the support of the Czar in order to range on
his side the entire force of eastern and central Europe
in the restoration of Neapolitan despotism.

The plan of the Austrian statesman was not, how-,
ever, to be realised without some effort. Alexander had

watched with jealousy Metternich's recent
"Contest between . . /» i " / i " n "

and assumption of a dictatorship over the minor
Grerman Courts ; he had never admitted

Austria's right to dominate in Italy ; and even now some
vestiges of his old attachment to liberal theories made him
look for a better solution of the Neapolitan problem
than in that restoration of despotism pure and simple
which Austria desired. While condemning every
attempt of a people to establish its own liberties,
Alexander still believed that in some countries sove-

reigns would do, well to make their subjects a grant of
what he called sage and liberal institutions. It would
lave pleased him best if the Neapolitans could have
been induced by peaceful means to abandon their Consti-
tution, and to accept in return certain chartered rights
as a gift from their King; 'and the concurrence of the
two Western Powers might in this case possibly have
been regained. This project of a compromise, by which
Ferdinand would have been freed from his secret en-

gagement with Austria, was exactly what Mettemich
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desired to frustrate. He found himself matched, and
not for the first time, against a statesman who was
"even more subtle than himself. This was Count Capo-
"distrias, a Greek who from a private position had risen
to he Foreign Minister of Russia, and was destined
to become the first sovereign, in reality if not in title,
"of his native land. Capodistrias, the sympathetic
partner of the Czar's earlier hopes, had not travelled so
fast as his master along the reactionary road. He
still represented what had been the Italian policy of
Alexander some years before, and sought to prevent
the re-establishment of absolute rule at Naples, at
least by the armed intervention of Austria, Metter-
nich's first object was to discredit the Minister in the
"eyes of his sovereign. It is said that he touched the
"Czar's keenest fears in a conversation relating to a
mutiny that had jusi taken place among the troops
"at St. Petersburg, and so in one private interview
cut the ground from under Capodistrias' feet; he also
humoured the Czar by reviving that monarch's own
favourite scheme for a mutual guarantee of all the
Powers against revolution in any part of Europe.
Alexander had proposed in 18 L8 that the. Courts
should declare resistance to authority in any country
to be a violation of European peace, entitling the Allied
Powers, if they should think fit, to suppress it by force
of arms* This doctrine, which would have empowered
th.6 Czaor to throw the armies of a coalition upon
London if the Beforra Bill b&d been carried by force,
had hitherto failed io $&in interactional acceptance

w w 2
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owing to the opposition of Great Britain. It was
now formally accepted by Austria and Prussia. Alex-
ander saw the federative system of European mon-
archy, with . its principle of collective intervention,

recognised as an established fact by at
The principle of . - � tl jTv .* ""«

Powers;* and in

Courte' return he permitted Metternich to lay down
the lines which, in the case of Naples, this intervention
should follow, It was determined to invite King
Ferdinand to meet his brother-sovereigns at Laibach,
in the Austrian province of Carniola, and through him
to address a summons to the Neapolitan people, re-
quiring them, in the name of the three Powers, and
under threat of invasion, to abandon their Consti-
tution. This determination was announced, as a

settled matter, to the envoys of England and France ;
*" i *m~ alQ(i a circular "was issued from Troppau byCircular of Trop- Jrjr *

pau, Dec. a, 1520. the ̂ ^ powers to 9]] the Courts of Europe
(Dec. 8), embodying the doctrine of federative interven-
tion, and expressing a hope that England and France
would approve its immediate application in the case of
Naples, t

There was no ground whatever for this hope with
* This is the system conveniently but incorrectly named Holy Alliance,

from its supposed origination in the unmeaning Treaty of Holy Alliance
in 1815. The reader will have seen that it took five years of reaction to
create a definitive agreement among the monarchs to intervene against
popular changes in other States, and that the principles of any operative
league planned by Alexander in 1815 would have beon largely different
from those which he actually accepted in 1820, The Alexander who
designed the Holy Alliance was the Alexander who had forced Louis
XVIIL to grant the Oharta.

f Castlereagh, xii. 330.
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regard to England. On the contrary, in proportion
"as the three Courts strengthened their union and
insisted on their claim to joint jurisdiction protest of ̂ 
"over Europe, they drove England away 

land'

from them. Lord Castlereagh had at first promised
the moral support of this country to Austria in its
enterprise against Naples; but when this enterprise
"ceased to be the affair of Austria alone, and became

part of the police-system of the three despotisms, it
was no longer possible for the English Government
to view it with approval or even with silence. The
promise of a moral support was withdrawn: England
declared that it stood strictly neutral with regard
to Naples, and protested against the doctrine contained
in the Troppau circular, that a change of government
in any State gave the Allied Powers the right to
intervene.* Prance made no such protest; but it was
still hoped at Paris that an Austrian invasion of
'Southern Italy, so irritating to French pride, might
be averted. King Louis XVIII. endeavoured, but in

* Mettemich, iii. 394 B. and F. State Papers, viii. 1160. Gentz, D. I,
H. 112, The best narrative of tho Congress of Troppau is in Duvergior
de Hauranne, vi. 93. The Life of Canning by Ms secretary, Stapleton,
though it is a work of some authority on this period, is full of mis-
statements about Casilereagh. Stapleton says that Oastlereagh took
no notice of the Troppau circular of December S until it had been for
more than a month in his possession, and suggests that he would never
have protested at all but for the unexpected disclosure of the circular in a
German newspaper. As a matter of fact, tHe first English protest against
'the Troppau doctrine, expressed in & memorandum, "ire's long, tr£s
posrftt, assez dur m&me, et assez traachant dana'son langage," was
handed in to the Congress on December 16 or Id, along with a very
"unwelcome note to Metternick There is some gossip of another of
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vain, to act the part of mediator, and to reconcile the-
Neapolitan House of Bourbon at once with its own
subjects, and with the Northern Powers.

The summons went out from the Congress to King
Ferdinand to appear at Laibach. It found him enjoying
all the popularity of a constitutional King, surrounded

by Ministers who had governed under Murat,
L°ibScto. exchanging compliments with a democratic

Parliament, lavishing distinctions upon the
men who had overthrown his authority, and swearing to
everything that was set before him. As the Constitution
prohibited the King from leaving the country without
the consent of the Legislature, it was necessary for Fer-
dinand to cgmmunicate to Parliament the invitation

which he had received from the Powers, and to take a

vote of the Assembly on the subject of his journey.
Ferdinand's Ministers possessed some political expe-
rience; they recognised that it would be. impossible
to maintain the existing Constitution against the hos-
tility of three great States, and hoped that the Par-
liament would consent to Ferdinand's departure on
condition that he pledged himself to uphold certain
specified principles of free government. A message to
the Assembly was accordingly made public, in which
the King expressed his desire to mediate with the

Canning's secretaries in Grevillo's Memoirs, i. 105, to tho effect that
Gastlereagh's private despatches to .Troppau differed in tone from hia,
official ones, which were only written "to throw dust in tho eyes of Par-
liament.'' It is sufficient to read the Austrian documents of the ti*uot
teeming as they do with vexation and disappointment at England's action,,
to see that this is a fiction.
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Powers on this basis. But the Ministers had not

reckoned with the passions of the people. J^A soon
as it became known that Ferdinand was about to set

out, the leaders o£ the Carbonari mustered their bands.

A host of violent men streamed into Naples from,
the surrounding country. The Parliament was in-
timidated, and Ferdinand was prohibited from leaving
Naples until he had sworn to maintain the Constitution
actually in force, that, namely, '-which Naples had
borrowed from Spain. Ferdinand, whose only object
was to escape from the country as quickly as possible,
took the oath with his usual effusions of patriotism.
He then set out for Leghorn, intending to cross from
thence into Northern Italy. No sooner had he reached
the Tuscan port than he addressed a letter to each of the
five principal sovereigns of Europe, declaring that his last
acts were just as much null and void as all his earlier
ones. He made no attempt to justify, or to excuse,
or even to explain his conduct; nor is there the least
reason to suppose that he considered the perjuries of
a prince to require a justification. " These sorry pro-
tests/' wrote the secretary of the Congress of Troppau,
" will happily remain secret. No Cabinet will be anxious
to draw them from the sepulchre of its archives. Till
then there is not much harm done/'

Ferdinand reached Laibach, where the Czar rewarded

him for the fatigues of Ms journey by a
present of some Russian bears. His arrival
was peculiarly agreeable to Metfcemich> whose intentums
corresponded exactly with his own; and the fact that
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he had "been compelled to swear to maintain the Spanish
Constitution at Naples acted favourably for the Austrian
Minister, inasmuch as it enabled him to say to all the
world that negotiation was now out of the question.*
Capodistrias, brought face to face with failure, twisted
about, according to his rival's expression, like a devil in
holy water, but all in vain. It was decided that
Ferdinand should be restored as absolute monarch by
an Austrian army, and that, whether the Neapolitans
resisted or submitted, their country should be occupied
by Austrian troops for some years to come. The only
difficulty remaining was to vest King Ferdinand's con-
'duct in some respectable disguise. Capodistrias, when
nothing else was to be gained, offered to invent an entire
correspondence, in which Ferdinand should proudly
uphold the Constitution to which he had sworn, and
protest against the determination of the Powers to
force the sceptre of absolutism back into his hand.f
This device, however, was thought too transparent. A
Demands of the latter was sent in the King's name to his
AUiesonNaploa. Q£

had found the three Powers determined not to tolerate an

order of things sprung from revolution ; that submission

* Had Ferdinand's first proposals been accepted by the Neapolitan
Parliament, France and England, it was thought, might have insisted ott
a compromise at Laibach, " Les Gouvernoments de Franco et d'Angle-
terre auraient fortement insiste" sur ̂ introduction d'un regime constita-
tionnel et repr6sentatif , regime que la Oour de Vionno croit abaoluttuxat
incompatible avec la position des $tat8 de 1'Italio, et avoo la surotd de flea
propres I&ats." Gentz, E>. I, ii. 110*

f Gentz, Nachlasse (P. Osten), L 67. Lest the reader ahould take
a prejudice against Oapodistrias for his cunning, I ought to mention hw
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alone would avert war; but that even in case of sub-

mission certain securities for order, meaning the occu-
pation of the country by an Austrian army, would be
exacted. The letter concluded with the usual promises
of reform and good government. It reached Naples
on the 9th of February, 1821. No answer was either
expected or desired. On the 6th the order had been '
given to the Austrian army to cross the Po.

There was little reason to fear any serious resistance
on the part of the Neapolitans. The administration
of the State was thoroughly disorganised; state of ̂ apie*
the agitation of the secret societies had andsioily'
destroyed all spirit of obedience among the soldiers; a
great part of the army was absent in Sicily, keeping
guard over a people who, under wiser management,.
might have doubled the force which Naples now opposed
to the invader. When the despotic government of
Ferdinand was overthrown, the island of Sicily, or that
part of it which was represented by Palermo, had
claimed the separate political existence which it had
possessed between 1806 and 1815, offering to remain
united to Naples in the person of the sovereign, but-
demanding a National Parliament and a National Con-
ntitution of its own. The revolutionary Ministers of
Naples had, however, no more sympathy with the wishes
of the Sicilians than the Spanish Liberals of 1812 had

that he was, a man of aiistore disinterestedness in private life, and one of
tbo few statesmen of the time who did not try to ma&e money by politics.
Hia ambition, which was very gnaat, rose above all the meaner object*
which tempt most men. The contrast between his personal goodness and
his nnscrupulousiietts in diplomacy will become more clear later on.
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with those- of the American Colonists. They required
the islanders to accept the same rights and duties as any
other province of the Neapolitan kingdom, and, on their
refusal, sent over a considerable force and laid siege to
Palermo.* The contest soon ended in the submission of

the Sicilians, but it was found necessary to keep twelve
thousand troops on the island in order to prevent a new
revolt. The whole regular army of Naples numbered
little more than forty thousand; and although bodies
of Carbonari and of the so-called Militia set out to

join the colours of Q-eneral Pepe ,and to fight for
liberty, they remained for the most part a disor-
derly mob, without either arms or discipline. The
invading army of Austria, fifty thousand strong, not
only possessed an immense superiority in organisation
and military spirit, but actually outnumbered the forces
of the defence. At the first encounter, which took

place at Eieti, in the Papal States, the Neapolitans
were put to the rout. Their army melted away,
as it had in Murat's campaign in 1815. Nothing
was heard among officers and men but accusations
of treachery; not a single strong point was defended;

and on the 24th of March the Austrians
TheAnstriansen- i 11 " , " , -*-r i T-I i« i
terNaples, Ma*ch made their entry into Naples. Ferdinand,

halting at Florence, sent on before him the
worst instruments of his former despotism. It was
mu-^i xr ^ indeed impossible for these men to renew,Third Neapolitan

^ration, wi&ex Austrian protection, the Scenes of
reckless bloodshed which had followed the restoration

* Oollotta, ii. 230.-Bianchi, Diplomat, ii. 47.
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of 1799; and a great number of compromised persons
had already been provided with the means of escape.
But the hand of vengeance was not easily stayed.
Courts-martial and commissions of judges began in
all parts of the kingdom to sentence to imprisonment
and death. An attempted insurrection in Sicily and
some desperate acts of rebellion in Southern Italy cost
the principal actors their lives ; and when an amnesty
was at length proclaimed, an exception was made against
those who were jiow called the deserters, and who were

lately called the Sacred Band, of Nbla, that is to say,
the soldiers who had first risen for the Constitution,

Morelli, who had received the Viceroy's treacherous
thanks for his conduct, was executed, along with one
of his companions; the rest were sent in chains to
labour among felons. Hundreds of persons were left
lying, condemned or uncondemned, in prison; others,
in spite of the amnesty, were driven from their native
land; and that great, long-lasting stream of fugitives
now. began to pour into England, which, in the early
memories of many who are not yet old, has associated
the name of Italian with the image of an exile and a
sufferer;

There was a moment in the campaign of Austria,
against Naples when the invading army was threatened
with the most serious dangbr. An insurrection broke
out in Piedmont, and the troops of that
country attempted to unite with the patriotic
party of Lombardy in a movement which
would have thrown all Northern Italy upon the rear of
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the Austrians. In the first excess of alarm, the Czar
ordered a hundred thousand Eussians to cross the Gralician

frontier, and to march in the direction of the Adriatic.
It proved unnecessary, however, to continue this ad-
vance. The Piedmontese army was divided against
itself; part proclaimed the Spanish Constitution, and,
on the abdication of the King, called upon his cousin,
the Eegent, Charles Albert of Carignano, to march
against the Austrians; part adhered to the rightful
heir, the Bang's brother, Charles Felix, who was absent
at Modena, and who, with an honesty in strong contrast
to the frauds of the Neapolitan Court, refused to
temporise with rebels, or to make any compromise
with the Constitution, The scruples of the Prince of
Carignano, after he had gone some way with the
military party of action, paralysed the movement o£
Northern Italy. Unsupported by Piedmontese troops*,
the conspirators of Milan failed to raise any open
insurrection. Austrian soldiers thronged westwards
from the Venetian fortresses, and entered Piedmont

itself; the collapse of the Neapolitan army destroyed
the hopes of the bravest patriots; and the only result
of the Piedmontese movement was that the grasp of
Austria closed more tightly on its subject provinces,
while the martyfs of Italian freedom passed "out of the
sight of the world, out of the range of all human
communication, buried for years to come in the silent,
unvisited prison of the North.*

* Gualfcerio, TJltimi Biyolgimenti, in, 46. Silvio Pollico, Le mJe
prigioni, ch. 57.
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Thus the victory of absolutism was completed, and
the law was laid down to Europe that a people seeking
its liberties elsewhere than in the grace and spon-
taneous generosity of its legitimate sovereign became
a fit object of attack for the armies of the three Great
Powers. It will be seen in a later chapter how Met-
ternich persuaded the Czar to include under the
anathema issued by the Congress of Laibach (May,
1821),* the outbreak of the Greeks, which at this

moment began, and how Lord Oastlereagh supported
the Austrian Minister in denying to these rebels against
the Sultan all right or claim to the consideration of
Europe. Spain was for the present left unmolested;
but the military operations of 1821 prepared the way
for a similar crusade against that country
T . . ... n £ 11 £ Tk* i V ; Tho Frenoh "Ultra-
by occasioning the downfall of Eichelieu s Boyaiista w^insrJ ° attack on. Spam.

Ministry, and throwing the government of
France entirely into the hands of the Ultra-Boyalists.
All parties in the French Chamber, whether they con-
demned or approved the suppression of Neapolitan
liberty, censured a policy which had kept France in
inaction, and made Austria supreme in Italy. The
Ultra-Royalists profited by the general discontent to
overthrow the Minister whom they had promised to sup-
port (Dec., 1821); and from this time a war with Spain,
conducted either by France alone or in combination
with the three Eastern Powers, became the dearest hope
of the rank and file of the dominant faction. Yill&le,
their nominal chief, remained what he had been before,

* B- and F. State Papers, viii 1203.
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a statesman among fanatics, and desired to maintain
the attitude of observation as long as this should be
possible. A body of troops had been stationed on
the southern frontier in 1820 to prevent all intercourse
with the Spanish districts afflicted with the yellow
fever. This epidemic had passed away, but the number
of the troops was now raised to a hundred thousand. It
was, however, the hope of Villele that hostilities might
be averted unless the Spaniards should themselves
provoke a combat, or, by resorting to extreme measures
against King Ferdinand, should compel Louis XVIII.
to intervene on behalf of his kinsman. The more violent

section of the French Cabinet, represented by Mont-
morency, the Foreign Minister, called for an immediate
march on Madrid, or proposed to delay operations only
until France should secure the support of the other
Continental Powers.

' The condition of Spain in the year 1822 gave
ample encouragement to those who longed to em*
Spain from 1820 pl°Y the arms °^ France in the royalist

1501822' 

cause. The hopes of peaceful reform, which
for the first few months after the revolution had been

shared even by foreign politicians at Madrid, had long
vanished. In the moment of popular victory Ferdinand
had brought the leaders of the Cortes from their
prisons and placed them in office. These men showed
a dignified forgetfulness of the injuries which they
had suffered. Misfortune had calmed their impetuosity,
and taught them more of the real condition of the
Spanish people. They entered upon their task with
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seriousness and good faith, and would have proved the
best friends of constitutional monarchy if [Ferdinand
had had the least intention of co-operating with them
loyally. But they found themselves encountered from
the first by a double enemy. The clergy, who had
overthrown the Constitution six years before, intrigued
or openly declared against it as soon as it was revived;
the more violent of the Liberals, with Eiego at their
head, abandoned themselves to extravagances like those
of the club-orators of Paris in 1791, and did their best

to make any peaceable administration impossible. After
combating these anarchists, or Lxaltados, with some
success, the Ministry was forced to call in their aid,
when, at the instigation. of the Papal Nuncio, the
King placed his veto upon a law dissolving most of the
monasteries* (Oct., 1820). Ferdinand now openly
combined with the enemies of the Oonsti- v M , , 4

Ferdinand plots

tution, and attempted to transfer the com- ̂nJftte^
mand of the army to one of his own agents.
The plot failed; the Ministry sent the alarm over the
whole country, and Ferdinand stood convicted before his
people as a conspirator against the Constitution which
he bad sworn to defend. The agitation of the clubs,
Which the Ministry had hitherto suppressed, broke out
anew. A storm of accusations assailed Ferdinand

himself. He was compelled at the end of the year
1820 to banish from Madrid most of the persons
who had been his confidants; and although his
dethronement was act yet proposed, he had already

* BaOTaarton, 11825. '
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-"become, far more than Louis XVI. of France -under

similar conditions, the recognised enemy of the revolu-
tion, and the suspected patron of every treason against
the nation.

The attack of the despotic Courts on Naples in the
spring of 1821 heightened the fury of parties in Spain,

encouraging the Serviles, or Absolutists, in
The Ministry be- DO

tfS^SOTfi* their plots, and forcing the Ministry to yield
to the cry for more violent measures against

the enemies of the Constitution. In the south of Spain
the Exaltados gained possession of the principal military
and civil commands, and openly refused obedience
to the central administration when it attempted to
interfere with their action. Seville, Carthagena, and
Cadiz acted as if they were independent Republics,
and even spoke of separation from Spain. Defied by
its own subordinates in the provinces, and unable to
look to the King for any sincere support, the moderate
governing party lost all hold upon the nation. In the
Cortes elected in 1822 the Exaltados formed the majority,
and Eiego was appointed President. Ferdinand now began
to concert measures of action with the French Ultra-

Eoyalists. The Serviles, led by priests, and supported
by French money, broke into open rebellion in the
north. When the session of the Cortes ended, the King
attempted to overthrow his enemies by military force.
Three battalions of theEoyal Guard, which had been with-
drawn from Madrid, received secret orders to march upon
the capital (July 6,1822), where Ferdinand was expected
to place himself at their head. They wore, however,
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met and defeated in the streets by other regiments,
and Ferdinand, vainly attempting to dissociate himself
from the action of his partisans, found
his crown, if not his life, in peril. He
wrote to Louis XVIII. that he was a

prisoner. Though the Trench King gave nothing more
than good counsel, the Ultra-Koyalists in the French
Cabinet and in the army now strained every nerve to
accelerate a war between the two countries. The

Spanish Absolutists seized the town of Seo d'Urgel,
and there set up a provisional government, j^^^ tevolt
Civil war spread over the northern provinces, to ** "*^
The Ministry, which was now formed of Eiego's friends,
demanded and obtained from the Cortes dictatorial

powers like those which the French Committee of
Public Safety had wielded in 1793, but with far other
result. Spain found no Danton, no Carnot, at this
crisis, when the very highest powers of intellect and will
would have been necessary to arouse and to arm a people
far less disposed to fight for liberty than the French were
in 1793. One man alone, General Mina, checked and

overthrew the rebel leaders of the north with an activity
superior to their own. The Government, boastful and
violent in its measures, effected scarcely anything in
the organisation of a national force, or in preparing the
means of resistance against those foreign armies with
whose attack the country was now plainly threatened.

When the Congress of Laibach broke up in the
spring of 1821, its members determined to renew their
meeting in the following year, in order to decide

x x
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whether the Austrian army might then be withdrawn
from Naples, and to discuss other questions affecting

their common interests. The progress of
England and the -

congress of 1822. ^he G-reek insurrection and a growing
strife between Eussia and Turkey, had since then
thrown all Italian difficulties into the sh^de. The
Eastern question stood in the front rank of European
politics; next in importance came the affairs of Spain.
It was certain that these, far more than the occupation
of Naples, would supply the real business of the
Congress of 1822. England had a fur greater interest
in both questions than in the Italian negotiations
of the two previous years. . It was folt that the
system of abstention which England had then followed
could be pursued no longer, and that the country must
be represented not by some casual and wandering
diplomatist, but by its leading Minister, Lord Oastle-
reagh. The intentions of the other Powers in regard
to Spain were matter of doubt; it was the fixed policy
of Great Britain to leave the Spanish revolution in
Europe to run its own course, and to persuade the other
Powers to do the same. But the difficulties connected

with Spain did not stop at the Spanish frontier. The
South American, colonies had now in groat part secured
their independence. They had developed a trade with
Great Britain which made it impossible for this country
to ignore their flag and the decisions of their law courts.
The British navigation-laws had already been modified
by Parliament in favour of their shipping j and although
it was no business of the English Government to grant
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a formal title to communities which had made them-

selves free, the practical recognition of "the American
States by the appointment of diplomatic agents could
in several cases not be justly delayed. Therefore,
without interfering with any colonies which were
still fighting or- still negotiating with Spain, the
British Minister proposed to inform the Allied cabinets
of the intention of this country to accredit agents to
some of the South American Kepublics, and to recom-
mend to them the adoption of a similar policy.

Such was the tenour of the instructions which, a few

weeks before his expected departure for the Continent,
Castlere^gh drew up for his own guidance, and submitted
to the Cabinet and the King.* Had he lived to fulfil
the mission with whicli he was charged,
the recognition of the South American ggh, Aug. it
Republics, which adds so bright a ray to
the fame of Canning, would probably have been the
work of the man who, more than any other, is associated
in popular belief with the traditions of a hated and
outworn system of oppression. Two more years of
life, two more years of change in the relations of
England to the Continent, would have given Castiereagh
a different figure in the history both of Greece and of
America, No English ntatesmaa in modern times has
been so severely judged Circumstances, down to the close
of his career, withheld from Castlereagh the opportunities
which fell to hin successor; ties from which others were
free made it hard for him to accelerate the breach with

* Wellington Despatches, IT. 8-, i 284
x x 2
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the Allies of 1814. Antagonists showed Castlereagh no
mercy, no justice. The man whom Byron disgraced
himself by ridiculing after his death possessed in a rich
measure the qualities which, in private life, attract
esteem and love. His public life, if tainted in earlier
days by the low political morality of the time, rose
high above that of every Continental statesman of
similar rank, with the single exception of Stein. The
best testimony to his integrity is the irritation which it
caused to TallejTand.* If the consciousness of labour
unflaggingly pursued in the public cause, and animated
on the whole by a pure and earnest purpose, could have
calmed the distress of a breaking mind, the decline
of Castlereagh's days might have been one of peace.
His countrymen would have recognised that, if blind to
the rights of nations, Castlereagh had set to foreign
rulers the example of truth and good faith. But the
burden of his life was too heavy to bear. Mists of
despondency obscured the outlines of the real world,
and struck chill into his heart. Death, self-invoked,
brought relief to the over-wrought brain, and laid
Castlereagh, with all his cares, in everlasting sleep.

The vacant post was filled by Canning, by far the
most gifted of the band of statesmen who had begun

ore^ their public life in the school of Pitt. Wei*. W el-

GOWN* ^ng^011 undertook to represent England at
avfc., w. 

' 

the Congress of 1822, which was now about
to open at Vienna. His departure was, however,
delayed for several weeks, and the preliminary meetiag,

* Talleyrand ct Louis XYIIL, p. 233.
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at which it had been intended to transact all business

not relating to Italy, was almost over before his arrival.
Wellington accordingly travelled on to Verona, where
Italian affairs were to be dealt with; and the Italian
Conference, which the British Government had not

intended to recognise, thus became the real Congress of
1822. Anxious as Lord Castlereagh had been on the
question of foreign interference with Spain, he hardly
understood the imminence of the danger. In passing
through Paris, Wellington learnt for the first time
that a French or European invasion of con^s of ve-

Spain would be the foremost object of dis- IDna'Oot"1822'
cussion among the Powers; and on reaching Verona he
made the unwelcome discovery that the Czar was bent
upon sending a Russian army to take part, as the
mandatary of Europe, in overthrowing the Spanish
Constitution. Alexander's desire was to obtain a joint
declaration from the Congress like that which had
been issued against Naples by the three Courts
at Troppau, but one even more formidable, since
France might be expected in the present case to
give its concurrence, which had been withheld be-
fore. France indeed occupied, according to the abso-
lutist theory of the day, the same position in regard
to a Jacobin Spain, as Austria in regard to a Jacobin
Naples, and might perhaps claim to play the leading
military part in the crusade of repression. But the
work was likely to be a much more difficult one than
that of 182L The French troops, said the Czar, were
not trustworthy; and there was a party ia France
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which might take advantage of the war to proclaim
the second Napoleon or the Republic. King Louis
XVIII. could not therefore be allowed to grapple with
Spain alone. It was necessary that the principal force
employed by the alliance should be one whose loyalty
and military qualities were above suspicion : the generals
who had marched from Moscow to Paris were not

likely to fail beyond the Pyrenees: and a campaign
of the Russian army in Western Europe promised
to relieve the Czar of some of the discontent of his

soldiers, who had been turned back after entering
Galicia in the previous year, and who had not been
allowed to assist their fellow-believers in Greece in their

struggle against the Sultan,*
"Wellington had ascertained, while in Paris, that

King Louis XVIII* and Vill^le were determined tinder
no circumstances to give Russian troops aNo joint declare ° *

oS^^ea^iSt passage through Franco* His knowledge
of this fact enabled him to gpcak with some

confidence to Alexander. It was the earnest desire

of the English Government to avert war, and its first
object was therefore to prevent the Congress, as a body,
from sending an ultimatum to Spain. If all the Powers
united in a declaration like that of Troppau, war was in-
evitable ; if Trance were left to settle its own disputes with
its neighbour, English mediation might possibly preserve
peace. The statement of Wellington, that .England
would rather sever itself from the great alliance than
consent to a joint declaration against Spain, had no

* Wellington, i. 343.
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doubt its effect in preventing such a declaration being
proposed; but a still weightier reason against it was
the direct contradiction between the intentions of the

French Government and those of the Czar. If the

Czar was determined to be the soldier of Europe, while
on the other hand King Louis absolutely denied him a
passage through France, it was impossible that the
Congress should threaten Spain with a collective attack.
No great expenditure of diplomacy was therefore
necessary to prevent the summary framing of a decree
against Spain like that which had been framed against
Naples two years before. In the first despatches which
he sent back to England Wellington expressed his
belief that the deliberations of the Powers would end in

a decision to leave the Spaniards to themselves.
But the danger was only averted in appearance.

The impulse to war was too strong among the French
Ultra-Royalists for the Congress to keep
silence on Spanish affairs. Vill&le indeed |ot|j*ion as^SS
still hoped for peace, and, unlike other
members of his Cabinet, he desired that, if war should
arise, France should maintain entire freedom of action,

and'enter upon the struggle as an independent Power,
not as the instrument of the European concert, This
did not prevent him, however, from desiring to ascer-
tain what assistance would be forthcoming, if Prance
should be hard pressed by its enemy. Instructions
were given to the French envoys at Veroiaa to sound
the Allies on this question.* It was out of the inquiry

* Duvergfor de Hauranne, vii, 140.
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so suggested that a negotiation sprang which virtually
combined all Europe against Spain. The envoy Mont-
inorency, acting in the spirit of the war party, de-
manded of all the Powers whether, in the event of

Prance withdrawing its ambassador from Madrid, they
would do the same, and whether, in case of war, Prance

would receive their moral and material support. Wel-
lington in his reply protested against the framing of
hypothetical cases; the other envoys answered Mont-
morency's questions in the affirmative. The next step
was taken by Metternich, who urged that certain definite
acts of the Spanish people or Government ought to
be specified as rendering war obligatory on Prance and
its allies, and also that, with a view of strengthening
the Eoyalist party in Spain, notes ought to be presented
by all the ambassadors at Madrid, demanding a change
in the Constitution. This pi*oposal was in its turn
submitted to Wellington and rejected by him. It
was accepted by the other plenipotentiaries, and the
acts of the Spanish people were specified on which
war should necessarily follow. These were, the com-
mission of any act of violence against a member of
the royal family, the deposition of the King, or au
attempt to change the dynasty. A secret clause was
added to the second .part of the agreement, to the effect
that if the Spanish G-overnment made no satisfactory
answer to the notes requiring a change in the Con-
stitution, all the ambassadors should be immediately
withdrawn. A draft of the notes to bo presented was
sketched; and Montmorency, who thought that lie
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had probably gone too far in. his stipulations, returned
to Paris to submit the drafts to the King before handing
them over to the ambassadors at Paris for transmission

to Madrid.

It was with great dissatisfaction that Vill&le saw
how his colleague had committed France to the direction
of the three Eastern Powers. There was 

_11M ._, , Villele and Kont-

no likelihood that the Spanish Govern- morency'
ment would make the least concession of the kind

required, and in that case France stood pledged, if the
action of Montmorency was ratified, to withdraw its
ambassador from Madrid at once. Vill&le accordingly
addressed himself to the ambassadors at Paris, asking
that the despatch of the notes might be postponed.
"No notice was taken of his request: the notes were
despatched forthwith. Roused by this slight, Villele
appealed to the King not to submit to the dictation
of foreign. Courts. Louis XVIII. declared in his.
favour against all the rest of the Cabinet, and Mont-
morency had to retire from office. But the decision
of the King meant that he disapproved of the
negotiations of Yerona as shackling the movements
of France, not that he had freed himself from the

influence of the war-party. Chateaubriand, the most
reckless agitator for hostilities, was appointed Foreign
Minister. The mediation of Great Britain

was rejected;* and in his speech at the
opening of the Chambers of 1838, King

* Canning denied that it wa* ottered, but the deapofcohee in Welling*
ton prove it. These paj>w, $ttp#teaQw0atod by the rtstwriive
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Louis himself virtually published the declaration of
war.

The ambassadors of the three Eastern Courts had

already presented their notes at Madrid demanding
a change in the Constitution; and, after

Eug-lajidinl823. . . T.I " "" -t r> ru
receiving a high-spirited answer from the

Ministers, they had quitted the country. Canning,
while using every diplomatic effort to prevent an unjust
war, had made it clear to the Spaniards that England
could not render them armed assistance. The reasons

against such an intervention were indeed overwhelming.
Russia, Austria, and Prussia would have taken the field

rather than have permitted the Spanish Constitution to
triumph; and although, if leagued with Spain in a
really national defence like that of 1808, Great Britain
might perhaps have protected the peninsula against all the
Powers of Europe combined, it was* far otherwise when
the cause at stake was one to which a majority of the
Spanish nation had shown itself to be indifferent, and
against which the northern provinces had actually taken
up arms. The Government and the Cortes were there-
fore left to defend themselves as best they could against
their enemies. They displayed their weakness by en-
acting laws of extreme severity against deserters, and

de Hauranne, drawn from the French documents which ho specifies, are
the authority for the history of the Congress, Canning's celebrated
speech of April, 1823, is an effective eat pcvrte composition rather than a
historical summary. The reader who goes to the originals will be Btruck
by the immense superiority of Wellington's statements orer those of all
the Continental statesmen at Verona, in point, in force, and in good flcmee,
as well as in truthfulness. The Duke nowhere appears to greater
advantage.
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by retiring, along with the recalcitrant King, from
Madrid to Seville. On the 7th of April the French
troops, led by the Duke of Angouleme, crossed the
frontier. The priests and a great part of the peasantry
welcomed them as deliverers : the forces

opposed to them fell back without striking of %afc^2p3u
a blow. As the invader advanced towards

the capital, gangs of royalists, often led by monks,
spread such terror and devastation over the northern
provinces that the presence of foreign troops became the
only safeguard for the peaceable inhabitants.* Madrid
itself was threatened by the corps of a freebooter
named Bessi&res. The commandant sent his surrender

to the French while they were still at some distance,
begging them to advance as quickly as possible in order
to save the cfty from pillage. The message had scarcely
been sent when' Bessi&res and his bandits appeared in
the suburbs, The governor drove them back, and kept
the royalist mob within the city at bay for four days
more. On the 23rd of May the advance-guard of the
French army entered the capital.

It had been the desire of King Louis XVIII.
and Angoulfime to save Spain from the violence of
royalist and priestly fanaticism. On reach-
ing Madrid, Angouleme intended to appoint
a provisional government himself ; he was,
however, compelled by orders from Paris to leave the

* Report of Angotd&me, Duvergier d'Hauranfco, vii. " I& ofc aont noa
troupes, nous maintononfi la paix avfcc beaucoup do pome,* mats 1& oil nons
no eommes pas, on massacre, on brtile, on pille, oil role. Lea corps
Eapaguols, so disant royalistes, na chercbent qu'lt roler et I piller."
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election in the hands of the Council of Castille, and

a Eegency came into power whase first acts showed in
what spirit the victory of the French was to be used.
Edicts were issued declaring all the acts of the Cortes
affecting the monastic orders'to be null and void, dismiss-
ing all officials appointed since March 7, 1820, and sub-
jecting to examination those who, then being in office,
had not resigned their posts.* The arrival of the
ambassadors of the three Eastern Powers encouraged
the Eegency in their antagonism to the French com-
mander. It was believed that the Cabinet of Paris was

unwilling to restore King Ferdinand as an absolute
monarch, and intended to obtain from him the grant
of institutions resembling those of the French Charta.
Any such limitation of absolute power was, however, an
object of horror to the three despotic Courts. Their
ambassadors formed themselves into a council with the

express object of resisting the supposed policy of
Angoul^me. The Regency grew bolder, and gave the
signal for general retribution upon the Liberals by
publishing an order depriving all persons who had
served in the voluntary militia since March, 1820, of
their offices, pensions, and titles. The work inaugurated
in the capital was cai-ried much further in the provinces.

* Dccretos del Bey Fernando, vii. 35,50,75. This process, which was
afterwards extended even to common soldiers, was called Purification.
Committees wore appointed to which all persons coming under tho law had
to send in detailed evidence of correct conduct in and since 1820, signed
by some well-known royalists. But the committees also accepted any
letters of denunciation that might be sent to them, and were boiincl by law
to keep them secret, so that in practice the Purilicaciou became a vast
system of anonymous persecution.
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The friends of the Constitution, and even soldiers who

were protected by their capitulation with the French,
were thrown into prison by the new local authorities.
The violence of the reaction reached such a height that
Angouleme, now on the march to Cadiz, was compelled
to publish an ordinance forbidding arrests to be made
without the consent of a French commanding officer,
and ordering his generals to release the persons who had
been arbitrarily imprisoned. The council of ambassa-
dors, blind in their jealousy of France to the danger
of an uncontrolled restoration, drew up a protest against
his ordinance, and desired that the officers of the

Eegency should be left to work their will.
After spending soitoe weeks in idle debates at

Seville, the Cortes had been compelled by ^ o^ at
the appearance of the French on the Sierra
Morena to retire to Cadiz. As King Ferdinand refused
to accompany them, he was declared temporarily insane,
and forced to make the journey (June 12). Angouleme,
following the French vanguard after a considerable
interval, appeared before Cadiz in August, and sent a
note to King Ferdinand, recommending him to publish
an amnesty, and to promise the restoration of the
medieval Cortes. It was hoped that the terms
suggested in this note might be accepted by the
Government in Cadiz as a basis of peace, and so render
an attack upon the city unnecessary. The Ministry,
however, returned a defiant answer in the King's name.
The siege of Cadiz -accordingly began in earnest. On
the 30th of August the fort of the Trocadero was
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stormed; three weeks later the city was bombarded.
In reply to all proposals for negotiation Angouleme
stated that he could only treat when King Ferdinand
was within his own lines. There was not the least

hope of prolonging the defence of Cadiz with success,
for the combat was dying out even in those few districts
of Spain where the constitutional troops had fought
with energy. Ferdinand himself pretended that he
bore no grudge against his Ministers, and that the
Liberals had nothing to fear from his release. On the
30th of September he signed, as if with great satis-
Ferdinana hbei- faction, an absolute and universal amnesty.*

' On the following day he was conveyed with
his family across the bay to Angouleme's head-quarters.

The war was over: the real results of the French

invasion now came into sight. Ferdinand had not been
violence of the twelve hours in the French camp when,

Restoration. 

surroun(je^ i^y monks and royalist des-
peradoes, he published a proclamation invalidating every
act of the constitutional Q-overnment of the last three

years, on the ground that his sanction had been given
under constraint. The same proclamation ratified the
acts of the Eegency of Madrid. As the Regency of
Madrid had declared all persons concerned in the
removal of the King to Gaelic to be liable to the
penalties of high treason, Ferdinand had in fact ratified
a sentence of death against several of the inon from
whom he had just parted in friendship.f Many of

* Histon'a do la vida do Fnrrwndo YIL, 1842, iii. 152.
f Deeretoa del Roy Fonwixlo, vii. 45.
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these victims of the King's perfidy were sent into safety
by the French. But Angouleme was powerless to
influence Ferdinand's policy and conduct. Don Saez,
the King's confessor, was made First Secretary of State,
On the 4th of October an. edict was issued banishing
for ever from Madrid, and from the country fifty miles
round it, every person who during the last three years
had sat in the Cortes, or who had been a Minister,

counsellor of State, judge, commander, official in any
public office, magistrate, or officer in the so-called volun-
tary militia. It was ordered that throughout Spain a
solemn service should be celebrated in expiation of the
insults offered to the Holy Sacrament; that missions
should be sent over the land to'combat the pernicious
and heretical doctrines associated with the late out-

break, and that the bishops should relegate to monas-
teries of the strictest observance the priests who had acted
as the agents of an impious faction.* Thus the war of
revenge was openly declared against the defeated party.
It was in vain that Angouleme indignantly reproached
the King, and that the ambassadors of the three Eastern

* Docretos, vii. 154. The preamble to this law is perhaps the most
astonishing of all Ferdinand's devout utterance*. ct My soul is confounded
with the horrible spectacle of the sacrilegious crimes which impiety has
dared to commit against the Supreme Maker of, the universe. The miuis-
ters of Ohriht have been persecuted and sacrificed; the venerable successor
of St. Peter has boon outraged; the temples of the Lord have been profaned
and destroyed; the Holy Gospel depreciated; in fine, the inestimable
legacy which Jcsua Christ gave in his last supper to secure our eternal
felicity, the Sacred Host, has been trodden under foot, My soul shudders,
and will not be abUn to rotura to tranquillity until, in union with my
children, my faithful subjects, I offer to God holocausts of piety/' <fec.
But for somo Rpocimens of Ferdinaail's command of the vernacular,
of a very different character, see Wellington, BT. 8., ii. S7,
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Courts pressed him to draw tip at least some kind
of amnesty. Ferdinand travelled slowly towards
Madrid, saying that he could take no such step until he
reached the capital. On the 7th of November, Eiego
was hanged. Thousands of persons were thrown into
prison, or compelled to fly from the country. Except
where order was preserved by the French, life and
property were at the mercy of royalist mobs and
the priests who led them; and although the influence
of the Eussian statesman Pozzo di Borgo at length
brought a respectable Ministry into office, this only
roused the fury of the clerical party, and led to a cry
for the deposition of the King, and for the elevation of
his more fanatical brother, Don Carlos, to the throne.

Military commissions were instituted at the beginning
of 1824 for the trial of accused persons, and a pretended
amnesty, published six months later, included in its
fifteen classes of exception the participators in almost
every act of the revolution. Ordinance followed upon
ordinance, multiplying the acts punishable with death,
and exterminating the literature which was believed to
be the source of all religious and social heterodoxy.
Every movement of life was watched by the police;
every expression of political opinion was made high
treason. Young men were shot for being freemasons;
women were sent to prison for ten years for possessing a
portrait of Eiego. The relation of the restored Govern-
ment to its subjects was in fact that which belonged to
a state of civil war. Insurrections arose among the
fanatics who were now taking the name of the Carlist
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or Apostolic party, as well as among a despairing
remnant of the Constitutionalists. After a feeble

outbreak of the latter at Tarifa, a hundred and twelve

persons were put to death by the military commissions
within eighteen days.* It was not until the summer
of 1825 that the jurisdiction of these tribunals and the
Eeign of Terror ended,

France had won a cheap and inglorious victory:
the three Eastern Courts had seen their principle of
absolutism triumph at the cost of everything that makes
government morally better than anarchy. One con-
solation remained for those who felt that there was little

hope for freedom on the Continent of Europe. The
crusade against Spanish liberty had put England

T « , j-i *i 'TJ * " " i bits the conquest
an end for ever to the possibility or a joint of spuuth «>io-"*" J * mes by Prance

conquest of Spanish America in the interest of or lts '
despotism. The attitude of England was no longer what
it had been in 1818. When the Czar had proposed at
the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle that the allied monarchs
should suppress the republican principle beyond the
seas, Castlereagh had only stated that England could
bear no part in such an enterprise ; he had not said that

* Revolution d'Eflpagne,examon mtique (Paris, 1836), p. 151 ; from the
lists in the (Jacota <lc Madrid. Tho Gacota for these years is wanting from
the copy in the British Muaeuui ; and in the large collection in tbat library of
historical and periodical literature relating to Spain I can find no first-hand
authorities for th<> judicial murders of these years. Nothing relating to
the subject was permitted to be printed in Spain for many years after-
wards. Tho work cited in this note, though bearing a French title, and
published at Paris in 1830, was in fact a Spanish book written in 1824.
Tho critical inquiry which has substantiated many of the worst traditions
of the BVetteh Itoign of Terror from local records still remaiaa to be under-
taken for thi» period of Spanish history.

v v
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England would effectually prevent others from attempting
it. This was the resolution by which Canning, isolated
and baffled by the conspiracy of Verona, proved that
Bngknd could still do something to protect its own
interest and the interests of mankind against a league
of autocrats. There is indeed little doubt that the

independence of the Spanish colonies would have been
recognised by Great Britain soon after the war of 1823,
whoever might have been our Minister for Foreign
Affairs; but this recognition was a different matter
in the hands of Canning from what it would have been
in the hands of his predecessor. The contrast between
the two men was one of spirit rather than of avowed
rules of action. Where Castlereagh offered apologies to
the Continental sovereigns, Canning uttered defiance**
The treaties of 1815, which connected England so
closely with the foreign courts, were no work of his;
though he sought not to repudiate them, he delighted
'to show that in spite of them England had still its own
policy, its own sympathies, its own traditions. In face
of the council of kings and its assumption of universal

* Soe e.g., Stapleton, Canning and his Times, p. 378. Wellington often
suggested the use of less peremptory language. Despatches, i. 134,188*
Metternich wrote as follows on hearing at Vienna of CaHtlerengh's death:
" Castlereagh was the only man in his country who had gained any experience
in foreign affairs, lie had learned to understand mo. He was devoted to
me in heart and spirit, not only from personal inclination, but from con-
viction. I awaited him here as my second self." iii. 391. Mettcmaeh,
however, was apt to exaggerate his influence over the English Minister*
It' was a great surprise to him that Oastlereagh, after gaining dactalw
majorities in the House of Commons on domestic questions in 1820, in ito
wise changed the foreign policy expressed in the protest agaiuafc the
Declaration of Troppau.
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jurisdiction, he publicly described himself as an en-
thusiast for the independence of nations. If others
saw little evidence that France intended to recompense
itself for its services to Ferdinand by appropriating
some of his rebellious colonies, Canning was quick
to lay hold of every suspicious circumstance. At the
beginning of the war of 1823 he gave a formal warning
to the ambassador of Louis XVIIL that France would

not be permitted to bring any of these provinces under
its dominion, whether 'by conquest or cession.* When
the war was over, he rejected the invitation of
Ferdinand's Grovernment to take part in. a conference at
Paris, where the affairs of South America were to be laid

before the Allied Powers.f What these Powers might
or might not think on the subject of America was now
a matter of indifference, for the policy of England
was fixed, and it was useless to debate upon a con-
clusion that could not be altered. British consular

agents were appointed in most of the colonies before
the close of the year 1823; and after some in-
terval the independence of Buenos Ayres,

1 J England recog-
Colombia, and Mexico was formally recog- $£$�£* ̂nf£
nised tiy the conclusion of commercial <joomes' 1824"6*
treaties. " I called the New World into existence/9

cried Canning, when reproached with permitting the
French occupation of Spain, "in order to redress the
balance of the Old." The boast, famous .in our Par-

liamentary history, has left an erroneous impression

* Stapletoia, Political Life of Canning, ii. 18.
t Wellington, i. 188.

TT»
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of the part really played by Canning at this crisis. He
did not call the New World into existence; he did not

eve& assist it in winning independence, as Prance had
assisted the United States fifty years before; but when
this independence had been won, he threw over it
the segis of Great Britain, declaring that no other
European Power should reimpose the yoke which Spain
had not been able to maintain.

The overthrow of the Spanish Constitution by
foreign arms led to a series of events in Portugal which
jtafcurs in For- forced England to a more direct interven-

tn8*1 tion in the Peninsula than had yet been ne-
cessary, and heightened the conflict that had sprung up
between its policy and that of Continental absolutism.
The same parties and the same passions, political and
religious, existed in Portugal as in Spain, and the
eaemies of the Constitution found the same support
a/t foreign Courts. The King of Portugal, John VI.,
was a weak but not ill-meaning man; his wife, who was
a sister of Ferdinand of Spain, and his son Don Miguel
were the chiefs of the conspiracy against the Cortes.
In June, 1323, a military revolt, arranged by Miguel,
brought the existing form of government to an end:
the King promised, however, when dissolving the
Cortes, that a Constitution should be bestowed by
himself upon Portugal; and he seems to have intended
to* keep his word. The ambassadors of France and
Austria were, however, busy in throwing hindrances
in the way, and Don Miguel prepared to use violence to
prevent his father from making any concession to the
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Liberals. King John, in fear for his life, applied to
England for troops; Canning declined to land soldiers
at Lisbon, but sent a squadron, with orders to give the
King protection. The winter of 1823 was passed ha
intrigues; in May, 1824, Miguel arrested the Ministers
and surrounded the King's palace with troops. After
several days of confusion King John made his escape
to the British ships, and Miguel, who was alternately
cowardly and audacious, then made his submission, and
was ordered to leave the country. King John died in
the spring of 1826 without having granted a Constitu-
tion. Pedro, his eldest son, had already been made
Emperor of Brazil; and, as it was impossible that Por-
tugal and Brazil could again be united, it was arranged
that Pedro's daughter, when of sufficient age, should
marry her uncle Miguel, and so save Portugal from the
danger of a contested succession. Before
renouncing the crown of Portugal, Pedro
granted a Constitution to that country. A
Regency had already been appointed by King John, ia.
which neither the Queen-dowager nor Miguel was
included.

Miguel had gone to Vienna. Although a sort of
Caliban in character and understanding, this Prince
met with the welcome due to a kinsman of the Imperial
house, and to a representative of the good cause of abso-
lutism. He was received by Metternich with great in-
terest, and his fortunes were taken under the protection
of the Austrian Court. In due time, it was hoped, this
savage and ignorant churl wonld do yeoman's service to
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Austrian principles in the Peninsula. But the Regency
and the new Constitution of Portugal had not to wait
for the tardy operation of Metternich's covert hostility.

The soldiery who had risen at Miguel's
Desertion of For- -, .-, i. . i -^n^ i " -i i " -rr-

tuguese soldiery, bidding in 1823 now proclaimed him King,
and deserted to Spanish soil. Within the

Spanish, frontier they were received by Ferdinand's repre-
sentatives with open arms. The demands made by the
Portuguese ambassador at Madrid for their dispersion
and for the surrender of their weapons were evaded. The
cause of these armed bands on the frontier became

the cause of the Clerical and Ultra-Boyalist party over
all Europe. Money was sent to them from France and
Austria. They were joined by troops of Spanish
Carlists or Apostolicals; they were fed, clothed, and
organised, if not by the Spanish Government itself,
at least by those over whose action the Spanish Govern-
ment exercised control.* Thus raised to considerable

military strength, they made incursions into Portugal,
and at last attempted a regular invasion*
The Regency of Lisbon, justly treating
these outrages as the act of the Spanish

Government, and appealing to the treaties which bound
Great Britain to defend Portugal against foreign attack,
demanded the assistance of this country. More was
involved in the action taken by Canning than a possible
contest with Spain; the seriousness of the danger lay
in the fact* that Spain was still occupied by French
armies, and that a war with Spain might, and probably

* Paxl. Hist., 1M Doc,, 1826,
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would, involve a war with France, if not with other

Continental Powers. But the English Ministry waited
only for the confirmation of the alleged facts by their
own ambassador. The treaty-rights of Portugal were
undoubted; the temper of the English Parliament and
nation, strained to the utmost by the events of the last
three years, was such that a war against Ferdinand and
against the destroyers of Spanish liberty would have
caused more rejoicing than alarm. Nine days after the
formal demand of the Portuguese arrived, four days after
their complaint was substantiated by the report of our
ambassador, Canning announced to the House of Commons
that British troops were actually on the way
to Lisbon. In words that alarmed many of t^pin§>sSbon,J Deo., 1826.

his own party, and roused the bitter indigna-
tion of every Continental Court, Canning warned those
whose acts threatened to force England into war, that the
war, if war arose, would be a war of opinion, and that
England, however earnestly she might endeavour to
avoid it, could not avoid seeing ranked under her
banner all the restless and discontented of any nation
with which she might come into conflict. As for the
Portuguese Constitution which formed the real object of
the Spanish attack, it had not, Canning said, been given at
the instance of Great Britain, but he prayed that Heaven
might prosper it. It was impossible to doubt that a
Minister who spoke thus, and who, even under expressions
of regret, hinted at any alliance with the revolutionary
elements in Franco and Spain, was formidably in earnest.
The words and the action of Canning produced
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the effect which he desired. The Government of Ferdi-

nand discovered the means of checking the activity
of the Apostolicals : the presence of the British troop»s at
Lisbon enabled the Portuguese Begency to throw all its
forces upon the invaders and to drive them from the
country. They were disbanded when they re-crossed
the Spanish frontier; the French Court loudly con-
demned their immoral enterprise; and the Constitution
of Portugal seemed, at least for the moment, to have
triumphed over its open and its secret enemies.

The tone of the English Government had indeed
changed since the time when Metternich could express
The policy of a public hope that the three Eastern Powers

canning. wouid llavc the approval of tliis country
in their attack upon the Constitution of Naples. In 1820
such a profession might perhaps have passed for a mis-
take ; in 1826 it would have been a palpable absurdity.
Both in England and on the Continent it was felt that
the difference between the earlier and the later spirit
of our policy was summed up in the contrast between
Canning and Castlereagh. It has become an article
of historical faith that Castlereagh'B melancholy death
brought one period of our foreign policy to a close
and inaugurated another: it has been said that
Canning liberated England from its Continental con-
nexions; it has even been claimed for him that he

performed for Europe no less a task than the dissolu-
tion of the Holy Alliance.* The figure of Can-
ning is indeed one that will for ever, fill a great space

* Staploton, Life of Canning, i. 134. Martiueatt, p> 144.
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in European history; and the more that is known of
the opposition which he encountered both from his
sovereign and from his great rival Wellington, the
greater must be our admiration for his clear, strong
mind, and for the conquering force of his character. But
the legend which represents English policy as taking
an absolutely new departure in 1822 does not corre-
spond to the truth of history. Canning was a member
of the Cabinet from 1816 to 1820 ; it is a poor com-
pliment to him. to suppose that he either exercised no
influence upon his colleagues or acquiesced in a policy of
which he disapproved; and the history of the Congress
of Aix-la-Ohapelle proves that his counsels had even
at that time gained the ascendant. The admission
made by Castlereagh in 1820, after Canning had left
the Cabinet, that Austria, as a neighbouring and en-
dangered State, had a right to suppress the revolu-
tionary constitution of Naples, would probably not have
gained Canning's assent; in all other points, the action
of our Government at Troppau and Laibach might have
been IUH own. Canning loved to speak of his system
as one of neutrality, and of non-interference in that
struggle between the principles of despotism and of
democracy which seemed to be spreading over Europe.
He avowed IUH sympathy for Spain, as the object of
an unjust and unprovoked war, but he most solemnly
warned the Spaniards not to expect English assistance.
He prayed that the Constitution of Portugal might
prosper, but ho expressly disclaimed all connection
with it** origin, and defended Portugal not because it
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was a Constitutional State, but because England was
bound by treaties to defend it against foreign invasion.
The arguments against intervention on behalf of Spain
which Canning addressed to the English sympathisers
with that country might have been uttered by Castle-
reagh; the denial of the right of foreign Powers
to attack the Spanish Constitution, with which Oastle-
reagh headed his own instructions for Verona, might
have been written by Canning.

The statements that Canning withdrew England from
the Continental system, and that he dissolved the Holy
Alliance, cannot be accepted without large correction.

and the The general relations existing between the
g^^ powerg wcre "based, not on the ridi-

culous and obsolete treaty of Holy Alliance, but on the
Acts which wore signed at the Conference of Aiac-la-
Chapelle. The first of these was the secret Quadruple
Treaty which bound England and the three Eastern
Powers to attack France in case a revolution in that

country should endanger the peace of Europe; the
second was the general declaration of all the five Powers
that they would act in amity and take counsel with one
another. From the first of these alliances Canning
certainly did not withdraw England. He would per-
haps have done so in 1823 if the Quadruple Treaty had
bound England to maintain the House of Bourbon, on
the French throne; but it had been expressly stated
that the deposition of the Bourbons would not ne-
cessarily and in itself be considered by England
as endangering the peace of Europe. This treaty
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remained in full force up to Canning's death; and if
a revolutionary army had marched from Paris upon
Antwerp, he would certainly have claimed the assistance
of the three Eastern Powers. With respect to the
general concert of Europe, established or confirmed
by the declaration of Aix-la-Chapelle, this had always
been one of varying extent and solidity. Both Prance
and England had held themselves aloof at Troppau.
The federative action was strongest and most mis-
chi'evous not before but after the death of Castlereagh,
and in the period that followed the Congress of
Verona; for though the war against Spain was con-
ducted by France alone, the three Eastern Powers
had virtually made themselves responsible for the
success of the enterprise, and it was the influence of
their ambassadors at Paris and Madrid which prevented
any restrictions from being imposed upon Ferdinand's
restored sovereignty.

Canning is invested with a spurious glory when
it is said that his action in Spain and in Portugal
broke up the league of the Continental Courts.
Canning indeed shaped the policy of our own
country with equal independence and wisdom, but
the political centre of Europe was at this time not
London but Vienna. The keystone of the European
fabric was the union* of Austria and Russia, and this

union was endangered, not by anything that could take
place iu the Spanish Peninsula, but by the conflicting
interests of these two great States in regard to the
Ottoman Empire. From the moment when the Treaty
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of Paris was signed, every Austrian politician fixed liis
gaze upon the roads leading to the Lower Danube, and
anxiously noted the signs of coming war, or of continued
peace, between Eussia and the Porte.* It was the
triumph of Metternich to have diverted the Czar's
thoughts during the succeeding years from his griev-
ances against Turkey, and to have baffled the Russian
diplomatists and generals who, like Capodistrias, sought
to spur on their master to enterprises of Eastern con-
quest. At the Congress of Verona the shifting and
incoherent manoeuvres of Austrian statecraft can indeed

only be understood on the supposition that Metternich
was thinking all the time less of Spain than of Turkey,
and struggling at whatever cost to maintain that
personal influence over Alexander which had hitherto
prevented the outbreak of war in the East. But the
antagonism so long suppressed broke out at last. The
progress of the Greek insurrection brought Austria and
Eussia not indeed into war, but into the most embittered

hostility with one another. It was on this rock that
the ungainly craft which men called the Holy Alliance
at length struck and went to pieces. Canning played
his part well in the question of the East, but he did not
create this question. There were forces at work which,
without his intervention, would probably have made
an end of the despotic amities of 1815. It is not
necessary to the title of a great statesman that he
should have called into being the elements which mo»ke
a new political order possible; it is sufficient praise that
he should have known how to turn them to accotmi

* Gcuta, NaoMftsso (Oaten), ii. 103.
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O*1 the Christian races which at the beginning of
the third decade o£ this century peopled the European
provinces of the Ottoman Empire, the Greek was that
which had been least visibly affected by the political
and military events of the Napoleonic age. GTeeoe to ̂ 
Servia, after a long struggle, had in the Nftpoloo:aic ***"
year 1817 gained local autonomy under its own
princes, although Turkish troops still garrisoned its
fortresses, and the sovereignty of the Sultan was ac-
knowledged by the payment of tribute. The Eomanic
districts, Wallachia and Moldavia, which, in the famous

interview of Tilsit, Napoleon had bidden the Czar to
make his own, were restored by Russia to the Porte in
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the Treaty of Bucharest in 1812, but under conditions
which virtually established a Eussian protectorate.
Greece, with the exception of the Ionian Islands, had
neither been the scene of any military operations, nor
formed the subject of any treaty. Yet the age of the
French ̂ Revolution and of the Napoleonic wars had
silently wrought in the Greek nation the last of a great
series of changes which fitted it to take its place among
the free peoples of Europe. The signs were there from
which those who could read the future might have
gathered that the political resurrection of Greece was
near at hand. There were some who, with equal insight
and patriotism, sought during this period to lay the

" intellectual foundation for that national independence
which they foresaw that their children would win with
the sword.

The forward movement of the Greek nation may be
said, in general terms, to have become visible during
the first half of. the eighteenth century. Serfage had

then disappeared; the peasant was either a
Greece in the * 1 , .. A . . ,
eighteenth oea- freeholder, or a farmer paying a rent m
tmy. A */ &

kind for his land. In the gradual and
unobserved emancipation of the labouring class the
first condition of national revival had already boon
fulfilled. The peasantry had been formed which, when
the conflict with tho Turk broke out, bore the brunt of

the long struggle. In comparison with the Prussian
serf, the Greek cultivator at tho beginning o£ the
eighteenth century was au independent man; in com-
parison with the English labourer, he was well fed
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and well housed. The evils to which the Greek

population was exposed, wherever Greeks and Turks
lived together, were those which brutalised or degraded
the Christian races in every Ottoman province. There
was no redress for injury inflicted by a Mohammedan
official or neighbour. If a wealthy Turk murdered a
Greek in the fields, burnt down his house, and outraged
his family, there was no court where the offender could
be brought to justice. The term by which the Turk
described his Christian neighbour was 

" 
our rayah,"

that is, " our subject." A Mohammedan landowner
might terrorise the entire population around him, carry
off the women, flog and imprison the men, and yet feel
that he had committed no offence against the law; for
no law existed but the Koran, and no Turkish court of

justice but that of the Kadi, where the complaint of
the Christian passed for nothing.

This was the monstrous relation that existed

between the dominant and the subject nationalities, not
in Greece only, but in every part of the Ottoman Em-
pire where Mohammedans and Christians inhabited the
same districts. The second great and general evil was
the extortion practised by the tax-gatherers, and this
fell upon the poorer Mohammedans equally with the
Christians, except in regard to the poll-tax, or haratsch,
the badge of servitude, which was levied on Christians
alone. All land payed tithe to the State; and until the
tax-gatherer had paid his visit it was not permitted to
the peasant to cut the ripe crop, This rule enabled the
tax-gatherer, whether a Mohammedan or Christian, to
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inflict ruin upon those who did not bribe himself or
his masters; for by merely postponing his visit he
could destroy the value of the harvest. Round thi^
central institution of tyranny and waste, there gathered,
except in the districts protected by municipal privileges,
every form of corruption natural to a society where
the State heard no appeals, and made no inquiry into
the processes employed by those to whom it sold the
taxes. What was possible in the way of extortion was
best seen in the phenomenon of well-built villages being
left tenantless, and the population of rich districts
dying out in a time of peace, without pestilence,
without insurrection, without any greater wrong on
the part o£ the Sultan's government than that normal
indifference which permitted the existence of a com-
munity to depend upon the moderation or tho caprice
of the individual possessors of force.

Such was the framework, or, as it may bo said, the
common-law of the mixed Turkish and Christian society
of the Ottoman Empire. On this background we have
now to trace the social and political features which
stood out in Greek life, which preserved the race from
losing its separate nationality, and which made the
ultimate recovery of its independence possible. In the
first outburst of sympathy and delight with which
OH in of mo* every generous heart in western Europe
J3ST°S hailed the standard of Hellenic freedom up-

raised in 1821, the twenty centuries which
separated the Greece of literature from tho Greece of
to-day were strangely forgotten. The imagination went
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straight back to Socrates and Leonidas, and pictured
in the islander or the hillsman who rose against
Mahmud II. the counterpart of those glorious beings
who gave to Europe the ideals of intellectual energy, of
plastic beauty, and of poetic truth. The illusion was a
happy one, if it excited on behalf of a brave people an
interest which Servia or Montenegro might have failed
to gain ; but it led to a re-action when disappointments
came; it gave inordinate importance to the question of
the physical descent of the Greeks; and it produced a
false impression of the causes which had led up to the
war of independence, and of the qualities, the habits,
the bonds of union, which exercised the greatest power
over the nation. These were, to a great extent, unlike
anything existing in the ancient world; they had
originated in Byzantine, not in classic Greece;, and
where the scenes of old Hellenic history appeared to be
repeating themselves, it was due more to the continuing
influence of the same seas and the same mountains than

to the survival of any political fragments of the past,
The Greek population had received a strong 81avonicalldA1.
Slavonic infusion many centuries before. bamanelemeata>
More recently, Albanian settlers had expelled the
inhabitants from cei'tain districts both in the mainland

and in the Moroa, Attica, Boeotia, Corinth, and Argolis
were at the outbreak of the war of independence peopled
in the main by a race of Albanian descent, who still
.used, along with «omo Greek, the Albanian language**

* About tho yo&r 38ttO the theory was started by Pallmerayer, a
Tyrolean writer, thai the modern Greeks wore the descendants of Slavonic
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The sense of a separate nationality was, however, weak
among these settlers, who, unlike some small Albanian
communities in the west of the Morea, were Christians,

not Mohammedans. Neighbourhood, commerce, identity
of religion and similarity of local institutions were
turning these Albanians into Greeks; and no com-
munity of pure Hellenic descent played a greater part
in the national war, or exhibited more of the maritime

energy and daring which we associate peculiarly with
the Hellenic name, than the islanders of Hydra and
Spetza, who had crossed from the Albanian parts of the
Morea and taken possession of those desert rocks not a
hundred years before. The same phenomenon of an
assimilation of Greeks arid Albanians was seen in

southern Epirus, the border-ground between the two
races. The Suliotes, Albanian mountaineers, whose

military exploits form one of the most extraordinary
chapters in history, showed signs of Greek influences
before the Greek war of independence began, and in this
war they made no distinction between, the Greek cause
and their own. Even the rule of the ferocious AH

Pasha at Janina had been favourable to the extension

of Greek civilisation in Epirus. Under this Moham-
medan tyrant Janina contained more schools than

invaders, with scarcely a drop of Grcok blood in their veins, Fallnierayor
WH8 believed Iby some good scholars to have proved that the old Grwk
race liad utterly perished. More recent inquiries have discredited both
FalliiuTayer aud his authorities*, and tend to establish iho conclusion
tluit, oxeopt in certain limited districts, the Greeks left were always*
numerous enough to absorb the foreign incomers. (Hopf, Griochenland;
in Brweh and Grubor's Encyklopadio, vol. 85, p. 100.) The Albanian
population of Greece in 18:20 is reckoned at about one-sixth.
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Athens. The Greek population of the district increased;
and in the sense of a common religious antagonism
to the Mohammedan, the Greek and the Albanian

Christians iu Epirus forgot their difference of race.
The central element in modern Greek life was the

religious profession of the Orthodox Eastern Church.
Where, as in parts of Crete, the Greek
adopted Mohammedanism, all the other
elements of his nationality together did not prevent
him from amalgamating with the Turk. The sound
and popular forces of the Church belonged to the lower
clergy, who, unlike the priests of the Eoman
Church, were married and shared the life oweroei«y-
of the people. If ignorant and bigoted, they were
nevertheless the real guardians of national spirit; and
if their creed was a superstition rather than a religion,
it at least kept the Greeks in a wholesome antagonism
to the superstition of their masters. The higher clergy
stood in many respects in a different position. The
Patriarch of Constantinople was a great
officer of the Porte. His dignities and his

tionaxy.

civil jurisdiction had been restored and even
enlarged by the Molammedan conquerors of the Greek
Bmpire, with the express object of employing the Church
as a means of securing obedience to themselves; and it,
was quite in keeping with the history of this great
office that, wheti the Greek national insurrfeotioa a^ last

broke out, the Patriarch Gregoriu,s IV* should have pon-
seated, though tin willingly, to launch, the curse of the
Church against it The ̂atriayct gained his office by

/ z 2
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purchase, or through intrigues at the Divan; he paid an
enormous annual backsheesh for it; and he was liable

to be murdered or deposed as soon as his Mussulman
patrons lost favour with the Sultan, or a higher bid was
made for his office by a rival ecclesiastic. To satisfy
the claims of the Palace the Patriarch was compelled to
be an extortioner himself. The bishoprics in their turn
were sold in Ms ante-chambers, and the Bishops made
up the purchase-money by fleecing their clergy. But in
spite of a deserved reputation for venality, the Bishops

®reece exercised very great influence,
^ ecclesiastics and as civil magis-

trates. Whether their jurisdiction in lawsuits between
Christians arose from the custom of referring disputes to
their arbitration or was expressly granted to them by
the Sultan, they virtually displaced in all Greek com-
munities the court of the Kadi, and afforded the mer-
chant or the farmer a tribunal where his own law was

administered in his own language. Even a Moham-
medan in dispute with a Christian would sometimes
consent to bring the matter before' the Bishops' Court
rather than enforce his right to obtain the dilatory and
capricious decision of an Ottoman judge.

The condition of the Greeks living in the country
that now forms the Hellenic Kingdom and in the
JEgsean Islands exhibited strong local contrasts. It
was, however, common to all that, while the Turk heM

* the powers of State in his hand, the details of local
administration in each district were left to the

tants, the Turk caring nothing about these
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so long as the due amount of taxes was paid and
the due supply of sailors provided. The ^^ or^

apportionment of taxes among households «««»*««"
and villages seems to have been the germ of self-govern-
ment from which several types of municipal organisa-
tion, some of them of great importance in the history
of the Grreek nation, developed. In the Paschalik
of the Morea the taxes were usually, farmed by the
Voivodes, or Beys, the Turkish governors of
the twenty-three provinces into which the
Morea was divided. But in each village or township
the inhabitants elected officers called Proestoi, who,

besides collecting the taxes and managing the affairs df
their own communities, met in a district-assembly, and
there determined what share of the district-taxation

each community should bear. One G-reek officer, called
Primate, and one Mohammedan, called Ayan, were
elected to represent the district, and to take part in
the council of the Pasha of the Morea, who resided at

Tripolitza.* The Primates exercised considerable power.
Created originally by the Porte to expedite the collec-
tion of the revenue, they became a Greek aristocracy.
They were indeed an aristocracy of no very noble kind.
Agents of a tyrannical master, they shared the vices of
tiie tyrant and of the slave. Often farmers of the taxes
themselves, obsequious and intriguing in the palace of
the £asha at Tripolitza, grasping and despotic in their
native 'districts, they were described as a species of
Christian Turk. But whatever their vices, they saved

* Maurer, Dae Griechisqlie Volk, i 64
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the Greeks from being left without leaders. They
formed a class accustomed to act in common, conversant
with details of administration, and especially with the
machinery for collecting and distributing supplies. It
was this financial experience of the Primates of the
Morea which gave to the rebellion of the Greeks what
little unity of organisation it exhibited in its earliest
stage.

On the north of the Gulf of Corinth the features

of the communal system were less distinct than in the
Morea. There was, however, in the mountain-country

of JEtolia and Pindus a rough military
Northern Greece. . . . 1*1111 j. "
The -Axmatoii organisation which had done great service

EL ^

to Greece in keeping alive the national
spirit and habits of personal independence. The
Turks had found a local militia established in this

wild region at the time of their conquest, and had
not interfered with it for some centuries. The

Armatoli, or native, soldiery, recruited from peasants,
shepherds, and muleteers, 'kept Mohammedan influences
at a distance, until, in the eighteenth century, the
Sultans made it a fixed rule of policy to diminish their
numbers and to reduce the power of their captainsl
Before 1820 the Armatoli had become comparatively
few and weak ; but as they declined, bands of Klephts,
or brigands, grew in importance ; and the mountaineet
who was no longer allowed to practice arms as. a
guardian of order, enlisted himself among the robbers?.
Like the freebooters of our own northern border,
brigands became the heroes of song. Though
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plundered the Greek as well as the Mohammedan,
the national spirit approved their exploits. It was,
no doubt, something, that the physical energy o£
the marauder and the habit of encountering danger
should not be wholly on the side of the Turk and the
Albanian. But the influence of the Klephts in sus-
taining Greek nationality has been overrated. They
had but recently become numerous, and the earlier
organisation of the northern Armatoli was that to
which the sound and vigorous character of the Greek
peasantry in these regions, the finest part of the
Greek race on the mainland, was really due.*

In the islands of the JDgsean the condition of
the Greeks was on the whole happy and prosperous.
Some of these islands had no Turkish population,- in
others the caprice of a Sultana, the goodwill of the
Capitan Pasha who governed the .Archipelago, or the
"judicious offer of a sum of money whenJ J The .a&ffsean

money was wanted by the Porte, had so &knas.

lightened the burden of Ottoman sovereignty, that the
Greek island-community possessed more liberty than
was to be found in any part of Europe, except

* The Greek songs illustrate the conversion o£ the Armatole into the
Klepht in .the age preceding the Greek revolution. Thus, in the fine
ballad called, " The Tomb of Demos," which Goethe haa translated, the
dying man says- "

vk rlv tliru r

"Bring the priest that he may shrive me;' that I may tell him the
sins that 1 hate committed, thirty years an Amatole and twenty years
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Switzerland. The taxes payable to the central govern-
ment, including the haratsch or poll-tax levied on all
Christians, had often been commuted for a fixed sum,
which was raised without the interposition of the
Turkish tax-gatherer. In Hydra, Spetza, and Psara,
the so-called nautical islands, the supremacy of the
Turk was felt only in the obligation to furnish
sailors to the Ottoman navy, and in the payment
of a tribute of about £100 per annum. The govern-
ment of these three islands was entirely in the
hands of the inhabitants. In Chios, though a con-
siderable Mussulman population existed by the side
of the Greek, there was every sign of peace and
prosperity. Each island bore its own peculiar social
character, and had its municipal institutions o£ more
or less value. The Hydriote was quarrelsome, turbulent,
quick to use the 'knife, but outspoken, honest in
dealing, and an excellent sailor. The picture o£
Chian life, as drawn even by those who have judged

the Greeks most severely, is one of singular
beauty and interest; the picture of a self-

governing society in which the family trained the
citizen in its own bosom, and in which, while commerce

enriched all, the industry of the poor within their
homes and in their gardens was refined by the practice
of an art. The skill which gave its value to the
embroidery and to the dyes of Chios was exercised by
those who also worked the hand-loom and cultivated

the mastic and the rose. The taste and the labour,

of man requited nature's gifts of sky/ soil, and
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and in the pursuit o£ occupations which stimulated,
not deadened, the faculties of the worter, idleness and

intemperance were alike unknown.46" How bright a
scene of industry, when compared with the grime and
squalor of the English factory-town, where the human
and the inanimate machine grind out their yearly
mountains of iron-ware and calico, in order that the

employer may vie with his neighbours in soulless
ostentation, and the workman consume his millions

upon millions in drink.
The territory where the 'Greeks formed the great

majority of the population included beyond the boun-
daries of the present Hellenic Kingdom the islands
adjacent to the coast of Asia Minor, Crete, and the
Chalcidic peninsula in Macedonia. But the activity
of the race was not confined within these The Greeks have
limits. If the Greek was a subiect in Swlaaflwr

J Turkish

his own country, he was master in the Provillce8-
lands of some of his neighbours. A Greek might
exercise power over other Christian subjects of the
Porte either as an ecclesiastic, or as the delegate of
the Sultan in certain fixed branches of the adminis-

tration. The authority of the Patriarch of Constanti-
nople was recognised over the whole of the European
provinces of Turkey, except Servia. The Bishops in
all these provinces were, Greeks; the services of the
Church were conducted in the Greek; tongue; the
revenues of the greater part of the Ohurch4aads, and
the fees of all the ecclesiastical courts, went into

* Finlay, Greece under Ottoman Domination, p. 284.
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Greek pockets. In things religious, and in that wide
range of civil affairs which in communities belonging
to the Eastern Church appertains to the higher
religious office, the Greeks had in fact regained the
ascendancy which they had possessed under the
Byzantine Empire. The dream of the Churchman
was not the creation of an independent kingdom of
Greece, but the restoration of the Eastern Empire
under Greek supremacy. When it was seen that the
Slav and the Eouman came to the Greek for law,

for commercial training, for religious teaching, and
looked to the Patriarch of Constantinople as the
ultimate judge of all disputes, it was natural that
the belief should arise that, when the Turk passed
away, the Greek would step into his place. But the
influence of the Greeks, great as it appeared to be,
did not in reality reach below the surface, except in
Epirus. The bishops were felt to be foreigners 'and
extortioners. There was no real process of assimila-
tion at work, either in Bulgaria or in the Danubian
Provinces. The slow and plodding Bulgarian peasant,
too stupid for the Greek to think of him as a" rival,
preserved his own unchanging tastes and nationality,
sang to his children the songs which he had learnt
from his parents, and forgot the Greek which he had
heard in -the Church when he re-entered his home.*

In Eoumania, the only feeling towards the Greek
intruder was one of intense hatred.

Four great offices of the Ottoman Empire were
* ETanitz, Donau-Bitlgarien, i. 123.
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always held by Greeks. These were the offices
of Dragoman,* or Secretary, of the Porte,
Dragoman of the Fleet, and the governor- ofaciais^the
ships, called Hospodariates, of Wallachia
and Moldavia. The varied business of the Patriarchate

of Constantinople, the administration of its revenues,
the conduct of its law-courts, had drawn a multitude

of pushing and well-educated Greeks to the quarter
of Constantinople called the Phanar, in which the
palace of the Patriarch is situated. Merchants
and professional men inhabited the same district.
These Greeks of the capital, the so-called Phanariots,
gradually made their way into the Ottoman adminis^
tration as* Turkish energy declined, and the conquering
race found that it could no longer dispense with the
weapons of calculation and diplomacy. The Treaty
of Carlowitz, made in 1699, after the unsuccessful war
in which the Turks laid siege to Vienna, was negotiated
on behalf of the Porte by Alexander Maurokordatos,
a Chian by birth* who had become physician to the
Sultan and was virtually the Foreign Minister of
Turkey. His sons, Nicholas and Constantine, were
made Hospodars' of Wallachia and Moldavia early in
the eighteenth century ; and 'from this
time forward, until the outbreak of the'

Greek insurrection, the governorships of the Bou-
raanian provinces were e&trasted to Phaiiariot families*

* LiteraUy, Interpreter; the old theory o£ the Tarks being tnat in
itaeir, dWittgs with £o*ei#i taationithey had orily i6 receive petitions,
wMch reqmred to be tran&kted into Ttirkiet.
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The result was that a troop of Greek adventurers
passed to the north of the Danube, and seized upon
every office of profit in these unfortunate lands. There
were indeed individuals among the Hospodars,
especially among the Maurokordati, who rendered
good service to their Eoumanian subjects ; but on
the whole the Phanariot rule was grasping, dishonest,
and cruel.* Its importance in relation to Greece
was not that it Hellenised the Danubian countries,

for that it signally failed to do; but that it raised
the standard of Greek education, and enlarged the
range of Greek thought, by opening a political
and administrative career to ambitious men. The

connection of the Phanariots with education was in-

deed an exceedingly close one. Alexander Maurokor-
datos was the ardent and generous founder of schools
for the instruction of his countrymen in Constantinople
as well as in other cities, and for the improvement
of the existing language of Greece. His example
was freely followed throughout the eighteenth century.
It is, indeed, one of the best features in the Greek

character that the owner of wealth has so often been,

and still so often is, the promoter of the culture of
his race. As in Germany in the last century, and in
Hungary and Bohemia at a more recent date, the
national revival of Greece was preceded by a striking
revival of interest in the national language.

The knowledge of ancient Greek was never wholly
lost among the priesthood, but it had become useless.

* ZaJlones, Ttpayparhct trepl ray Gavapwrav, p. 71. Kogndlitckan, La
Walachie, i. 371.
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Nothing was read but the ecclesiastic commonplace
of a pedantic age ; and in the schools r ° Greek intellec-

kept by the clergy before the eighteenth SS.3SK3!
century the ancient language was taught century*
only as a means of imparting divinity. The educa-
tional movement promoted by men like Maurokordatos
had a double end ; it revived the knowledge of the
great age of Greece through its literature, and it taught
the Greek to regard the speech which he actually used
not as a mere barbarous patois which each district
had made for itself, but as a language different indeed
from that of 'the ancient world, yet governed by its
own laws, and capable of performing the same functions
as any other modern tongue. It was now that the
Greek learnt to call himself Hellen, the name of
his forefathers, instead of Eomaios, a Eoman. As the

new schools grew up and the old ones were renovated
or transformed, education ceased to be merely literary.
In the second half of the eighteenth century science
returned in an humble form to the land that had given
it birth,- and the range of instruction was widened by
men who had studied law, physics, and moral philo-
sophy at foreign universities. Something of the liberal
spirit of the* inquirers of Western Europe arose among
the 1>est Greek teachers. Though no attack was made
upon the doctrines of the Church, and no direct
attack was nbade upon the authority ot, the Stdtaa,
the duty of religious tolera,ti6n was proclaimed in a
land where bigotry had hitherto reigned supreme, and
the political freedom of ancient Greece was held up
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as a glorious ideal to a less happy age. Some of
the higher clergy and of the Phanariot instruments
of Turkish rule took fright at the independent spirit
of the new learning, and for a while it seemed as if
the intellectual as well as the political progress of
Greece might be endangered by ecclesiastical ill-will.
But the attachment of the Greek people to the Church
was so strong and so universal that, although satire
might be directed against the Bishops, a breach with
the Church formed no part of the design of any
patriot. The antagonism between episcopal and
national feeling, strongest about the end of the
eighteenth century, declined during succeeding years,
and had almost disappeared before the outbreak of the
war of liberation.

The greatest scholar of modern Greece was also*
one of its greatest patriots. Koraes, known as the
legislator of the Greek language, was born in 1748,

Koraes °^ ^l^n Parents settled at Smyrna. The
1748-1833. }ove Of iearning? combined with an extreme

independence of character, made residence insupport-
able to him in a land where the Turk was always
within sight, and where few opportunities existed
for gaining wide knowledge. His parents permitted
him to spend some years at Amsterdam, where a branch
of their business was established. Eecalled to Smyrna
at the age of thirty, Koraes almost abandoned human
society. The hand of a beautiful heiress could not
tempt him from the austere and solitary life of the
scholar; and quitting his home, he passed through
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the medical school of Montpellier, and settled at Paris.
He was here when the French Revolution began. The
inspiration of that time gave to his vast learning
and inborn energy a directly patriotic aim. For forty
years Koraes pursued the work of serving Greece by
the means open to the scholar. The political writings
in which he addressed the Greeks themselves or

appealed to foreigners in favour of Greece, admirable
as they are, do not form the basis of his fame. The
peculiar task of Koraes was to give to the reviving
Greek nation the national literature and the form of

expression which every civilised people reckons among
its most cherished bonds of unity. Master, down to
the minutest details, of the entire range of Greek
writings, and of the history of the Greek language from
classical times down to our own century, Koraes was able
to select the Hellenic authors, Christian as well as Pagan,
whose works were best suited for his countrymen in
their actual condition, and to illustrate them as no
one could who had not himself been born and bred

among Greeks. This was one side of Koraes* literary
task. The other was to direct the language of the
future Hellenic kingdom into its true course. Classical
writing was still understood by the Th(Jlanguageo£

educated in Greece, but the spoken Ian- modemareeoe-
guage of the people was something widely different.
Turkish and Albanian influences had barbarised the

vocabulary ; centuries of ignorance had given play
to every natural irregularity of local dialect, When
the restoration of Greek independence came withiu
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view, there were some who proposed to revive artificially
each form used in the ancient language, and thus,
without any real blending, to add the old to the new:
others, seeing this to be impossible, desired that the
common idiom, corrupt as it was, should be accepted
as a literary language. Koraes chose the middle and
the rational path. Taking the best written Greek
of the day as his material, he recommended that the
forms of classical Greek, where they were not wholly
obsolete, should be fixed in the grammar of the lan-
guage. "While ridiculing the attempt to restore modes
of expression which, even in the written language,
had wholly passed out of use, he proposed to expunge
all words that were in fact not Greek at all, but foreign,
and to replace them by terms formed according to the
natural laws of the language. The Greek, therefore,
which Koraes desired to see his countrymen recognise
as their language, and which he himself used in his
writings, was the written Greek of the most cultivated
persons of his time, purged of its foreign elements,
and methodised by a constant reference to a classical
model, which, however, it was not to imitate pedantically/
The correctness of this theory has been proved by its ,
complete success. The patois which, if it had been
recognised as the language of the Greek kingdom,
would now have made Herodotus and Plato foreign
authors in Athens, is indeed still preserved in familiar
conversation, but it is little used in writing and not
taught in schools. A language year by year more
closely approximating in its forms to that of classical
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Greece unites the Greeks both with their past and
among themselves, and serves as the instrument of

a widening Hellenic civilization in the Eastern Mediter-
ranean. The political object of Koraes has been com-
pletely attained: no people in Europe is now prouder of its
native tongue, or turns it to better account in education,
than his countrymen. In literature, the renovated
language has still its work before it. 'The lyric
poetry that has been written in Greece since the
time of Koraes is not wanting, if a foreigner may
express an opinion, in tenderness and grace. The
writer who shall ennoble Greek prose with the energy
and directness of the ancient style has yet to arise.*

The intellectual advance of the Greeks in the

eighteenth century was closely connected with the
development of their commerce, and this

... , -, .,., , Development ofin its turn was connected with events GwekeumiMwe.
1750-I8au.

in the greater cycle of European history,
A period of comparative peace and order in the
Levantine waters, following the final expulsion of

* A French translation of the Autobiography of Koraes, along with
his poiftrait, will be found in the Lettres In6dites de Ooray, Paris, 1877.
The vehicle of expression usually chosen by Koraes for addressing- his
countrymen was the Preface (written in modern Greek) to the edition of
aii anaieat author. The second half of the Preface to the Politics of
Aristotle, 1822, is a good specimen of his political spirit and manner.
It wa$ separately edited by the Swiss scholar* Orelli, with a translation,
fot the .benefit of the German Philhellenea Among the principal
linguistic prefaces are those to Heliodorus, 1804, and-the Pfrodromos,
or introduction, to the series of editions called BiWothW Gneca, begun
in 180§, and published at the expense ot the brothers Zosim&a of Odessa.
Host of the editions published by Koraes bear on, their title-page a state-
xaent of tfce patriotic ^tfi>o*e of tifce wort, and indicate the persons who

3 A
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the Venetians from the Korea in 1718, gave
play to the natural aptitude of the Greek islanders
for coasting-trade. Their ships, still small and unfit
to venture on long voyages, plied between the harbours
in the .ZEgaean and in the Black Sea, and brought
profit to their owners in spite of the imposition of
burdens from which not only many of the Mussulman
subjects of the Sultan, but foreign nations protected
by commercial treaties, were free. It was at this
epoch, after Venice had lost its commercial supremacy
in the Eastern Mediterranean, that Eussia began to
exercise a direct influence upon the fortunes of Greece.
The Empress Catherine had formed the design of
conquering Constantinople, and intended, under the
title of Protectress of the Christian Church, to use
the Greeks as her allies. In the war which broke

out between Eussia and Turkey in 1768, a Eussian
expeditionary force landed in the Morea, and the

bore the expense. The edition of the Ethics, published immediately
after the massacre of Chios, bears the affecting words; " At the expense
of those who have so cruelly suffered in Chios." The costly form of
these editions, some of which contain fine engravings, seems somewhat
inappropriate for works intended for national instruction. Koraes, however,
was not in a hurry. He thought, at least towards the close of his life, that
tho Greeks ought to have gone through thirty years more of commercial
and intellectual development before they drew the sword. They would hi
that case, he believed, have crushed Turkey by themselves, and have pre-
vented the Greek kingdom from becoming the sport of European diplomacy.
Much miscellaneous information on Greek affairs before 1820 (rather from
the Phanariot point of view) will be found, combined with literary history,
iu the Cours de Litteraturo Grocquc of Kbizos Neroulos, 1827. The
more recent treatise of E. Rhaukabos on tho same subject (also in French,
Paris, 1877) exhibits what appears to bo characteristic of the modern
Greeks, the inability to distinguish between mere passable performance*
and really great work.
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Greeks were persuaded to take up arms. The Moreotes
themselves paid dearly for the trust which they had
placed in the orthodox Empress. They were virtually
abandoned to the vengeance o£ their oppressors; but
to Greece at large the conditions on which peace was
made proved of immense benefit. The TreafyofKai.

Treaty of Kainardji, signed in 1774, gave 
na*djl' im*

Eussia the express right to make representations at
Constantinople on behalf of the Christian inhabitants
of the Danubian provinces; it also bound the Sultan
to observe certain conditions in his treatment of the

Greek islanders. Out of these clauses, Russian diplo-
macy constructed a general right of interference on
behalf of any Christian subjects of the Porte. The
Treaty also opened the Black Sea to Eussian ships
of commerce, and conferred upon Eussia the commercial
privileges of the most favoured nation.* The result
of this compact was a very remarkable one. The
Eussian Government permitted hundreds of Greek
shipowners to hoist its own flag, and so changed the
footing of Greek merchantmen in every port of the
Ottoman Empire. The burdens which had placed
the Greek trader at a disadvantage, when compared
with the Mohammedan, vanished. A host of Eussian

consular agents, often Greeks themselves, was scattered
over the Levant. Eager for opportunities of attaching
the Greeks to their Eussian patrons, quick to make
their newly-won power felt by the Turkw, these men
extracted a definite meaning from the clauses of the

* ZiixkcLscn, Gcschiclite etas Osmanisehon Boiclios, y. 959,
3 A 2
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Treaty of Kainardji, by which the Porte had bound
itself to observe the rights of its Christian subjects.
The sense of security in the course of their business,
no less than the emancipation from commercial fetters,
gave an immense impulse to Greek traders. Their
ships were enlarged ; voyages, hitherto limited to
the Levant, were extended to England and even to
America; and a considerable armament of cannon

was placed on board each ship for defence against
the attack of Algerian pirates.

Before the end of the eighteenth century another
war between Turkey and Eussia, resulting in the cession
of the district of Oczakoff on the northern shore of the

Black Sea, made the Greeks both carriers and vendors

of the corn-export of Southern Russia, The city of
Foundation of Odessa was founded on the ceded territory.
Odessa, 1702. r^ merc]iaixts who raised it to its sudden

prosperity were not Eussians but Greeks; and in the
course of a single generation many a Greek trading-
house, which had hitherto deemed the sum of £3,000 to
be a large capital, rose to an opulence little behind that
of the great London firms. Profiting by the, neutrality
of Turkey or its alliance with England during a great
part of the revolutionary war, the Greeks succeeded to
much of the Mediterranean trade that was lost by
France and its dependencies. The increasing intelli*
gence of the people was shown in the fact that foreign-
ers were no longer employed by Greek merchants as
their travelling agents in distant countries; there were
countrymen enough of their own who could negotiate
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with an Englishman or a Dane in his own language.
The richest Greeks were no doubt those of Odessa and

Salonica, not of Hellas proper; but even the little
islands of Hydra and Spetza, the refuge of the Moreotes
whom Catherine had forsaken in 1770, now became

communities of no small wealth and spirit. Psara,
which was purely Greek, formed with these Albanian

' colonies the nucleus of an ^Bgaean naval Power. The
Ottoman Government, cowed by its recent defeats, and
perhaps glad to see the means of increasing its resources,
made no attempt to check the growth of the Hellenic
armed marine. Under the very eyes of the Sultan, the
Hydriote and Psarian captains, men as venturesome as
'the sea-kings of ancient Greece, accumulated the artil-
lery which was hereafter to hold its own against many
an Ottoman man-of-war, and to sweep the Turkish
merchantmen from the jEgsean. Eighteen years before
the Greek insurrection broke out, Koraes, calling the
attention of Western Europe to the progress made by his
country, wrote the following significant words :-" If
the Ottoman Government could have foreseen that the

Greeks would create a merchant-navy, composed of
several hundred vessels, most of them regularly armed,
it would have crushed the movement at its commence-

ment. It is impossible to calculate the effects which
may result from the creation of this marine, or the in-
fluence which it may exert both upon the destiny of
the oppressed nation and upon that of its oppressors." *

* Kotaes, Mimoire sur l*6tat actual de la civilization do la Gr&ce:
repnblished'in the Lettres Indites, p. 464. This memoir, road by
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Like its classic sisterland in the Mediterranean,

Greece was stirred by the far-sounding voices of the
French Eevolution. The Declaration of the

Fre5chcRevolt Eights of Man, the revival of a supposed
taon on Greece. & - " P

antique Eepublicanism, the victories of
Hoche and Bonaparte, successively kindled the enthu-
siasm of a race already restless under the Turkish yoke.
Trance drew to itself some of the hopes that had
hitherto been fixed entirely upon Eussia. Images and
ideas of classic freedom invaded the domain where the

Church had hitherto been all in all; the very sailors
began to call their boats by the names of Spartan and
Athenian heroes, as well as by those of saints and mar-
tyrs. In 1797 Venice fell, and Bonaparte seized its
&reek possessions, the Ionian Islands. There was
something of the forms of liberation in the establish*
ment of Trench rule; the inhabitants of Zante were at

least permitted to make a bonfire of the stately wigs
worn by tKeir Venetian masters. Great changes seemed
to be near at hand. It was not yet understood that
France fought for empire, not for justice; and the man
who, above all others, represented the early spirit of the
revolution among the Greeks, the poet Ehegas, looked to
Bonaparte to give the signal for the rising of the whole
of the Christian populations subject to Mohammedan
rule. Ehegas, if he was not a wise politician, was a
thoroughly brave man, and he was able to serve his
country as a martyr. "While engaged in Austria in

Koraes to a learned society in Paris, in January, 1803, is one,of the most
luminous and interesting historical sketches ever penned.
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conspiracies against the Sultan's Government, and pro-
bably in intrigues with Bernadotte, French Deathofiihcgas,

ambassador at Vienna, he was arrested by 1(98'
the agents of Thugut, and handed over to the Turks.
He was put to death at Belgrade, with five of his com-
panions, in May, 171)8. The songs of Ilhegas soon
passed through every household in Greece. They were
a precious treasure to his countrymen, and they have
immortalised his name as a patriot. But the work whicli
he had begun languished for a time after his death.
The series of events which followed Bonaparte's invasion
of Egypt extinguished the hope of the liberation of
Greece by the French Republic.- Among the higher
Greek clergy the alliance with the godless followers of
Voltaire was seen with no favourable eye. The Porte
was even able to find a Christian Patriarch to set his

name to a pastoral, warning the faithful against the sin
of rebellion, and reminding them that, while Satan was
creating the Lutherans and Oalvinists, the infinite mercy
of God had raised up the Ottoman Power in order that
the Orthodox Church might be preserved pure from the
heresies of the Weist.*

From tho year 1708 down to the Peace of Paris,
Greece was more affected by the vicissitudes of the

)), by, or profawdng to be by, Anthiraos, Patriarch of
Jerusalem, and printed "at tho expense o£ the Holy Sepulchre," p, 13.
This cnrion* work, IE which the Patriarch at last brcaka out inio doggrel,
has found ifcs way to the British Museum. It was answorod by Koraes.
For the of ect of Rliogas' songs on the people, eoe Fauriel, ii. 18* Mr,
Finlay soems to be mistaken m calling Aattiinoa' book an answer to the
tract of Etigenlos Bulgaria on religious toleration* That was written
about thirty years before.
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Ionian Islands and by the growth of dominion of
The Ionian is- ^ Pasha in Albania than by the earlier
laads, 1798-1815. revoiutionary ideas. Prance was deprived
of. its spoils by the combined Turkish and Eussian
fleets in the coalition o£ 1799, and the Ionian Islands

were made into a Republic under the protection of
the Czar and the Sultan. It was in the native ad-

ministration of Corfu that the career of Capodistrias
began. At the peace of Tilsit the Czar gave these islands
back to Napoleoix, and Capodistrias, whose ability had
gained general attention, accepted an invitation to enter
the Eussian service. The islands were then successively
beleaguered and conquered by the English, with the
exception of Corfu; and after the fall of Napoleon they
became a British dependency. Thus the three greatest
Powers of Europe were during the first years of this
century in constant rivalry on the east of the Adriatic,
and a host of Greeks, some fugitives, some adventurers,
found employment among their armed forces. The
jui pa*ha,W mos* famous chieftain in the war of libe*

1821r ration, Theodore Kolokotrones, a Klepht
of the Morea, was for some years major of a Greek
regiment in the pay of England. In. the meantime,
AH Pasha, on the neighbouring mainland, neither
rested himself nor allowed any of his neighbours
to rest. The Suliotes, vanquished after years of heroic
defence, migrated in a body to the Ionian Island^ in
1804. Every Klepht, and Armatole of the Bpirote
border had fought at some time *eithet for 4li or
against him; for in the extension of his violent and
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crafty rule Ali was a friend to-day and an enemy
to-morrow alike to Greek, Turk, and Albanian.

When his power was at .its height, Ali's court at
Janina was as ranch Greek as it was Mohammedan:

soldiers, merchants, professors, all, as it was said,
with a longer or a shorter rope round their necks,
played their part in the society of the Epirote capital.*
Among the officers of Ali's army there were some who
were ' soon to be the military rivals of Kolokotrones in
the Greek insurrection: Ali's physician, Dr. Kolettes,
was gaining an experience and an influence among
these men which afterwards placed him at the head of
the Government. For good or for evil, it was felt
that the establishment of a virtually independent
kingdom of Albania must deeply affect the fate of
Treece; and when at length Ali openly defied the
Sultan, and Turkish armies cloned round his castle at
Janina, the conflict between the Porto and its most

powerful vassal gave the Greeks the signal to strike
for their own independence.

The secret society, which under the name of Hetaeina
Philike, or association of friends,,inaugurated the re-
bellion of Greece, was founded in 1814, after it had

become clear that the Congress of Vienna would take no
steps on behalf of the Christian subjects of the Porte.
The founders of this society were traders of
Odessa, and its earliest members seem to
have been drawn more from the Greeks in Eussia and in

the Dannbian provinces than from those of Greece
* Luke, T*avels In Northern Greece, eh, v., 30, 37.
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Proper. The object of the conspiracy was the expiilsion
of the Turk from Europe, and the re-establishment of a
Greek Eastern Empire. It was pretended by the council
of directors that the Emperor Alexander had secretly
joined them; and the ingenious fiction was circulated
that a society for the preservation of Greek antiquities,
for which Capodistrias had gained the patronage of the
Czar and other eminent men at the Congress of Vienna,
was in fact this political association in disguise. The real
chiefs of the conspiracy always spoke of themselves as
acting under the instructions of a nameless superior
power. They were as little troubled by scruple in
thus deceiving their followers as they were in plan-
ning a general massacre of the Turks, and in mur-
dering their own agents when they wished to have
them out of the way. The ultimate design of the
Hetseria was an unsound one, and its operations were
based upon an imposture; but in exciting the Greeks
against Turkish rule, and in inspiring confidence
in its own resources and authority, it was com-
pletely successful. In the course of six years every
Greek of note, both in Greece itself and in the adjacent
countries, had joined the association. The Turkish
Government had received warnings of the danger which
threatened it, but disregarded them until revolt was on
the point of breaking out. The very improvement in,
the condition of the Christians, the absence of any crying
oppression or outrage in Greece during late years,
probably lulled the anxieties of Sultan Mahmud, who,
terrible as he afterwards proved himself, had not hitherto
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been without sympathy for the Eayah. But the history
of France, no less than the history of Greece, shows that
it is not the excess, but the sense, of wrong that produces
revolution. A people may be so crushed by oppression
as to suffer all conceivable misery with patience. It is
when the pulse has again begun to beat strong, when
the eye is fixed no longer on the ground, and the
knowledge of good and evil again burns in the heart,
that the right and the duty of resistance is felt.

Early in 1820 the ferment in Greece had become so
general that the chiefs of the Hefeeria were compelled to
seek at St. Petersburg for the Russian leader who had
as yet existed only in their imagination. There was
no dispute as to the person to whom the task of restoring
the Eastern Empire rightfully belonged. Capodistrias,
at once a Greek and Foreign Minister of capoaistrtaa

llussia, stood in the front rank of European ""* Hypsntott
statesmen; he was known to lovo the Greek cause;

he was believed to possess the strong personal affection
of the Emperor Alexander. The deputies of the
Hetseria besought him to place himself at its head.
Capodistrias, however, knew better than any other
man the force of those influences which would dis-

$uade the Czar from assisting Greece* He ha4
himself published a pamphlet in the preceding year
Recommending his countrymen to take no rash step;
and, apart froin all personal considerations, he probably
believed that he could serve Greece better as Minister

of Bussia than by connoting himself with any dan-
gerous enterprise. He rejected the offers of the
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Eetserists, who then turned to a soldier of some dis-
tinction in the Russian army, Prince Alexander Hyp-
silanti, a Greek exile, whose grandfather, after governing
Wallachia as Hospodar, had been put to death by the
Turks for complicity with the designs of Rhegas. It is
said that Capodistrias encouraged Hypsilanti to attempt
the task which he had himself declined, and that he
allowed him to believe that if Greece once rose in arms

the assistance of Eussia could not long be withheld.*
Hypsilanti, sacrificing his hopes of the recovery of a
great private fortune, through the intercession of the
Czar at Constantinople, placed himself at the head of
the Hetseria, and entered upon a career, for which,
with the exception of personal courage proved in
the campaigns against Napoleon, he seems to have
possessed no single qualification.

In October, 1820, the leading Hetserists met in
council at Ismail to decide whether the insurrection

against the Turk should begin in Greece itself or in the
Danubian provinces. Most of the Greek officers in
trhe Hetorist ^Q serv*ce of Sutsos, the Hospodar of

plaa" " Moldavia, were ready to join the revolt.
With the exception of a few companies serving as
police, there were no Turkish soldiers north of the
Danube, the Sultan having bound himself by the
Treaty of Bucharest to send no troops into the Princi-
palities without the Czar's consent. It does not appear

* Mendelssohn Bartholdy, GescMchte Griechenlands, i. 145, from the
Capers of Hypsilanti's brother. Otherwise in Prokesch-Osten, Abfall der
"Griechen, i.13.
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that the Hetserists had yet formed any calculation as
to the probable action of the Koumanian people: they
had certainly no reason to believe that this race bore
good-will to the Greeks, or that it would make any
effort to place a Greek upon the Sultan's throne. The
conspirators at Ismail were so far on the right
track that they decided that the outbreak should
begin, not on the Danube, but in Peloponnesus.
Hypsilanti, however, full of the belief that Eussia
would support him, reversed this conclusion, and de-
termined to raise his standard in Moldavia.* And

now for the first time some account was taken of

the Eoumanian population. It was known that the
mass of the people groaned under the feudal oppression
of the Boyards, or landowners, and that the Boyards
themselves detested the government of the Greek Hos-
podars. A plan found favour among Hypsilanti's
adviners that the Wallachian peasantry should first be
called to arms by a native leader for the redress of their
own grievances, and that the Greeks should then step in
and take control of the insurrectionary movement.
Theodor Wladimiresco, a Eoumanian who had served in

the Eussian army, was ready to raise the standard of
revolt among his countrymen. It did not occur to the
Ifceterista that Wladimiresco might have a purpose of
his own, or that the Eouoaanian population might
prefer to see the Greek adventure fail. No sovereign
by Divine righfc hod a firmer belief in his prerogative
within lus own dominions than Hypsilaati in his power
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to command or outwit Eoumanians, Slavs, and all other

Christian subjects of the Sultan.
The feint of a native rising was planned and

executed. In February, 1821, while Hypsilanti waited
on the Eussian frontier, Wladimiresco proclaimed the
abolition of feudal services, and marched with a horde

of peasants upon Bucharest. On the 6th
BoSiama, m of March the Hetserists began their own
Mftrch, 1821.

insurrection by a deed of blood that dis-
graced the Christian cause. Karavias, a conspirator
commanding the Greek troops of the Hospodar at
Q-alatz, let loose his soldiers and murdered every
Turk who could be hunted down. Hypsilanti crossed
the Pruth next day, and appeared at Jassy with a
few hundred followers. A proclamation was published
in which the Prince called upon all Christian subjects
of the Porbe to rise, and declared that a great European
Power, meaning Eussia, supported him in his enterprise.
Sutsos> the Hospodar, at once handed over all the
apparatus of government, and supplied the insurgents
with a large sum of money. Two thousand armed men,
some of them regular troops, gathered round Hypsilanti
at Jassy. The roads to the Danube lay open before
him; the resources of Moldavia were at his disposal;
and had he at once thrown a force into Q-alatz and

Ilpraila, he might perhaps have made it difficult for
Turkish troops to gain a footing on the north of the
Danube.

But the incapacity of the leader became evident from
the moment when he began his enterprise. He loitered
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for a week at Jassy, holding court aud conferring titles,
and then, setting out for Bucharest, wasted three weeks
more upon the road. In the meantime the news of the
insurrection, and of the fraudulent use that had been
made of his own name, reached the Czar, who was

now engaged at the Congress of Laibach. Alexander
was at this moment abandoning himself
heart and soul to Metternich's reactionary avoews tSfmove.v ment.

influence, and ordering his generals to
make ready a hundred thousand men to put down
the revolution in Piedmont. He received with dismay
a letter from Hypsilanti invoking his aid in a rising
which was first described in the phrases of the Holy
Alliance as the result of a divine inspiration, and then
exhibited as a masterwork of secret societies and wide-

spread conspiracy. A stern answer was sent back.
Hypsilanti was dismissed from the Russian service; he
was ordered to lay down his arms, and a manifesto was
published by the Russian Consul at Jassy declaring that
the Czar repudiated and condemned the enterprise with
which his name had been connected. The Patriarch of

Constantinople, helpless in the presence of Sultan
Mahmud, now issued a ban of excommunication against
the leader and all his followers. Some weeks later the

Congress of Laibach officially branded the Greek revolt
as a work of 'the same anarchical spirit which had pro-
duced the revolutions of Italy and Spain,*

The disavowal of the Heterist enterprise by the Czar
was fatal to its success. Hypsilanti, indeed, put on a

* Bv *ad F. State Paper*, viii 1203.
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bold countenance and pretended that the public utter-
ances of the Eussian Court were a mere blind, and in

contradiction to the private instructions given him by the
Czar; but no one believed him. The Eoumanians, when

they knew that aid was not coming from Eussia, held
The enterprise al°°^ or treated the insurgents as enemies.

fans. Turkish troops crossed the Danube, and
Hypsilanti fell back from Bucharest towards the
Austrian frontier. Wladimiresco followed him, not

however to assist him in his struggle, but to cut off 'his
retreat and to betray him to the enemy. It was in vain
that the bravest of Hypsilanti's followers, Georgakis,
a Greek from Olympus, sought the Wallachian at his
own headquarters, exposed his treason to the Hetserist
ofl&cers who surrounded him, and carried him, a doomed

man, to the Greek camp. Wladimiresco's death was
soon avenged. The Turks advanced. Hypsilanti was
defeated in a series of encounters, and fled ignobly from
his followers, to seek a refuge, and to find a prison, in
Austria. Bands of his soldiers, forsaken by theirleader,
sold their lives dearly in a hopeless struggle. At
Skuleni, on the Pruth, a troop of four hundred men
refused to cross to Eussian soil until they had given
battle to the enemy. Standing at bay, they met the
onslaught of ten times their number of pursuers.
Georgakis, who had sworn that he would never fall
alive into the enemy's hands, kept his word. Sur-
rounded by Turkish troops in the tower of a monas-
tery, he threw open the doors for those of his comrades
who could to escape, and then setting fire to a chest of
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powder, perished in the explosion, together with his
assailants.

The Hetserist invasion of the Principalities had
ended in total failure, and with it there passed away
for ever the dream of re-establishing the Eastern
Empire under Greek ascendency. But while this enter-
prise, planned in vain reliance upon foreign aid and
in blind assumption of leadership over an alien race,
collapsed through the indifference of a
people to whom the Greeks were known* r 

t 1821.

only as oppressors, that genuine uprising
of the Greek nation, which, in spite of the nullity
of its leaders, in spite of the crimes, the disunion,
the perversity of a race awaking from centuries of
servitude, was to add one more to the free peoples of
Europe, broke out in the real home of the Hellenes, in
the Morea and the islands of the JEgsean. Soon after
Hypsilanti's appearance in Moldavia the Turkish
governor of the Morea, anticipating a general rebellion of
the Greeks, had summoned the Primates of his province
to Tripolitza, with the view of seizing them as hostages.
The Primates of the northern district set out, but halted

on their way, debating whether they should raise the
standard of insurrection or wait for events. While they
lingered, irresolutely at Ealavryta the decision passed
out of their hands, and the people rose throughout the
Morea. The revolt of the Moreot Greeks against their
oppressors was from the first, and with set purpose, a war
of eocfc^rminatioix* " The Turk/' they sang in their war-

*' shall live no longer, neither in Morea nor in the
S B <
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whole earth." This terrible resolution was, during the
first weeks of the revolt, carried into literal effect. The

Turks who did not fly from their country-houses to
the towns where there were garrisons or citadels to
defend them, were attacked and murdered with their
entire families, men, women and children. This was the
first act of the revolution; and within a few weeks after

the 2nd of April, on which the first outbreaks occurred,
the open country was swept clear of its Ottoman popu-
lation, which had numbered about 25,000, and the

residue of the lately dominant race was collected within
the walls of Patras, Tripolitza, and other towns, which
the Greeks forthwith began to beleaguer.*

The news of the revolt of the Morea and of the mas-

sacre of Mohammedans reached Constantinople, striking
terror into the politicians of the Turkish capital, and
rousing the Sultan Mahmud to a vengeance tiger-like
in its ferocity, but deliberate and calculated like every
Terrorism at bloody deed of this resolute and able sove-

constantinopie. j^jg^ Reprisals had already been made
upon the Greeks at Constantinople for the acts of Hyp-
silanti, and a number of innocent persons had been
put to death by the executioner, but no general attack
upon the Christians had been suggested, nor had the
work of punishment passed out of the hands of the
government itself. Now, however, the fury of the
Mohammedan populace was let loose upon the ittfidel.
The Sultan called upon his subjects to arm themselves

*Finlay, i 187; Gordon, i. 203; K Mendelssofcn, GoBcHchte
Griochenlauds, i. 191 j Prokesch-Ostea, Abfall der Griechen, i, 20*
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in defence of their faith. Executions were redoubled;
soldiers and mobs devastated Greek settlements on the

Bosphorus; and on the most sacred day of the Greek
Church a blow was struck which sent a thrill over

Eastern Europe. The Patriarch of Constantinople had
celebrated the service which ushers in the

dawn of Easter Sunday, when he was sum- the p^nan*, J ' April 22.

moned by the Dragoman of the Porte to
appear before a Synod hastily assembled. There an
order of the Sultan was read declaring Gregorius IV. a
traitor, and degrading him from his office. The Synod
was commanded to elect his successor. It did so.

"While the new Archbishop was receiving his investiture,
Gregorius was led out, and was hanged, still wearing
his sacred robes, at the gate of his palace. His body
remained during Easter Sunday and the two following
days at the place of execution. It was then given to
the Jews to be insulted, dragged through the streets,
and cast into the sea. The Archbishops of Adrianople,
Salonica, and Tirnovo suffered death on the same

Easter- Sunday. The body of Gregorius, floating in the
waves, was picked up by a' G-reek ship and carried to
Odessa. Brought, as it was believed, by a miracle to
Christian soil> the relics of the Patriarch received at the

hands of the Eussian government the funeral honours
of a martyr, (Jregbrius had no doubt had dealings with
the Hetserists; but he was put to death untried; and
whatever may have been the real extent of his offence,
he was executed not for this but in order to strike terror

into the Sultan's Christian subjects.
8 B 2
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During the succeeding months, in Asia Minor as
well as in Macedonia and at Constantinople itself, there
were wholesale massacres of the Christians, and the

churches of the Greeks were pillaged or
aSSEM? destroyed hy their enemies, hoth Jews and
April-October, J J

Turks. Smyrna, Adnanople, and Salomca,
in so far as these towns were Greek, were put to the
sack; thousands of the inhabitants were slain by the
armed mobs who held command, or were sold into slavery.
It was only the fear of a war with Eussia which at
length forced Sultan Mahmud to stop these deeds of
outrage and to restore some of the conditions of civi-
lised Jife in the part of his dominions which was not
in revolt. The Eussian army and nation would have
avenged the execution of the Patriarch by immediate
war if popular instincts had governed its ruler. Stro-
gonoff, the ambassador at Constantinople, at once pro-
posed to the envoys of the other Powers to unite in
calling up war-ships for the protection of the Christians.
Joint action was, however, declined by Lord Strangford,
the representative of England, and the Porte was encou-
raged by the attitude of this- politician to treat the threats
of Strogonoff with indifference. There was an interval
during which the destiny of a great part of Eastern

Effect on Europe depended upon the fluctuations
Bus8*' of a single infirm will. The Czar had

thoroughly identified himself while at Laibach with the
principles and the policy of European conservatism, and
had assented to the declaration ia which Metternich

placed the Greek rebellion, together with the Spanish and
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Italian insurrections, under the ban of Europe. Eeturn-
ing to St. Petersburg, Alexander, in spite of the veil that
intercepts from every sovereign the real thoughts and
utterances of his people, found himself within the range
of widely different influences. Eussian passions were
not roused by what might pass in Italy or Spain. The
Russian priest, the soldier, the peasant understood
nothing of theories of federal intervention, and of the
connection between Neapolitan despotism and the
treaties of 1815 : but his blood boiled when he heard

that the chief priest of his Church had been murdered
by the Sultan, and that a handful of his brethren were
fighting for their faith unhelped. Alexander felt to
some extent the throb of national spirit. There had
been a time in his life when a single hour of strong
emotion or of overpowering persuasion had made him
renounce every obligation and unite with Napoleon
against his own allies; and there were those who in
1821 believed that the Czar would as suddenly break
loose from his engagements with Metternich and throw
himself, with a fanatical army and nation, into a crusade
against the Turk. Sultan Mahmud had himself given
to the Eussian party of action a ground for denouncing
him in the name of Eussian honour and interests inde-

pendently of all that related to Greece, In order to
prevent the escape of suspected persons, the Porte had
ordered Eussian vessels to be searched at Constantinople,
and it had forced all corn-ships coming from the Euxin^
to discharge their cargoes at the Bosphottts, under the
apprehension that the corn-supplies of the capital would
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be cut off by Greek vessels in command of the JEgsean.
Further, Eussia had by treaty the right to insist that
the Danubian Principalities should be governed by their
civil authorities, the Hospodars, and not by Turkish
Pashas. The insurrection in Wallachia had been put
down, but the rule of Hospodars had not been restored ;
Turkish generals, at the head of their forces, still ad-
ministered their provinces under military law. On all
these points Eussia had at least the semblance of
grievances of its own. The outrages which shocked all
Europe were not the only wrong which Russian pride
called upon the Czar to redress. The influence of Capo-
distrias revived at St. Petersburg. A despatch was
sent to Constantinople declaring that the Porte had
begun a war for life or death with the Christian reli-
gion, and that its continued existence among the
Powers of Europe must depend upon its undertaking
to restore the churches which had been destroyed, to
guarantee the inviolability of Christian worship in the
future, and to discriminate in its punishments between

the innocent and the guilty. Presentingbftfl- o "/ o

ultimatum from his master, Strogonoff,
r *' 

in accordance with his instructions, demanded

a written answer within eight days. No such answer
came. On the 27th of July the ambassador quitted
Constantinople. War seemed to be on the point of
breaking out.

The capital where these events were watched with,
the greatest apprehension was Vienna, The fortunes of
the Ottoman Empire have always been most intimately
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connected with those of Austria; and although the
long struggle of the House of Hamburg
with Napoleon and its wars in recent times
with Prussia and with Italy have made the western
aspect of Austrian policy more prominent and more
familiar than its eastern one, the eastern interests of

the monarchy have always been at least as important
in the eyes of its actual rulers. Before the year 1720
Austria, not Eussia, was the great enemy of Turkey and
the aggressive Power of the east of Europe, After
1780 the Emperor Joseph had united with Catherine of
Eussia in a plan for dividing the Sultan's dominions
in Europe, and actually waged a war for this purpose.
In 1795 the alliance, with the same object, had been pro-
spectively revived by Thugut; in 1809, after the Treaty
of Tilsit, Metternich had determined in the last resort to

combine with Napoleon and Alexander in dismembering
Turkey, if all diplomatic means should fail to prevent a
joint attack on the Porte by Prance and Eussia. But
this resolution had been adopted by Metternich only as a
matter of necessity, and in view of a combination which
threatened to reduce Austria to the position of a vassal
State. Metternich's own definite and consistent policy
after 1814 was the maintenance of the Ottoman Empire.
His statesmanship was, as a rule, governed by fear;
and his fear of Alexander was second only to his old
fear of Napoleon. Times were changed since Joseph
and Thugut could hope to enter upop. a game of aggres-
sion with Eussia upon e<jual tera^s. The Austrian
army had been beaten in every battle that it had fought
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during nearly twenty years. Province after province
had been severed from it, without, except in the Tyrol,
raising a hand in its support; and when in 1821 the
Minister compared Austria's actual Empire and position
in Europe, won and maintained in great part by his own
diplomacy, with the ruin to which a series of wars had
brought it ten years before, he might well thank Heaven
that international Congresses were still so much in
favour with the Courts, and tremble at the clash of
arms which from the remote Morea threatened to call

Napoleon's northern conquerors once more into the field. *
England was not, like Austria, exposed to actual

danger by the advance of Eussia towards the JEgsean ;
but the growth of Eussian power had been viewed
with alarm by English politicians since 1788, when
Eastern policy ^* ^ad formed a triple alliance with
of iing d. prassia and Holland for the purpose of de-

fending the Porte against the attacks of Catherine
and Joseph. The interest of Great Britain in the
maintenance of the Ottoman Empire had not been laid
down as a principle before that date, nor was it then
acknowledged by the Whig party. It was asserted by
Pitt from considerations relating to the European balance
of power, not, as in our own times, with a direct reference
to England's position in India. The course of events
from 1792 to 1807 made England and Eussia for a
while natural allies ; but this friendship was turned into
hostility by the Treaty of Tilsit; and although after a

* HettenricL, iii. 622, 717; Prokesch-Osten, i. 231, 303. B, and F.
State Papers, viii. 1247.
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few years Alexander was again fighting for the same
cause as Great Britain, and the public opinion of this
country enthusiastically hailed the issue of the Moscow
campaign, English statesmen never forgot the interview
upon the Niemen, and never, in the brightest moments
of victory, regarded Alexander without some secret mis-
givings. During the campaign of 1814 in France,
Castlereagh's willingness to negotiate with Bonaparte
was due in great part to the fear that Alexander's high-
wrought resolutions would collapse before Napoleon
could be thoroughly crushed, and that reaction would
carry him into a worse peace than that which he then
disdained.* The negotiations at the Congress of Vienna
brought Great Britain and Russia, as it has been seen,
into an antagonism which threatened to end in the
resort to arms; and the tension which then and for

some time afterwards existed between the two govern-

ments led English Ministers to speak, certainly in exag-
gerated and misleading language, of the mutual hostility
of the English and the Eussian nations. From 1815 to
1821 the Czar had been jealously watched. It had been
rumoured over and over again that he was preparing to
invade the Ottoman Empire; and when the rebellion of
the (jhreeks broke out, the one thought of Castlereagh
and his colleagues was that Eussia must be prevented
from throwing itself into the fray, and that the interests
of Great Britain required that the authority of the
Sultan should as soon, as possible be restored through-
out his dominions.

* Records, Continent iii
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Both at London therefore and at Vienna the rebellion

of Greece was viewed by governments only as an unfortu-
nate disturbance which was likely to excite

perSiVwK war between Eussia and its neighbours, andfare. °

to imperil the peace of Europe at large. It
may seem strange that the spectacle of a nation rising
to assert its independence should not even have aroused
the question whether its claims deserved to be con-
sidered. But to do justice, at least to the English
Ministers of 1821, it must be remembered how terrible,

how overpowering, were the memories left by the twenty
years of European war that had closed in 1815, and
at how vast a cost to mankind the regeneration of
Greece would have been effected, if, as then seemed

probable, it had ranged the Great Powers again in arms
against one another, and re-kindled the spirit of military
aggression which for a whok generation had made
Europe the prey of rival coalitions. It is impossible
to read the letter in which Castlereagh pleaded with the
Czar to sacrifice his own glory and popularity to the
preservation of European peace, without perceiving in
what profound earnestness the English statesman sought
to avert the renewal of an epoch of conflict, and how
much the apprehension of coming calamity predominated'
in his own mind over the mere jealousy of an extension
of Eussian power.* If Castlereagh had no thought for
Greece itself, it was because the larger interests of
Europe wholly absorbed him, and because he lacked
the imagination and the insight to conceive of a better

* Castlereagli, viii. 16; Mettermch, ill 504
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adjustment of European affairs under the widening
recognition of national rights. The Minister of Austria,
to whom at this crisis Castlereagh looked as his natural
ally, had no doubt the same dread of a renewed convul-
sion of Europe, but in his case it was mingled with
considerations of a much narrower kind. It is not

correct to say that Metternich was indifferent to
the Greek cause; he actually hated it, be- Mettemiuii ana

cause it gave a stimulus to the liberal theGreeks-
movement of Germany. In his empty and pedantic
philosophy of human action, Metternich linked together
every form of national aspiration and unrest as something
presumptuous and wanton. He understood nothing of
the debt that mankind owes to the spirit of freedom.
He was just as ready to dogmatise upon the wickedness
of the English Eeform Bill as he was to trace the hand
of Capodistrias in every tumult in Servia or the Morea :
and even if there had been no fear of Russian aggres-
sion in the background, he would instinctively have
condemned the Greek revolt when he saw that the

light-headed professors in the German Universities were
beginning to agitate in its favour, and that the recalci-
trant Minor Courts regarded it with some degree of
sympathy.

The policy of Metternich in the Eastern Question
had for its object the maintenance of tKe existing order
of things; and as it was certain that some satia&etion
or other must be givea to Bussiaa pride, ̂ttemicVs
counsel was that tke grievances of th$ 0#ar wbicfc were
specifically Russian stoiild be elearty dist&giushed from
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questions relating to the independence of Greece; and
that on the former the Porte should be recommended to

agree with its adversary quickly, the good offices of
Europe being employed within given limits on the
Czar's behalf; so that, the Eussian causes of complaint
being removed, Alexander might without loss of honour
leave the Greeks to be subdued, and resume the diplo-
matic relations with Constantinople which had been so
perilously severed by Strogonoff's departure. It re-

mained for the Czar to decide whether, as

he^toepoW head of Eussia and protector of the Chris-
of peace. r

tians of the East, he would solve the Eastern

Question by his own sword, or whether, constant to the
principle and ideal of international action to which he
had devoted himself since 1815, he would commit

his cause to the joint mediation of Europe, and accept
such solution of the problem as his allies might attain.
In the latter case it was clear that no blow would be

struck on behalf of Greece. Tor a year or more the
balance wavered; at length the note of triumph sounded
in the Austrian Cabinet. 'Capodistrias, the represen-
tative of the Greek cause at St. Petersburg, rightly
measured the force of the opposing impulses in the
Czar's mind. He saw that Alexander, interested' as
he was in Italy and Spain, would never break with
that federation of the Courts which he had himself

created, nor shake off the influences of legitimism which
had dominated him since the Congress of Aix-la-
Chapelle. Submitting when contention had become
hopeless, and anticipating his inevitable fall by a
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voluntary retirement from public affairs, Capodistrias,
still high in credit and reputation, quitted
St. Petersburg under the form of leave
of absence, and withdrew to Geneva, there

to await events, and to enjoy the distinction of a
patriot whom love for Greece had constrained to abandon
one of the most splendid positions in Europe. Grave,
melancholy, and austere, as one who suffered with
his country, Capodistrias remained in private life till
the vanquished cause had become the victorious one,
and the liberated Greek nation called him to place
himself at its head.

An international diplomatic campaign of vast ac-
tivity and duration "began in the year 1821, but the
contest of arms was left, as Metternich desired, to
the Greeks and the Turks alone. The first act of

the war was the insurrection of the Morea : the
second was the extension of this insurrec- 

^y^^^Qt^M

tion over parts of Continental Greece and Greekwvolt-
the Archipelago, and its summary extinction by the
Turk in certain districts, which in consequence re-
mained for the future outside the area of hostilities,
and so were not ultimately included in the Hellenic
Kingdom. Central Greece, that is, the
country lying immediately north 'of the
Corinthian Gulf, broke into revolt a few weeks

than the Morea. The rising against the Mohammedans
was distinguished by the same zaerpiless Spirit: the
men were generally massacred ; the wornea, if not killed,
were fpr the most part sold into slavery; and when, after
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an interval of three years, Lord Byron came to Misso-
loDghi, lie found that a miserahle band of twenty-three
captive women formed the sole remnant of the Turkish
population of that town. Thessaly, with some excep-
tions, remained passive, and its inaction was of the
utmost service to the Turkish cause; for Ali Pasha in

Epirus was now being besieged by the Sultan's
armies, and if Thessaly had risen in the rear of these
troops, they could scarcely have escaped destruction.
Khurshid, the Ottoman commander conducting the
siege of Janina, held firmly to his task, in spite
of the danger which threatened his communica-
tions, and in spite of the circumstance that his
whole household had fallen into the hands of the

Moreot insurgents. His tenacity saved the
Fall of AH , - . <» ,i rvu -n
pasha, Feb., border-provinces for the Ottoman Empire.

No combination was effected between Ali

and the Greeks, and at the beginning of 1822 the
Albanian chieftain lost both his stronghold and his life.
In the remoter district of Chalcidice, on the Macedonian

coast, where the promontory of Athos and the two
parallel peninsulas run out into the JEgaean, and a Greek

population, clearly severed from the Slavic r r ' J

inhabitants of the mainland, maintained its

own communal and religious organisation, the national
revolt broke out under Hetserist leaders. The monks of

Mount Athos, like their neighbours, took up arms. But
there was little sympathy between the privileged chiefs
of these abbeys and the desperate men who had come
to head the revolt. The struggle was soon abandoned;
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and, partly by force of arms, partly by negotiation, the
authority of the Sultan was restored without much
difficulty throughout this region.

The settlements of the .ZBgsean which first raised
the flag of Greek independence were the so-called
Nautical Islands, Hydra, Spetza, and Psara, where
the absence of a Turkish population 3^^^
and the enjoyment of a century of self- Islauds-
government had allowed the bold qualities of an
energetic maritime race to grow to their full vigour.
Hydra and Spetza were close to the G-reek coast, Psara
was on the farther side of the archipelago, almost
within view of Asia Minor; so that in joining the
insurrection its inhabitants showed great heroism, for
they were exposed to the first attack of any Turkish
force that could maintain itself for a few hours at sea,

and'the whole adjacent mainland was the recruiting-
ground of the Sultan. At Hydra the revolt against
the Ottoman was connected with the internal struggles
of the little community, and these in their turn were
connected with the great economical changes of Europe
which, at the opposite end of the continent, and in a
widely-different society, led to the enactment of the
English Corn Laws, and to the strife of classes which
resulted from them. During Napoleon's wars the
<jarryi0g-trade of most nations had become extinct; litti|#
corn reached England, and few besides Greek ships
navigated the Euxine and Mediterranean. When peace
opened the markets and the ports of all nations, just
as the renewed importation of foreign com threatened'
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to lower the profits of English farmers and the
rents of English landlords, so the reviving freedom of
navigation made an end of the monopoly of the Hydriote
and Psarian merchantmen. The shipowners formed an
oligarchy in Hydra; the captains and crews of their ships,
though they shared the profits of each voyage, were ex-
cluded from any share in the government of the island.
Failure of trade, want and inactivity, hence led to a
political opposition. The shipowners, wealthy and pri-
vileged men, had no inclination to break with the Turk;
the captains and sailors, who had now nothing to lose,
declared for Greek independence. There was a struggle
in which for a while nothing but the commonest im-
pulses of need and rapacity came into play; but the
greater cause proved its power: Hydra threw in its
lot with Greece; and although private greed and ill-
faith, as well as great cruelty, too often disgraced both
the Hydriote crews and those of the other islands,
the nucleus of a naval force was now formed which

made the achievement of Greek independence possible.
The three islands which led the way were soon followed
by the wealthier and more populous Samos and by
the greater part of the Archipelago. Crete, inhabited
by a mixed Greek and Turkish population, also took
up arms, and was for years to come the scene of a
bloody and destructive warfare.

Within the Morea the first shock of the revolt

had made the Greeks masters of everything outside*
the fortified towns. The reduction of these places
was at once undertaken by the insurgents. Tripolitza,
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lately the seat of the Turkish G-overnment, was the
centre of operations, and in the neighbourhood of this
town the first provisional government of the T^ Greek

Greeks, called the Senate of Kaltesti, was leadors*

established. Demetrius Hypsilanti, a brother of the
Hetaerist leader, whose failure in Koumania was not yet
known, landed in the Morea and claimed supreme
power. He was tumultuously welcomed by the peasant-
soldiers, though the Primates, who had hitherto held
undisputed sway, bore him no good will. Two other
men became prominent at this time as leaders in the
Gpeek war of liberation. These were Maurokordatos, a

descendant of the Hospodars of Wallachia-a politician
superior to all his rivals in knowledge and breadth of
view, but wanting in the faculty of action required by
the times-and Kolokotrones,' a type of the rough
fighting Klepht; a mere savage in attainments, scarcely
able to read or write, cunning, grossly avaricious and
faithless, incapable of appreciating either military or moral
.discipline, but a born soldier in his own irregular way,,
and a hero among peasants as ignorant as himself^
There' was yet another, "who, if his character had been
equal to his station, would have been placed at the head
of the government of the Morea. This was Petrobe^
chief of the family of Mauromichalis, ruler of the-
rugge.d district of Maina, in the south-west of Pelo-
ponnesus, where the Turk ha3 never established more-
than nominal sovereignty, A jovial, princely person,
exercising among his clansmen a mild Homeric sway;
Petrobei, surrounded by his nine vigorous sons, was

So
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most picturesque figure in Greece.' But he had 'n©
genius for great things. A sovereignty, which in other
hands might have expanded to national dominion,
remained with Petrobei a i&ere ornament and curiosity;
and the power of the deeply-rooted clan-spirit of the
Maina only made itself felt when, at a later period, the
organisation of a united Hellenic State demanded its
sacrifice.

Anarchy, egotism, and ill-faith disgraced the Greek
insurrection from its beginning to its close. There
were, indeed, some men of unblemished honour -among

the leaders, and the-peasantry in the ranks
iitea,° oct?£ fought with the most determined courage

year after year; but the action, of most of
"those who figured as representatives of the people*
brought discredit upon the national cause. Their first
successes were accompanied by gross treachery and
"cruelty. Had the Greek leaders been Bourbon kings,
nurtured in all the sanctities of 'divine right, instead <o£
tax-gatherers and cattle-lifters, truants from the wil&
school of Turkish violence and deceit, they could not
h&ve perjured themselves with lighter hearts. Chd the,
surrender of Navarino, in August, 1821, after a formal
capitulation providing for the safety of its Turkish
inhabitants, men, women, and children were indiscri-

minately massacred. The capture of Tripolitza, which
took place two months later, was changed from a
peaceful triumph into a scene of frightful slaughter
lly the avarice of individual chiefs, who, while negotia-
tions were pending, made their way into the town, and
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bargained with rich inhabitants to give them protection
in return for their money and jewels. The soldiery, who
had undergone the labours of the siege for six months,
s&w that their reward was being pilfered from them.
Defying all orders, and in the absence of Demetrius
Hypsilanti, the commander-in-chief, they rushed upon
the fortifications of Tripolitza, and carried them by storm.
A general massacre of the inhabitants followed. For
three days the work of carnage was continued in the
streets and houses, until few out of a population of
many thousands remained living. According to the
testimony, of Kolokotrones himself, the roads were so
choked with the dead, that as he rode from the gate-
way to the citadel his horse's hoofs never touched the
ground.*

In the opening scenes of the Greek insurrection the
barbarity of Christians and of Ottomans was perhaps on
a level. The Greek revenged himself with the ferocity
of the slave who breaks his fetters ; the Turk resorted
to wholesale massacre and extermination as the'normal

means of government in troubled times. And as expe-
rience has shown that the savagery of the
T, " 13 " j_» i j-i Th« Maawcro oif
European yields in one generation to the
i&flue&ces of civilised rule, while the Turk

tf&oa&ins as inhuman to-day as he was under Mah-
mud IL, so the history of 1822 proved that the most
devilish passions of the Greek were in the end but a
poor match for disciplined Turkish prowess in the work
-of butchery. It wa# no ea$y matter for the Sultan to

* jColokotronee, A4w«t Jtw&fcfow* j>. 82 j Tricoupes, 'laropla. ii., 61, 62.
8 C 2
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requite, himself for the sack of Tripolitza upon Koloko-
trones and his victorious, soldiers; but there was a

peaceful and inoffensive population elsewhere, which
offered all the conditions for free, unstinted, and unim-

perilled vengeance which the Turk desires. A body of
Samian troops had landed in Chios, and endeavoured,
but with little success, to excite the inhabitants to

revolt, the absence of the Greek fleet rendering them an
almost certain prey to the Sultan's troops on the main-
land. The Samian leader nevertheless refused to abandon

the enterprise, and laid siege to the citadel, in which
there was a Turkish- garrison. Before 'this fortress
could be reduced, a relieving army of seven thousand
Turks, with hosts of fanatical volunteers, landed on the

island. The Samians fled ;" the miserable population of
Chios was given up to massacre. For week after week
the soldiery and the roving hordes of Ottomans slew,
pillaged, and sold into slavery at their pleasure. In
parts of the island where the inhabitants took refuge
in the monasteries, they were slaughtered by thousands
together; others, tempted back.to their homes by the
promulgation of an amnesty, perished family by family.
The lot of those who were spared was almost more
pitiable than of those who died. The slave-markets
of Egypt and Tunis were glutted with Chian captives.
The gentleness, the culture, the moral worth of the
Chian community made its fate the more tragical. No
district in Europe had exhibited a civilisation t&ore free
from the vices of its type: on no community Itad there,
fallen iu modern times so terrible a catastrophe-
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estimates of the destruction of life at Chios are loosely
framed; among the lowest is that which sets the number
of the slain and the enslaved at thirty thousand. The
island, lately thronging with life and activity, became a
thinly-populated place. After a long period of de-
pression and the slow return of some fraction of its
former prosperity, convulsions of nature have in our
.own day again made Chios a ruin. A new life may
-arise when the Turk is no longer master of its shores,
but the ol'd history of Chios is closed for ever*

The impression made upon public opinion in Europe
by the massacre of 1822 was a deep and lasting one,
although it caused no immediate change in the action
of Governments. The general feeling of sympathy for
the Greeks and hatred for the Turks, which ultimately
forced the Governments to take up a different policy,
was intensified by a "brilliant deed of daring
by which a Greek captain avenged the
Chians upon their devastator, and by the
unexpected success gained by the insurgents on the
mainland against powerful armies of the Sultan* The
Greek executive, which was now headed by Maurokor-
datos, had been guilty of gross neglect in not sending
over the fleet in time to prevent the Turks from landing
ia Chios. When once this landing had been effected,
the ships which afterwards arrived were powerless to
prevent the massacre, and nothing could be attempted
except against the Turkish fleet itself. The instrument
of destruction employed by the Greeks was th.e fire-ship,
which had been used with success against the Turk ia
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these same waters in the war of 1770. The sacred

month of the Bamazan was closing, and on the night
of June 18, Kara Ali, the Turkish commander, cele-

'brated the festival of Bairatn with above a thousand

men on board his flag-ship. The vessel was illuminated
with coloured lanterns. In the midst of the festivities,

'Constantine Kanaris, a Psarian captain, brought his
fire-ship unobserved right up to the Turkish man-of-
war, and drove his bowsprit firmly into one of her
portholes; then, after setting fire to the combustibles,
he stepped quietly into a row-boat, and made away.
A breeze was blowing, ai}d in a moment the Turkish
crew were enveloped in a mass of flames- The powder
on board exploded ; the boats were sunk ; and the vessel,
with its doomed crew, 'burned to the water-edge, its
companions sheering off to save themselves from the
shower of blazing fragments that fell all around. Kara
AJi was killed by ,a broken mast; a few of his ttfeft
saved their lives by swimming or wer& picked tip by
rescuers; the rest perislj^d. Such was the (Xfl^i&ifrft^
tibn caused by the deed of Eanaiis, that the Ott6toaii
fleet forthwith quitted the JEgaean waters, and t6ofc
refuge tinder the guns of the Dardanelles.
unknown before, became from this exploit a
man in Europe. It was to no stroke of fortune or mere
audacity that he owed his success,, but to the finest
combination of nerve and nautical skill. His feat,

which others were constantly attempting, but with little
success, to imitate, was repeated by him in the same
year. 'He was 'the most brilliant of Greek seamei, a
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simple and modest hero; and after his splendid achieve-
ments in the war of liberation, he served his country
well in a political career. Down to his death in a hale
old age, he was with justice the idol and pride of the
Greek nation.

The fall of the Albanian rebel, Ali Pasha, in the

spring of 1822 made it possible for Sultan Mahmud,
who had hitherto been crippled by the resistance of
Janina, to throw his whole land-force against the
Hellenic revolt; and the Greeks of the Boilble{ILVBxA<m

mainland, who had as yet had to deal ofGhreeoe»1822-
only with scattered detachments or isolated garrisons,
now-found themselves exposed to the attack of two
powerful armies. Kurshid, the conqueror of Ali
Pasha, took lip his headquarters at Larissa in Thes-
saly, and from this base the two invading armies
marched southwards on diverging lines. The first,
under Oiner Brionis, was ordered to make its way
through Southern Epirus to the western entrance of the
Corinthian Gulf, and there to cross into tho Morea; the
second, under Dramali, to reduce Central Greece, and

enter the Morea by tho isthmus of Corinth; the con-
quest of Tripolitza and the relief of the Turkish coast-
fortresses which were still uncaptured being the ultiaqtatje
end to be accomplished by the two armies in combinaiddi
with one another and with the Ottoman fl^i JT6t IQ&
that* fifty thousand men were undar the ordwof tfye
Turkish commanders, tho, division of Dratnati ib&i&g lijr
far the larger of ,the two* Ag&m$t this fomxicUbife
*eaemy the Gfceeip& possessed jx>to m$a*ajs <*f defence, nor
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e 'their prospects improved when Maurokordatos,1
"flie President) determined to take a military command,
3ad to place himself at the head of the troops in
Western Greece. There were indeed urgent reasons for1
striking with all possible force in this quarter. The
Suliotes, after seventeen years of exile in Corfu, had
returned to their mountains, and were now making
common cause with Greece. They were both the mili-
tary outwork of the insurrection, and the political link
between the Hellenes and the Christian communities of

Albania, whose action might become of decisive im-
portance in the struggle against the Turks. Mauro-
kordatos rightly judged the relief of Suli to be the first
and most pressing duty of the Government, Under a1
capable leader this effort would not have been beyond the
power of the Greeks ; directed by a politician who knew
nothing of military affairs, it was perilous in the highest
degree. Maurbkordatos, taking the command out of
abler hands, pushed his troops forward to the neighbour-
hood of Arta> mismanaged everything, and after
mitting a most important post to Bofezares, an -A
chieftain of doubtful fidelity, left two small reginients
'exposed to the attack of the Turks in mass. One of these
regiments, called the corps of Philhellenes, was composed
of foreign officers who had volunteered to serve in the

Greek cause as common soldiers. Its dis-
jDestructioiiofthe .-". /» .. ,,. .- .

* cipline was far superior to anything that,
existed among the Greeks themselves;

and at its head were men who had fought in Napch*
campaigns. But this corps, which might haw
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be,come the 'nucleus of a regular army, was sacrificed
to the incapacity of the general and the treachery
of his confederate. Betrayed and abandoned by the
Albanian, the Philhellen.es met the attack of the

Turks gallantly, and almost all perished. Mauro-
kordatos and the remnant of the Greek troops
now retired to Missolonghi. The Suliotes, left to
their own resources, were once more compelled to
quit their mountain home, and to take refuge in
Corfu. Their resistance, however, delayed the Tui'ks
for spme months, and it was not until the beginning of
November that the army of Omer Brionis, after con-
quering the intermediate territory, appeared in front of
Missolonghi. Here the presence of Mauro- TJn$uace8Sfia

kordatos produced a better effect than in the
field. He declared that he would never

leave the town as long as a man remained to fight the
Turks. Defences were erected, and the besiegers kept
at bay for two months. On the 6th of January, 1823,
Brionis ordered an assault. It was beaten back with

heavy loss; and the Ottoman commander, hopeless of
maintaining his position throughout the winter, aban-
doned his artillery, and retired into the interior of the
country.* r

In the meantime Diramali had advanced fromi Th$^

$aly with twenty*four thousand infantry a&d $ix $iotpsai*d
cavalry, the most formidable anxutautair that W beai

(Greece #}*IOQ iihp fifcal struggle Wtwe^a "tte^ fturib
m 1711; M *ke Wto# of kit approach

f ' ' ' * '
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all hopes of resistance vanished* He marched through
Boeotia and Attica, devastating the country, and
^ f reached the isthmus of Corinth in July,
Dramali passes

1822. .The mountain-passes were abandoned
1822' 

by the Greeks ; the Government, whose seat
was at Argos, dispersed; and Dramali moved on to
JSTauplia, where the Turkish garrison was on the point
of surrendering to the Greeks, The entrance to the
Morea had been won; the very shadow of a Greek
government had disappeared, and the definite sup-
pression of the revolt seemed now to be close at hand,
But two fatal errors of the enemy saved the Greek
cause. Dramali neglected to garrison the passes through
which he had advanced; and the commander of the

Ottoman fleet, which ought to have met the land-force
at Nauplia, disobeyed his instructions and sailed on to
Patras. Two Greeks, at this crisis of their country'^
history, proved themselves equal to the call of events.
Demetrius Hypsilanti, now President of the Legislature,
refused to fly with his colleagues, and threw himself,
with a few hundred men, into the Acropolis of Argos.
Kolokotrones, hastening to Tripolitza, called out every
man capable of bearing arms, and hurried back to Argos,
where the Turks were still held at bay by the defenders
of the citadel. Dramali could no longer think of
marching into the interior of the Morea. The gallantly
of Demetrius had given time for the assemblage of a
considerable force, and the Ottoman general now dis»
covered the ruinous effect of his neglect to garrison the
passes in his rear. These were seized by Kolokotrones.
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The summer-drought threatened the Turkish army with
famine; the fleet which would have rendered them

independent of land-supplies was a hundred miles away;
and Dramali, who had lately seen all Greece at his feet,
now found himself compelled to force his
way back through the enemy to the isthmus detraction,
of Corinth. The measures taken by Kolo*
kotrones to intercept his retreat were skilfully planned,
and had they been adequately executed not a man of
the Ottoman army would have escaped. It was only
through the disorder and the cupidity of the Greeks-
themselves that a portion o£ Dramali's force succeeded
in cutting its way back to Corinth. Baggage was
plundered while the retreating enemy ought to have
been annihilated, and divisions which ought to have*
co-operated in the main attack sought trifling successes
of their own. But the losses and the demoralisation of

the Turkish army were as ruinous to it as total destruc-
tion. Dramali himself fell ill and died; and the remnant,

of his troops which had escaped from the enemy's hands
perished in the neighbourhood of Corinth from sickness
and want.

The decisive events of 1822 opened the eyes of
Governments to the real character of

national rising, and to* the probability of
success. The forces of Turkey

were exhausted for the moment, and duriftg
the Attocee^lin^ year no military operations \c6uld be*

by the Sultaa; <?n ftuyitog Jiie-the
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themselves if the struggle had been more continuously
sustained, Nothing but foreign pressure could give
unity to the efforts of a race distracted by so many local
rivalries, and so many personal ambitions and ani-
mosities. Scarcely was the extremity of danger passed
when civil war began among the Greeks themselves.
Kolokotrones set himself up in opposition to* the Legis-
lature, and seized on some of the strong places in the
Morea. This first outbreak of the so-called military
party against the civil authorities was, however, of no
great importance. The Primates of the Morea took
part with the representatives of the islands and of
Central Greece against the disturber of the peace, and
an accommodation was soon arranged. Konduriottes,
a rich ship-owner of Hydra, was made President, with
Kolettes, a politician of great influence in Central
Greece, as his Minister. But in place of the earlier
-antagonism between soldier and civilian, a new and

more dangerous antagonism, that, of district against
district, now threatened the existence of Greece The

tendency of the new government-to sacrifice evetything
to the interest of the islands at once became

Konduriottes was a thoroughly incompetent man,
made himself ridiculous by appointing his friends, the
Hydriote sea-captains, to the highest military and civil
posts. Eebellion again broke out, and Kolokotrones was
joined by his old antagonists, the Primates of the
Morea. A serious struggle ensued, and the government,
which was really conducted by Kolettes, displayed an
"energy that surprised both its friends and itp *bes. The
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Morea was invaded by a powerful for6e from Hydra.
No mercy was shown to the districts which supported
the rebels. Kolokotrones was thoroughly defeated, and
compelled to give himself up to the Government. He-
was carried to Hydra and thrown into prison, where he-
remained until new peril again rendered his services
indispensable to Greece,

After the destruction of Dramali's army and the
failure of the Ottoman navy to effect any result what-
ever, the Sultan appears to have conceived a doubt
whether the subjugation of Greece might

* . y»jr j_ i i it' Mahmud calls
not in fact be a task beyond ms own for the help of

unaided power. J3ven if the mainland
were conquered, it was certain that the Turkish
fleet could never reduce the islands, nor prevent the
passage of supplies and reinforcements from these to the
ports of the Morea. Strenuous as Mahmud had hitherto
shown himself in crushing his vassals who, like Ali
Pasha, attempted to establish an authority independent
of the central government, he now found himself com*
pelled to apply to the most dangerous of them all for
assistance. Mehemet Ali, Pasha of ^Egypt, had risen to
power in the disturbed time that followed the expulsion
of Napoleon's forces from Egypt. His fleet was mote
powerful than that of Turkey, Ho had organised an
army composed of Araba, negroes, and fellahs, and had
introduced into it, :by meang of French officers, the
military system and discipline of Europe. The same r$7
form liai been attempted in ITujfeey aete&teen years before
by Mahp^ud's preflece^Q^ Seiinj III* but it had
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successfully resisted by the soldiery of Constantinople,
"and S01im 'had paid for his innovations with his life.
Mahmud, silent and tenacious, had long been planning
the destruction of the Janissaries, the mutinous and de-

graded representatives of a once irresistible force, who
would nowneither fight themselves nor permit their rulers
to organise any more effective body of troops in their
"stead, It is possible that the Sultan may have believed
that a victory won over the enemies of Islam by the re-
modelled forces of Egypt would facilitate the execution
of his own plans of military reform; it is also possible
that he may not have been unwilling to see his vassal's
resources dissipated by a distant and hazardous enterprise.
Not without some profound conviction of the urgency of
the present need, not without some sinister calculation
as to the means qf dealing with an eventual rival in the
future, was the offer of aggrandisement-if we may judge
from the whole tenor of Sultan Mahmud's career and

policy-made to the Pasha of- Egypt by his jealous and
far-seeing master. The Pasha was invited to assume the,
supreme command of tjie Ottoman forces by la&d and
sea, and was promised the island of Crete in return for
his co-operation against the Hellenic revolt. Messages
to this effect reached Alexandria at the beginning of
1824. Mehemet, whose ambition had no limits, wel-
comed the proposals of his sovereign with ardour, and,
while declining the command for himself, accepted it on
behalf of Ibrahim, his«adopted son. "

The most vigorous preparations for wax were now
at Alexandria. The army was raised to 90,000
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laaen; and new ships were addfcd to the navy from
English -dockyards. A. scheme was framed for the
Combined operation of the Egyptian and the Turkish
forces which appeared to render 'the ulti- Tmhbh.Btoptiaa

mate conquest of Greece certain. It was 
plans'

agreed that the island of Crete, which is not sixty miles
distant from the southern extremity of the-Morea, should
be occupied by Ibrahim, and employed as his place of
arms ; that simultaneous or joint attacks should then be
made upon the principal islands of the j3Egsean ; and that
after the capture of these strongholds and the destruction
of the taaritime resources of the Greeks, Ibrahim's troops
should pass over the narrow sea between Crete and the
Morea; and complete their work by the reduction of the
mainland, thus left destitute of all chance of succour from
without. Crete, like Sicily, is a natural stepping-
stone between Europe and Africa ; and when

Egyptians con-

once the assistance of Egypt was invoked
by the Sultan, it was obvious that Crete
became the position which above all others it was
necessary for the Greeks to watch and to defend.
But the wretched Government of Konduriottes was

occupied with its domestic struggles. The appeal
of the Cretans for protection remained unanswered,
aad in the spring of 18&4 a strong Egyptian force
landed on this island, captured , its fortresses, and;

suppressed the resistance of the inKabifcaftts with the
most frightftd cruelty, ^he . base , of op6ratio&$ had*
beoia won, a&d the combiwd &tt*c&s of 4h$ Egyptian and
Turkish fleets upon the smaller inlands followed. Cases,
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about thirty miles east of Crete, was surprised by the
Egyptians, and its population . exterminated. Psarq,
was selected for the attack of the Turkish fleet. Since

the beginning of the insurrection the Psariotes had been
the scourge and terror of the Ottoman coasts. The
services'that they had rendered in the Greek navy had
been priceless ; and if there was one spot of Greek soil
which ought to have been protected as long as a single

boat's crew remained afloat, it was the little

rSra,juiy,0 rock of Psara. Yet, in spite of repeated
warnings, the Greek Government allowed

the Turkish fleet to pass the Dardanelles unobserved,
and some clumsy feints were enough to blind it to
the real object of an expedition whose aim was known
to all Europe. There were ample means for succouring
the islanders, as subsequent events proved; but when
the Turkish admiral, Khosrew, with 10,000 men on board,
appeared before Psara, the Greek fleet was far away*
The Psariotes themselves were over-confident. They
trusted to their, batteries on land, and believed their

rocks to be impregnable. They were soon undeceived,
While a corps of Albanians scaled the cliffs behind the
town, the Turks gained a footing in front, and over-
whelmed their gallant enemy by weight of numbers,
No mercy was asked or given. Eight thousand of the
Psarians were slain or carried away as slaves. Not
more that onerthird of the population succeeded in
escaping to the neighbouring islands.*

* Gordon, ii. 138.' The news of this catastrophe reached MetternicH at
Ischl on July 80th, " Prince Motternich was taking an excursion, in whi<sh,
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The first part of the Turko -Egyptian plan had thus
been successfully accomplished, and if Khosrew had
attacked Samos immediately after his first victory, this
island would probably have fallen before help could
arrive. But, like other Turkish commanders, rtGreek successes

Khosrew loved intervals of repose, and he
no\v sailed off to Mytilene to celebrate the
festival of Bairam. In the meantime the catastrophe of
Psara had aroused the Hydriote Government to a sense
of its danger. A strong fleet was sent across the JEgsean,
and adequate measures were taken to defend Samos
both by land and sea. The Turkish fleet was attacked
with some success, and though Ibrahim with the Egyp-
tian contingent now reached the coast of Asia Minor,
the Greeks proved themselves superior to their ad-
versaries combined. The operations of the Mussulman
commanders led to no result; they were harassed and
terrified by the Greek fireships; and when at length all
hope of a joint conquest of Samos had been abandoned,
and Ibrahim set sail for Crete to carry out his own final
enterprise alone, he was met on the high seas by the
Greeks, and driven back to the coast of Asia Minor.

During the autumn of 1824 the disasters of the preced-
ing months were to some extent retrieved, and the
situation of the Egyptian fleet would have become

unfortunately, I could not accompany him. I at once sent Francis after him
with this important letter, which he recoived at a spot where the name of the
Capitan. Pasha had probably never been heard before, The prince 'soon
camo back to me; and (pianissimo, in order that the friends of Greece might
not hear it) we congratulate one another on the event, which may very well
prove U wmM^c&vwtf de la fat for the Gmk iusiurrdettoE." (Gentz,)

3D
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one of some peril if the Greeks had maintained their
guard throughout the winter. But they underrated
the energy of Ibrahim, and surrendered themselves
to the belief that he would not repeat the attempt to
reach Crete until the following spring. Careless, or
deluded by false information, they returned to Hydra,

and left the seas unwatched. Ibrahim saw

c^m5eoei2! his opportunity, and, setting sail for Creteber,1824. rr J &
at the beginning of December, he reached

it without falling in with the enemy.
The snowy heights of Taygetus are visible on a

clear winter's day from the Cretan coast; yet, with their
enemy actually in view of them, the Greeks neglected
Ibrahim 1* the ^° guar^ ̂ e passage to the Morea. On the
More* 1825. 22nd of February, 1825, Ibrahim crossed
the sea unopposed and landed five thousand men at
Modon. He was even able to return to Crete and bring
over ̂  second contingent of superior strength before
any steps were taken to hinder his movements. The
fate of the mainland was now settled. Ibrahim

marched from Modon upon Navarino, defeated the
Greek forces on- the way, and captured the garrison
placed in the Island of Sphakteria-the scene of the
first famous surrender of the Spartans-before the
Greek fleet could arrive to relieve it. The forts of

Navarino then capitulated, and Ibrahim pushed on his
victorious march towards the centre of the Morea. It

was in vain that the old chief Kolokotrones was brought
from his prison at Hydra to take supreme command.
The conqueror of Drarnali was unable to resist the
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onslaught of Ibrahim's regiments, recruited from the
fierce races of the Soudan, and fighting with the same
arms and under the same discipline as the best troops in
Europe. Kolokotrones was driven back through Tripo-
litza, and retired as the Eussians had retired from

Moscow, leaving a deserted capital behind him. Ibrahim
gave his troops no rest; he hurried onwards against
Nauplia, and on the 24th of June reached the summit
of the mountain-pass that looks down upon the Argolic
Grulf. "Ah, little island," he cried, as he saw the

rock of Hydra stretched below him, "how long wilt
thou escape me ?" At Nauplia itself the Egyptian
commander rode up to the very gates and scanned the
defences, which he hoped to carry at the first assault.
Here, however, a check awaited him. In the midst of

general flight and panic, Demetrius Hypsilanti was
again the undaunted soldier. He threw himself with
some few hundreds of men into the mills of Lcrna, and

there beat back Ibrahim's vanguard when it attempted
to carry this post by storm. The Egyptian recognised
that with men like these in front of him Nauplia
could be reduced only by a regular siege. He retired
for a while upon Tripolitza, and thence sent out his
harrying columns, slaughtering and devastating in every
direction. It seemed to be his design not merely to
exhaust the resources of his enemy but to render the
Morea a desert, and to exterminate its population. In
the very birthplace of European civilisation, it was said,
this savage, who had already been nominated Pasha of
the Morea, intended to extinguish the European race and

8i> 2
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name, and to found for himself upon the ashes of
Greece a new barbaric state composed of African
negroes and fellaheen. 'That such design had actually
been formed was denied by the Turkish government in
answer to official inquiries, and its existence was not
capable of proof. But the brutality of one age is the
stupidity of the next, and Ibrahim's violence recoiled'
upon himself. Nothing in the whole struggle between
the Sultan and the Greeks gave so irresistible an argu-
ment to the Philhellenes throughout Europe, or so directly
overcame the scruples of Governments in regard to an
armed intervention in favour of Greece, as Ibrahim's

alleged policy of extermination and re-settlement. The
days were past when Europe could permit its weakest
member to be torn from it and added to the Moham-

medan world.

One episode of the deepest tragic interest yet re-
mained in the Turko-Hellenic conflict before the Powers

of Europe stepped in and struck with weapons stronger
than those which had fallen from dying
hands. The town of Missolonghi was now to

beleaguered by the Turks, who had invaded
"Western Greece while Ibrahim was overrunning the
Morea. Missolonghi had already once been besieged
without success; and, as in the case of Saragossa, the
first deliverance appears to have inspired the towns-
people with thx resolution, maintained even more
heroically at.Missolonghi than at the Spanish city, to
die rather than capitulate. From the time when Keschid,
the Turkish commander, opened the second attack by
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land and sea,in the spring of 1825, the garrison and
the inhabitants met every movement of the enemy with
the most ohstinate resistance. It was in vain that

Eeschid broke through the defences with his artillery,
and threw mass after mass upon the breaches which
he made. For month after month the assaults of the

Turks were uniformly repelled, until at length the
arrival of a Hydriote squadron forced the Turkish
fleet to retire from its position, and made the situation
of Beschid himself one of considerable danger. And
now, as winter approached, and the guerilla bands in
the rear of the besiegers grew more and more active,
the Egyptian army with its leader was called from
the Morea to carry out the task in which the Turks
had failed. The Hydriote sea-captains had departed,
believing their presence to be no longer needed; and
although they subsequently returned for a short
time, their services were grudgingly rendered and
ineffective. Ibrahim, settling down to his work at the
beginning of 1826, conducted his operations with the
utmost vigour, boasting that he would accomplish in
fourteen days what the Turks could not effect in nine
months. But his veteran soldiers were thoroughly
defeated when they met the Greeks hand to hand; and
the Egyptian, furious with his enemy, his allies, and hid
own officers, confessed that Missolonghi could only be
taken by blockade. He BOW ordered a fleet of flat-
bottomed boats to be constructed tod launched upon the
lagoons that lie between MissolongM aud the open sea.
Missolonghi was thus completely surrounded; and when
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the Greek admirals appeared for the last time and en-
deavoured to force an entrance through the shallows,
they found the besieger in full command of waters
inaccessible to themselves, and after one unsuccessful

effort abandoned Missolonghi to-its fate. In the third
week of April, 1826, exactly a year after the com-
mencement of the siege, the supply of food was ex-
hausted. The resolution, long made, that the entire
population, men, women, and children, should fall by
the enemy's sword rather than surrender, was now
actually carried out. On the night of the 22nd of
April all the Missolonghiots, with the exception of those
whom age, exhaustion, or illness made unable to leave
their homes, were drawn up in bands at the city gates,
the women armed and dressed as men, the children

carrying pistols. Preceded by a body of soldiers, they
crossed the moat under Turkish fire. The attack of the

vanguard carried everything before it, and a way was
cut through the Turkish lines. But at this moment
some cry of confusion was mistaken by those who were
still on the bridges for an order to retreat. A portion
of the non-combatants returned into the town, and with

them the rearguard of the military escort. The leading
divisions, however, continued their march forward, and

would have escaped with the loss of some of the women
and children, had not treachery .already made the
Turkish commander acquainted with the routes which
they intended to follow. They had cleared the Turkish
camp, and were expecting to meet the bands of Greek "
armatoli, who had promised to fall upon the enemy's rear,
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when, instead of friends, they encountered troop after
troop of Ottoman cavalry and of Albanians placed in
ambush along the road between Missolonghi and the
mountains. Here, exhausted and surprised, they were cut
down without mercy, and out of a body numbering several
thousand not more than fifteen hundred men, with a few

women and children, ultimately reached places of safety,
Missolonghi itself was entered by the Turks during the
Kortie. The soldiers who had fallen back during the
confusion on the bridges, proved that they had not acted
from cowardice. They fought unflinchingly to the last,
and three bands, establishing themselves in the three
powder magazines of the town, set fire to them when
surrounded by the Turks, and perished in the explosion*
Some thousands of women and children were captured
around and within the town, or wandering on the moun-
tains; but the Turks had few other prisoners. The men
were dead or free.

From Missolonghi the tide of Ottoman conquest
rolled eastward, and the Acropolis of Athens was in its
turn the object of a long and arduous siege. The
Government, which now held scarcely any
... ,, . i i i -VT T Fall of theAoro-

terntory on the mainland except Isauplia,
where it was itself threatened by Ibrahim,
made the most vigorous efforts to prevent the Acropolis
from falling into Reschid's hands. All, however, was in
vain. The English officers, Church and Oochrane, who
were now placed at the head of the military and naval
forces of Greece, failed iguomimously in tfce attacks
which they made on BescMd's besieging army ; and the
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garrison capitulated on June 5, 1827. But the time
was past when the liberation of Greece could be pre-
vented by any Ottoman victory. The heroic defence of
the Missolonghiots had achieved its end.. Greece had
fought long enough to enlist the Powers of Europe on
its side; and in the same month that Missolonghi fell
the policy of non-intervention was definitely abandoned
by those Governments which were best able to carry their
intentions into effect. If the struggle had ended during
the first three years of the insurrection, no hand would
have been raised to prevent the restoration of the Sultan's
rule. Russia then lay as if spellbound beneath the
diplomacy of the Holy Alliance; and although in the
second year of the war .the death of Castlereagh and the
accession of Canning to power had given Greece a
powerful friend instead of a powerful foe within the
British Ministry, it was long before England stirred
from its neutrality. Canning indeed made no secret
of his sympathies for Greece, and of his desire to give
the weaker belligerent such help as a neutral might
afford; but when he took up ofl&ce the time had not come
when intervention would have been useful or possible.
Changes in the policy of other great Powers and in the
situation of the belligerents themselves were, he con-
sidered, necessary before the influence of England could
be successfully employed il establishing peace in the
East.

A vigorous movement of public opinion in favour of
Greece made itself felt throughout Western Europe as
the struggle continued; and the vivid and romantic
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interest excited over the whole civilised world by the
death of Lord Byron in 1823, among the people whom he
had come to free, probably served the Greek cause better
than all that Byron could have achieved had his life been
prolonged. In France and England, where public opinion
had great influence on the action of the Government,
as well as in Germany, where it had none whatever,
societies were formed for assisting the Greeks with arms,
stores, and money. The first proposal, however, for a
joint intervention in favour of Greece came . . _ . J First Russian

from St. Petersburg. The undisguised
good-will of Canning towards the insur- aa"
gents led the Czar's Government to anticipate that
England itself might soon assume that championship of
the Greek cause which Russia, at the bidding of Metter-
nich and of Canning's predecessor, had up to that time
declined. If the Greeks were to be befriended, it was

intolerable that others should play the part of the
patron. Accordingly, on the 12th of January, 1824, a
note was submitted in the Czar's name to all the Courts

of Europe, containing a plan for a settlement of the
Greek question, which it was proposed that the great
Powers of Europe should enforce upon Turkey either
by means of ail armed demonstration or by the threat
of breaking off all diplomatic relations. According to this
scheme, Greece, apart from the islands, was to be divided
into three Principalities, each tributary to the Sultan and
garrisoned by Turkish troops, but in other respects
autonomous, like the Principalities of Moldavia and
Wallachia. The islands were to retain their municipal
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organisation as before. In one respect this scheme was
superior to all that have succeeded it, for it included
in the territory of the Greeks both Crete and Epirus;
in all other respects it was framed in the interest of
Eussia alone. Its object was simply to create a second
group of provinces, like those on the Danube, which
should afford Eussia a constant opportunity for inter-
fering with the Ottoman Empire, and which at the same
time should prevent the Greeks from establishing an
independent and self-supporting State. The design
cannot be called insidious, for its object was so palpable
that not a single politician in Europe was deceived by
it; and a very simple ruse of Metternich's was enough
to draw from the Eussian Government an explicit de-
claration against the independence of Greece, which
was described by the Czar as a mere chimera. But
of all the parties concerned, the Greeks themselves
were loudest in denunciation of the Eussian plan.
Their Government sent a protest against it to London,
and was assured by Canning in reply that the support
of this country should never be given to any scheme
for disposing of the Greeks without their own consent.
Elsewhere the Czar's note was received with expressions
of politeness due to a Court which it might be dangerous
to contradict; and a series of conferences was opened at
St. Petersburg for the purpose of discussing propositions
which no one intended to carry into execution. Though
Canning ordered the British ambassador at St, Peters-
burg to dissociate himself from these proceedings, the
conferences dragged on, with long adjournments, from
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the spring of 1824 to the summer of the following
year.*

In the meantime a strong spirit of discontent was
rising in the Eussian army and nation. The religious
feeling no less than the pride of the people was deeply
wounded by Alexander's refusal to aid the Greeks in
their struggle, and by the pitiful results of his attempted
diplomatic concert. Alone among the European nations
the Russians understood the ecclesiastical

character of the Grreek insurrection, and co^SaSes'^a
Russia.

owed nothing of their sympathy with it
to the spell of classical literature and art. It is
characteristic of the strength of the religious element in
the political views of the Eussian people, that the floods
of the Neva which overwhelmed St. Petersburg in the
winter of 1825 should have been regarded as a sign of
divine anger at the Czar's inaction in the struggle between
the Orescent and the Cross. But other causes of discon-

tent were not wanting in Eussia. Though Alexander
had forgottenhis promises to introduce constitutional rule,
there were many, especially in the army, who had not
done so. Officers who served in the invasion of Prance

in 1815, and in the three years' occupation which fol-
lowed it, returned from Western Europe with ideas of
social progress and of constitutional rights which they
could never have gathered in their own country. And
when tho bright hopes which had been excited by the recog-
nition of these same ideas by the Gzar passed away, and

* Prokesch.Ofiten, I 288, iv. 68. B. and Jf. State Papers, xii. 902.
.ii. 872-396.
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Eussia settled down into the routine o£ despotism and
corruption, the old unquestioning loyalty of the army
was no longer proof against the workings of the revolu-
tionary spirit. In a land where legal means of opposition
to government and of the initiation, of reform were
wholly wanting, discontent was forced into its most
dangerous form, th,at of military conspiracy. The army
was honeycombed with secret societies. Both in the
north and in the south of Eussia men of influence

worked among the younger officers, and gained a strong
body of adherents to their design of establishing a con-
stitution by force. The southern army contained the most
resolute and daring conspirators. These men had definitely
abandoned the hope of effecting any public reform as
long as Alexander lived, and they determined to sacrifice
the sovereign, as his father and others before him had
been sacrificed, to the political necessities of the time.
If the evidence subsequently given by those implicated in
the conspiracy is worthy of credit, a definite plan had been
formed for the assassination of the Czar in the presence of
his troops at one of the great reviews intended to be held
in the south of Eussia in the autumn of 1825, On the

death of the monarch a provisional government was at
once to be established, and a constitution proclaimed.

Alexander, aware of the rising indignation of his
people, and irritated beyond endurance by the failure of
his diplomatic efforts, had dissolved the St. Petersburg
Conferences in August, 1825, and declared that Eussia
would henceforth act according to its own discretion.
He quitted St. Petersburg and travelled to the Black
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Sea, accompanied by some of the leaders of the war-
party. Here, plunged in a profound melan-
choly, conscious that all his early hopes had o«rf PW. i,
only served to surround him with conspira-
tors, and that his sacrifice of Russia's military interests
to international peace had only rendered his country
impotent before all Europe, he still hesitated to make
the final determination between peace and war.' A cer-
tain mystery hung over his movements, his acts, and his
intentions. Suddenly, while all Europe waited for the
signal that should end the interval of suspense, the news
was sent out from a lonely port on the Black Sea that
the Czar was dead. Alexander, still under fifty years of
age, had welcomed the illness which carried him from a
world of cares, and closed a career in which anguish
and disappointment had succeeded to such intoxicating
glory and such unbounded hope., Young as he still
was for one who had reigned twenty-four years, Alex-
ander was of all men the most life-weary. Power,
pleasure, excitement, had lavished on him hours of such
existence as none but Napoleon among all his contem-
poraries had enjoyed. They had left him nothing but
the solace of religious resignation, and the belief that
a Power higher than his own might yet fulfil the pur-
poses in which he himself had failed. Ever in the
midst of great acts and great events, he had missed
greatness himself. "Where he had been best was exactly
where men inferior to himself considered him to have

been worst-in his hopes; and these hopes he had him-
self .abandoned and renounced. Strength, insight, unity
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of purpose, the qualities which enahle men to mould
events, appeared in him hut momentarily or in sem-
blance. For want of them the large and fair horizon
of his earlier years was first obscured and then wholly
blotted out from his view, till in the end nothing but
his pietism and his generosity distinguished him from
the politicians of repression whose instrument he had
become.

The sudden death, of Alexander threw the Russian

Court into the greatest confusion, for it was not known
who was to succeed him. The heir to the throne was

his brother Constantine, an ignorant and brutal savage,
who had just sufficient sense not to desire to be Czar of
Russia, though he considered himself good enough to
tyrannise over the Poles. Constantine had renounced
his right to the crown some years before, but the renun-
ciation had not been made public, nor had the Grand
Duke Nicholas, Constantine's younger brother, been made
aware that the succession was irrevocably fixed upon him-
self. Accordingly, when the news of Alexander's death
reached St. Petersburg, and the document embodying
Gonstantine's abdication was brought from the archives
by the officials to whose keeping it had been entrusted,
Nicholas refused to acknowledge it as binding, and
._ , . caused the troops to take the oath of alle-Military insur- ^

. giance to Constantine, who was then at
Warsaw. Constantine, on the other hand,

proclaimed his brother emperor. An interregnum of
three weeks followed, during which messages passed
between Warsaw and St. Petersburg, Nicholas positively
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refusing to accept the crown unless by his elder brother's
direct command. This at length arrived, and on the 26th
o£ December Nicholas assumed the rank of sovereign.
But the interval of uncertainty had been turned to good
account by the conspirators at St. Petersburg. The
oath already taken by the soldiers to Constantine en-
abled the officers who were concerned in the plot to
denounce Nicholas as a usurper, and to disguise their
real designs under the cloak of loyalty to the legitimate
Czar. Ignorant of the very meaning of a constitution,
the common soldiers mutinied because they were told to
do so; and it is said that they shouted the word Con-
stitution, believing it to be the name of Constantine's
wife. When summoned to take the oath to Nicholas,
the Moscow Eegiment refused it, and marched off to the
place in front of the Senate House, where it formed
square, and repulsed an attack made upon it by the
Cavalry of the Guard. Companies from other regiments
now joined the mutineers, and symptoms of insurrection
began to show themselves among the civil population.
Nicholas himself did not display the energy of character
which distinguished him through all his later life; on
the contrary, his attitude was for some time rather that
of resignation than of self-confidence. Whether some
doubt as to the justice of hi$ cause haunted him, or a
trial like that to which he was now exposed was neces-
sary to bring to its full strength the iron quality of his
nature, it is certain that the conduct of the new Czar
doling these critical hours gave to those around
him little indication of the indomitable Will which
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henceforth to govern Russia. Though the great mass of
the army remained obedient, it was but slowly brought
up to the scene of revolt. Officers of high rank were sent
to harangue the insurgents, and one of these, General
Miloradovitsch, a veteran of the Napoleonic campaigns,
was mortally wounded while endeavouring to make him-
self heard. It was not until evening that the artillery
was ordered into action, and the command given by the
Czar to fire grape-shot among the insurgents. The effect
was decisive. The mutineers fled before a fire which they
were unable to return, and within a few minutes the

insurrection was over. It had possessed no chief of
any military capacity;-its leaders were missing at the
moment when a forward march or an attack on the

palace of the Czar 'might have given them the victory;
and among the soldiers at large there was not the least
desire to take part in any movement against the es-
tablished system of Eussia. The only effect left by
the conspiracy within Eussia itself was seen in the
rigorous and uncompromising severity with which
Nicholas henceforward enforced the principle of auto-
cratic rule. The illusions of the previous reign were at an
end. A man with the education and the ideas of a drill-

sergeant and the religious assurance of a Covenanter was
on the throne; rebellion had done its worst against him;
and woe to those who in future should deviate a hair's

breadth from their duty of implicit obedience to the
sovereign's all-sufficing power.*

* Korff, Accession of Nicholas, p. 253; Herzon, Bussischo Yorsch-
wdrtrng, p. JLOG; Mendelssohn, i, 3U6. Schnitzlor, Histoire lutimo, L 195.
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It has been stated, and with some probability of truth,
that the military insurrection of 1825 disposed the new
Czar to a more vigorous policy abroad, The conspirators,
when on their trial, declared it to have been their inten-

tion to throw the army at once into an attack upon the
Turks; and in so doing they would certainly have had
the feeling of the nation on their side. Nicholas him-
self had little or no sympathy for the Greeks. They
were a democratic people, and the freedom which they
sought to gain was nothing but anarchy. "Do not
speak of the Greeks," he said to the representative of a
foreign power; "I call them the rebels.7'
Nevertheless, little as Nicholas wished to 4,1826.

serve the Greek democracy, both inclination
and policy urged him to make an end of his prede-
cessor's faint-hearted system of negotiation, and to bring
the struggle in the East to a summary close. Canning
had already, in conversation with the Hussian ambassador
at London, discussed a possible change of policy on the
part of the two rival Courts. He now saw that time had
come for establishing new relations between Great Britain
and Kussia, and for attempting that co-operation in the
East which he had held to be impracticable during
Alexander's reign. The Duke of Wellington was sent
to St. Petersburg, nominally to offer the usual congratu*
lations to the new sovereign, in reality to dissuade him
from going to war, and to propose either the separate
intervention of England or a .joiixt intervention by,
England and Russia on behalf of Greece. The mis-
sion was successful. It -was in vain that Metternicb
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endeavoured to entangle the new Czar in the diplomatic
web that had so long held his predecessor. The spell
of the Holy Alliance was broken. Nicholas looked on
the past influence of Austria on the Eastern Question
only with resentment; he would hear of no more con-
ferences of ambassadors; and on the 4th of April, 1826,
a Protocol was signed at St. Petersburg, by which
Great Britain and Eussia fixed the conditions under

which the mediation of the former Power was to be

tendered to the Porte. Greece was to remain tributary
to the Sultan; it was, however, to be governed by its
own elected authorities, and to be completely indepen-
dent in its commercial relations. The policy known
in our own day as that of bag-and-baggage expulsion
was to be carried out in a far more extended sense

than that in which it has been advocated by more
recent champions pf the subject races of the East; the
Protocol of 1826 stipulating for the removal not only of
Turkish officials but of the entire surviving Turkish
population of Greece. All property belonging to the
Turks, whether on the continent or in the islands, was

to be purchased by the Greeks.*
Thus was the first step taken in the negotiations

which ended in the establishment of Hellenic indepen-
dence. The Protocol, which had been secretly signed,
was submitted after some interval to the other Courts

of Europe. At Vienna it was received with the utmost
disgust. Metternich had at first declared the union

* B. and F. State Papers, xiv. 630; Metternich, iv. 161, 212, 320,
372; Wellington, 2ST. S., ii. 85,148, 244,; Q-entz, D. L, iii. 315.
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of England and Russia to be an impossibility. "When
this union was actually established, no language was
sufficiently strong to express his mortification and
his spite. At one moment he declared that Canning
was a revolutionist who had entrapped the young and
inexperienced Czar into an alliance with European radi-
calism ; at another, that England had made itself the
cat's-paw of Eussian ambition. Not till now, he pro-
tested, could Europe understand what it had lost in
Castlereagh. Nor did Metternich confine himself to
lamentations. While his representatives at Paris and
Berlin spared no effort to excite the suspicion of those
Courts against the Anglo-Russian project of interven-
tion, the Austrian ambassador at London worked upon
King George's personal hostility to Canning,' and
conspired against the Minister with that important
section of the English aristocracy which was still in-
fluenced by the traditional regard for Austria. Berlin,
however, was the only field where Metternich's diplo-
macy still held its own. King Frederick William
had not yet had time to acquire the habit of submission
to the young Czar Nicholas, and was therefore saved
the pain of deciding which of two masters he should
obey. In spite of his own sympathy for the Greeks,
he declined to connect Prussia with the proposed joint-
intervention, and remained passive, justifying this course
by the absence of any material interests of Prussia in the
East. Being neither a neighbour of the Ottoman
Empire nor a maritime Power, Prussia had in fact no
direct means of making its influence felt.

BK 2
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Prance, on whose action much more depended, was
now governed wholly in the interests of the Legitimist
party. Louis XVIII. had died in 1824, and the Count
of Artois had succeeded to the throne, under the title of

Charles X. The principles of the Legitimists would
logically have made them defenders of the hereditary
rights of the Sultan against his rebellious subjects ; but
the Sultan, unlike Ferdinand of Spain, was not a Bour-
bon nor even a Christian; and in a case where the legiti-

mate prince was an infidel and the rebelsTreaty between r

S&^SfSSj were Christians, the conscience of the most
pious Legitimist might well recoil from the

perilous task of deciding between the divine rights of
the Crown and the divine rights of the Church, and
choose, in so painful an emergency, the simpler course of
gratifying the national love of action. There existed,
both among Liberals and among "Ultramontanes, a real
sympathy for Greece, and this interest was almost the
only one in which all French political sections felt that
they had something in common. Liberals rejoiced in
the prospect of making a new free State in Europe;
Catholics, like Charles X. himself, remembered Saint

Louis and the Crusades; diplomatists understood the
extreme importance of the impending breach between
Austria and Eussia, and of the opportunity of allying
France with the latter Power. Thus the natural and

disinterested impulse of the greater part of the public
coincided exactly with the dictates of a far-seeing policy;
and the Government, in spite of its Legitimist prin-
ciples and of some assurances given to Metternich in
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Admirals commanding the Mediterranean squadrons of
the three Powers.*

Scarcely was the Treaty of London signed when Can-
ning died. He had definitely hroken from the policy of his

predecessors, that policy which, for the sake
nsr, °Aug5l of guarding against Eussia' s advance, had

condemned the Christian races of the East

to eternal subjection to the Turk, and bound up Great
Britain with the Austrian system of resistance to the very
principle and name of national independence. Canning
was no blind friend to Eussia. As keenly as any of his
adversaries he appreciated the importance of England's
interests in the East; of all English statesmen of that
time he would have been the last to submit to any
diminution of England's just influence or power. But,
unlike his predecessors, he saw that there were great forces
at work which, whether with England's concurrence or in
spite of it, would accomplish that revolution in the East
for which the time was now come ; and he was statesman

enough not to acquiesce in the belief that the welfare of
England was in permanent and necessary antagonism to
the moral interests of mankind and the better spirit of
the age. Therefore, instead of attempting to maintain the
integrity of the Ottoman Empire, or holding aloof and
policy of can- resorting to threats and armaments while

ning' Eussia accomplished the liberation of Greece
by itself, he united with Eussia in this work, and relied
on concerted action as the best preventive against the
undue extension of Eussia's influence in the East. In

* B. and F. State Papers, adv. 632 ; xvii. 20; Wellington, N. 8., iv. 57.
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committing England to armed intervention, Canning no
doubt hoped that the settlement of the Greek question
arranged by the Powers would be peacefully ac-
cepted by the Sultan, and that a separate war between
Eussia and the Porte, on this or any other issue, would
be averted. Neither of these hopes was realised. The
joint-intervention had .to be enforced by arms, and no
sooner had the Allies struck their common blow than

a war between Turkey and Eussia followed. How
far the course of events might have been modified
had Canning's life not been cut short it is impos-
sible to say; but whether his statesmanship might
or might not have averted war on the Danube, the
balance of results proved his policy to have been
the right one. Greece was established as an inde-
pendent State, to supply in the future a valuable
element of resistance to Slavic preponderance in the
Levant \ and the encounter between Eussia and Tur-

key, so long dreaded, produced none of those disastrous
effects which had been anticipated from it. On the
relative value of Canning's statesmanship as -compared
with that of his predecessors, the mind of England and
of Europe has long been made up. He stands among
those who have given to this country its claim to the
respect of mankind. His monument, as well as his
justification, is the existence of national freedom in the
East; and when, half a century later a British Grovern-
ment reverted to the principle of non-intervention, as it
had been understood by Castlereagh, and declined to
enter into any effective co-operation with Eussia for the
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emancipation of Bulgaria, even then, when the prece-
dent of Canning's action in 1827 stood in direct and
glaring contradiction to the policy of the hour, no
effective attempt was made by the leaders of the party
to which Canning had belonged to impugn his autho-
rity, or to explain away his example. It might indeed
be alleged that Canning had not explicitly resolved
on the application of force ; but those who could main-
tain that Canning would, like Wellington, have used
the language of apology and regret when Turkish
obstinacy had made it impossible to effect the object of
his intervention by any other means, had indeed read
the history of Canning's career in vain.*

The death of Canning, which brought his rival, the
Duke of Wellington, after a short interval to the head
of affairs, caused at the moment no avowed change
in the execution of his plans. In accordance with the
provisions of the Treaty of London the mediation of
the allied Powers was at once tendered to the belli-

gerents, 'and an armistice demanded. The armistice

* Parl. Deb., May 11,1877. Nothing can be more misleading than to
say that Canning never contemplated the possibility of armed action
because a clause in the Treaty of 1827 made the formal stipulation that
the contracting Powers would not " take part in the hostilities between
the contending parties." How, except by armed force, could the Allies
" prevent, in so far as might be in their power, all collision between the
contending parties," which, in the very same clause, they undertook to do P
And what was the meaning of the stipulation that they should " transmit
instructions to their Admirals conformable to these provisions " P Welling.
ton himself, before the battle of Navarino, condemned the Treaty of
London on the very ground that it " specified means of compulsion which
were neither more nor less than measures of war,*" and he protested
against the statement that the treaty arose directly out of the Protocol of
St. Petersburg, which was Ms own work. Wellington, N.S., if. 137, 221*
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was accepted by the Greeks; it was contemptuously
refused by the Turks. In consequence of this refusal
the state of war continued, as it would have been ab-
surd to ask the Greeks to sit still and be

TI IT "iT-iii Intervention of
massacred because the enemy declined to lav the Admirals,J J Sept., 1827.

down his arms. The Turk being the party
resisting the mediation agreed upon, it became necessary
to deprive him of the power of continuing hostilities.
Heavy reinforcements had just arrived from Egypt, and
an expedition was on the point of sailing from Nava-
rino, the gathering place of Ibrahim's forces, against
Hydra, the capture of which would have definitely
made an end of the Greek insurrection. Admiral Cod-

rington, the commander of the British fleet, and the
Trench Admiral De Kigny, were now off the coast of
Greece. They addressed themselves to Ibrahim, and
required from him a promise that he would make no
movement until further orders should arrive from Con-

stantinople. Ibrahim made this promise verbally on
the 25th of September. A few days later, however,
Ibrahim learnt that while he himself was compelled to
be inactive, the Greeks, continuing hostilities as they
were entitled to do, had won a brilliant naval victory
under Captain Hastings within the Gulf of Corinth.
Unable to control his anger, he sailed out from the
harbour of Navarino, and made for Patras. Codrington,
who had stationed his fleet at Zante, heard of the move-

ment, and at once threw himself across the track of the
Egyptian, whom he compelled to turn back by an ener-
getic threat to sink his fleet. Had the French and
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Russian contingents been at hand, Codrington would
have taken advantage of Ibrahim's sortie to cut him
from all Greek harbours, and to force him to return direct

to Alexandria, thus peaceably accomplishing the object
of the intervention. This, however, to the misfortune

of Ibrahim's seamen, the English admiral could not do
alone. Ibrahim re-entered Navarino, and there found

the orders of the Sultan for which it had been agreed
that he should wait. These orders were dictated by true
Turkish infatuation. They bade Ibrahim continue the
subjugation of the Morea with the utmost vigour, and
promised him the assistance of Eeschid Pasha, his rival
in the siege of Missolonghi. Ibrahim, perfectly reckless
of the consequences, now sent out his devastating
columns again. No life, and nothing that could support
life, was spared. Not only were the crops ravaged,
but the fruit trees, which are the permanent support
of the country, were cut down at the roots. Clouds of
fire and smokei from burning villages showed the English
officers who approached the coast in what spirit the
Turk met their proposals for a pacification, " It is
supposed that if Ibrahim remained in Greece," wrote
Captain Hamilton, " more than a third of its inhabi-

tants would die of absolute starvation."

It became necessary to act quickly, the more so as
the season was far advanced, and a winter blockade of

Ibrahim's fleet was impossible. A message
Battle of Nava- . , -_ � - _

rmo, oot. 2oth, was sent to the Egyptian head-quarters, re-
quiring that hostilities should cease, that

the Morea should be evacuated, and the Turko-Egyptian
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fleet return to Constantinople and Alexandria. In
answer to this message there came back a statement
that Ibrahim had left Navarino for the interior of the

country, and that it was not known where to find him.
Nothing now remained for the admirals but to make

their presence felt. On the 18th of October it was
resolved that the English, French, and Eussian fleets,
which were now united, should enter the harbour of
Navarino in battle order. The movement was called a

demonstration, and in so far as the admirals had not

actually determined upon making an attack, it was not
directly a hostile measure; but every gun was ready to
open fire, and it was well understood that any act of
resistance on the part of the opposite fleet would result
in hostilities. Codrington, as senior officer, took com-
mand of the allied squadron, and the instructions which
he gave to his colleagues for the event of a general
engagement concluded with Nelson's words, that no
captain could do very wrong who placed his ship along-
side that of an enemy.

Thus, ready to strike hard, the English admiral
sailed into the harbour of Navarino at noon on

October 20, followed by the French and the Eussians.
The allied fleet advanced to within pistol-shot of the
Ottoman ships and there anchored. A little to the
windward of the position assigned to the English cor-
vette Dartmouth there lay a Turkish fire-ship. A request
was made that this dangerous vessel might be removed
to a safer distance ; it was refused, and a boat's crew was
then Bent to cut it» cable. The boat was received with
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musketry fire. This was answered by the Dartmouth
and by a French ship, and the battle soon " became
general. Codrington, still desirous to avoid bloodshed,
sent his pilot to Moharem Bey, who commanded in
Ibrahim's absence, proposing to withhold fire on both
sides. Moharem replied with cannon-shot, killing the
pilot and striking Codrington's own vessel. This
exhausted the patience of the English admiral, who
forthwith made his adversary a mere wreck. The entire
fleets on both sides were now engaged. The Turks had
a superiority of eight hundred guns and fought with
courage. For four hours the battle raged at close
quarters in the land-locked harbour, while twenty
thousand of Ibrahim's soldiers watched from the sur-

rounding hills the struggle in which they could take no
part, But the result of the combat was never for a
moment doubtful. The confusion and bad discipline of
the Turkish fleet made it an easy prey. Vessel after
vessel was sunk or blown to pieces, and before evening
fell the work of the allies was done. When Ibrahim

returned from his journey on the following day he found
the harbour of Navarino strewed with wrecks and dead

bodies. Four thousand of his seamen had fallen; the

fleet which was to have accomplished the reduction of
Hydra was utterly ruined.*

Over all Greece it was at once felt that the nation

was saved. The intervention of the Powers had been

sudden and decisive beyond the most sanguine hopes *,

* BcrarcMer's Codrington, ii. 62. Admiralty Despatches, Nov. 10,
1827. Parl. Deb., Feb. U, 1828.
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and though this intervention might be intended to
establish something less than the complete independence
of Greece, the violence of the first collision

bade fair to carry the work far beyond the SSSbSfiS£
bounds originally assigned to it. The atti-
tude of the Porte after the news of the battle of Nava-

rino reached Constantinople was exactly that which its
worst enemies might have desired. So far from abating
anything in its resistance to the mediation of the thi*ee
Powers, it declared the attack made upon its navy to
be a crime and an outrage, and claimed satisfaction for
it from the ambassadors of the Allied Powers. Argu-
ments proved useless, and the united demand for an
armistice with the Greeks having been finally and con-
temptuously refused, the ambassadors, in accordance
with their instructions, quitted the Turkish capital
(Dec* 8). Had Canning been still living, it is probable
that the first blow of Navarino would have been imme-

diately followed by the measures necessary to make
the Sultan submit to the Treaty of London, and that
tho forces of Great 33ritain would have been applied
with sufficient vigour to render any isolated action on
tho part of Russia both unnecessary and impossible.
But at thin critical moment a paralysis fell over the
English Government. Canning's policy was so much
his own, ho had dragged his colleagues so forcibly with
him in Bpite of themselves/that when his place was
loft empty no one had the courage either to fulfil or
to reverse his intentions, and the men who succeeded
him acted as il they were trespassers in the fortress
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which Canning had taken by storm. The very ground
on which Wellington, no less than Canning, had justi-
fied the agreement made with Russia in 1826 was the
necessity of preventing Eussia from acting alone; and
when Eussian and Turkish ships had actually fought at
Navarino, and war was all but formally declared, it
became more imperative than ever that Great Britain
should keep the most vigorous hold upon its rival,
and by steady, consistent pressure let it be known to
both Turks and Eussians that the terms of the Treaty
of London and no others must be enforced. To retire

from action immediately after dealing the Sultan one
dire, irrevocable blow, without following up this stroke
or attaining the end agreed upon-to leave Eussia to
take up the armed compulsion where England had
dropped it, and to win from its crippled adversary the
gains of a private and isolated war-was surely the
weakest of all possible policies that could have been
adopted. Tet this was the policy followed by English
Ministers during that interval of transition and inco-
herence that passed between Canning's death and the
introduction of the Eeform Bill.

By the Eussian Government nothing was more
ardently desired than a contest with Turkey, in which
England and France, after they had destroyed the
Turkish fleet, should be mere on-lookers, debarred by
the folly of the Porte itself from prohibiting or control*
ling hostilities between it and its neighbour. There
might indeed be some want of a pretext for war, since
all the points of contention between Eussia and Turkey
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other than those relating to Greece had been finally
settled in Russia's favour by a Treaty signed at Aker-
man in October, 1826. But the spirit of
infatuation had seized the Sultan, or a Bu^faeandTur-

key, April, 18iJ3.

secret hope that the Western Powers would
in the last resort throw over the Court of St. Petersburg,
led him to hurry on hostilities by a direct challenge to
Russia. A proclamation which reads like the work of
some frantic dervish, though said to have been composed
by Mahmud himself, called the Mussulman world to
arms. Russia was denounced as the instigator of the
Greek rebellion, and the arch-enemy of Islam. The
Treaty of Akerman was declared to have been extorted
by compulsion and to have been signed only for the
purpose of gaining time. "Russia has imparted its
own madness to the other Powers and persuaded them
to make an alliance to free the Rayah from his Ottoman
master. But the Turk does not count his enemies.

The law forbids the people of Islam to permit any
injury to be done to their religion; and if all the un-
believers together unite against them, they will enter on
the war as a sacred duty, and trust in God for protec-
tion." This proclamation was followed by a levy of
troops and the expulsion of most of the Christian resi- *
dents in Constantinople. Russia needed no other pre-
text The fanatical outburst of the Sultan was treated

by the Court of St. Petersburg as if it had been the
deliberate expression of some civilised Power, and was
answered on the 26th of April, 1828, by a declaration of
war. In order to soften the effect of this step and to
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reap the full benefit of its subsisting relations with
France and England, Eussia gave a provisional under-
taking to confine its operations as a belligerent to the
mainland and the Black Sea, and within the Mediter-
ranean to act still as one of the allied neutrals under

the terms of the Treaty of London.
The moment seized by Eussia for the declaration of

war was one singularly favourable to itself and unfortu-
nate for its adversary. Not only had the Turkish fleet
been destroyed by the neutrals, but the old Turkish
force of the Janissaries had been destroyed by its
own master, and the new-modelled regiments which
were to replace it had not yet been organised. The
Sultan had determined in 1826 to postpone his long-

Panned military reform no longer, and to
B^ everytinng on one bold stroke against

the Janissaries. Troops enough were brought up from
the other side of the Bosphorus to make Mahmud cer-
tain of victory. The Janissaries were summoned to1
contribute a proportion of their number to the regi-
ments about to be formed on the European pattern;
and when they proudly refused and raised the standard
of open rebellion they were cut to pieces and extermi-
nated by Mahmud's Anatolian soldiers in the midst
of Constantinople.* The principal difficulty in the way
of a reform of the Turkish army was thus removed
and the work of reorganisation was earnestly taken
in hand; but before there was time to complete it
the enemy entered the field. Mahmud had to meet

* Rosen, GescMchte der Tiirkei, i. 57-
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the attack o£ Eussia with an army greatly diminished
in number, and confused by the admixture of Euro-
pean and Turkish discipline. The resources of the
empire were exhausted by the long struggle with Greece,
and, above all, the destruction of the Janissaries had

left behind it an exasperation which made the Sultan
believe that rebellion might at any moment break out
in his own capital. Nevertheless, in spite of its in-
herent weakness and of all the disadvantages under
which it entered into war, Turkey succeeded in pro-
longing its resistance through two campaigns, and
might, with better counsels, have tried the fortune of a
third.

The actual military resources of Eussia were
in 1828 much below what they were believed to be
by all Europe. The destruction of Napoleon's army
in 1812 and the subsequent exploits of Military colldi.

.Alexander in the campaigns which ended tiouofKueaxa-
in the capture of Paris had left behind them an im-
pression of Eussian energy and power which was far
from corresponding with the reality, and which, though
disturbed by the events of 1828, had by no means-
vanished at the time of the Crimean War. The courage
and patience of the Eussian soldier .were certainly not
over-rated; but the progress supposed to have been
made in Eussian military organisation since the cam-
paign of 1799, when it was regarded in England and
Austria as little above that of savages, was for the most
part imaginary. The proofs of a radically bad system
-scanty numbers, failing supplies, immense sickness*-
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were never more conspicuous than in 1828. Though
Eussia had been preparing for war for at least seven
years, scarcely seventy thousand soldiers could be col-
lected on the Pruth. The general was Wittgenstein,
one of the heroes of 1812, but now a veteran past
effective work. Nicholas came to the camp to make
things worse by headstrong interference. The best
Eussian officer, Paskiewitsch, was put in command of
the forces about to operate in Asia Minor,' and there,
thrown on his own resources and free to create a system
of his own, he achieved results in strong contrast to the
failure of the Eussian arms on the Danube.

In entering on the campaign of 1828, it was neces-
sary for the Czar to avoid giving any unnecessary
causes of anxiety to Austria, which had already made
unsuccessful attempts to form a coalition against him.
The line of operations was therefore removed as far as
possible from the Austrian frontier; and after the Eou-
campaiffaof manian principalities had been peacefully

l**' occupied, the Danube was crossed at a short
distance above the point where its mouths divide
(June 7). The Turks had no intention of meeting the
enemy in a pitched battle; they confined themselves to
the defence of fortresses, the form of warfare to which,

since the decline of the military art in Turkey, the
patience and abstemiousness of the race best fit them.
Ibraila and Silistria on the Danube, Varna and Shumla

in the neighbourhood of the Balkans, were their prin-
cipal strongholds, and of these Ibraila was at once
besieged by a considerable force, while Silistria was
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watched by a weak contingent, and the vanguard of the
army pushed on through the Dobrudscha towards the
Black Sea, where, with the capture of the minor coast-
towns, it expected to enter into communication with the
fleet. The first few weeks of the campaign were marked
by considerable successes. Ibraila capitulated on the
18th of June, and the military posts in the Dobrudscha
fell one after another into the hands of the invaders,
who met with no effective resistance in this district.

But their serious work was only now beginning. The
Russian army, in spite of its weakness, was divided
into three parts, occupied severally in Cainpaiffn of

front of Silistria, Shumla, and Varna. At 1828*
Shumla the mass of the Turkish army, under Omer
Brionis, was concentrated. The force brought against
it by the invader was inadequate to its task, and the
attempts which were made to lure the Turkish army from
its entrenched camp into the open field proved unsuc-
cessful. The difficulties of the siege proved so great that
Wittgenstein after a while proposed to abandon offensive
operations at this point, and to leave a mere corps of
observation before the enemy until Yarna should have
fallen. This, however, was forbidden by the Czar. As
the Eussians wasted away before Shumla with sickness
and fatigue, the Turks gained strength, and on the
24th of September Omer broke out from his entrench-
ments and moved eastwards to the relief of Varna.

Nicholas again over-ruled his generals, and. ordered his
cousin, Prince Eugene of Wiirtemherg, to attack the
advancing Ottomans with the troops then actually at

3* 2
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his disposal. Eugene did so, and suffered a severe
defeat. A vigorous movement of the Turks would
probably have made an end of the campaign, but Omer
held back at the critical moment, and on the 10th of

October Yarna surrendered. This, however, was the

only conquest made by the Eussians. The season was
too far advanced for them either to cross the Balkans or

to push forward operations against the uncaptured
fortresses. Shumla and Silistria remained in the hands

of their defenders, and the Eussians, after suffering
enormous losses in proportion to the smallness of their
numbers, withdrew to Varna and the Danube, to resume

the campaign in the spring of the following year.*
The spirits of the Turks and of their European

friends were raised by the unexpected failure of the
Czar's arms. Metternich resumed his efforts to form a

coalition, and tempted French Ministers with the pros-
pect of recovering the Ehenish provinces, but in vain.
The Sultan began negotiations, but broke them off when
he found that the events of the campaign had made no
difference in the enemy's tone. The prestige of Eussia
was in fact at stake, and Nicholas would probably have
faced a war with Austria and Turkey combined rather
than have made peace without restoring the much-
diminished reputation of his troops. The winter was
therefore spent in bringing up distant reserves. Witt-
genstein was removed from his command; the Czar
withdrew from military operations in which he had done
nothing but mischief; and Diebitsch, a Prussian by

* Moltke, Bussisch-Ttukisclie Foldzug, p. 226. Rosen, i. 67.
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birth and teaming, was placed at the head of the army,
untrammelled by the sovereign presence or Cam aiga of

counsels which had hampered his predecessor. 1829t
The intention of the new commander was to cross the

Balkans as soon as Silistria should have fallen, without

waiting for the capture of Shumla. In pursuance of
this design the fleet was despatched early in the spring
of 1829 to seize a port beyond the mountain-range.
Diebitsch then placed a corps in front of Silistria, and
made his preparations for the southward march; but
before any progress had been made in the siege the
Turks themselves took the field. Eeschid Pasha, now
Grand Vizier, moved eastwards from Shumla at the

beginning of May against the weak Eussian contingent
that still lay in winter quarters between that place and
Varna. The superiority of his force promised him an
easy victory; but after winning some unimportant
successes, and advancing to a considerable distance from
his stronghold, he allowed himself to be held at bay
until Diebitsch, with the army of the Danube, was
ready to fall upon his rear. The errors of the Turks had
given to the Eussian commander, who hastened across
Bulgaria on hearing of his colleague's peril, the choice
of destroying their army, or of seizing Shumla by a
coup-de-main. Diebitsch determined upon attacking his
enemy in the open field, and on the 10th of June
Eeschid's army, attempting to regain* the roads to
Shumla, was put to total rout at Kulewtscha. A fort-
night later Silistria surrendered, and Diebitsch, rein-
forced by the troops that had besieged that fortress,
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was now able to commence his march across the
Balkans.

Eumour magnified into hundreds of thousands the
scanty columns which for the first time carried the
Russian flag over the Balkan range. Resistance every-
where collapsed. The mountains were crossed without
difficulty, and on the 19th of August the invaders

appeared before Adrianople, which imme-
xia|aii| July,6 diately surrendered. Putting on the boldest

countenance in order to conceal his real

weakness, Diebitsch now struck out right and left,
and sent detachments both to the Euxine and the

jiEgaean coast. The fleet co-operated with him, and
the ports of the Black Sea, almost as far south as the
Bosphorus, fell into the invaders' hands. The centre
of the army began to march upon Constantinople. If
the Sultan had known the real numbers of the force

which threatened his capital, a force not exceeding twenty
thousand men, he would probably have recognised that
his assailant's position was a more dangerous one than
his own. Diebitsch had advanced into the heart of the

enemy's country with a mere handful of men. Sickness
was daily thinning his ranks ; his troops were dispersed
over a wide area from sea to sea; and the warlike tribes

of Albania threatened to fall upon his communications
from the west. For a moment the Sultan spoke of
fighting upon the walls of Constantinople ; but the fear
of rebellion within his own capital, the discovery 6f
conspiracies, and the disasters sustained by his arms i&
Asia, where "Ears and Erzeroum had fallen into the
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enemy's hands, soon led him to make overtures of peace
and to accept the moderate terms which the Eussian
Government, aware of its own difficulties, was willing to
grant. It would have heen folly for the Czar to stimulate
the growing suspicion of England and to court the
attack of Austria by prolonging hostilities; and although
King Charles X. and the French Cabinet, reverting to
the ideas of Tilsit, proposed a partition of the Ottoman
Empire, and a general re-arrangement of the map of
Europe which would have given Belgium and the
Palatinate to France, the plan was originated too
late to produc'e any effect.* Eussia had everything
to lose and nothing to gain by a European war.
It had reduced Turkey to submission, and might
fairly hope to maintain its ascendency at Constantinople
during coming years without making any of those great
territorial changes which would have given its rivals a
pretext for intervening on the Sultan's behalf. Under
the guise of a generous forbearance the Czar extricated
himself from a dangerous position with credit and
advantage. As much had been won as could be main-
tained without hazard; and on the 14th of September
peace was concluded in Adrianople.

The Treaty of Adrianople gave Eussia a slight
increase of territory in Asia, incorporating with the
Czar's dominions the ports of Anapa and Poti on the
eastern coast of the Black Sea; but its most important

# Yiel-Oastel, xx. 16. Eussia was to have had tho Danubian Pro-
vinces ; Austria was to have had Bosnia and Servia; Prussia was to have
had Saxony and Holland; the King of Holland was to have reigned at
Constantinople.
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provisions were those which, confirmed and extended
the Protectorate exercised by the Czar over
the Danubian Principalities, and guaranteed
the commercial rights of Eussian subjects

throughout the Ottoman Empire both by land and sea.
In order more effectively to exclude the Sultan's influence
from Wallachia and Moldavia, the office of Hospodar,
hitherto tenable for seven years, was now made an appoint-
ment for life, and the Sultan specifically engaged to permit
no interference on the part of his neighbouring Pashas
with the affairs of these provinces. No fortified point
was to be retained by the Turks on the left bank of the
Danube; no Mussulman was to be permitted to reside
within the Principalities; and those possessing landed
estates there were to sell them within eighteen months.
The Porte pledged itself never again to detain Eussian
ships of commerce coming from the Black Sea, and
acknowledged that such an act would amount to an
infraction of treaties justifying Eussia in having recourse
to reprisals. The Straits of Constantinople and the
Dardanelles were declared free and open to the merchant
ships of all Powers at peace with the Porte, upon the
same conditions which were stipulated for vessels under
the Eussian flag. The same freedom of .trade and
navigation was recognised within the Black Sea. All
treaties and conventions hitherto concluded between

Turkey and Eussia were recognised as in force, except
in so far as modified by the present agreement. The
Porte further gave its adhesion to the Treaty of
London relating to Greece, and to an Act entered into
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by the Allied Powers in March, 1829, for regulating the
Greek frontier. An indemnity in money was declared
to be owing to Eussia; and as the amount of this
remained to be fixed by mutual agreement, the means
were still left open to the Eussian Government for
exercising a gentle pressure at Constantinople, or for
rewarding the compliance of the conquered.*

The war between Turkey and Eussia, while it left
the European frontier between the belligerents un-
changed, exercised a two-fold influence upon the settle-
ment of Greece. On the one hand, by exciting the fears
and suspicions of Great Britain, it caused1 Capodistrias

the Government of our own country, under ' Sa^S8^!
the Duke of Wellington, to insist on the
limitation of the Greek State to the narrowest pos-
sible areaf; on. the other hand, by reducing Turkey
itself almost to the condition of a Eussian depen-
dency, it led to the abandonment of the desire to
maintain the Sultan's supremacy in any form over the
emancipated provinces, and resulted in. the establishment
of an absolutely independent Hellenic kingdom. An
important change had taken place within Greece itself
just at the time when the allied Powers determined
upon intervention. The parts of the local leaders were
played out, and in April, 1827, Capodistrias, ex-Minister
of Eussia, was elected President for seven years. Capo-
distrias accepted the call. He was then, as he had been
throughout the insurrection, at a distance from Greece;

* Hertslet, Map of Europe by Treaty, ii. 813. Rosen, i 108,
f Wellington, N1. S., iv. 297.
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and before making his way thither, he visited the prin-
cipal Courts of Europe, with the view of ascertaining what
moral or financial support he should be likely to receive
from them. His interview with the Czar Nicholas led

to a clear statement by that sovereign of the conditions
which he expected Capodistrias, in return for Eussia's
continued friendship, to fulfil. Greece was to be
rescued from revolution : in other words, personal was
to be substituted for popular government. The State
was to remain tributary to the Sultan: that is, in
both Greece and Turkey the door was to be kept open
for Eussia's interference. Whether Capodistrias had
any intention of fulfilling the latter condition is
doubtful. His love for Greece and his own personal
ambition prevented his regard for Eussia, strong though
this might be, from making him the mere instrument
of the Court of St. Petersburg; and while outwardly
acquiescing in the Czar's decision that Greece should
remain a tributary State, he probably resolved from the
first to aim at establishing its complete independence.
With regard to the Czar's demand that the system of
local self-government should be superseded within, Greece
itself by one of autocratic rule, Capodistrias was in har-
mony with his patron. He had been the Minister of a
centralised despotism himself, His experience was
wholly that of the official of an absolute sovereign ," and
although Capodistrias had represented the more liberal
tendencies of the Eussian Court when it was a question
of arguing against Metternich about the complete or the
partial restoration of despotic rule in Italy, he had no
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real acquaintance and no real sympathy with the action
of free institutions, and moved in the same circle of

ideas as the autocratic reformers of the eighteenth
century, of whom Joseph II. was the type.*

The Turks were still masters of the Morea when

Capodistrias reached Greece. The battle of Navarino
had not caused Ibrahim to relax his hold

, T /» , f ., ., , The Protocols of
upon the fortresses, and it was deemed NOV., 1828, anar 

t March, 1829.

necessary by the Allies to send a French
army-corps to dislodge him from his position. This
expeditionary force, under General Maison, landed in
Greece in the summer of 1828, and Ibrahim, not

wishing to fight to the bitter end, contented himself
with burning Tripolitza to the ground and sowing
it with salt, and then withdrew. The war between

Turkey and Bussia had now begun. Capodistrias
assisted the Bussian fleet in blockading the Darda-
nelles, and thereby gained for himself the marked
ill-will of the British Government- At a conference

held in London by the representatives of Prance, Eng-
land, and Bussia, in November, 1828, it was resolved that

the operations of the Allies should be limited to the
Morea and the islands. Capodistrias, in consequence of
this decision, took the most vigorous measures for con-
tinuing the war against Turkey. What the allies refused
to guarantee must be won by force of arms; and
during the winter of 1829, while Bussia pressed upon
Turkey from the Danube, Capodistrias succeeded in re-
conquering Missolonghi and the whole tract of country

* Mendelssohn, Graf Capodistriajs, p. 64.
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immediately to the north of the Gulf o£ Corinth. The
Porte, in prolonging its resistance after the November
conference, played, as usual, into its enemy's hands.
The negotiations at London were resumed in a spirit
somewhat more favourable to Greece, and a Protocol was

signed on the 22nd of March, 1829, extending the
northern frontier of Greece up to a line drawn from the
Gulf of Arta to the Gulf of Volo. Greece, according to
this Protocol, was still to remain under the Sultan's
suzerainty: its ruler was to be a hereditary prince
belonging to one of the reigning European families, but
not to any of the three allied Courts.*

The mediation of Great Britain was now offered to

the Porte upon the terms thus laid down, and for the
fourteenth time its mediation was rejected. But the
end was near at hand. Diebitsch crossed the Balkans,

and it was in vain that the Sultan then proposed the
terms which he had scouted in November. The Treaty
of Adrianople enforced the decisions of the March Pro-
tocol. Greece escaped from a limitation of its frontier,
T � which would have left both Athens and
Leopold accepts

SSSSJpeb., Missolonghi Turkish territory. The principle
of the admission of the provinces north of

the Gulf of Corinth within the Hellenic State was

established, and nothing remained for the friends of the
Porte but to cut down to the narrowest possible area
the district which had been loosely indicated in the
London Protocol. While Eussia, satisfied with its own

successes against the Ottoman Empire and anxious to
* B. and F. State Papers, xvii. p. 132. Prokescli-Osteii, v, 136.
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play the part of patron of the conquered, ceased to
interest itself in Greece, the Government of Great

Britain contested every inch of territory proposed to be
ceded to the new State, and finally induced the Powers
to agree upon a boundary-line which did not even in
letter fulfil the conditions of the treaty. Northern
Acarnania and part of JUtolia were severed from Greece,
and the frontier was drawn from the month of the

river Achelous to a spot near Thermopylae. On the
other hand, as Eussian influence now appeared to be
firmly established and likely to remain paramount at
Constantinople, the "Western Powers had no motive to
maintain the Sultan's supremacy over Greece. This
was accordingly by common consent abandoned; and
the Hellenic Kingdom, confined within miserably narrow
limits on the mainland, and including neither Crete nor
Samos among its islands, was ultimately offered in full
sovereignty to Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, the
widower of Charlotte, daughter of George IV. After
some negotiations, in which Leopold vainly asked for a
better frontier, he accepted the Greek crown on the
llth of February, 1830.

In the meantime, Capodistrias was struggling hard
to govern and to organise according to his own concep-
tions a land in which every element of ^&rom^Qt

anarchy, ruin, and confusion appeared to °*P0<Ji8trias-
be arrayed against the restoration of civilised life. The
country was devastated, depopulated, and in some places
utterly barbarised. Out of a population of little more
than a million, it was reckoned -tli^t three hundred
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thousand had perished during the conflict with the Turk.
The whole fabric of political and social order had to be
erected anew; and, difficult as this task would have been
for the wisest ruler, it was rendered much more difficult

by the conflict between Capodistrias' own ideal and the
character of the people among whom he had to work.
Communal or local self-government lay at the very root
of Greek nationality. In many different forms this
intense provincialism had maintained itself unimpaired
up to the end of the war, in spite of national assemblies
and national armaments. The Hydriote ship-owners,
the Primates of the Morea, the guerilla leaders of the
north, had each a type of life and a body of institutions
as distinct as the dialects which they spoke or the saints
whom they cherished in their local sanctuaries. If
antagonistic in some respects to national unity, this
vigorous local life had nevertheless been a source of
national energy while Greece had still its independence
to win; and now that national independence was won, it
might well have been made the basis of a popular and
effective system of self-government. But to Capodistrias,
as to greater men of that age, the unity of the State meant
the uniformity of all its parts; and, shutting his eyes to
all the obstacles in his path, he set himself to create an
administrative system as rigorously centralised as that

, which France had received from ISTapoleon. Conscious
of his own intellectual superiority over his countrymen,
conscious of his own integrity and ol' the sacrifice of all
his personal wealth in his country's service, he put no
measure on his expressions of scorn for the freebooters and
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peculators whom he believed to make up the Greek official
world, and he both acted and spoke as if, in the literal
sense of the words, all who ever came before him were

thieves and robbers. The peasants of the mainland, who
had suffered scarcely less from Klephts and Primates than
from Turks, welcomed Capodistrias' levelling despotism,
and to the end his name was popular among them; but
among the classes which had supplied the leaders in the
long struggle for independence, and especially among
the ship-owners of the Archipelago, who felt the con-
tempt expressed by Capodistrias for their seven years'
efforts to be grossly unjust, a spirit of opposition arose
which soon made it evident that Capodistrias would
need better instruments than those which he had around

him to carry out his task of remodelling Greece.
It was in the midst of this growing antagonism that

the news reached Capodistrias that Leopold of Saxe-
Coburg had boon appointed King of Greece. The reso-
lution made by the Powers in March, 1829, that the
sovereign of Greece should belong to some reigning
house, had perhaps not wholly destroyed the hopes of
Capodistrias that he might become Prince or Hospodar
of Greece himself. There were difficulties in the way of
filling the throne, and these difficulties, after
the appointment of Leopold, Capodistrias
certainly did not seek to lessen. His sub-
tlety, his command of the indirect methods of effecting
a purpose, were so great and so habitual to him that
there was little chance of his taking any overt step for
preventing Leopold's accession, to the crown; there
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appears, however, to be evidence that he repressed the
indications of assent which the Greeks attempted to
offer to Leopold; and a series of letters written by
him to that prince was probably intended, though in
the most guarded language, to give Leopold the im-
pression that the task which awaited him was a hope-
less one. Leopold himself, at the very time when he
accepted the crown, was wavering in his purpose. He
saw with perfect clearness that the territory granted to
the Greek State was too small to secure either its peace
or its independence. The severance of Acarnanla and
Northern JUtolia meant the abandonment of the most

energetic part of the Greek inland population, and a
probable state of incessant warfare upon the northern
frontier; the relinquishment of Crete meant that Greece,
bankrupt as it was, must maintain a navy to protect the
south coast of the Morea from Turkish attack. These

considerations had been urged upon the Powers by
Leopold before he accepted the crown, and he had been
induced for the moment to withdraw them. But he

had never fully acquiesced in the arrangements imposed
upon him: he remained irresolute for some months; and
at last, whether led to this decision by the letters of
Capodistrias or by some other influences, he declared the
conditions under which he was called upon to rule
Greece to be intolerable, and renounced the crown

(May, 1830).*
Capodistrias thus found himself delivered from hxB

» Stock-mar, i. 80.; Moudolssolm; Capodistrias, p. 271 B. and V. State
Papers, rviL 453.
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rival, and again face to face with the task to which duty
or ambition called him. The candidature

of Leopold had embittered the relations aSarSeciw-"*" distnas.

between Capodistrias and all who confronted
him in Greece, for it gave him the means of measuring
their hostility to himself by the fervour of their ad-
dresses to this unknown foreigner. A dark shadow
fell over his government. As difficulties thickened
and resistance grew everywhere more determined, the
President showed himself harsher and less scrupulous in
the choice of his means. The men about him were

untrustworthy; to crush them, he filled the offices of
government with relatives and creatures of his own
who wore at once tyrannous and incapable. Thwarted
and checked, he met opposition by imprisonment and
measures of violence, suspended the law-courts, and
introduced the espionage and the police-system of St.
Petersburg. At length armed rebellion broke out, and
while jMitioulis, the Hydriote admiral, blew up the best
ships of the Crook navy to prevent thorn falling into
tho President's hands, the wild district of Maina, which

hud nover admitted the Turkish tax-gatherer, refused
to pay taxes to the Hellenic State. The revolt was
summarily quelled by Oapodistriaw, and several members
of tho family of Mauromichalis, including tho chief
Petrobm, formerly feudal ruler of Maina, were arrested.
Some personal insult, imaginary or real, was moreover
offered by Oapodintrias to this fallen foe, after the aged
mother of Petrobei, who had lost sixty-four kinsmen in
the war against the Turk*, had begged for his release*

3o
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The vendetta of the Maina was aroused. A son and a

nephew of Petrobei laid wait for the President, and as he
entered the Church of St. Spiridion at Nauplia on the 9th
of October, 1831, a pistol-shot and blow from a yataghan
laid him dead on the ground. He had been warned that
his life was sought, but had refused to make any change
in his habits, or to allowhimself to be attended by a guard,

The death of Capodistrias excited sympathies and
regrets which to a great extent silenced criticism upon
his government, and which have made his name one of
those most honoured by the Greek nation. His fall threw:
the country into anarchy. An attempt was made by
his brother Augustine to retain autocratic power, but
the result was universal dissension and the interference

of the foreigner. At length the Powers united in
finding a second sovereign for Greece, and brought the
weary scene of disorder to a close. Prince Otho of

Bavaria was sent to reign at Athens, and
Greece, j8L° i, with him there came a group of Bavarian

officials, to whom the Courts of Europe
persuaded themselves that the future of Greece might
be safely entrusted. A frontier somewhat better than
that which had been offered to Leopold was granted to
the new sovereign, but neither Crete, Thessaly, nor Epirus
was included within his kingdom. Thus hemmed in
within intolerably narrow limits, while burdened with
the expenses of an independent state, alike unable to
meet the calls upon its national exchequer and to exclude
the intrigues of foreign Courts, Greece offered during
the n£xt generation little that justified the hopes that
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had been raised as to its future. But the belief of man-

kind in the invigorating power of national independence
is not wholly vain, nor, even under the most hostile
conditions, will the efforts of a liberated people fail to
attract the hope and the envy of those branches of its
race which still remain in subjection. Poor and in-
glorious as the Greek kingdom was, it excited the rest-
less longings not only of Greeks under Turkish bondage
but of the prosperous Ionian Islands under English
rule; and in 1804 the first step in the expansion of the
.Hellenic 'kingdom was accomplished by the transfer of
these islands from Great Britain to Greece. Our own

day has seen Greece further strengthened and enriched
by the annexation of Thessaly. The commercial and
educational development of the kingdom is now as
vigorous as that of any State in Europe : in agriculture
and in manufacturing industry it still lingers far behind.
Following the example of Oavour and the Sardinian
statesmen who judged no cost too great in preparing
for Italian union, the rulers o£ Greece burden the

national finances with the support of an army and navy
excessive in comparison both with the resources and
with the present requirement** of the State. To the
ideal of a great political future the material progress of
the laud haw been largely sacrificed. Whether, in the
re-adjustment of frontiers which must follow upon the
gradual extrusion of the Turk from Eastern Europe,
Greece will gain from its expenditure advantages pro-
portionate to the undoubted evils which it has involved,
the future alone can decide.

3 of}
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WHEN the Congress of Vienna re-arranged the map of
Europe after Napoleon's fall, Lord Castlercagh expressed
the opinion that no prudent statesman would forecast a

' duration of more than seven years for any settlement
that might then be made. At the end of a period twice
as long, the Treaties of 1815 were still the public law of
Europe. The grave had peacefully closed over Napo-
leon ; the revolutionary forces of France had given no
sign of returning life. As the Bourbon monarchy struck
root, and the elements of opposition grew daily weaker
in France, the perils that lately filled all minds appeared
to grow obsolete, and the very Power against which the
anti-revolutionary treaties of 1815 had been in the main,

directed took its place, as of natural right, by the side
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of Austria and Eussia in the struggle against revolu-
tion. The attack of Louis XVIII. upon the Spanish
Constitutionalists marked the complete reconciliation o£
France with the Continental dynasties which had com-
bined against it in 1815; and from this time the Treaties
of Chaumont and Aix-la-Chapelle, though their pro-
visions might be still unchallenged, ceased to represent
the actual relations existing between the Powers. There
was nj[) longer a moral union of the Courts against a
supposed French revolutionary State; on the contrary,
when Eastern attain* reached their crisis, Eussia detached

itself from its Jlapsburg ally, and definitely allied itself
with France. If after the Peace of Adrianople any
ono Power stood isolated, it was Austria; and if Europe
was threatened by renewed aggression, it was not under
revolutionary leaders or with revolutionary watchwords,
but as the result of an alliance between Charles X, and

the Cmr of Russia. After the Bourbon Cabinet had

resolved to seek an extension of French territory at
whatever sacrifice of the balance of power in the Wast,
Europe could hardly expect that tho Court of St. Peters-
burg would long reject the advantages offered to it.
The frontiers of IS 15 seemed likely to be obliterated by
an enterprise which would bring Russia to the Danube
and Franco to the Rhino. From thin danger the Kottle-
ment of 1815 was saved by the course of events that
took pluco within Franco iteelf. The Revolution of 1830,
insignificant iu its immediate offectw upon the French
people, largely influenced the governments and the
nations of JBuropo; and while within certain narrow
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limits it gave a stimulus to constitutional liberty, its
more general result was to revive the union of the three
Eastern Courts whicli had broken down in 182G, and to

reunite the principal members of the Holy Alliance by
the sense of a common interest against the Liberalism of
the "West.

In the person of Charles X, reaction and clericalism
had ascended the French throne. The minister, Villele,

who had won power in 1820 as the ropre-
cim^£,i°824 sentative of the ultra-Royalists, had indeed

learnt wisdom while in office, and down to

the death of Louis XVIII. in 1824 he had kept in
check the more violent section of his party. But he
now retained his post only at the price of compliance
with the Court, and gave the authority of his name to
measures which his own judgment condemned. It was
characteristic of Charles X. and of the reactionaries

around him that out of trilling matters thoy provoked
more exasperation than a prudent Government would
have aroused by changes of infinitely greater im-
portance. Thus in a sacrilege-law which was intro-
duced in 1825 they disgusted all reasonable men by
attempting to revive the barbarous medieval punishment
of amputation of the hand; and in a measure conferring
some fractional rights upon the eldest son in canon of
intestacy they alarmed the whole nation by a preamble
declaring the French principle of the equal division of
inheritances to be incompatible with monarchy. Coming
from a Government which had tluw already forfeited
public confidence, a law granting the emigrants a
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compensation of £40,000,000 for their estates which
had been confiscated during the Revolution excited the
strongest opposition, although, apart from questions of
equity, it benefited the nation by for ever setting at
rest till doubt as to the title of the purchasers of the
confiscated lands. The financial operations by which, in
order to provide the vast sum allotted to the emigrants,
the national debt was converted from a five per cent, to
a three per cent, stock, alienated all stockholders and
especially tho powerful bankers of Paris. But more
than any single legislative act, the alliance of the
Government with the priestly order, and the encourage-
ment given by it to monastic corporations, whose
existence in France was contrary to law, offended the
nation. Tho Jesuits were indicted before the law-courts

by Montlosior, himself u Royalist and a member of the
old noblesse, A vein»wont controversy sprang up be-
tween tho ecclesiastics and their opponents, in .which the
Court WHS not spared. The Government., winch hud lately
repealed tho law of censorship, now restored it by edict.
Tho climax of its unpopularity was reached; its hold
upon the Chamber wjfs gone, and tho very measure by
which VillMo, when at tho height of his power, had
endeavoured to give permanence to his administration,
proved its ruin, lie had abolished the aystom of partial
renovation, by which one-fifth of the Chamber 01
Deputies was annually returned, and Hubstituted for
it tho English system of Boptonuitil Parliaments with
general elections- In 1827 King Charles, believing his
Ministers to bo stronger in the country than in the
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Chamber, exercised his prerogative of dissolution. The
result was the total defeat of the Government, and the

return of an assembly in which the Liberal opposition
outnumbered the partisans of the Court by three to
one. Vill&e's Ministry now resigned. King Charles,
unwilling to choose his successor from the Parliamen-
tary majority, thought for a moment of violent resis-
tance, but subsequently adopted other counsels, and,
without sincerely intending to bow to the national will,
called to office the Vicomte de Martignac, a member of
the right centre, and the representative of a policy of
conciliation and moderate reform (January 2, 1828).

It was not the fault of this Minister that the last

chance of union between the French nation and the

Ministry of Mar. elder Bourbon line was thrown away.
tignac, 182&-29. ^/[^liign^ brought forward a measure of
decentralisation conferring upon the local authorities
powers which, though limited, were larger than they
had possessed at any time since the foundation of
the Consulate; and he appealed to the Liberal sec-
tions of the Chamber to assist him in winning an
instalment of self-government which Franco might
well have accepted with satisfaction. But the spirit
of opposition within the Assembly was too strong for
a coalition of moderate men, and the Liberals made

the success of Martignac's plan impossible by insisting
on concessions which the Minister was unable to grant.
The reactionists were ready to combine with their
opponents. King Charles himself was in 'secret an-
tagonism to his Minister, and watched with malicious
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joy his failure to control the majority in the Chamber.
Instead of throwing all his influence on to the side of
Martignac, and rallying all doubtful forces by the pro-
nounced support of the Crown, lie welcomed Martignac's
defeat as a proof of the uselessnoss of all concessions,
and dismissed the Minister from office, declaring that
the course of events bad fulfilled his own belief in tbe

impossibility o£ governing in accord with a Parliament,
The names of the Ministers who were now called to

power excited anxiety and alarm not only in France
but throughout the political circles of Europe. They
were the names of men known as the most violent and

embittered partisans of reaction; men whose presence
in the councils of the King could mean nothing but
a direct attack upon the existing Parliamentary system
of [Franco. At the head was Jules Poligmie, then French
ambassador at London, a man lialf-cimed

.,,,.. it* i 11 tt1 T Volignaci MiniK-
with fe hifious delusions, who had snllered iw, Aug.»," 182U.

a long imprisonment for his shave in
OadouduFs attempt to kill .Napoleon, and on his return
to Franco in 1814 had refused to swear to the Charta

because it granted religious freedom to non-Catholics.
Among tho subordinate members of tin* Ministry were
General Bourmont, who had deserted to tho English
at Waterloo, and La Bounlonnayo, tho champion of
tho reactionary Terrorists in IS I (5.*

Tho Ministry having bcou appointed immediately
after tho close of tho semen of 182$), an interval of

several montliB passed before they were brought face to
* Yiel"C«Ht»l, t!x< 574* Duvurgfor d« Hauranne, *, 85.
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face with the Chambers. During this interval the
prospect of a conflict with the Crown be-

isso^lkeor. came familiar to the public mind, though
leamsta. ...

no general impression existed that an actual
change of dynasty was close at hand. The Bonapartists
were without a leader, Napoleon's son, their natural head,
" being in the power of the Austrian Court; the Kepub-
licans were neither numerous nor well organised, and
the fatal memories of 1793 still weighed upon the
nation; the great body of those who contemplated
resistance to King Charles X. looked only to a Par-
liamentary struggle, or, in the last resort, to the refusal
of payment of taxes in case of a breach of the Constitu-
tion. There was, however, a small and dexterous group
of politicians which, at a distance from all the old
parties, schemed for the dethronement of the reigning
branch of the House of Bourbon, and for the elevation

of Louis Philippe, Duke of Orleans, to the throne.
The chief of this intrigue was Talleyrand. Slighted
and thwarted by the Court, the old diplomatist watched
for the signs of a falling Government, and when the
familiar omens met his view he turned to the quarter
from which its successor was most likely to arise.
Louis Philippe stood high in credit with all circles
of Parliamentary Liberals. His history had been a
strange and eventful one. He was the son of that

Orleans who, after calling himself Bgalit6, and voting
for the death of his cousin, Louis XVL, had himself

perished during the Eeign of Terror. Young Louis
Philippe had been a member of the Jacobin Club, and;
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had fought for the Bepublic at Jeniappes. Then,
exiled and reduced to penury, he had earned his bread
by teaching mathematics in Switzerland, and had been
a wanderer in the new as well as in the old world.

After a while his fortunes brightened. A marriage
with the daughter of Ferdinand of Sicily restored him
to those relations with the reigning houses of Europe
which had been forfeited by his father, and inspired him
with the hope of gaining a crown. During Napoleon's
invasion of Spain he had caballed with politicians in
that country who wore inclined to accept a substitute
for their absent sovereign; at another time ho had
entertained hopes of being made king of the Ionian
Islands. Aftor the peace oC Paris, when the allied
sovereigns and their ministers visited Hngland, Louis
Philippe was sent OVCT by his father-in-law to intrigue
among thorn against Murat, and in pursuance of this
object ho made himself acquainted not only with every
foreign statesman then in London but with every lead-
ing English politician. lie afterwards settled in France,
and was reinstated in the vast possessions of tin* I louse of
Orleans, which, though confiscated, had Tiot for thq most

part been sold during the Involution. His position at
Paris under Louis XVIII. and Charles X. was a peculiar
one. Without taking any direct part in politics or
entering into any avowed opposition to the Court,he made
his homes the Palais Koyalo, a gathering-placo for all
that was most distinguished in tho now political and
literary wowoty of tho capital; and while tho Tuileriea
affected tho pomp and the corcmouiousucHS of the old
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regime, the Duke of Orleans moved with the familiarity
of a citizen among citizens. 'He was a clever, ready,
sensible man, equal; as it seemed, to any practical task
likely to come in his way, but in reality void of any
deep insight, of any far-reaching aspiration, of any
profound conviction. His affectation of a straightfor-
ward middle-class geniality covered a decided tendency
towards intrigue and a strong love of personal power.
Later events indeed gave rise to the belief that, while
professing the utmost loyalty towards Charles X., Louis
Philippe had been scheming to oust him from his throne ;
but the evidence really points the other way, and
indicates that, whatever secret hopes may have sug-
gested themselves to the Duke, his strongest sentiment
during the Ee volution of 1830 was the fear of being
driven into exile himself, and of losing his posses-
sions. He was not indeed of a chivalrous nature;

but when the Crown came in his way, ho was guilty
of no worse offence than some shabby evasions of
promises.

Early in March, 1830, the Trench Chambers assem-
bled after their recess. The speech of King Charles

and a^ *^le 0Pening °^ tte session was resolute
and even threatening. It was answered by
an address from the Lower House, requesting

him to dismiss his Ministers. The deputation which
presented this address was received by the King in a
style that left no doubt as to his intentions, and ou
the following day the Chambers were prorogued for
six months. It was known that they would not bo
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permitted to meet again, and preparations for a renewed
general election were at once made with the utmost
vigour by both'parties throughout France. The Court
unsparingly applied all the means of pressure iamiliar
to French governments; it moreover expected to in-
fluence public opinion by some striking success in arms
or in diplomacy abroad. The negotiations with "Russia
for the acquisition of Belgium wen4 still before the
Cabinet, and a quarrel with the I)ey of Algiers gave
JPolignae the opportunity of beginning a war of con-
quest in Africa. General Bourmont loft the War Office,
to wipe out the infamy still attaching to his name by a
campaign against the Arabs; and tho Government trusted
that, oven in the event of defeat tit the elections, the

nation at large would at the most critical moment be
rallied to its side by an announcement- of the csiptnro of
Algiers.

While tho dissolution of Parliament was impending,
JPolignac laid before the King a memorial expressing his
own views on the courses open to Government in ease of
tho elections proving adverse. Tho Chariii Mivw.8 �>.

contained a clause which, in loose and ill- JtMl"

chosen language, declared it to bo the function <>£ the
King1*to make the regulations and ordinances necessary
for the execution of the laws and for the security of the
State/* These words, which no doubt referred to tho

exorcise of the King's normal and constitutional powers,
were interpreted by Poligmte as authorising the King
to Huspend tho Constitution itsalf, if tho .Representa-
tive Assembly should bo at variance with the King's
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Ministers. Polignac in fact entertained the same view
of- the relation between executive and deliberative bodies

as those Jacobin directors who made the coup-d'etat of
Fructidor, 1797 ; and the measures which he ultimately
adopted were, though in a softened form, those adopted
by Barras and Lar£veill£re after the Eoyalist elections
in the sixth year of the Republic. To suspend the
Constitution was not, he suggested, to violate the
Charta, for the Charta empowered the sovereign to issue
the ordinances necessary for the security of the State;
and who but the sovereign and his advisers could be the
judges of this necessity ? This was simple enough;
there was nevertheless among Polignac's colleagues
some doubt both as to the wisdom and as to the legality
of his plans. King Charles who, with all his bigotry,
was anxious not to violate the letter of the Charta,

brooded long over the clause which defined the sove-
reign's powers. At length he persuaded himself that
his Minister's interpretation was the correct one, accepted
the resignation of the dissentients within the Cabinet,
and gave his sanction to the course which Polignac
recommended.*

The result of the general election, which took place
in June, surpassed all the hopes of the Opposition and
all the fears of the Court. The entire body of Deputies
which had voted the obnoxious address to the Crown in

Elections of March was returned, and the partisans of
im Government lost in addition fifty seats.

The Cabinet, which had not up to this time resolved
* Proc&s dos Ex-Ministres, i. 189,
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upon the details of its action, now deliberated upon
several projects submitted to it, and, after rejecting all
plans that might have led to a compromise, determined
to declare the elections null and void, to silence the

press, and to supersede the existing electoral system by
one that should secure the mastery of the Grovernment
both at the polling-booths and in the Chamber itself.
All this was to be done by Eoyal Edict, and before
the meeting of the new Parliament. The date fixed
for the opening of the Chambers had been placed
as late as possible in order to give time to General
Bourmont to win the victory in Africa from which the
Court expected to reap so rich a harvest of prestige.
On the 9th of July news arrived that Algiers had
fallen. The announcement, which was everywhere
made with the utmost pomp, foil flat on the country.
The conflict between the Court and the nation ab-

sorbed all minds, and the rapturous congratulations
of Bishops and Prefects scarcely misled even the blind
cdtcrw of the Tuilcries. Public opinion was no doubt
with the Opposition; King Charlos, however, had
no belief that tho populace of Paris, which alone
was to be dreaded as a fighting body, would take tip
arms on behalf of the middle-class voters and jour-
nalists against whom his Ordinances were to be
directed. The populace neither read nor voted: why
should it concern itself with constitutional law ? Or

why, in a matter that related only to the King and the
Bourgeoisie, should it not take part with the King
against this rtew and bastard aristocracy which lived on
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others' labour? Politicians who could not fight were
troublesome only when they were permitted to speak and
to write. There was force enough at the King's command
to close the gates of the Chamber of Deputies, and to
break up the printing-presses of the journals; and if
King Louis XVI. had at last fallen by the hands of
men of violence, it was only because he had made
concessions at first to orators and politicians. There-
fore, without dreaming that an armed struggle would
be the immediate result of their action, King Charles
and Polignac determined to prevent the meeting of the
Chamber, and to publish, a week before the date fixed
for its opening, the Edicts which were to silence the
brawl of faction and to vindicate monarchical govern-
ment in France.

Accordingly, on the 20th of July, a scries of
Ordinances appeared in the JSIouifettr, signed by the
King and countersigned by the Ministers. The first
The ordinals. Ordinance forbade the publication of any
July se, 1*30. journal without royal permission; the second
dissolved the Chamber of Deputies; the third rained
the property-qualification of voters, established a
system of double-election, altered the duration of
Parliaments, and re-enacted the obsolete clause of

the Oharta, confining the initiative in all legislation
to the Government. Other Ordinances convoked a

Chamber to be elected under the new rules, and called
to the Council of State a number of the most no-

torious ultra-Itoyalists and fanatics in France. Taken
together, the Ordinances left scarcely anything standing
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of the Constitutional and Parliamentary system of the
day. The blow fell first on the press, and the first step
in resistance was taken by the journalists of Paris,
who, under the leadership of the young Thiers, editor
of the National, published a protest declaring that they
would treat the Ordinances as illegal, and calling upon
the Chambers and nation to join in this resistance. For
a while the journalists seemed likely to stand alone.
Paris at large remained quiet, and a body of the recently
elected Deputies, to whom the journalists appealed as
representatives of the nation, proved themselves in-
capable of any action or decision whatsoever. It was
not from these timid politicians, but from a body of
obscure Eepublicans, that the impulse proceeded which
overthrew the Bourbon throne. Unrepresented in Par-
liament and unrepresented in the press, there were a
few active men who had handed down the traditions of

1792, and who, in sympathy with the Carbonari and
other conspirators abroad, had during recent years
founded secret societies in Paris, and enlisted in the

Republican cause a certain number of workmen, of
students, and of youths of the middle classes. While
the journalists discussed legal means of resistance and
the Deputies awaited events, the Itepubliean leaders
met and determined upon armed revolt. They were
assisted, probably without direct concert, by the print-
ing firms and other employers of labour, who, in view
of the general suspension of the newspapers, closed their
establishments on the morning of July #7, and turned
their workmen iuto the streets,

SH
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Thus on the day after the appearance of the Edicts
the aspect of Paris changed. Crowds gathered, and

revolutionary cries were raised. Marmont,
who was suddenly ordered to take command

of the troops, placed them around the Tuileries, and
captured two barricades which were erected in the neigh-
bourhood ; but the populace was not yet armed, and no
serious conflict took place. In the evening Lafayette
reached Paris, and the revolution had now a real, though
not an avowed, leader. A body of his adherents met
during the night at the office of the National^ and, in
spite of Thiers' resistance, decided upon a general in-
surrection. Thiers himself, who desired nothing but
a legal and Parliamentary attack upon Charles X.,
quitted Paris to await events. The men who had out-
voted him placed themselves in communication with all
the district committees of Paris, and began the actual
work of revolt by distributing arms. On the morning

of Wednesday, July 28th, the first armed
July 98.

bands attacked and captured the arsenals
and several private dep6ts of weapons and ammunition.
Barricades were erected everywhere. The insurgents
sweDed from hundreds to thousands, and, converging on
the old rallying-point of the Commune of Paris, they
seized the H6tel de Ville, and hoisted the tricolor flag
on its roof. Marmont wrote to the King, declaring the
position to be most serious, and advising concession ; he
then put his troops in motion, and succeeded, after a
severe conflict, in capturing several points of vantage,
and in expelling the rebels from the H6tel de Ville.
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In the meantime the Deputies, who were again
assembled at the house of one of their number in

pursuance of an agreement made on the previous day,
gained sufficient courage to adopt a protest declaring
that in spite of the Ordinances they were still the legal
representatives of the nation. They moreover sent a
deputation to Marmont, begging him to put a stop to
the fighting, and offering their assistance in restoring
order if the King would withdraw his Edicts. Marmont
replied that he could do nothing without the King's
command, but he despatched a second letter to St.
Cloud, urging compliance. The only answer which he
received was a command to concentrate his troops and
to act in masses. The result of this was that the

positions which had been won by hard fighting were
abandoned before evening, and that the troops, furnished
and exhausted, were marched back through the streets
of Palis to the Tuileries. On the march some frater-

nised with the people, others were surrounded and dis-
armed. All eastern Paris now fell into the hands of

the insurgents; the middle-class, as in 1789 and 1792,
remained inactive, and allowed the contest to be decided

by the populace and the noldiery. Messages from the
capital constantly reached St. Cloud, but the King so
little understood his danger and so confidently reckoned
on the victory of the troops in the Tuileries that he
played whist as usual during the evening; and when the
Due de Mortemart, French Ambassador at St. Peters-

burg, arrived at nightfall, aad pressed for aa audience,
the King refused to receive Mm until the next morning.
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"When morning came, the march of the insurgents
against the Tuileries began. Position after
position fell into their hands. The regi-

ments stationed in the Place Vend6me abandoned their

commander, and marched off to place themselves at the
disposal of the Deputies. Marmont ordered the Swiss
G-uard, which had hitherto defended the Louvre, to re-

place them; and in doing so he left the Louvre for a
moment without any garrison. The insurgents saw the
building empty, and rushed into it. From the windows
they commanded the Court of the Tuileries, where the
troops in reserve were posted; and soon after mid-day
all was over. A few isolated battalions fought and
perished, but the mass of the soldiery with their com-
mander fell back upon the Place de hi Concorde, and
then evacuated Paris.*

The Duke of Orleans was all this time in hiding.
He had been warned that the Court intended to arrest

him, and, whether from fear of the Court or of the popu-
lace, he had secreted himself at a hunting-lodge in his
woods, allowing none but his wife and his sister to know
where he was concealed. His partisans, of whom the
rich and popular banker, Laffitte, was the most in-
fluential among the Deputies, were watching for an
opportunity to bring forward his name; but their
chances of success seemed slight. The Deputies at
large wished only for the withdrawal of the Ordinances,

* Lafayette,vi.383. Marmont, viii. 238. Duphi, Revolution de Juillot,
p. 7. Odilon Barrot, i. 105. Sarrans, Lafayette i. 237. Bomrd, devolu-
tion do 1830, p. 60. Hillcbraud, Dio Juli-Bovolution, ]>. 87.
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and were wholly averse from a change of dynasty. It
was onlv through the obstinacy of King Charles himselfy
and as the result of a series of accidents, that the Crown

passed from the elder Bourbon line. King Charles
would not hear of withdrawing the Ordinances until
the Tuileries had actually fallen ; lie then gave way and
charged the Due de Mortemart to form a new Ministry,
drawn from the ranks of the Opposition. But instead
of formally repealing the Edicts by a public Decree, he
sent two messengers to Paris to communicate his change
of purpose to the Deputies by word of mouth. The
messengers betook themselves to the H6tel de Ville,
where a municipal committee under Lafayette had been
installed; and, when they could produce no written
authority for their statements, they were referred by this
committee to the general body of Deputies, which was
now sitting at Laffitte's house. The Deputies also
demanded a written guarantee. Laffitte and Thiers
spoke in favour of the Duke of Orleans, but the
Assembly at large was still willing to negotiate with
Charles X., and only required the presence of the Due
de Mortemart himself, and a copy of the Decree repealing
the Ordinances.

It was now near midnight. The messengers returned
to St, Cloud, and were not permitted to deliver their in-
telligence until the King awoke next morning. Charles
then signed the necessary document, and Mortemarfc set
out for Paris; but the night's delay had

July 30.
given the Orleauists time to act, and before
the King was up TMers had placarded the streets of
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Paris with a proclamation extolling Orleans as the prince
devoted to the cause of the Revolution, as the soldier of

Jemappes, and the only constitutional King now pos-
sible. Some hours after this manifesto had appeared
the Deputies again assembled at Laffitte's house, and
waited for the appearance of Mortemart, But they
waited in vain. Mortemart's carriage was stopped on
the road from St. Cloud, and he was compelled to make
his way on foot by a long circuit and across a score of
barricades. When he approached Laffitte's house, half
dead with heat and fatigue, he found that the Deputies
had adjourned to the Palais Bourbon, and, instead of fol-
lowing them, he ended his journey at the Luxemburg,
where the Peers were assembled. His absence was

turned to good account by the Orleanists. At the
morning session the proposition was openly made to call
Louis Philippe to power; and when the Deputies re-
assembled in the afternoon and the Minister still failed

to present himself, it was resolved to send a body of Peers
and Deputies to Louis Philippe to invite him to come to
Paris and to assume the office of Lieutenant-General of

the kingdom. No opposition was offered to this proposal
in the House of Peers, and a deputation accordingly set
out to search for Louis Philippe at his country house
at Neiiilly. The prince was not to be found; but his
sister, who received the deputation, undertook that he
should duly appear in Paris. She then communicated
with her brother in his hiding-place, and induced him,
in spite of the resistance of his wife, to set out for the
capital He arrived at the Palais Royalo late on the
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niglit of the 30th. Early the next morning he received
a deputation from the Assembly, and accepted the powers
which they offered him. A proclamation was then pub-
lished, announcing to the Parisians that in order to save
the country from anarchy and civil war the Duke o£
Orleans had assumed the office of Lieutenant-Greneral of

the kingdom.
But there existed another authority in Paris beside

the Assembly of Representatives, and one^ 
,

that was not altogether disposed to permit
Louis Philippe and his satellites to reap the fruits of the
people's victory. Lafayette and the Municipal Com-
mittee, which occupied the H&tel do Villo, had trans-
formed, themselves into a provisional government, and
sat surrounded by the armed mob which had captured
the Tuilorics two days before. No single person who
had fought in the streets had risked his life for the sake
of making Louin Philippe king; in so far as the Parisians
had fought for any definite political idea, they had
fought for the llqmblic. It was necessary to reconcile
both the populace and the provisional government to the
assumption of power by the new liegent; and with this
object LOIUH Philippe himself proceeded to the H6telde
Villa, accompanied by an escort of Deputies arid Peers,
It was a hazardous moment when he entered the crowd

on the Place de Gr&ve; but Loxris Philippe's readiness of
speech stood Ixim in good stead, and he made his way
unhurt through the throng into the building, where
Lafayette received him. Compliments and promises
were showered upon this veteran of 1789, wlxo presently
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appeared on a balcony and embraced Louis Philippe,
while the Prince grasped the tricolor flag, the flag which
had not waved in Paris since 1815. The spectacle was
successful. The multitude shouted applause; and the
few determined men who still doubted the sincerity of
a Bourbon and demanded the proclamation of the Be-
public were put off with the promise of an ultimate
appeal to the French people.

In the meantime Charles X. had withdrawn to Eam-

bouillet, accompanied by the members of his family and
by a considerable body of troops. Here the news
reached him that Orleans had accepted from the
Chambers the office of Lieutenant-General. It was

a severe blow to the old king, who, while others
doubted of Louis Philippe's loyalty, had
still maintained his trust in this prince's

fidelity. For a moment he thought of retiring beyond
the Loire and risking a civil war; but the troops now
.began to disperse, and Charles, recognising that his
cause was hopeless, abdicated together with the dauphin
in favour of his grandson the young Ohambord,
then called Due do Bordeaux. He wrote to- Louis

Philippe, appointing him, as if on his own initiative,
Lieutenant-General of the kingdom, and required him
to proclaim Henry V. king, and to undertake the
government during the new sovereign's minority. It
is doubtful whether Louis Philippe had at this time
formed any distinct resolve, and whether his answer to
Charles X. was inspired by mere good nature or by
conscious falsehood; for while replying officially that he
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would lay the king's letter before the Chambers, he
privatoly wrote to Charles X. that he would retain his
new office only until he could safely place the Due de
Bordeaux upon the throne. Having thus soothed the
old man's pride, Louis Philippe requested him to hasten
his departure from the neighbourhood of Paris; and
when Charles ignored the message, he sent out some
bands of the National Guard to terrify him into flight.
This device succeeded, and the royal family, still pre-
serving the melancholy ceremonial of a court, moved
slowly through France towards the western coast. At
Cherbourg they took ship and crossed to England, where
they were received as private persons. Among the
British nation at large the exiled Bourbons excited but
little sympathy. They were, however, permitted to take
up their abode in the palace of Holyrood, and here
Charles X. resided for two years. But neither the
climate nor the society of the Scottish capital offered
any attraction to the old and failing chief of a fallen
dynasty. lie sought a more congenial shelter in Austria,
and died at Goritz in November, 1830.

The first public notice of the abdication of King
CharloH was given by Louis Philippe in the Chamber of
Deputies, which was convoked by him, as Lieutenant-
General of the Kingdom, on the ttrcl of August. In
addressing the Deputies, Louis Philippe stated that he
had received a letter containing the abdica-
tion both of the King and of the Dauphin,
but he uttered no single word regarding the
Due do Bordeaux, in whose favour both his grandfather
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and his uncle had renounced their rights. Had Louis
Philippe mentioned that the abdications were in fact
conditional, and had he declared himself protector of
the Due de Bordeaux during his minority, there is little
doubt that the legitimate heir would have been peaceably
accepted both by the Chamber and by Paris. Louis
Philippe himself had up to this time done nothing that
was inconsistent with the assumption of a mere Begency;
the Chamber had not desired a change of dynasty; and,,
with the exception of Lafayette, the men who had
actually made the Eevolution bore as little goodwill to-
an Orleanist as to a Bourbon monarchy. But from the-
time when Louis Philippe passed over in silence the
claims of the grandson of Charles X., his own accession
to the throne became inevitable. It was left to an

obscure Deputy to propose that the crown should be
offered to Louis Philippe, accompanied by certain con-
ditions couched in the form of modifications of the-

Charta, The proposal was carried in the Chamber on
the 7th of August, and the whole body of representa-
tives marched to the Palais Royale to acquaint the
prince with its resolution. Louis Philippe, after some-
conventional expressions of regret, declared that he could
not resist the call of his country. When the Lower
Chamber had thus disposed of the crown, the House of
Peers, which had proved itself a nullity throughout the
crisis, adopted the same resolution, and tendered its con-
gratulations in a similar fashion. Two days later Louk.
Philippe took the oath to the Charta as modified by
the Assembly, and was proclaimed King of the French.
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Thus ended a revolution, which., though greeted
with enthusiasm at the time, has lost much of its

splendour and importance in the later judgment of man-
kind. In comparison with the Revolution of 1789, the
movement which overthrew the Bourbons in 1830 was

a mere flutter on the surface. It was unconnected with

any great change in men's ideas, and it left
. ... 1'ij* i IT-I Nature of the

no great social or legislative changes behind isolation of
it. Occasioned by a breach of the constitu-
tion on the part of the Executive Government, it resulted
mainly in the transfer of administrative power from one
set of politicians to another: the alterations which it
introduced into the constitution itself were of no great
importance. France neither had an absolute Govern-
ment "Before 1830, nor had it a popular Government
afterwards. Instead of a representative of divine right,
attended by guards of nobles and counselled by Jesuit
confessors, there was now a citizen-king, who walked
about the streets of Paris with an umbrella under hi^

arm and sent his sons to the public schools, but who
had at heart as keen a devotion to dynastic interests
as either o£ his predecessors, and a much greater
capacity for personal rule. The bonds which kept the
entire local administration of France in dependence upon
the central authority were not loosened; officialism
remained as strong a« ever; the franchise was still
limited to a mere fraction of the nation* On the

other hand, within the administration itself the change
wrought by the July Involution was real and lasting,
It extinguished the political power of the clerical
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interest. M"ot only were the Bishops removed from the
House of Peers, but throughout all departments of
Government the influence of the clergy, which had been
so strong under Charles X., vanished away. The State
took a distinctly secular colour. The system of public
education was regulated with such police-like exclusive-
ness that priests who insisted upon opening schools of
their own for Catholic teaching were enabled to figure
as champions of civil liberty and of freedom of opinion
against despotic power. The noblesse lost whatever
political influence it had regained during the Restora-
tion. The few surviving Ecgicides who had been
banished in 1815 were recalled to France, among them
the terrorist Barrcre, who was once more returned to

the Assembly. But the real winners in the Revolution
of 1830 were not the men of extremes, but the middle-
class of France. This was the class which Louis

Philippe truly represented; and the force which for
eighteen years kept Louis Philippe on the throne was
the middle-class force of the National Q-uard of Paris,

Against this sober, prosaic, unimaginative power there
struggled the hot and restless spirit which had been let
loose by the overthrow of the Bourbon dynasty, and
which, fired at once with the political ideal of a
Republic, with dreams of the regeneration of Europe
by French armies, and with the growing antagoniKin
between the labouring class and the owners of property,
threatened for awhile to overthrow the newly-consti-
tuted monarchy in France, and to plunge Europe into
war. The return of the tricolor /lag, the long-silenced
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strains of the Eepublic and the Empire, the sense of
victory with which men on the popular side witnessed
the expulsion of the dynasty which had been forced
upon France after Waterloo, revived that half-romantic
military ardour which had undertaken the liberation of
Europe in 1792. France appeared once more in the
eyes of enthusiasts as the deliverer of nations. The

"realities of the past epoch of French military aggres-
sion, its robberies, its corruption, the execrations of its
victims, were forgotten; and when one people after
another took up the shout of liberty that was raised in
Paris, and insurrections broke out in every quarter of
Europe, it was with difficulty that Louis Philippe and
the few men of caution about him could prevent the
French nation from rushing into war.

The State first affected by the events of July was
the kingdom of the Netherlands. The creation of this
kingdom, in which the Belgian provinces formerly sub-
ject to Austria were united with Holland to serve as an
effective barrier against French aggression Affairs ja
on the north, had been one of Pitt's most Btd»luin-
cherished schemes, and it had been curried into effect

ten years after his death by the Congress of Yienna.
National and religious incongruities had been little con-
sidered by the statesmen of that day, and at the very
moment of union the Catholic bishops of Belgium had
protested against a constitution which gave equal tole-
ration to all religions under the rule of a Protestant
King. The Belgians had been uninterruptedly united
with France for the twenty year** preceding 1814; the
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French language was not only the language of their
literature, but the spoken language of the upper classes;
and though the Flemish portion of the population was
nearly related to the Dutch, this element had not then
asserted itself with the distinctness and energy which
it has since developed. The antagonism between the
northern and the southern Netherlands, though not in-
superable, was sufficiently great to make a harmonious
union between the two countries a work of difficulty,
and the Government of The Hague had not taken
the right course to conciliate its opponents. The Bel-
gians, though more numerous, were represented by fewer
members in the National Assembly than the Dutch.
Offices were filled by strangers from Holland; finance
was governed by a regard for Dutch interests; and the
Dutch language was made the official language for the
whole kingdom. But the chief grievances were un-
doubtedly connected with the claims of the clerical party
in Belgium to a monopoly of spiritual power and the (
exclusive control of education. The one really irrecon-
cilable enemy of the Protestant House of Orange was
the Church ; and the governing impulse in the conflicts
which preceded the dissolution of the kingdom of the
Netherlands in 1830 sprang from the same clerical
interest which had thrown Belgium into revolt against
the Emperor Joseph forty years before. There was
again seen the same strange phenomenon of a combina-
tion between the Church and a popular or even revolu-
tionary party. For the sake of an alliance against a
constitution distasteful to both, the clergy of Belgium
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accepted the democratic principles of the political
Opposition, and the Opposition consented for a while
to desist from their attacks upon the Papacy. The con-
tract was faithfully observed on both sides until the
object for which it was made was attained.*

For some months before the Eevolution of July,
1830, the antagonism between the Belgians and their
Government had been so violent that no great shock
from outside was necessary to produce an outbreak.
The convulsions of Paris were at once felt at Brussels,

and on the 25th of August the performance of a revo-
lutionary opera in that city gave the signal
for the com mencement of insurrection. !Yom tiSn!TuguiIS u"

18,'JO.

the capital the rebellion spread from town
to town throughout the southern Netherlands. The
King summoned the Estates General, and agreed to the
establishment of an administration for Belgium separate
from that of Holland: but the storm was not allayed ;
and the appearance of a body of J)utch troops at
Brussels was sufficient to dispel the expectation of a
peaceful settlement. Barricades were erected; a con-
flict took place in the streets; and the troops, unable to
carry the city by assault, retired to the outskirts and
kept up a desultory attack for several days. They
then withdrew, and a provisional government, which
was immediately established, declared the independence
of Belgium. For a moment there appeared some pos-
sibility that the Crown Prince of Holland, who had
Jfroin the first assumed the part of mediator, might be

* JuHte, Il6rolutloa Bolgo, I S$. Coaigr&s National, i. 184,
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accepted as sovereign of the newly-formed State; "but
the growing violence of the insurrection, the activity of
French emissaries and volunteers, and the bombardment

of Antwerp by the Dutch soldiers who garrisoned its
citadel, made an end of all such hopes. Belgium had
won its independence, and its connection with the House
of Orange could be re-established only by force of arms.

The accomplishment of this revolution in one of the
smallest Continental States threatened to involve all

Europe in war. Though not actually effected under
the auspices of a French army, it was undoubtedly to
some extent effected in alliance with the French revolu-

tionary party. It broke up a kingdom established by
the European Treaties of 1814; and it was so closely

connected with the overthrow of the Bourbon

Bo^mnevoiu- monarchy as to be scarcely distinguishable
from those cases in which the European

Powers had pledged themselves to call their armies into
the field. Louis Philippe, however, had been recognised
by most of the European Courts as the only possible
alternative to a French Republic; and a general dis-
position existed to second any sincere effort that should
be made by him to prevent the French nation from
rushing into war. This was especially the case with
England; and it was to England that Louis Philippe
turned for co-operation in the settlement of the Belgian
question. Louis Philippe himself had every possible
reason for desiring to keep the peace. If war broke out,
France would be opposed to all the Continental Powers
together. Success was in the last degree improbable;
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it could only be hoped for by a revival of the revolu-
tionary methods and propaganda o£ 1793; and failure,
even for a moment, would certainly cost him his throne,
and possibly his life. His interest no less than his tem-
perament made him the strenuous, though concealed,
opponent of the war-party in the Assembly; and he
found in the old diplomatist who had served alike under
the Bourbons, the Republic, and the Empire^ an ally
thoroughly capable of pursuing his own wise though
unpopular policy of friendship and co-operation with
England. Talleyrand, while others were crying for a
revenge for Waterloo, saw that the first necessity for
Franco was to rescue it from its isolation; and as at

the Congress of Vienna he had detached Austria and
England from the two northern Courts, so now, before
attempting to gain any extension of territory, he sought
to make Franco safe against the hostility o£ the Con-
tinent by allying it with at least one great Power.
Russia had become an enemy instead of a friend. The
expulsion of the Bourbons had given mortal offence to
the Czar Nicholas, and neither Austria nor Prussia was

likely to enter into close relations with a Government
founded upon revolution. 'England alone seemed a
possible ally, and it was to England that the French
statesman o£ peace turned in tho Belgian crisis. Talley-
rand, now nearly eighty years old, came an ambassador to
London, where he had served in 1792. He addressed
himself to Wellington and to the new King, William
IV., assuring them that, under the Government of Louis
Philippe, France would not seek to use. the Belgian

3 t
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revolution for its own aggrandisement; and, with his
France and °^ aptaess in the invention of general

principles to suit a particular case, he laid
down the principle of non-intervention as one that
ought for the future to govern the policy of Europe.
His efforts were successful. So complete an understand-
ing was established between France and England on
the Belgian question, that all fear of an armed inter-
vention of the Eastern Courts on behalf of the King of
Holland, which would have rendered a war with France

inevitable, passed away. The regulation of Belgian
affairs was submitted to a Conference at London. Hos-

tilities were stopped, and the independence of the new
kingdom was recognised in principle by the Conference
before the end of the year. A Protocol defining the
frontiers of Belgium and Holland, and apportioning to
each State its share in the national debt, was signed by
the representatives "of the Powers in January, 1831.*

Thus far, a crisis which threatened the peace of
Europe had been surmounted with unexpected ease.
But the first stage of the difficulty alone was passed ; it
Leopold elected s^ remained for the Powers to provide a
King, June 4. ^{ng for Belgium, and to gain the consent
of the Dutch and Belgian Governments to the terri-
torial arrangements drawn up for them. The Belgians
themselves, with whom a connection with Franco was

popular, were disposed to elect as their sovereign the

* Wellington, JST.S. vii. 309. B. and F, State Papers, xviii. 761.
Metternich, v. 44. Hillebrand, Gosehichte Frankroichs, i. 171. Stoefcmar,
i. 14& Btdwer's Palmorston, ii. 5. Hertslei, Map of Europe, iii. 81.
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Due de Nemours, second son of Louis Philippe; and
although Louis Philippe officially refused his sanction
to this scheme, which in the eyes of all Europe
would have turned Belgium into a French dependency,
he privately encouraged its prosecution after a Bona*
partist candidate, the son of Eugene Beauharnais, had
appeared in the field. The result was that the Due de
Nemours was elected king on the 3rd of [February,
1831. Upon this appointment the Conference of the
Powers at London "had already pronounced its veto,
and the British Government let it be understood that it

would resist any such extension of French influence by
force. Louis Philippe now finally refused the crown
for his son, and, the Bonapartist candidate being with-
drawn, the two rival Powers agreed in recommending
Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, on the understanding
that, if elected King of Belgium, he should marry a
daughter of Louis Philippe. The Belgians fell in with
the advice given them, and elected Leopold on the 4th
of Juno. He accepted the crown, subject to the con-
dition that the London Conference should modify in
favour of Belgium some of the provisions relating to the
frontiers and to the finances of the new State which

had been laid down by the Conference, and which the
Belgian Government had hitherto refused to accept.

The difficulty of arranging the Belgian frontier
arose principally from tho position of the Grand Duchy
of Luxemburg, This territory, though, subject to
Austria before the Fronch Revolution, had always
been treated as distinct from the body of the Austrian

3i2
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Netherlands. When, at the peace of 1814, it was
given to the King of Holland in substitution for the
ancient possessions of his family at Nassau, its old
character as a member of the German federal union

was restored to it, so that the King of
of theriSigiaii Holland in respect of this portion of hisfrontier "*" x

dominions became a German prince, and
the fortress of Luxemburg, the strongest in Europe
after Gibraltar, was liable to occupation by German
troops. The population of the Duchy had, however,
joined the Belgians in their revolt, and, with the ex-
ception of the fortress itself, the territory had passed
into possession of the Belgian Government. In
spite of 'this actual overthrow of Dutch rule, the
Conference of London had attached such preponde-
rating importance to the military and international
relations of Luxemburg that it had excluded tho
whole of the Duchy from the new Belgian State, and
declared it still to form part of the dominions of the
King of Holland. The first demand of Leopold was
for the reversal or modification of this decision, and

the Powers so far gave way as to substitute for tho
declaration of January a series of articles, in which tho
question of Luxemburg was reserved for future settle-
ment. The King of Holland had assented to the
January declaration ; on hearing of its abandonment, he
took up arms, and threw fifty thousand men into
Belgium, Leopold appealed to France for assistance,
and a .French army immediately crossed the frontier.
The Dutch now withdrew, and the French in their
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turn were recalled, after Leopold had signed a treaty
undertaking to raze the fortifications of five towns on
his southern border. The Conference again took up its
work, and produced a third scheme, in which the terri-
tory of Luxemburg was divided between Holland and
Belgium. This was accepted by Belgium, and rejected
by Holland. The consequence was that a treaty was
made between Leopold and the Powers; and at the
beginning of 1832 the kingdom of Belgium, as defined
by the third award of the Conference, was recognised by
all the Courts, Lord Palrnerston on behalf of England
resolutely refusing to France even the slightest addition
of territory, on the ground that, if annexations once
began, all security for the continuance of peace would
be at an end. On this wise and firm policy the con-
cert of Europe in the establishment of the Belgian
kingdom was successfully maintained; and it only
remained for the Western Powers to overcome the re-

sistance of tho King of Holland, who still held the
citadel of Antwerp and declined to listen either to
reason or authority. A French army corps was charged
with tho task of besieging the citadel; an English fleet
blockaded the river Scheldt, After a severe bombard-

ment the citadel surrendered. Hostilities ceased, and

negotiations for a definitive settlement recommenced,
As, however, tho Belgians were in actual occupation of
all Luxemburg witli the exception of the fortress,
they had no motive to accelerate a settlement which
would deprive them of part of their existing possessions;
on the other' hand, the King of Holland held back
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through, mere obstinacy. Thus the provisional state of
affairs was prolonged for year after year, and it was not
until April, 1839, that the final Treaty of Peace
between Belgium and Holland was executed.

The consent of the Eastern Powers to the overthrow

of the kingdom of the United Netherlands, and to the
establishment of a State based upon a revolutionary
movement, would probably have been harder to gain if
in the autumn of 1830 Eussia had been free to act

Affairs of w^h all its strength. But at this moment
oaa ' 

v an outbreak took place in Poland, which
required the concentration of all the Czar's forces
within his own border. The conflict was rather a war

of one armed nation against another than the insurrec-
tion of a people against its government. Poland-that
is to say, the territory which had formerly constituted
the Grrand Duchy of Warsaw-had, by the treaties of
1814, been established as a separate kingdom, subject to
the Czar of Russia, but not forming part of the Eussian
Empire. It possessed an administration and an army
of its own, and the meetings of its Diet gave to it a
species of parliamentary government to which there was
nothing analogous within Eussia proper. During the
reign of Alexander the constitutional system of Poland
had, on the whole, been respected; and although tho
real supremacy of an absolute monarch at St. Peters-
burg had caused the Diet to act as a body in op-
position to the Eussian Government, the personal
connection existing between Alexander and the Poles
had prevented any overt rebellion during his own
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life-time. But with the accession of Nicholas all such

individual sympathy passed away, and the hard realities
of the actual relation between Poland and the Court of

Russia came into full view. In the conspiracies of
1825 a great number of Poles were implicated. Eight
of these persons, after: a preliminary inquiry, were
placed on trial before the Senate at Warsaw, which,
in' spite of strong evidence of their guilt, acquitted
them. Pending the decision, Nicholas declined to
convoke the Diet: he also stationed Russian troops
in Poland, and violated the constitution by placing
Russians in all branches of the administration. Even

without these grievances the hostility of the mass of
the Polish noblesse to Russia would probably have
led sooner or later to insurrection. The peasantry,
ignorant and degraded, were but instruments in the
hands of their territorial masters. In so far as Poland

had rights of self-government, these rights belonged
almost exclusively to the nobles, or landed pro-
prietors, a class so numerous that they have usually
been mistaken in Western Europe for the Polish nation
itself. The so-called emancipation of the serfs, effected
by Napoleon after wresting the .Grand Duchy of War-
saw from Prussia in 1807, had done little for the mass of

the population; for, while abolishing the legal condition
of servitude, Napoleon had given the peasant no vestige
of proprietorship in his holding, and had consequently
left him aa much at the mercy of his landlord as he
was before. The name of freedom appears in fact to
have worked actual iryury to the peasant; for in the
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enjoyment of a pretended power of free contract he was
left without that protection of the officers of State
which, under the Prussian regime from 1795 to 1807,
had shielded him from the tyranny of his lord. It has
been the fatal, the irremediable bane of Poland that its

noblesse, until too late, saw no country, no right, no law,
outside itself. The very measures of interference on
the part of the Czar which this caste resented as uncon-
stitutional were in part directed against the abuse of its
own privileges; and although in 1830 a section of the
nobles had learnt the secret of their country's fall, and
were prepared to give the serf the real emancipation of
proprietorship, no universal impulse worked in this
direction, nor could the wrong of ages be undone in the
tumult of war and revolution.

A sharp distinction existed between the narrow circle
of the highest aristocracy of Poland and the mass of the
poor and warlike noblesse. The former, represented by
men like Ozartoryski, the friend of Alexander I. and ex-
Minister of Russia, understood the hopelessness of any
immediate struggle with the superior power, and advo-
cated the politic development of such national institu-

tions as were given to Poland by the con-
w^saw,ona stitution of 1815, institutions which were

certainly sufficient to preserve Poland from
absorption by Eussia, and to keep alive the idea of the
ultimate establishment of its independence. It was
among the lesser nobility, among the subordinate officers
of the army and the population of Warsaw itself, who
jointly formed the so-called democratic party, that the
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spirit of revolt was strongest. Plans for an outbreak
had been made during the Turkish war of 1828; but
unhappily this opportunity, which might have been
used with fatal effect against Itussia, was neglected, and
it was left for the French Eevolution of 1830 to kindle

an untimely and ineffective flame. The memory of
Napoleon's campaigns and the wild voices of French
democracy filled the patriots at Warsaw with vain hopes
of a military union with western Liberalism, and over-
powered the counsels of men who understood the state
of Europe better. Revolt broke out on the 29th of
November, 1830. The Polish regiments in Warsaw
joined the insurrection, and the Russian troops, under
tho Grand Duke Constantine, withdrew from the capital,
where their leader had narrowly escaped with his life.*

Tho Government of Poland had up to this time been
in the hands of a Council nominated by the Czar as
King of Poland, and controlled by instructions from a
secretary at Hi Petersburg. The chief of
tho Council was Lubecki, a Pole devoted to

tho Emperor Nicholas. On the victory of
the insurrection at Warsaw, the Council was dissolved

and a provisional Government installed. Though the
revolt wan the work of the so-called democratic party,
the influence of tho old governing families of the highest
aristocracy was atill so great that power was by common
consent placed in their hands. Gsartoryski became

* Smitt, GaMeUohto <to» Polntoahfln Anfafaiules, L 112. Spacer,
GftHflliiokte dt# Au&tondoB, 1 177. Lolew^ Hlstoiire de Fologne,
i. 300.
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president, and the policy adopted by himself and his
colleagues was that of friendly negotiation with Eussia.
The insurrection of November was treated not as the

beginning of a national revolt, but as a mere disturb-
ance occasioned by unconstitutional acts of the Govern-
ment. So little did the committee understand the cha-

racter of the Emperor Nicholas, as to imagine that after
the expulsion of his soldiers and the overthrow of his
Ministers at Warsaw he would peaceably make the con*-
cessions required of him, and undertake for the future
faithfully to observe the Polish constitution. Lubocki
and a second official were sent to St. Petersburg to
present these demands, and further (though this was
not seriously intended) to ask that the constitution
should be introduced into all the llussiau provinces
which had once formed part of the Polish State. The
reception given to the envoys at the frontier was of an
ominous character. They were required to describe
themselves as officers about to present a report to the
Czar, inasmuch as no representatives of rebels in arms
could be received into Eussia. Lubecki appears now
to have shaken the dust of Poland off his feet; his

colleague pursued his mission, and was admitted to
the Czar's presence* Nicholas, while expressing him-
self in language of injured tenderness, and disclaiming
all desire to punish the innocent with the guilty, let
it be understood that Poland had but two alternatives,
unconditional submission or annihilation. The mes-

senger who in the meanwhile carried back to Warsaw
first despatches of the envoy, reported that the-
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roads were already filled with Eussian regiments moving
on their prey.

Six weeks o£ precious time were lost through the
illusion of the Polish Grovernment that an accommoda-

tion with the Emperor Nicholas was possible. Had the
insurrection at Warsaw been instantly followed by a
general levy and the invasion, of Lithuania, the resources
of this large province might possibly have been thrown
into the scale against Russia. Though the
mass of the Lithuanian population, in spite
of several centuries of union with Poland,

had never been assimilated to the dominant race, and
remained in language and creed more nearly allied to
the Russians than the Poles, the nobles formed an

integral part of the Polish nation, and possessed suffi-
cient power over their serfs to drive them into the field
to fight for they know not what. The Russian gar-
risons in Lithuania were not strong, and might easily
have been overpowered by a sudden attack. When
onco the population of Warsaw had risen in arms
against Nicholas, the only possibility of success lay in
the extension of the revolt over the whole of the semi-

Polish provinces, and in a general call to arms. But
besides other considerations which disinclined the higher
arinfcocracy at Warsaw to extreme measures, they were
iniluenced by a belief that the Powers of Europe might
intervene on behalf of the constitution of the Polish

kingdom as established by the treaty of Vienna; while,
if tlxe struggle passed beyond the borders of that king-
dom, it would become a revolutionary movement to
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which no Court could lend its support. It was not
until the envoy returned from St. Petersburg bearing
the answer of the Emperor Nicholas that the democratic
party carried all before it, and all hopes of a peaceful
compromise vanished away. The Diet then passed
a resolution declaring that the House of Bomanoff
had forfeited the Polish crown, and preparations began
for a struggle for life or death with Eussia. But the
first moments when Eussia stood unguarded and unready
had been lost beyond recall. Troops had thronged
westwards into Lithuania; the garrisons in the for-
tresses had been raised to their full strength; and
in February, 1831, Diebitsch took up the offensive,
and crossed the Polish frontier with a hundred and

twenty thousand men.
The Polish army, though far inferior in numbers to

the enemy which it had to meet, was no contemptible
force. Among its officers there were many who had
campaign in served in Napoleon's campaigns; it pos-
Poiana,i88i. gessed, however, no general habituated to
independent command; and the spirit of insubordina-
tion and self-will, which had wrought so much ruin in
Poland, was still ready to break out when defeat had
impaired the authority of the nominal chiefs. In the
first encounters the advancing Eussian army was gal-
lantly met; and, although the Poles were forced to fall
back upon Warsaw, the losses sustained by Diebitsch
were so serious that he had to stay his operations and
to wait for reinforcements. In March the Poles took up
the offensive and surprised several isolated divisions of
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the enemy; their general, however, failed to push his
advantages with the necessary energy and swiftness;
the junction of the Kussians was at length effected, and
on the 26th of May the Poles were defeated after
obstinate resistance in a pitched battle at Ostrolenka.
Cholera now broke out in the Eussian camp. Both
Diebitsch and the Grand Duke Constantine were carried

off in the midst of the campaign, and some months
more were added to the struggle of Poland, hopeless as
this had now become. Incursions were made into

Lithuania and Podolia, but without result. Paskie-

witch, the conqueror of Kars, was called up to take the
post left vacant by the death of his rival. New masses
of Russian troops came in place of those who had
perished in battle and in the hospitals; and while
the Governments of Western Europe lifted no hand on
behalf of Polish independence, Prussia, alarmed lest
the revolt should spread into its own Polish provinces,
assisted the operations of the Eussian general by sup-
plying stores and munition of war. Blow after blow
fell upon the Polish cause. Warsaw itself became the
prey of disorder, intrigue, and treachery; and at length
the Russian army made its entrance into
the capital, and the last soldiers of Poland
laid down their arms, or crossed into Prus-

sian or Austrian territory. The revolt had been rashly
and unwisely begun: its results were fatal and lament-
able. The constitution of Poland was abolished; it

ceased to be a separate kingdom, and became a province
of the Ruswian Empire* Its defenders were exiles over
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the face of Europe or forgotten in Siberia. All that
might have been won by the gradual development of
its constitutional liberties without breach with the

Czar's sovereignty was sacrificed.. The future of Poland,
like that of Bussia itself, now depended on the enlight-
enment and courage of the Imperial Government, and
on that alone. The very existence of a Polish nation-
ality and language seemed for a while to be threatened
by the measures of repression that followed the victory
of 1831: and if it be true that Russian autocracy has at
length done for the Polish peasants what their native
masters during centuries of ascendency refused to do,
this emancipation would probably not have come the
later for the preservation of some relics of political
independence, nor would it have had the less value if
unaccompanied by the proscription of so great a part
of that class which had once been held to constitute
the Polish nation.*

During the conflict on the banks of the Vistula,
the attitude of the Austrian Government had been one

of watchful neutrality. Its own Polish territory was not
seriously menaced with disturbance, for in a great part
of Qalicia, the population, being of Buthenian stock and
belonging to the Greek Church, had nothing in common
with the Polish and Catholic noblesse of their province,
and looked back upon the days of Polish dominion as a
time of suffering and wrong. Austria's danger in any
period of European convulsion lay as yet rather on the

* Leroy-Beauliou, Milutmo, J>. 199; L 'Empire des Tsars, i 380.
Lolewol, Considerations, p. 317.
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side of Italy than on the East, and the vigour of its
policy in that quarter contrasted with the T * J J- Insurrection

equanimity with which it watched the ^Pr§?
1831

struggle of its Slavic neighbours. Since
the suppression of the Neapolitan constitutional move-
ment in 1821, the Carbonari and other secret societies of

Italy had lost nothing of their activity. Their head-
quarters had been removed from Southern Italy to the
Papal States, and the numerous Italian exiles in Prance
and elsewhere kept up a busy communication at once
with French revolutionary leaders like Lafayette and
with the enemies of the established governments in
Italy itself. The death of Pope Pius VIII., on No-
vember 30, 1830, and the consequent paralysis of
authority within the Ecclesiastical States, came at an
opportune moment; assurances of support arrived from
Paris; and the Italian leaders resolved upon a general
insurrection throughout the minor Principalities on
the 5th of February, 1831. Anticipating the signal,
Menotti, chief of a band of patriots at Modena, who
appears to have been lured on by the Grand Duke
himself, assembled his partisans on February 3. He
was overpowered and imprisoned; but the outbreak of
the insurrection in Bologna, and its rapid extension
over the northern part of the Papal States, soon caused
bhe Grand Duke to fly to Austrian territory, carrying
his prisoner Menotti with him, whom he subsequently
put to death. The new Pope, Gregory XVI,, had
scarcely bean elected when the report reached him that
Bologna had declared the temporal power of the Papacy
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to be at an end. Uncertain of the character of the

revolt, lie despatched Cardinal JBenvenuti northwards, to
employ conciliation or force as occasion might require.
The Legate fell into the hands of the insurgents; the
revolt spread southwards; and Gregory, now hopeless of
subduing it by the forces at his own command, called
upon Austria for assistance.*

The principle which, since the Revolution of July,
the government of France had repeatedly laid down
Attitude of as ^e figure basis of European politics

Fmuee' 
was that of non-intervention. It had dis-

claimed any purpose of interfering with the affairs of
its neighbours, and had required in return that no
foreign intervention should take place in districts
which, like Belgium and Savoy, adjoined its own
frontier. But there existed no real unity of purpose
in the councils of Louis Philippe. The Ministry
had one voice for the representatives of foreign powers,
another for the Chamber of Deputies, and another
for Lafayette and the bands of exiles and conspirators
who were under his projection. The head of the
government at the beginning of 1831 was Laffitte, a
weak politician, dominated by revolutionary sympathies
and phrases, but incapable of any sustained or resolute
action, and equally incapable of resisting Louis Philippe
after the King had concluded his performance of popular
leader, and assumed his real character as the wary and
self-seeking chief of a reigning house. Whether tho
actual course of French policy would bo governed by

*Bianchi, Ducati Bstonsi, i. 54 La Fariua, v. 211. Farini, i. 3£.
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the passions of the streets or by the timorousness of
Louis Philippe was from day to day a matter of con-
jecture. The official answer given to the inquiries of
the Austrian ambassador as to the intentions of France

in case of an Austrian intervention in Italy was, that

such intervention might be tolerated in Parma and
Modena, which belonged to sovereigns immediately
connected with the Hapsburgs, but that if it was ex-
tended to the Papal States war with France would be
probable, and if extended to Piedmont, certain. On
this reply Metternich, who saw Austria's own dominion
in Italy once more menaced by the success of an insur-
rectionary movement, had to form his decision. He
<3ould count on the support of Russia in case of war; he
knew well the fears of Louis Philippe, and knew that
he could work on these fears both by pointing to the
presence of the young Louis Bonaparte and his brother
with the Italian insurgents as evidence of the Bonapar-
tist character of the movement, and by hinting that in
the last resort he might himself let loose upon France
Napoleon's son, the Duke of Reichstadt, now growing
to manhood at Vienna, before whom Louis Philippe's
throne would have collapsed as speedily as that of Louis
XVIII. in 1814, Where weakness existed, Metternich

was quick to divine it and to take advantage of it. He
rightly ganged Louis Philippe. Taking at their true
value the threats of the French Government, he de-
clared that it was better for Austria to fall, if neces-

sary, by war than by revolution; and, resolving at
all hazards to suppress the Roman insurrection, he

8 JT
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gave orders to the Austrian troops to enter the Papal
States.

The military resistance which the insurgents could
offer to the advance of the Pope's Austrian deliverers

was insignificant, and order was soon
Austnans sup- °

restored. But all Europe expected the
"joo-i

' outbreak of war between Austria and

Trance. The French ambassador at Constantinople
had gone so far as to offer the Sultan an offensive and
defensive .alliance, and to urge him to make preparations
for an attack upon both Austria and Eussia on their
southern frontiers. A despatch from the ambassador
reached Paris describing the warlike overtures he had
made to the Porte. Louis Philippe saw that if this de-
spatch reached the hands of Laffitte and the war-party
in the Council of Ministers the preservation of peace
would be almost impossible. In concert with Sebastiani,
the Foreign Minister, he concealed the despatch from
Laffitte. The Premier discovered the trick that had

been played upon him, p.nd tendered his resignation.
It was gladly accepted by Louis Philippe. Laffitte
quitted office, begging pardon of God land man for the
part that he had taken in raising Louis Philippe to the
throne. His successor was Casimir Perier, a man of

very different mould; resolute, clear-headed, and im-
movably true to his word ; a constitutional statesman of
casimir Perior, *^e strictest type> intolerant of any species
March, 1831. ̂ disorder, and a despiser of popular move-

ments, but equally proof against royal intrigues, and as
keen to maintain the constitutional system of France
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against the Court on one side and the populace on the
other as he was to earn for France the respect of foreign
powers by the abandonment of a policy of adventure,
and the steady adherence to the principles of inter-
national obligation which he had laid down. Under
his firm hand the intrigues of the French Govern-
ment with foreign revolutionists ceased; it was felt
throughout Europe that peace was still possible, and
that if war was undertaken by France it would be under-
taken only under conditions which would make any
moral union of all the great Powers against France im-
possible. The Austrian expedition into the Papal States
had already begun, and the revolutionary Govern-
ment had been suppressed ; the most therefore that
Oasimir Perier could demand was that the evacuation of

the occupied territory should take place as soon as
possible, and that Austria should add its voice to that
of the other Powers in urging the Papal Government to
reform its abuses. Both demands were granted. For
the first time Austria appeared as the advocate of some-
thing like a constitutional system. A Conference held
at Rome agreed upon a scheme of reforms to be recom-
mended to the Pope ; the prospects of peace grew daily
fairer; and in July, 1831, the last Austrian soldiers
quitted the Ecclesiastical States.*

It now remained to be seen whether Pope Gregory
and his cardinals had the intelligence and good-will

* Biaachi, Diplomat, iii. 48. Motternioh, iv, 121.
GescHichto Frajatreiots, i. 20tf, HaiJ*$omrUle, I 82, B: and F. State
Papers, xix. 1429. Ghusofc, JWmoires, ii 290.
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necessary for carrying out the reforms on the promise
of which France had abstained from active

intervention. If any such hopes existed theyJan., 1832. .

were doomed to speedy disappointment. The
apparatus of priestly maladministration was restored
in all its ancient deformity. An amnesty which had
been promised by the Legate Benvenuti was disregarded,
and the Pope set himself to strengthen his authority by
enlisting new bands of ruffians and adventurers under
the standard of St. Peter. Again insurrection broke
out, and again at the Pope's request the Austrians
crossed the frontier (January, 1832). Though their
appearance was fatal to the cause of liberty, they were
actually welcomed as protectors in towns which had
been exposed to the tender mercies of the Papal con-
dottieri. There was no disorder, no severity, where the
Austrian commandants held sway; but their mere
presence in central Italy was a threat to European
peace; and Oasimir Perier was not the man to permit
Austria to dominate in Italy at its will. Without
waiting for negotiations, he dispatched a French force

to Ancona, and seized this town before
Aaoon^Febm- the Austrians could approach it. The rival
.ary, 1882. * *

Powers were now face to face in Italy; but
Perier had no intention of forcing on war if his op-
ponent was still willing to keep the peace. Austria
accepted the situation, and made no attempt to expel
the French from the position they had seized. Oasimir
Perier, now on his death-bed, defended the step that he
liad taken against the remonstrances of ambassadors
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and against the protests of the Pope, and declared the
presence o£ the French at Ancona to be no incentive
to rebellion, but the mere assertion o£ the rights of a
Power which had as good a daim to be in central
Italy as Austria itself. Had his life been prolonged,
he would probably have insisted upon the execution of
the reforms which the Powers had urged upon the
Papal government, and have made the occupation of
Ancona an effectual means for reaching this end. But
with his death the wrongs of the Italians themselves
and the question of a reformed government in the
Papal States gradually passed out of sight, France
and Austria jealously watched one another on the de-
batable land; the occupation became a mere incident
of the balance of power, and was prolonged for year
after year, until, in 1838, the Austrians having finally
withdrawn all their troops, the French peacefully
handed over the citadel of Ancona to the Holy See.

The arena in which we have next to follow the

effects of the July Revolution, in action and counter-
action, is Q-ermany, It has been seen that in the
southern German States an element of representative
government, if weak, yet not wholly in-
effective, had come into being soon after
1815, and had survived the reactionary measures initi-
ated by the conference of Ministers at Carlsbad. In
Prussia the promises of King Frederick William to his
people had never been fulfilled Tears had passed since
exaggerated rumours of conspiracy had served as an
excuse for withholding the Constitution. Hardenberg
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had long been dead; the foreign policy of the country
had taken a freer tone; the rigours of the police-system
had departed; but the nation remained as completely
excluded from any share in the government as it had
been before Napoleon's fall. It had in fact become
clear that during the lifetime of King Frederick William
things must be allowed to remain in their existing con-
dition ; and the affection of the people for their sovereign,
who had been so long and so closely united with Prussia
in its sufferings and in " its glories, caused a general
willingness to postpone the demand for constitutional
reform until the succeeding reign. The substantial
merits of the administration might moreover have recon-
ciled a less submissive people than the Prussians to the
absolute government under which they lived. Under a
wise and enlightened financial policy the country was
becoming visibly richer. Obstacles to commercial de-
velopment were removed, communications opened; and
finally, by a series of treaties with the neighbouring
Q-erman States, the foundations were laid for that

ThezoUTerein Customs-Union which, under the nanae of
1828^1836. 

^e Zollverein, ultimately embraced almost
the whole of non-Austrian Germany. As one Princi-
pality after another attached itself to the Prussian
system, the products of the various regions of Germany,
hitherto blocked by the frontier dues of each petty State,
moved freely through the land, while the costs attending
the taxation of foreign imports, now concentrated upon the
external line of frontier, were enormously diminished.
Patient, sagacious, and even liberal in its negotiations with
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its weaker neighbours, Prussia silently connected with
itself through the ties of financial union States which had
hitherto looked to Austria as their natural head. The

semblance of political union was carefully avoided, but
the germs of political union were nevertheless present
in the growing community of material interests. The
reputation of the Prussian Grovernment, no less than the
welfare of the Prussian people, was advanced by each
successive step in the extension of the Zollverein; and
although the earlier stages alone had been passed in the
years before 1830, enough had already been done to
affect public opinion; and the general sense of material
progress combined with other influences to close Prussia
to the revolutionary tendencies of that year.

There were, however, other States in northern Ger-

many which had all the defects of Prussian autocracy
without any of its redeeming qualities. In Brunswick
and in Hesse Cassel despotism existed in its most con-
temptible form; the violence of a half-crazy youth in
the one case, and the caprices of an obstinate dotard in
the other, rendering authority a mere nuisance to those
who were subject to it. Here accordingly revolution
broke out The threatened princes tad
made themselves too generally obnoxious or
ridiculous for any hand to be raised in their
defence. Their disappearance excited no more than the
inevitable lament from Metternich; and in both State*?

systems of representative government were introduced
by their successors. In Hanover and in Saxony agita-
tion also began in favour of Parliamentary rule. The
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disturbance that arose was not of a serious character,

and it was met by the Courts in a con-
Constitutions in ^

IS^isso- ciliatory spirit. Constitutions were granted,
1833' 

the liberty of the Press extended, and trial
by jury established. On the whole, the movement of
1830, as it affected northern Germany, was. rationally
directed and salutary in its results. Changes of real
value were accomplished with "a sparing employment of
revolutionary means, and, in the more important cases,
through the friendly co-operation of the sovereigns with
their subjects. It was not the fault of those who had
asked for the, same degree of liberty in northern Ger-
many which the south already possessed, that Germany
at large again experienced the miseries of reaction and
repression which had afflicted it ten years before.

Like Belgium and the Ehenish Provinces, the
Bavarian Palatinate had for twenty years been incor-
porated with France. Its inhabitants had grown ac-
hievement & customed to the French law and French.
the Palatinate. . . . ,, , , , , .

institutions, and had caught something of
the political animation which returned to France after
Napoleon's fall. Accordingly when the government of
Munich, alarmed by the July Revolution, showed an
inclination towards repressive measures, the Palatinate,
severed from the rest of the Bavarian monarchy and in
immediate contact with France, became the focus of a

revolutionary agitation. The Press had already attained
some activity and some influence in this province; and
although the leaders of the party of progress were still
to a great extent Professors, they had so far advanced
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upon the patriots of 1818 as to understand that the
liberation of the German people was not to be effected
by the lecturers and the scholars of the Universities.
The design had been formed of enlisting all classes of
the public on the side of reform, both by the dissemina-
tion of political literature and by the establishment of
societies not limited, as in 1818, to academic circles, but

embracing traders as well as soldiers and professional
men. Even the peasant was to be reached and in-
structed in his interests as a citizen. It was thought
that much might be effected by associating together all
the Oppositions in the numerous German Parliaments;
but a more striking feature of the revolutionary move-
ment which began in the Palatinate, and one strongly
distinguishing it from the earlier agitation of Jena and
Erfurt, was its cosmopolitan character. France in its
triumph and Poland in its death-struggle excited equal
interest and sympathy. In each the cause of European
liberty appeared to be at stake. The Polish banner was
saluted in the Palatinate by the side of that of united
Germany; and from that time forward in almost every
revolutionary movement of Europe, down to the insur-
rection of the Commune of Paris in 1871, Polish exiles

have been active both in the organisation of revolt and
in fhe field.

Until the fall of Warsaw, in September, 1831, the
German governments, uncertain of the course which events
might take in Europe, had shown a certain He^am
willingness to meet the complaints of their 

G8*many*

subjects, aixd had in especial relaxed the supervision
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exercised over the press. The fall of Warsaw, which
quieted so many alarms, and made the Emperor Nicholas
once more a power outside his own dominions, inaugu-
rated a period of reaction in Germany. The Diet began
the campaign against democracy by suppressing various
liberal newspapers, and amongst them the principal jour-
nal of the Palatinate. It was against this movement of
repression that the agitation in the Palatinate and else,-
where was now directed. A festival, or demonstration,
was held at the Castle of Hambach, near Zweibriicken,

at which a body of enthusiasts called upon the German
people to unite against their oppressors, and some even
urged an immediate appeal to arms (May 27, 1832).
Similar meetings, though on a smaller scale, were held
in other parts of Germany. Wild words abounded, and
the connection of the German revolutionists with that

body of opponents of all established governments which
had its council-chamber at Paris and its head in Lafayette
was openly avowed. Weak and insignificant as the
German demagogues were, their extravagance gave to
Metternich and to the Diet sufficient pretext for revi-
sing the reactionary measures of 1819. Once more the
subordination of all representative bodies to the sove-
reign's authority was laid down by the Diet as a binding
principle for every German state. The refusal of taxes
by any legislature was declared to "be an act of rebellion
which would be met by the armed intervention of the
central Powers. All political meetings and associations
were forbidden; the Press was silenced ; the introduc-

tion of German books printed abroad was prohibited,
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and the Universities were again placed under the watch
of the police (July, 1832).*

If among the minor sovereigns of G-ermany there
were some who, as in Baden, sincerely desired' the
development of free institutions, the 'authority exercised
by Metternich and his adherents in reaction bore down
all the resistance that these courts could offer, and the

hand of despotism fell everywhere heavily upon the
party of political progress. The majority
of Q-errnan Liberals, not yet prepared for Frankfort.

* * * April, 1833.

recourse to revolutionary measures,' submitted
to the pressure of the times, and disclaimed all
sympathy with illegal acts ; a minority, recognising
that nothing was now to be gained by constitutional
means, entered into conspiracies, and determined to
liberate Germany by force. One insignificant group,
relying upon the armed co-operation of Polish bands in
France, and deceived by promises of support from
some Wiirtcmberg soldiers, actually rose in insurrection
at Frankfort. A guard-house was seized, and a few
soldiers captured ; but the citizens of Frankfort stood
aloof, and order was soon restored (April, 1833). It was
not to be expected that the reactionary courts should
fail to draw full advantage from this ill-timed outbreak
of their enemies. Prussian troops marched into Frank-
fort, and Motternich had no difficulty in carrying
through the Diet a decree establishing a <x>t&mi$sion
to superintend and to report upon the proceedings

* llao, TJntorsnclmiigen, p. 28& Hetteniich, v. $47. Biedonnann,
hro, i 8.
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instituted against political offenders throughout Ger-
many. For several years these investigations continued,
and the campaign against the opponents of government
was carried on with various degrees -of rigour in the
different states. About two thousand persons altogether
were brought to trial: in Prussia thirty-nine sentences
of death were pronounced, but not executed. In the
struggle against revolution the forces of monarchy had
definitely won the victory. Germany again experienced,
as it had in 1819, that the federal institutions which

were to have given it unity existed only for the
purposes of repression. The breach between the nation
and its rulers, in spite of the apparent failure of the
democratic party, remained far deeper and wider than
it had been before; and although Metternich, victor
once more over the growing restlessness of the age,
slumbered on for another decade in fancied security,
the last of his triumphs had now been won, and the
next uprising proved how blind was that boasted states-
manship which deemed the sources of danger exhausted
when once its symptoms had been driven beneath the
surface.

In half the states of Europe there were now bodies
of exasperated, uncompromising men, who devoted

conspirators tlleir ^ves *° plotting against governments,
811 e *"' and who formed, in their community of in-

terest and purpose, a sort of obverse of the Holy Alliance,
a federation of kings' enemies, a league of principle and
creed, in which liberty and human right stood towards
established rule as light to darkness. As the grasp of
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authority closed everywhere more tightly upon its baffled
foes, more and more of these men passed into exile.
Among them was the Genoese Mazzini, who, after
suffering imprisonment in 1831, withdrew to Marseilles,
and there, in combination with various secret societies,

planned an incursion into the Italian province of Savoy.
It was at first intended that this enterprise should be
executed simultaneously with the German rising at
Frankfort. Delays, however, arose, and it was not
until the beginning of the following year that the
little army, which numbered more Poles than Italians,
was ready for its task. The incursion was made from
Geneva in February, 1834, and ended disastrously.*
Mazzini returned to Switzerland, where hundreds of

exiles, socure under the shelter of the Eepublic, de-
vised schemes of attack upon the despots of Europe,
and even rioted in honour of freedom in the streets of

the Swiss cities which protected them. The effect of
the revolutionary movement of the time in consolidating
the alliance of the three Eastern Powers, so rudely
broken' by the Greek "War of Liberation, now came
clearly into view* The sovereigns of Russia and Austria
had met at Miinchengratz in Bohemia in the previous
autumn, and, in concert with Prussia, had resolved

upon common principles of action if their intervention
should be required against disturbers of order. Notes
were now addressed from every quarter to the Swiss
Government, requiring the expulsion, of all persons

* Mazziui, Scritti, ill, 310, Simoni, Oonspiration* Mazziniennes, p. 53.
Mettoruicfc, v. 526. B. and V. State Papons, sxxr, 979*
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concerned in enterprises against the peace of neigh-
bouring States. Some resistance to this demand was
made by individual cantons; but the extravagance of
many of the refugees themselves alienated popular
sympathy, and the greater part of them were forced to

quit Switzerland and to seek shelter in
fheftoTaaia* England or in America. With the dis-

persion of the central band of exiles the
open alliance which had existed between the revolu-
tionists of Europe gradually passed away. The brother-
hood of the kings had proved a stern reality, the
brotherhood of the peoples a delusive vision. Mazzini
indeed, who up to this time had scarcely emerged from
the rabble of revolutionary leaders, was yet to prove
how deeply the genius, the elevation, the fervour of
one man struggling against the powers of the world
may influence the history of his age; but the fire that
purified the fine gold charred and consumed the baser
elements; and of those who had hoped the most after
1830, many now sank into despair, or gave up their
lives to mere restless agitation and intrigue.

It was in France that the revolutionary movement
was longest maintained. During the first year of Louis
Philippe's rule the opposition to his government was
inspired not so much by Eepublicanism as by a wild and
inconsiderate sympathy with the peoples who were fight-
ing for liberty elsewhere, and by a headstrong impulse
to take up arms oh their behalf. The famous decree of
the Convention in 1792, which promised the assistance
of France to every nation in revolt against its rulers,
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in fact the true expression of what was felt by a great
part of the French nation in 1831; and in thg eyes of
these enthusiasts it was the unpardonable Difflculties of
offence of Louis Philippe against the honour i*"""1^
of France that he allowed Poland and Italy to succumb
without drawing his sword against their conquerors.
That France would have had to fight the three Eastern
Powers combined, if it had allied itself with those, in

revolt against any one of the three, passed for nothing
among the clamorous minority in the Chamber and
among the orators of Paris. The pacific policy of
Casimir Perier was misunderstood: it passed for mere
poltroonery, when in fact it was the only policy that
could save France from a recurrence of the calamities of

1815. There were other causes for the growing un-
popularity of the King and of his Ministers, but the first
was their policy of peace. As the attacks of his oppo-
nents became more and more bitter, the government
of Casimir Perier took more and more of a repressive
character. Disappointment at the small results pro-
duced in Prance itself by the Kevolution of July worked
powerfully in men's minds. The forces that had been
set in motion against Charles X. were not to be laid at
rest at the bidding of those who had profited by them,
and a Republican party gradually took definite shape
and organisation. Tumult succeeded tumult* In the
summer of 1832 the funeral of Q-eaaeral Laxuarque, a
popular soldier, gave the signal for msurrec-
tion at Paris. There was severe fighting
in the streets;' the National Q-uard, however, proved
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true to the king, and shared with the army in the
honours of its victory. Eepressive measures and an
unhroken series of prosecutions against seditious writers
followed this first armed attack upon the established
government. The bitterness of the Opposition, the dis-
content of the working classes, far surpassed anything
that had been known under Charles X. The whole

country was agitated by revolutionary societies and
revolutionary propaganda. Disputes between masters
and workmen, which, in consequence of the growth
of Trench manufacturing industry, now became both
frequent and important, began to take a political colour.
Polish and Italian exiles connected their own designs
with attacks to be made upon the French Government
from within; and at length, in April, 1834, after the
passing of a law against trades-unions, the working
classes of Lyons, who were on strike against their em-
ployers, were induced to rise in revolt. After several
days' fighting the insurrection was suppressed. Simul-
taneous outbreaks took place at St. Etienne, Grenoble,
and many other places in the south and centre of
France; and on a report of the success of the insur-
gents reaching Paris, the Eepublic was proclaimed and
barricades were erected. Again civil war raged in
the streets, and again the forces of Government gained
the victory* A year more passed, during which the
investigations into the late revolt and the trial o£ a host
of prisoners served rather to agitate than to reassure
the public mind; and in the summer of 1885 an attempt
was made upon the life of the King so terrible and
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destructive in its effects as to amount to a public
calamity. An infernal machine composed of a hundred
gun-barrels was fired by a Corsican named Fieschi, as
the King with a large suite was riding through the
streets of Paris on the anniversary of the Revolution of
July. Fourteen persons were killed on the spot, among
whom was Mortier, one of the oldest of the marshals of

"France; many others were fatally or severely injured.
The King, however, with his three sons, escaped un-
hurt, and the repressive laws that followed this outrage
marked the close of open revolutionary
agitation in France. Whether in conse- 1885.

quence of the stringency of the new laws,
or of the exhaustion of a party discredited in public
estimation by the crimes of a few of its members and
the recklessness of many more, the constitutional
monarchy of Louis Philippe now seemed to have finally
vanquished its opponents. Repeated attempts wore
made on the life of the King, but they possessed for
the most part little political significance. Order was
welcome to the nation at large; and though in the
growth of a socialistic theory and creed of life which
dates from this epoch there lay a danger to Q-ovem-
meats greater than any purely political, Socialism was
as yet the affair of thinkers rather than of active
workers cither in the industrial or in the Parliamen-

tary world. The Gtovernment had beaten its eaemies
outside the Chamber. Wifcbia the Chamber, the

parties of extremes ceased to exercise any real influence.
Groups were formed, and rival leaders played against

3 K
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one another for office; but they were separated by no
far-reaching differences of aim, and by no real antagon-
ism of constitutional principle. During the succeeding
years of Louis Philippe's reign there was little visible
on the surface but the normal rivalry of parties under a
Constitutional monarchy. The middle-class retained its
monopoly of power: authority, centralised as before,
maintained its old prestige in France, and softened.
opposition by judicious gifts of office and emolument.
Eevolutionary passion seemed to have died away: and
the triumphs or reverses of party-leaders in the Chamber
of Deputies succeeded to the harassing and doubtful
conflict between Government and insurrection.

The near coincidence in time between the French

Eevolution of 1830 and the passing of the English
Eeform Bill is apt to suggest to those who look for

the operation of wide general causes in
* Brfoa^mm- history that the English Eeform movement

should be viewed as a part of the great
current of political change which then traversed the con-
tinent of Europe. But on a closer examination this
view is scarcely borne out by facts, and the coincidence
of the two epochs of change appears to be little more
than -accidental. The general unity that runs through
the history of the more advanced continental states
is indeed stronger than appears to a superficial reader
of history; but this correspondence of tendency does
not always embrace England; on the contrary, the
conditions peculiar to England usually preponderate
over those common to England and other countries,
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exhibiting at times more of contrast than of similarity,
as in the case of the Napoleonic epoch, when the causes
which drew together the western half of the continent
operated powerfully to exclude our own country from the
current influences of the time, and made the England
of 1815, in opinion, in religion, and in taste much more
insular than the England of 1780. The revolution
which overthrew Charles X. did no doubt encourage and
stimulate the party of Reform in Great Britain ," but, un-
like the Belgian, the German, and the Italian movements,
the English Eeform movement would unquestionably
have run the same course and achieved the same results

even if the revolt against the ordinances of Charles X.
had been successfully repressed, and the Bourbon mon-
archy had maintained itself in increased strength and
reputation. A Eeform of Parliament had been acknow-
ledged to be necessary forty years before. Pitt had
actually proposed it in 1785, and but for the outbreak
of the French Revolution would probably have carried it
into effect before the close of the last century. The deve-
lopment of English manufacturing industry which took
place between 1790 and 1830, accompanied by the rapid
growth of towns and the enrichment of the urban middle
class, rendered the design of Pitt, which would have
transferred the representation of the decayed boroughs to
the counties alono, obsolete, and made the claims of the

new centres of population, too ntrong to be resisted. In
theory the representative system of the country was
completely transformed; but never was a measure which
seemed to open the way to such boundless possibilities
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of change so thoroughly safe and so thoroughly conser-
vative. In spite of the increased influence won by the
wealthy part of the commercial classes, the House of
Commons continued to be drawn mainly from the ter-
ritorial aristocracy. Cabinet after Cabinet was formed
with scarcely a single member included in it who was
not himself a man of title, or closely connected with the
nobility: the social influence of rank was not diminished;
and although such measures as the Eeform of Municipal
Corporations attested the increased energy of the Legis-
lature, no party in the House of Commons was weaker
than that which supported the democratic demands for
the Ballot and for Triennial Parliaments, nor was the

repeal of the Corn Laws seriously considered until
famine had made it inevitable. That the widespread
misery which existed in England after 1832, as tlxc
result of the excessive increase of our population and
the failure alike of law and of philanthropy to keep pace
with the exigencies of a vast industrial growth, should
have been so quietly borne, proves how great was the
success of the Kef orm Bill as a measure of conciliation

between Government and people. But the crowning
justification of the changes made in 1832, and the com-
plete and final answer to those who had opposed them
as revolutionary, was not afforded until 1848, when, in
the midst of European convulsion, the monarchy and
the constitution of England remained unshaken* Bold
as the legislation of Lord Grey appeared to men
who had been brought up amidst the reactionary in-
fluences dominant in England since 1793, the Eeform
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Bill belongs not to the class o£ great creative measures
which, have inaugurated new periods in the life of
nations, but to the class of those which, while least

affecting the general order of society, have most contri-
buted to political stability and to the avoidance of
revolutionary change.
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ALLIANCES of opinion usually cover the pursuit on
one or both, sides of some definite interest; and to this

rule the alliance which appeared to be springing up
between France and England after the

England after changes of 1880 was no exception. In the
popular view, the bond of union between

the two States was a common attachment to prin-
ciples of liberty; and on the part of the Whig states-
men who now governed England this sympathy with
free constitutional systems abroad was certainly a power-
ful force: but other motives than mere community
of sentiment combined to draw the two Governments

together, and in the case of France these immediate
interests greatly outweighed any abstract preference for
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a constitutional ally. Louis Philippe had an avowed
and obstinate enemy in the Czar of Bussia, who had
been his predecessor's friend: the Court of Vienna
tolerated usurpers only where worse mischief would
follow from attacking them; Prussia had no motive for
abandoning the connexions which it had maintained
since 1815. As the union between the three Eastern

Courts grew closer in consequence of the outbreak of
revolution beyond the borders of France, a good under-
standing with Great Britain became more and more
obviously the right policy for Louis Philippe; on the
other hand, the friendship of France seemed likely to
secure England from falling back into that isolated posi-
tion which it had occupied when the Holy Alliance laid
down the law to Europe, and averted the danger to
which the Ottoman Empire, as well as the peace of the
world, had been exponed by the combination of French
with Itussian schemes of aggrandizement. If Canning,
left without an ally in Europe, had called the new world
into existence to redrew the balance of the old, his

Whig successors might well look with some satisfaction
on that ^lifting of the weights which had brought over
one of the Great Powers to the side of England, and
anticipate, in the concert of the two great ̂ estorn
States, the establishment of a permanent force in
European politics which should hold in check the re*
actionaty influences of Vienna and Si Petersburg, To
some extent these views were realised* A general rela*
tion of friendliness was recognised as substetrag between
the Governments of P&ris and London* and in certain
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European complications their intervention was arranged
in common. But even here the element of mistrust was

seldom absent; and while English Ministers jealously
watched each action of their neighbour, the French
Grovernment rarely allowed the ties of an inormal
alliance to interfere with the prosecution of its own
views. Although down to the close of Louis Philippe's
reign the good understanding between England and
France was still nominally in existence, all real con-
fidence had then long vanished; and on more than one
occasion the preservation of peace between the two
nations had been seriously endangered.

It was in the establishment of the kingdom of Bel-
gium that the combined action of France and England
produced its first and most successful result. A
second demand was made upon the Governments of the

two constitutional Powers by the conflicts
potSJa, i82e- which agitated the Spanish Peninsula, and

which were stimulated in the general in-
terests of absolutism by both the Austrian and the
Eussian Court. The intervention o£ Canning in 182C
on behalf of the constitutional Eegency of Portugal
against the foreign supporters of Don Miguel, the head
of the clerical and reactionary party, had not perman-
ently restored peace to that country. Miguel indeed
accepted the constitution, and, after betrothing himself
to the infant sovereign, Donna Maria, who was still with
her father, Pedro, in Brazil, entered upon the Eegency
which his elder brother had promised to him* But his
actions soon disproved the professions of loyalty to the
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constitution which he had made ; and after dissolving
the Cortes, and re-assembling the mediaeval Estates, he
caused himself to he proclaimed King (June, 1828). A
reign of terror followed. The constitutionalists were
completely crushed. Miguel's own brutal violence gave
an example to all the fanatics and ruffians who sur-
rounded him ; and after an unsuccessful appeal to arms,
those of the adherents of Donna Maria and the consti-

tution who escaped from imprisonment or execution
took refuge in England or in the Azore islands, where
Miguel had not been able to establish his authority,
Though Miguel was not officially recognised as Sove-
reign by most of the foreign Courts, his victory was
everywhere seen with satisfaction by the partisans of
absolutism ; and in Great Britain, where the Duke of

Wellington was now in power, the precedent of Canning's
intervention was condemned, and a strict neutrality
maintained. Not only was all assistance refused to
Donna Maria, but her adherents who had taken refuge
in England were prevented from making this country
the basis of any operations against the usurper.

Such was the situation of Portuguese affairs when
the events of 1830 brought an entirely new spirit
into the foreign policy of both England and France.
Miguel, however, had no inclination to adapt his own
policy to the change of circumstances ; on' the contrary,
he challenged the hostility of both govern*

it " i " " " A TTrrairion of !Pos»
tnents by persisting in a series of wanton * "*"

attacks upon English anxl French subjects
resident at Lisbon. Satisfaction was demanded, and
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exacted by force. English and French squadrons
successively appeared in the Tagus. Lord Palmerston,
now Foreign Secretary in the Ministry of Earl Grey,
was content with obtaining a pecuniary indemnity for
his countrymen, accompanied by a public apology from
the Portuguese Government: the French admiral, find-
ing some difficulty in obtaining redress, carried off the
best ships of Don Miguel's navy.* A weightier blow
was, however, soon to fall upon the usurper. His
brother, the Emperor Pedro, threatened with revolu-
tion in Brazil, resolved to return to Europe and to
enforce the rights of his daughter to the throne of
Portugal. Pedro arrived in London in July, 1K31, and
was permitted by the Government to raise troops and to
secure the services of some of the best naval officers of

this country. The gathering place of his forces -was
Terceira, one of the Azore islands, and in the summer

of 1832 a sufficiently strong body of troops was collected
to' undertake the reconquest of Portugal. A landing
was made at Oporto, and this city fell into the hands of
Don Pedro without resistance. Miguel, however, now
marched against his brother, and laid siege to Oporto.
For nearly a year no progress was made by either
side; at length the arrival of volunteers from various
countries, among whom was Captain Charles Napier,
enabled Pedro to divide his forces and to make a new

attack on Portugal from the south. Napier, in com-
mand of the fleet, annihilated the navy of Don Miguel
off St. Vincent; his colleague, Villa Flor, landed and

* B. and F. State Papers, xviii. 196. Palmevston, L 800.
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marched on Lisbon. The I'esistance of the enemy was
overcome, and on the 28th 6f July, 1833, Don Pedro
entered the capital. But the war was not yet at an
end, for Miguel's cause was as closely identified with
the interests of European absolutism as that of his
brother was with constitutional right, and assistance both
in troops and money continued to arrive at life camp.
The struggle threatened to prove a long and obstinate
one, when a new turn was given to events in the
Peninsula by the death of Ferdinand, King of Spain.

Since the restoration of absolute Government in

Spain in 1823, Ferdinand, in fcpite of his own abject
weakness and. ignorance, had not given
complete satisfaction to the fanatics of the diSLa? sopt,
clerical party. Some vestiges of statesman-
ship, soino sense of political necessity, as well as the
influence of foreign counsellors, had prevented -the
Government of Madrid from completely identifying
iteolf with the monks and zealots who had first risen

against the constitution of 1820, and who now sought to
establish the absolute supremacy of the Church. The
Inquisition had not been restored, and this alone was
enough to stamp the King as a renegade in the eyes
of the ferocious and implacable champions of medieval
bigotry. Under the name of Apostolicals, these reaction-
aries had at times broken into open rebellion. Their
impatience had, however, on the whole been restrained
by the knowledge that in the King's brother and heir,
Don Carlo**, they had an adherent whose devotion, to
the priestly cause was beyond suspicion, and who might
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he expected soon to ascend the throne. Ferdinand had
been thrice married; he was childless; his state of
health miserable; and his life likely to be a short one.
The succession to the throne of Spain had moreover,
since 1713, been governed by the Salic Law, so that
even in the event of Ferdinand leaving female issue
Don Carlos would nevertheless inherit the crown.

These confident hopes were rudely disturbed by a fourth
marriage of the King, followed by an edict, known
as the Pragmatic Sanction, repealing the Salic Law
which had been introduced with the first Bourbon,

and restoring the ancient Castilian custom under which
women were capable of succeeding to the crown, A
daughter was shortly afterwards born to the new Queen,
Maria Christina of Naples. On the legality of the
Pragmatic Sanction the opinions of publicists differed;
it was judged, however, by Europe at large not from
the point of view of antiquarian theory, but with direct
reference to its immediate effect. The three Eastern

Courts emphatically condemned it, as an interference
with established monarchical right, and as a blow to the
cause of European absolutism through the alliance
which it would almost certainly produce between the
supplanters of Don Carlos and the Liberals of the
Spanish Peninsula.* To the clerical and reactionary
party at Madrid, it amounted to nothing less than a
sentence of destruction, and the utmost pressure WEB

* " La Eoino Isabollo ost la E6volntiou incanu'e dans fla formo la pltm
dangereuse; Don Oarlos reprSsonte lo principe Honarclitynd aux pritfflU
aveo la Revolution pnro/' Metternich, v. 615. B. and F* State P&pors,
xviii 1365 j xxii. 1394. Baumgarton, iii. 65*
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brought to bear upon the weak and dying King with
the object of inducing him to undo the alleged wrong
which he had done to his brother. In a moment of

prostration Ferdinand revoked the Pragmatic Sanction;
but, subsequently, regaining some degree of strength,
he re-enacted it, and appointed Christina Eegent during
the continuance of his illness. Don Carlos, protesting
against the violation of his rights, had betaken him-
self to Portugal, where he made common cause with
Miguel. His adherents had no intention of submitting
to the change of succession. Their resentment was
scarcely restrained during Ferdinand's life-time, and
when, in September, 1833, his long-expected death took
place, and the child Isabella was declared Queen under
the Itegency of her mother, open rebellion broke out,
and Carlos was proclaimed King in several of the
northern provinces.

For the moment the forces of the Begency seemed
fco be far superior to those of the insurgents, and Don
Carlos failed to take advantage of the first outburst of
enthusiasm and to place himself at the head
of his followers* He remained in Portugal,
while Christina, as had been expected, drew nearer to
the Spanish Liberals, and ultimately called to power a
Liberal minister, Martinez de la Bosa, under whom
a constitution was given to Spain by Eoyal
Statute (April 10, 1834). At the same
time negociations were opened with. Por-
tugal and with the Western Powers, in the hope of
forming an alliance which should drive both Miguel and
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Carlos from the Peninsula. On the 22nd of April,
1834, a Quadruple Treaty was signed at London, in
which the Spanish Government undertook to send

,an army into Portugal against Miguel, the Court of
Lisbon pledging itself in return to use all the means
in its power to expel Don Carlos from Portuguese ter-
ritory. England engaged to co-operate by means of its
fleet. The assistance of France, if it should be deemed

necessary for the attainment of the objects of the Treaty,
was to be rendered in such manner as should be settled

by common consent. In pursuance of the policy of the
Treaty, and even before the formal engagement was
signed, a Spanish division under General Eodil crossed
the frontier and marched against Miguel. The forces
of the usurper were defeated. The appearance of the
English fleet and the publication of the Treaty of
Quadruple Alliance rendered further resistance hopeless,
and on the 22ad of May Miguel made his submission,

and in return for a large pension renounced
all rights to the crown, and undertook to
quit the Peninsula for ever. Don Carlos,

refusing similar conditions, went on board an English
ship, and was conducted to London.*

With respect to Portugal, the Quadruple Alliance
had completely attained its object; and in so far as

' the Carlist cause was strengthened by the continuance
of civil war in the neighbouring country, this source
of strength was no doubt withdrawn from it. But in

* Hertslet, Map of Europe, ii 941. Miraflores, Memoriaa, I 80.
Gnizo't, iy. 86, Palmerston, ii. 180.
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its effect upon Don Carlos himself the action of the
Quadruple Alliance was worse than useless. While
fulfilling the letter of the Treaty, which stipulated for
the expulsion of the two pretenders from the Penin-
sula, the English admiral had removed Oai>los
Carlos from Portugal, where he was com-
puraiively harmless, and had taken no effective guaran-
tee that lie should not re-appear in Spain itself and
enforce his claim by arms. Carlos had not been made
a prisoner of war; he had made no promises and in-
curred no obligations ; nor could the British Government,
after his arrival in this country, keep him in perpetual
restraint. Quitting England after a short residence,
he travelled in disguise through France, crossed the
Pyrenees, and appeared on the 10th of July, 1834,
at the headquarters of the Carlist insurgents in Na-
varre. 

*

hi the country immediately below the western
Pyrenees, the so-called Basque Provinces, lay the cttief
strength of the Carliftt rebellion. These

/ i » t .<, ,
provinces, wit ton wore among the most
thriving and industrious parts of Spain, might
Boem by their very superiority an unlikely home
for a movement which was directed against every-
thing favourable to liberty, tolerance, and progress in
the Spanish kingdom* But the identification of the
ItaHtyiieH with the CarKtft cause waa due in fact to local,
not to general, causes; and in fighting to impose a
bigoted deHpot upon the Spanish people; they were
in truth fighting to protect themselves from a closer
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incorporation with Spain. Down to the year 1812, the
Basque provinces had preserved more than half of the
essentials of independence. Owing to their position on
the French frontier, the Spanish monarchy, while de-
stroying all local independence in the interior of Spain,
had uniformly treated the Basques with the same
indulgence which the Government of Great Britain had
shown to the Channel Islands, and which the French

monarchy, though in a less degree, showed to the
frontier province of Alsace in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. The customs-frontier of the
north of Spain was drawn to the south of those dis-
tricts. The inhabitants imported what they pleased
from France without paying any duties;, while the
heavy import dues levied at the border of the neigh-
bouring Spanish provinces gave them the- oppor-
tunity of carrying on an easy and lucrative system of
smuggling. The local administration remained to a
great extent in the hands of the people themselves;
each village preserved its active corporate life; and
the effect of this survival of a vigorous local free-
dom was seen in the remarkable contrast described

by travellers between the aspect of the Basque dis-
tricts and that of Spain at large. The Fueros, or local
rights, as the Basques considered thorn, wore in reality,
when viewed as part of the order of the Spanish State, a
series of exceptional privileges; and it was inevitable
that the framers of the Constitution of 1812, in their

attempt to create a modern administrative and political
system doing justice to the whole of the nation, should
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sweep away the distinctions which had hitherto marked
off one group of provinces from the rest of the com-
munity. The continuance of war until the return of
Ferdinand, and the overthrow of the Constitution, pre-
vented the plans of the Cortes from being at that time
carried into effect; but the revolution of 1820 brought
them into actual operation, and the Basques found
themselves, as a result of the victory of Liberal prin-
ciples, compelled to pay duties on their imports, robbed
of the profits of their smuggling, and supplanted in the
management of their local affairs by an army of officials
from Madrid. They had gained by the Constitution
little that they had not possessed before, and their
losses were immediate, tangible, and substantial. The
result was, that although the larger towns, like Bilbao,
remained true to modern ideas, the country districts,
led chiefly by priests, took up arms on behalf of the
absolute monarchy, assisted the French in the restora-
tion of despotism in 1823, and remained the permanent
enemies of the constitutional cause.* On the death of

Ferdinand they declared at once for Don Carlos, and
rose in rebellion against the Government of Queen
Christina, by which they considered the privileges of
the Basque Provinces and the interests of Catholic
orthodoxy to be alike threatened.

There was little in the character of Don Carlos to

stimulate the loyalty even of his most oadta victories,

benighted partisans. Of military and 1834-4.
* Esflai hiaionqtuo sur lee Provinces Basques, p. 58, W. Humboldt

Werko IE 213
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political capacity he was totally destitute, and his con-
tinued absence in Portugal when the conflict had
actually begun proved him to be wanting in the natural
impulses of a brave man. It was, however, his fortune
to be served by a soldier of extraordinary energy and
skill; and the first reverses of the Carlists were speedily
repaired, and a system of warfare organised which made
an end of the hopes of easy conquest with which the
Government of Christina had met the insurrection.

Fighting in a worthless cause, and commanding re-
sources scarcely superior to those of a brigand chief, the
Carlist leader, Zumalacarregui, inflicted defeat after
defeat upon the generals who were sent to destroy him.
The mountainous character of the country and the
universal hostility of the inhabitants made the exertions
of a regular soldiery useless against the alternate flights
and surprises of men who knew every mountain track,
and who gained information of the enemy's movements
from every cottager. Terror was added by Zumalacar-
regui to all his other methods for demoralising his
adversary. In the exercise of reprisals he repeatedly
murdered all his prisoners in cold blood, and gave
to the war so savage a character that foreign Go*
vernments at last felt compelled to urge upon the
belligerents some regard for the usages of the civilised
world. The appearance of Don Carlos himself in
the summer of 1834 raised still higher the confidence
already inspired by the victories of his general. It was
in vain that the old constitutionalist soldier, Mina, who
had won so great a name in these provinces in 1823,
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returned after long exile to the scene of his exploits.
Enfeebled and suffering, he was no longer able to place
himself at the head of his troops, and he soon sought to
be relieved from a hopeless task. His successor, the
War Minister Valdes, took the field announcing his
determination to act upon a new system, and to operate
with his troops in mass instead of pursuing the enemy's
bands with detachments. The result of this change of
tactics was a defeat more ruinous and complete than had
befallen any of Valdes' predecessors. He with difficulty
withdrew the remainder of his army from the insurgent
provinces; and the Oarlist leader, master of the open
country up to the borders of Castile, prepared to cross
the Ebro and to march upon Madrid.*

The Ministers of Queen Christina, who had up till
this time professed themselves confident in their power
to deal with the insurrection, could now no

longer conceal the real state of affairs. Valdes
himself declared that the rebellion could not

be subdued without foreign aid; and after prolonged dis-
cussion in the Cabinet it was determined to appeal to
France for armed assistance. The flight of Don Carlos
from England had already caused an additional article to
be added to the Treaty of the Quadruple Alliance, in
which Trance undertook so to watch the frontier of the

Pyrenees that no reinforcements or munition of war
should reach the Carlists from that side, while England
promised to supply the troops of Queen Christina with

* HcxmmgHon, Campaign with Zaimalacarregui, 5. 93. Burgos, Analos,
ii. 110. Bamngarixm, in. 257.
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arms and stores, and, if necessary, to render assistance
with a naval force (18th. August, 1834). The foreign
supplies sent to the Caiiists had thus been cut off both
by land and sea; but more active assistance seemed in-
dispensable if Madrid was to be saved from falling into
the enemy's hands. The request was made to Louis
Philippe's Government to occupy the Basque Provinces
with a corps of twelve thousand men. Eeasons of weight
might be addressed to the French Court in favour of
direct intervention. The victory of Don Carlos would
place upon the throne of Spain a representative of all
those reactionary influences throughout Europe which
were in secret or in open hostility to the House of
Orleans, and definitely mark the failure of that policy
which had led Prance to combine with England in
expelling Don Miguel from Portugal. On the other
hand, the experience gained from eaiiier military enter-
prises in Spain might well deter even bolder politicians
than those about Louis Philippe from venturing upon
a task whose ultimate issues no man could confidently
forecast. Napoleon had wrecked his empire in the
struggle beyond the Pyrenees not less than in the
march to Moscow: and the expedition of 1823, though
free from military difficulties, had exposed Franco to the
humiliating responsibility for every brutal act of a
despotism which, in the very moment of its restoration,
had scorned the advice of its restorers. The constitu-

tional Government which invoked French assistance

might moreover at any moment give place to a de-
mocratic faction which already harassed it within the
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Cortes, and which., in its alliance with the populace in
many of the great cities, threatened to throw Spain into
anarchy, or to restore the ill-omened constitution of
1812. But above all, the attitude of the three Eastern
Powers hade the ruler of France hesitate before com-

mitting himself to a military occupation of Spanish ter-
ritory. Their sympathies were with Don Carlos, and
the active participation of Prance in the quarrel might
possibly call their opposing forces into the field and pro-
voke a general war. In view of the evident dangers
arising out of the proposed intervention, the French
Government, taking its stand on that clause of the
Quadruple Treaty which provided that the assistance of
France should be rendered in such manner as might be
agreed upon by all the parties to the Treaty, addressed
itself to Great Britain, inquiring whether this country
would undertake a joint responsibility in the enterprise
and share with France the consequences to which it
might give birth. Lord Palmerston in reply declined
to give the assurance required. He stated that no
objection would be raised by the British Government to
the entry of French troops into Spain, but that such
intervention must be regarded as the work of France
alone, and be undertaken by France at its own peril*
This answer sufficed for Louis Philippe and his Minis-
ters. The Spanish Government was informed that the
grant of military assistance was impossible, and that the
entire public opinion of France would condemn so
dangerous an undertaking. As a proof of goodwill,
permission was given to Queen Christina to enrol
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volunteers both in England and France. Arms were
supplied; and some thousands of needy or adventurous
men. ultimately made their way from our own country
as well as from France, to earn under Colonel De Lacy
Evans and other leaders a scanty harvest of profit or
renown.

The first result of the rejection of the Spanish
demand for the direct intervention of France was the

downfall of the Minister by whom this demand had
continmrnceof ^een> ma(^e- His successor, Toreno, though a

thewar' well-known patriot, proved unable to stem
the tide of revolution that was breaking over the country.
City after city set up its own Junta, and acted as if the
central government had ceased to exist. Again the
appeal for help was made to Louis Philippe, and now,
not so much to avert the victory of Don Carlos as to
save Spain from anarchy and from the constitution of
1812. Before an answer could arrive, Toreno in his

turn had passed away. Mendizabal, a banker who had
been entrusted with financial business at London, and

who. had entered into friendly relations with Lord Pal-
merston, was called to office, as a politician acceptable
to the democratic party, and the advocate of a close con-
nection with England rather than with France. In spite
of the confident professions of the Minister, and in spite
of some assistance actually rendered by the English
fleet, no real progress was made in subduing the Carlists,
or in restoring administrative and iinuncial order. Tho
death of Zumalacarregui, wbo wan forced by Don Carlos
to turn northwards and besiege Bilbao instead of
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marching upon Madrid immediately after his victories,
had checked the progress of the rebellion at a critical
moment; but the Government, distracted and bankrupt,
could not use the opportunity which thus offered itself,
and the war soon blazed out anew not only in the Basque
Provinces but throughout the north of Spain. For
year after year the monotonous struggle cpntinued,
while Cortes succeeded Cortes and faction supplanted
faction, until there remained scarcely an officer who had
not lost his reputation or a politician who was not use-
less and discredited.

The Queen Begent, who from the necessities of her
situation had for a while been the representative of the
popular cause, gradually identified herself 0bnittteHimof

with the interests opposed to democratic 18S7'
change; and although her name was still treated with
some respect, and her policy was habitually attributed to
the misleading advice of courtiers, her real position was
well understood at Madrid, and her own resistance was

known to be the principal obstacle to the restoration of
the Constitution of 1812. It was therefore determined

to overcome this resistance by force; and on the 18th
of August, 1830, a regiment of the garrison of Madrid,
won over by the Exaltados, marched upon the palace of
La Granja, invaded the Queen's apartments, and com-
pelled her to sign an edict restoring the Constitution of
1812 until the Cortes should establish that or some

other. Scenes of riot and murder followed in the

capital. Men of moderate opinions, alarmed at the
approach of anarchy, prepared to unite with Don Carlos.
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King Louis Philippe, who had just consented to
strengthen the French legion by the addition of some
thousands of trained soldiers, now broke entirely from
the Spanish connection, and dismissed his Ministers who
refused to acquiesce in this change of policy. Mean-
while the Eastern Powers and all rational partizans of
absolutism besought Don Carlos to give those assurances
which would satisfy the wavering mass among his
opponents, and place him on the throne without the
sacrifice of any right that was worth preserving. It
seemed as if the opportunity was too clear to be misun-
derstood; but the obstinacy and narrowness of Don
Carlos were proof against every call of fortune, lief us-
ing to enter into any sort of engagement, he rendered it
impossible for men to submit to him who were not will-
ing to accept absolutism pure and simple. Ou the other
hand, a majority of the Cortes, whose eyes were now
opened to the dangers around them, accepted such
modifications of the Constitution of 1812 that political
stability again appeared possible (June, 1837). The
danger of a general transference of all moderate elements
in the State to the side of Don Carlos was averted; and,

although the Carlist armies took up the offensive,
menaced the capital, and made incursions into every
part of Spain, the darkest period of the war wan now
over; and when, after undertaking in person the march
upon Madrid, Don Carlos swerved aside and ultimately
fell back in confusion to the Bbro, the suppression o!
the rebellion became a certainty. Qoneral JKnpartero,
with whom such distinction remained an was to bo
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gathered in this miserable war5 forced back tlie adversary
step by step, and carried fire and sword into the Basque
Provinces, employing a system of devastation which
alone seemed capable of exhausting the endurance of
the people. Eeduced to the last extremity, the Carlist
leaders turned their arms against one another. The
priests excommunicated the generals, and the generals
shot the priests; and finally, on the 14th September,
1839, after the surrender of almost all his troops to
Espartero, Don Carlos crossed the French
frontier, and the conflict which during six
years had barbarised and disgraced the Spanish nation
reached its close.

The triumph of Queen Christina over her rivals was
not of long duration. Confronted by a strong demo-
cratic party both in the Cortes and in the 1 J Endof thoBe-

country, she endeavoured in vain to govern S^M$S"*
by the aid of Ministers of her own choice.
31 or popularity had vanished away. The scandals of her
private life gave just offence to the nation, and fatally
weakened her political authority. Forced by insurrec-
tion to bestow office on Espartero, as the chief of the Pro-
grc»HNiHt party, she found that the concessions demanded
by this general were more than she could grant, and in
preference to submitting to thorn she resigned the
Bogcmcy and quitted Spain (Oct., 1840). Espartero,
after some interval, was himself appointed Regent by
the OorteM. For two years he maintained himself in
power, then in his turn he fell before the combined
attack o£ his political opponents and the extreme men,
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of his own party, and passed into exile. There remained
in Spain no single person qualified to fill the vacant
Eegency, and in default of all other expedients the
young princess Isabella, who was now in her fourteenth
year, was declared of full age, and placed on the throne
(Nov., 1843). Christina returned to Madrid. After
some rapid changes of Ministry, a more durable Govern-
ment was formed from the Moderado party under
General Narvaez; and in comparison with the period
that had just ended, the first few years of the new reign
were years of recovery and order.

The withdrawal of Louis Philippe from his engage-
ments after the capitulation of Maria Christina to the
soldiery at La Granja in 1836 had diminished the con-
fidence placed in the King by the ^British Ministry;
but it had not destroyed the relations of friendship
existing between the two Governments. Far more
serious causes of difference arose out of the course o£

events in the East, and the extension of the power of
Mehemet Ali, Viceroy of Egypt, The struggle between

Mehemet and his sovereign, long foreseen,
broke out in the year 1832. After the
establishment of the Hellenic Kingdom, tho

island of Crete had been given to Mehemet in return for
his services to the Ottoman cause by land and sea. This
concession, however, was far from satisfying tho ambi-
tion of the Viceroy, and a quarrel with AbdaJluh, JPasha
of Acre, gave him the opportunity of throwing an army
"into Palestine without directly rebelling against his
sovereign (Nov., 183J). Ibrahim, in command of hit*
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father's forces, laid siege to Acre; and had this fortress
at once fallen, it would probably have been allowed by
the Sultan to remain in its conqueror's hands as an
addition to his own province, since the Turkish army
was not ready for war, and it was no uncommon thing
in the Ottoman Empire for one provincial governor to
possess himself of territory at the expense of another.
So obstinate, however, was the defence of Acre that

time was given to the Porte to make preparations for war;
and in the spring of 1832, after the issue of a procla-
mation declaring Mehemet and his son to be rebels,
a Turkish army led by Hussein Pasha entered Syria.

Ibrahim, while the siege of Acre was proceeding,
had overrun the surrounding country. He was now
in possession of all the interior of Palestine, and
the tribes of Lebanon had joined him in the expecta-

, tion of gaining relief from the burdens of Turkish
misgovernment. The fall of Acre, while the reliev-
ing army was still near Antioch, enabled him to throw
his full strength against hia opponent
in the valley of the Orontes. It was the q^Ss foSaW*/ Asia, Mmor.

intention of the Turkish general, whose
forces, though superior in number, had not the Euro-
pean training of Ibrahim's regiments, to meet the
assault of the Egyptians in an entrenched camp near
Hama. The commander of the vanguard, however,
punhod forward beyond this point, and when far in
advance of the main body of the army was suddenly
attacked by Ibrahim at Horns, Taken at a moment of
complete disorder, the Turks were put to the rout.
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Their overthrow and flight so alarmed the general-in-
chief that he determined to fall back upon Aleppo,
leaving Antioch and all the valley of the Orontes to the
enemy. Aleppo was reached, but the governor, won
over by Ibrahim, closed the gates of the city against
the famishing army, and forced Hussein to continue his
retreat to the mountains which form the barrier between

Syria and Cilicia. Here, at the pass of Beilan, he was
attacked by Ibrahim, outmanoeuvred, and forced to re-
treat with heavy loss (July 29). The pursuit was
continued through the province of Cilicia. Hussein's
army, now completely demoralised, made its escape to
the centre of Asia Minor; the Egyptian, after advanc-
ing as far as Mount Taurus and occupying the passes
in this range, took up his quarters in the conquered
country in order to refresh his army and to await rein-
forcements. After two months' halt he renewed his

march, crossed Mount Taurus and occupied Konieh, the
capital of this district. Here the last and decisive
blow was struck. A new Turkish army, led by Eeschid
Pasha, Ibrahim's colleague in the siege of Missolonghi,
advanced from the north. Against his own advice,
Eeschid was compelled by orders from Constantinople
to risk everything in an engagement. He attacked
Ibrahim at Konieh on the 21st of December, arid was

completely defeated. Eeschid himself was mado a pri-
soner ; his army dispersed; the last forces of tho Sultan
were exhausted, and the road to the Bosphorus lay open
before the Egyptian invader.

In this extremity the Sultan looked around for help;
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nor were offers of assistance wanting. The Emperor
Nicholas had since the Treaty of Adria-
nople assumed the part of the magnanimous
friend; his belief was that the Ottoman

Empire might by judicious management and without
further conquest be brought into a state of habitual
dependence upon Russia ; and before the result of the
battle of Konieh was known General Muravieff: had

arrived at Constantinople bringing the offer of Russian
help both by land and sea, and tendering his own per-
sonal services in the restoration of peace Mahmud had
to some extent been won over by the Czar's politic
forbearance in the execution of the Treaty of Adrian-
ople. His hatred of Mehemet AH was a consuming
passion ; and in spite of the general conviction both of
his people and of his advisers that no possible conces-
sion to a rebellious vassal could be so fatal as the

protection of the hereditary enemy of Islam, he was
disposed to accept the Russian tender of assistance. As
a preliminary, Muravieff was sent to Alexandria with
permission to cedo Acre to Mchomot Ali, if in return
the Viceroy would make over his ileet to the Sultan.
These were conditions on which no reasonable man

could have expected that Mohetnet would make peace \
and th« intention of the Russian Court probably was
that Muravieffs mission should faiL The envoy soon
returned to Constantinople announcing that his terms
wore rejected. Mahmud now requested that Russian
ships might be sent to the BoBphorus, arid to the dismay
of tlio French and English embassies a Russian squadron
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appeared before the capital. Admiral Eoussin, the
French ambassador, addressed a protest to the Sultan
and threatened to leave Constantinople. His remon-
strances induced Mahmud to consent to some more

serious negotiation being opened with Mehemet Ali.
A French envoy was authorised to promise the Viceroy
the governorship of Tripoli in Syria as well as Acre;
his overtures, however, were not more acceptable than
those of Muravieff, and Mehemet openly declared that
if peace were not concluded on his own terms within
six weeks, he should order Ibrahim, who had halted at

Kutaya, to continue his march on the Bosphorus.
Thoroughly alarmed at this threat, and believing that
no Turkish force could keep Ibrahim out of the capital,
Mahmud applied to Eussia for more ships and also for
troops. Again Admiral Eoussin urged upon the Sultan
that if Syria could be reconquered only by Eussian
forces it was more than lost to the Porte. His argu-
ments were supported by the Divan, and with such
effect that a French diplomatist was sent to Ibrahim
with power to negotiate for peace on any terms. Pre-
liminaries were signed at Kutaya under French media-
tion on the 10th of April, 1833, by which the Sultan

made over to his vassal not only the whole
xrtqm, April, of Syria but the province of Adana which

lies between Mount Taurus and the Medi-

terranean. After some delay these Preliminaries were
ratified Iby Mahmud; and Ibrahim, after his dazzling
success both in war and in diplomacy, commenced the
evacuation of northern Anatolia.
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For the moment it appeared that French influence
had decisively prevailed at Constantinople, and that the
troops of the Czar had been summoned from Sebastopol
only to be dismissed with the ironical com-
plimonts of those who were most anxious to A 

m July, 1833.

get rid of them. But this was not really
the case. "Whether the fluctuations in the Sultan's policy
had been due to mere fear and irresolution, or whethei

thoy had to some extent proceeded from the desire to
play off one Power against another, it was to Russia, not
France, that his final confidence was given. The soldiers
of the Czar were encamped by the side of the Turks on
the eastern shore of the Bosphorus ; his ships lay below
Constantinople. Here on the 8th of July a Treaty
was sigiied at the palace of TJnkiar Skelessi,* in
which liussia and Turkey entered into a defensive
alliance of the most intimate character, each Power

pledging itself to render assistance to the other, not
only against the attack of an external enemy, but in
ovory event where its peace and security might be
endangered. Russia undei-took, in cases where its
Hupport should be required, to provide whatever amount
of troops the Sultan should consider necessary both by
Hea and land, the Porte being charged with no part of
the oxpeuao beyond that of the provisioning of the
troops* The duration of the Treaty was fixed in the
iirnt instance for eight years, A secret article, which,

* BoHcn, i. 158. Protosch von Ostea, Eleine Schrifton, tii, 50.
MMimwl Ail, p, 17, Hillotand, i 514 Mettcmiob, v. 481. B. and J.

1'apew, ax 117tf ; xacil 140*
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however, was soon afterwards published, declared that,
in order to diminish the burdens of the Porte, the Czar

would not demand the material help to which the
Treaty entitled him; while, in substitution for such
assistance, the Porte undertook, when Eussia should be
at war, to close the Dardanelles to the war-ships of all
nations.

By the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, Eussia came
nearer than it has at any time before or since to that
complete ascendency at Constantinople which has been
the modern object of its policy. The success of its
diplomatists had in fact been too great; for, if the
abstract right of the Sultan to choose his own allies
had not yet been disputed by Europe at large, the
clause in the Treaty which related to the Dardanelles
-touched the interests of every Power which possessed a
naval station in the Mediterranean. By the public law

Effect of this °f Europe the Black Sea, which until the
Treatr* eighteenth century was encompassed entirely

by the Sultan's territory, formed no part of the open
waters of the world, but a Turkish lake to which access

was given through the Dardanelles only at the pleasure
of the Porte. When, in the eighteenth century, Eussia
gained a footing on the northern shore of the Euxine,
this carried with it no right to send war-ships through
the straits into the Mediterranean, nor had any Powei*
at war with Eussia the right to send a fleet into the
Black Sea otherwise than by the Sultan's consent.
The Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, in making Turkey the
ally of Eussia against all its enemies, converted the
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entrance to tlie B]ack Sea into a Kussian fortified post,
from behind which. Russia could freely send forth its
ships of war into the Mediterranean, while its own
ports and arsenals remained secure against attack.
England and France, which were the States whose
interests were principally affected, protested against the
Treaty, and stated they reserved to. themselves the
right of taking such action in regard to it as occasion
might demand, Nor did the opposition rest with the
protests o£ diplomatists. The attention both of the
English nation and of its Government was drawn far
more than hitherto to the future of* the Ottoman

Empire. Political writers exposed with unwearied
vigour, and not without exaggeration, the designs of
the Court of St. Petersburg in Asia as well as in
Europe; and to this time, rather than to any earlier.
period, belongs the first growth of that strong national
antagonism to Eussia which found its satisfaction in
the Crimean War, and which has by no means lost its
power at the present day.

In desiring to check the extension of Russia's
influence in the Levant, Groat Britain and Prance were

at ono. The Hues o£ policy, however, followed by these
two States were widely divergent. Great
Britain sought to maintain the Sultan's power
in its integrity; Franco became in an increasing degree
the patron, and the fricud of Mohemet Ali. Since the
expedition of Napoleon to Egypt in 1798, which was
itself the execution of a design, formed in the reign of
Louis XVI.> Egypt had largely retained its hold on

3 M
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the imagination of the leading classes in France. Its
monuments, its relics of a mighty past, touched a
livelier chord among French men of letters and science
than India has at any time found among ourselves; and
although the hppe of national conquest vanished with
Napoleon's overthrow, Egypt continued to afford a field
of enterprise to many a civil and military adventurer.
Mehemet's army and navy were organised by French
officers; he was surrounded "by French agents and men
of business; and after the conquest of Algiers had
brought France on to the southern shore of the Medi-
terranean, the advantages of a close political relation
with Egypt did not escape the notice of statesmen who
saw in Gibraltar and Malta the most striking evidences
of English maritime power. Moreover the personal
,fame of Mehemet strongly affected French opinion.
His brilliant military reforms, his vigorous administra-
tion, and his specious achievements in finance created
in. the minds of those who were too far off to know the

effects of his tyranny the belief that at the hands of
this man the East might yet awaken to new life. Thus,
from a real conviction of the superiority of Mehemet's
rule over that of the House of Osman no less than from

considerations of purely national policy, the French
Government, without any public or official bond of
union, gradually became the N acknowledged supporters
of the Egyptian conqueror, and connected his interests
with their own.

Sultan Mahmud had ratified the Preliminaries of

Kutaya with wrath in his heart; and from this time all
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his energies were bent upon the creation of a force
which should wrest back the lost provinces and take
revenge upon his rebellious vassal. As
eager as Mehemet himself to reconstruct Moifemotand° Ibrahim,

his form of government upon the models
of the West, though far less capable of impressing upon
his work the stamp of a single guiding will, thwarted
moreover by the jealous interference of Eussia whenever
his reforms seemed likely to produce any important
result, he nevertheless succeeded in introducing some-
thing of European system and discipline into his army
under the guidance of foreign soldiers, among whom was
a man then little known, but destined long afterwards
to fill Europe with his fame, the Prussian staff-officer
Moltke. On the other side Mehemet and Ibrahim

knew well that the peace was no more than an armed*
truce, and that what had been won by arms could only
be maintained by constant readiness to meet attack.
Under pressure of this military necessity, Ibrahiru
sacrificed whatever sources of strength were open to
him in the hatred borne by his new subjects to the
Turkish yoke, and in their hopes of relief from oppres-
sion under his own rule. Welcomed at first as a

deliverer, he soon provejd a heavier task-master than
any who had gone before him. The conscription was,
rigorously enforced; taxation became more burden-
nemo; the tribes who Ixad enjoyed a wild independence
in the mountains were disarmed and reduced to the

level of their fellow-subjects. Thus the discontent
which had so greatly facilitated the conquest of the

3M 2
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border-provinces soon turned against the conqueror
himself, and one uprising after another shook Ibrahim's
hold upon Mount Lebanon and the Syrian desert. The
Sultan watched each outbreak against his adversary with
grim joy, impatient for the moment when the re-organi-
sation of his own forces should enable him to re-enter

the field and strike an overwhelming blow.
With all its characteristics of superior intelligence

in the choice of means, the system of Mehcmet Ali was
in its end that of the genuine Oriental despot. His
Theconunorce final object was to convert as many as
of the Levant pOSSik}e Of his subjects into soldiers, and to

draw into his treasury the profits of the labour of all
the rest. With this aim he gradually ousted from their
rights of proprietorship the greater pai*-t of the land-
owners of Egypt, and finally proclaimed the entire soil
to be State-domain, appropriating at prices fixed by
himself the whole of its produce. The natural com*
mercial intercourse of his dominions gave place to
a system of monopolies carried on by the Government
itself. Eapidly as this system, which was introduced
into the -newly-conquered provinces, filled the coffers
of Mehemet Ali, it offered to the Sultan, whose para-
mount authority was still acknowledged, the means
of inflicting a deadly injury upon him by a series
of commercial treaties with the European Powers, grant-
ing to western traders a free market throughout the
Ottoman Empire. Resistance to such a measure would
expose Mehemet to the hostility of the whole mercantile
interest of Europe; submission to it would involve the
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loss of a great part of that revenue on which his militaiy
power depended. It was probably with this result in
view, rather than from any more obvious motive, that
in the year 1838 the Sultan concluded a new com-
mercial Treaty with England, which was soon followed
by similar agreements with other States.

The import of the Sultan's commercial policy was
not lost upon Mehemet, who had already determined to
declare himself independent. He saw that war was inevit-
able, and bade Ibrahim collect his forces in the neigh-
bourhood of Aleppo, while the generals of
the Sultan massed on the upper Euphrates j
the troops that had been successfully em-
ployed in subduing the wild tribes of Kurdistan. The
storm was seen to be gathering, and the representatives
of foreign Powers urged the Sultan, but in vain, to
refrain from an enterprise which might shatter his
empire. Mahmud was now a dying man. Exhausted
by physical excess and by the stress and passion of his
long reign, he bore in his heart the same unquenchable
hatreds as of old; and while assuring the ambassadors
of his intention to maintain the peace, he despatched a
letter to his cornmander-in-chief, without the knowledge
of any single person, ordering him to commence hostili-
ties. The Turkish army crossed the frontier on the 23rd
of May, 1839. la the operations which followed, the
advice and protests of Moltke and the other European
officers at head-quarters were persistoxtly .disregarded.
The Turks were otttmanoBUvrod and cut off from their

communications, and on the 24th. of June the onslaught
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of Ibrahim swept them from their position at ISTissib in
utter rout. The whole of the artillery and stores fell
into the hands of the enemy: the army dispersed.
Mahmud did not live to hear of the catastrophe. Six
days after the battle of Nissib was fought, and while
the messenger who bore the news was still in Anatolia,
he expired, leaving the throne to his son, Abdul Medjid,
a youth of sixteen. Scarcely had the new Sultan been
proclaimed when it became known that the Admiral,
Achmet IWzi, who had been instructed to attack the

Syrian coast, had sailed into the port of Alexandria, and
handed over the Turkish fleet to Mehemet Ali himself.

The very suddenness of these disasters, which left <
the Ottoman Empire rulerless and without defence by
land or sea, contributed ultimately to its preservation,

inasmuch as it impelled the Powers to
titoBOTento combined action, which, under less urgent

pressure, would probably not have been.
attainable. On the announcement of the exorbitant

conditions of peace demanded by Mehemet, the ambas-
sadors addressed a collective note to the Divan, request-
ing that no answer might be made until the Courts had
arrived at some common resolution. Soon afterwards

the French and English, fleets appeared at the Dar-
danelles, nominally to protect Constantinople against
the attack of the Viceroy, in reality to guard against
any sudden movement on the part of Kussia. This
display of force was, however, not necessary, for the
Czar, in spite of some expressions to the contrary, had
already convinced himself that it was impossible to act
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upon the Treaty of TJnkiar Skelessi and to make the
protectorate of Turkey the affair of Eussia alone. The
tone which had been taken by the English Government
during the last preceding years proved that any at-
tempt to exercise exclusive power at Constantinople
would have been followed by war with Great Britain, in
which most, if not all, of the European Powers would
have stood on the side of the latter. Abandoning
therefore the hope of attaining sole control, the Eussian
Government addressed itself to the task of widening as
far as possible the existing divergence between England
and Franco. Nor was this difficult. The Cabinet of

the Tuileries desired to see Mehemet Ali issue with

increased strength from the conflict, or even to establish
his dynasty at Constantinople in place of the House of
Osman. Lord Palmerston, always jealous and suspicious
of Louis Philippe, refused to believe that the growth of
Kussian power could be checked by dividing the Ottoman
Empire, or that any system of Eastern policy could be
safely based on the personal qualities of a ruler now past
his seventieth year.* He had moreover IUH own causes
of discontent with Mehemet, The possibility of estab-
lishing an overland route to India either by way of the
Euphrates or of the Bed Sea had lately been engaging
the attention of the English Government, and Mehemet
had not improved his position by raising obstacles to

* Pftlmerflton understood little about the real condition of the Ottoman

Empire, and thought that with ton years of peaco it might again become
a reapaetablo Powor* "All that wo hear about the doojay of the
Turkiah Empire and it« toeing a dead "body or a sapiens trunk, and ao forth,
is pure and unadulterated nonaoim" Bulwer'a Palmerston, ii. 299.
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either line of passage. It was partly in consequence of
the hostility of Mehemet, who was now master of a
great part of Arabia, and of his known devotion to
French interests, that the port of Aden in the Bed Sea
was at this time occupied by England. If, while Eussia
accepted the necessity of combined European action and
drew nearer to its rival, France persisted in maintaining
the claim of the Viceroy to extended dominion, the
exclusion of France from the European concert was the
only possible result. There was no doubt as to the
attitude of the remaining Powers. Metternich, whether
from genuine pedantry, or in order to avoid the expres-
sion of those fears of Eussia which really governed his
Eastern policy, repeated his threadbare platitudes on
the necessity of supporting legitimate dynasties against
rebels, and spoke of the victor of Konieh and Nissib as
if he had been a Spanish constitutionalist or a recalci-
trant German professor. The Court of Berlin followed
in the same general course. In all Europe Mehemet
Ali had not a single ally, with the exception of the
Government of Louis Philippe.

Under these circumstances it was of little avail to

the Viceroy that his army stood on Turkish soil without
a foe before it, and that the Sultan's fleet lay */
within his own harbour of Alexandria. The

1840

intrigues by which he hoped to snatch a
hasty peace from the inexperience of the young Sultan
failed, and he learnt in October that no arrangement
which he might make with the Porte without the con-
currence of the Powers would be recognised as valid.
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Iix the meantime Bussia was suggesting to the English
Government one project after another for joint military
action with the object of driving Mehemet from Syria
and restoring this province to the Porte; and at the
beginning of the following year it was determined on
Mettcrnich's proposition that a Conference should forth-
with be held in London for the settlement of Eastern

affairs. The irreconcilable difference between the in-

tentions of France and those of the other Powers at

once became evident. France proposed that all Syria
and Egypt should be given in hereditary dominion to
Mehemet Ali, with no further obligation towards the
Porto than the payment of a yearly tribute* The coun-
ter-proposal of England was that Mehemet, recognising
the Sultan's authority, should have the hereditary
government of Egypt alone, that ho should entirely
withdraw from all Northern Syria, and hold Palestine
only as an ordinary governor appointed by the Porte
for hitt lifetime. To this proposition all the Powers
with the exception of France gave their assent. Con-
tinued negotiation only brought into wtrongcr relief the
obstinacy of Lord Palmernton, and proved the impos-
sibility o£ attaining complete agreement. At length,
when it had boon discovered that the French Cabinet

was attempting to conduct a separate mediation, the
Four Powers, without going through the form of asking
for French sanction, signed on the 16th of July a
Treaty with the Sultan pledging themselves to enforce
upon Mehemet Ali the terms arranged* The Sultan
undertook in the first instance to offer Mehemot Egypt
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in perpetuity and southern Syria for his lifetime. If
this offer was not accepted within ten days, Egypt
alone was to be offered. If at the end of twenty days
Mehemet still remained obstinate, that offer in its turn
was to be withdrawn, and the Sultan and the Allies
were to take such measures as the interests of the

Ottoman Empire might require.*
The publication of this Treaty, excluding France as

it did from the concert of Europe, produced a storm of
indignation at Paris. Thiers, who more than any man ,
had by his writings stimulated the spirit of aggressive
warfare among the Trench people and revived the
worship of Napoleon, was now at the head of the
Government. His jealousy for the prestige of France,
his comparative indifference to other matters when once
the national honour appeared to be committed, his
sanguine estimate of the power of his country, rendered
him a peculiarly dangerous Minister at the, existing

Crisis. It was not the wrongs or the danger

France, and the revived League of the Powers which
had humbled it in 1814, that excited the passion of the
Minister and the nation. Syria was forgotten ; the cry
was for the recovery of the frontier of the Ehine, and for
revenge for Waterloo. New regiments were enrolled,
the fleet strengthened, and the long-delayed fortification
of Paris begun. Thiers himself probably looked forward

* Hortslet, Map of Europe, ii. 1008. Bosen, ii. 3. Guizot, v. 188*
Prokesch-Oston, Mehmed-Ali, p. 89. Palmerston, ii. 356. Hillebrand,
ii. 357. Grevillc Memoirs, 2nd part, vol. i. 297.
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to a campaign in Italy, anticipating that successfully
conducted hy Napoleon III. in 1859, rather than to an
attack upon Prussia; but the general opinion both in
Prance itself and in other states was that, if war should

break out, an invasion of Germany was inevitable.
The prospect of this invasion roused in a manner little
expected the spirit of the Grerman people. Even in the
smaller states, and in the Ehenish provinces themselves,
which for twenty years had shared the fortunes of
Prance, and in which the introduction of Prussian rule

in 1814 had been decidedly unpopular, a strong na-
tional movement carried everything before it; and the
year 1840 added to the patriotic minstrelsy of Q-ermany
a war-song, written by a Khenish citizen, not less
famous than those of 1813 and 1870.* That there were

revolutionary forces smouldering throughout Europe,
from which Prance might in a general war have gained
some assistance, the events of 1848 sufficiently proved;
but to no single Government would a revolutionary war
have Loon fraught with more imminent peril than to
that of Prance itself, and to no one was this conviction

more habitually present than to King Louis Philippe.
Belying upon his iniiucnce within the Chamber of
Deputies, itself a body representing the wealth and the
caution rather than the hot spirit of Prance, the King

* " Sio sollon ilm nicht haben
Den frelon Dettteohen Rlioin."

By Booker; answered by Mdwaet'a "Notia ravens en, votre Rhin' 
Allomaad," The wordu of the rntwk finer song " Die "Wacht am Ehcrin"

were alao written at this time--by Sclmeekenbxtrfcer, a- W&rtemberg man;
but the music by which they are kuown w&e not composed till 1854*
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refused to read at the opening of the session in October
the speech drawn up for him by Thiers, and accepted the
consequent resignation of the Ministry. * Gruizot, who
was ambassador in London, and an advocate for sub-

mission to the will of Europe, was called to office, and
succeeded after long debate in gaining a vote of confi-
dence from the Chamber. Though preparations for war
continued, a policy of peace was now assured. Mehemet
AH was left to his fate; and the stubborn assurance of

Lord Palmerston, which had caused so much annoyance
to the English Ministry itself, received a striking justi-
fication in the face of all Europe.

The operations of the Allies against Mehemet AH
had now begun. While Prussia kept guard on the
Ehine, and Eussia undertook to protect Constantinople
against any forward movement of Ibrahim, an Anglo-
Austrian naval squadron combined with a Turkish
TV � land-force in attacking the Syrian coast Ibrahim <a&- ° ^

$5f §S£- towns. The mountain-tribes of tho interior
were again in revolt. Arms were supplied

to them by the Allies, and the insurrection soon spread
over the greater part of Syria. Ibrahim prepared for
an obstinate defence, but his dispositions were frustrated
by the extension of the area of conflict, and ho was unable
to prevent the coast-towns from falling ono after another
into the hands of the Allies. 'On tho capture of Aero
by Sir Charles Napier he abandoned all hope of main-
taining himself any longer in Syria, and made his way
with the wreck of his army towards tho Egyptian fron-
tier. Napier had already arrived before Alexandria,
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and there executed a convention with the Viceroy, by
which the latter, abandoning all claim upon his other
provinces, and undertaking to restore the Turkish fleet,
was assured of the hereditary possession of Egypt. The
convention was one which the English admiral had no
authority to conclude, but it contained substantially the
terms which the Allies intended to enforce; and after
Mehemet had made a formal act of submission to the

Sultan, the hereditary government of Egypt was con-
ferred upon himself and his family by a Knalaottlcment,

decree published by the Sultan and sane- 
F^-^1*

tioned by the Powers. This compromise had been pro-
posed by the French Government after the expiry of
the twenty days named in the Treaty of July, and imme-
diately before the fall of M. Thiers, but Palmerston would
not then listen to any demand made under open or
implied threats of war. Since that time a new and
pacific Ministry had come into office; it was no part of
Pahnerston'n policy to keep alive the antagonism be-
tween England and Prance ; and he readily accepted an
arrangement which, while it saved Prance from wit-
nessing the total destruction of an ally, left Egypt to
a ruler who, whatever his faults, had certainly shown
a greater capacity for government than any Oriental of
that age. It remained for the Powers to place upon re-
cord some authoritative statement of the law recognised
by Europe witlx regard to the Bosphorus and Darda-
nelles, Eussia had already virtually consented to the
abrogation of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi. It now
joined with all the other Powers, including Franco, in
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a declaration that the ancient rule of tho Ottoman

Empire which forbade the passage of these straits to
The r>ar- ^e war-ships of all nations, except when
daueiaes. ^ porfce y.^ g^^fl fo ^ war? was accepted

by Europe at large. Russia thus surrendered its chance
of gaining by any separate arrangement with Turkey
the permanent right of sending its fleets from the
Black Sea into the Mediterranean, and so becoming a
Mediterranean Power. On the other hand, Sebastopol
and the arsenals of the Euxine remained safe against
the attack of any maritime Power, unless Turkey itself
should take up arms against the Czar. Having regard
to the great superiority of England over Eussia at sea,
and to the accessibility and importance of the Euxine
coast towns, it is an open question whether the removal
of all international restrictions upon the passage of the
Bosphorus and Dardanelles would not be more to the
advantage of England than of its rival. This opinion,
however, had not been urged before the Crimean War,
nor has it yet been accepted in our own country.

The conclusion of the struggle of 1840 marked with
great defmiteness the real position which the Ottoman
Turkey ate Empire was henceforth to occupy in its

relations to the western world. Eescued

by Europe at large from the alternatives of destruction
.at the hands of Ibrahim or complete vassalage under
Eussia, the Porte entered upon the condition nominally
of an independent European State, really of a State
existing under the protection of Europe, and responsible
to Europe as well for its domestic government an for its
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alliances and for the conduct of its foreign policy. The
necessity of conciliating the public opinion of the West
was well understood by the Turkish statesman who
had taken the leading part in the negotiations which
freed the Porte from dependence upon Russia, Eeschid
Pasha, the younger, Foreign Minister at the accession
of the new Sultan, had gained in an unusual degree the
regard and the confidence of the European Ministers
with whom, as a diplomatist, he had been brought into
contact As the author of a wide system of reforms, it
was his ambition so to purify and renovate the internal
administration of the Ottoman Empire that the con-
trasts which it presented to the civilised order of the
West should gradually disappear, and that Turkey
should become not only in name but in reality a
member of the European world. Stimulated no doubt
by the achievements of Mehemet Ali, and anxious to
win over to the side of the Porte the interest which

Mehemet's partial adoption of European methods and
ideas had excited on his behalf, Eeschid in his scheme

of reform paid an ostentatious homage to the principles
of western administration and law, pro- Laudation of
claiming the security of person and pro- 

x*****-

party, prohibiting the irregular infliction of punishment,
recognising the civil rights of Christians and Jews, and
transferring the collection of taxes from the provincial
governors to the officers of the central authority* The
friends of the Ottoman State, less experienced then than
now in the value of laws made in a society where there
exists no power that can enforce them, 'and where the
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agents of government are themselves the most lawless
of all the public enemies, hailed in Beschid's enlight-
ened legislation the opening of a new epoch in the life
of the Christian and Oriental races subject to the
Sultan. But the fall of the Minister before a palace-
intrigue soon proved on how slight a foundation these
hopes were built. . Like other Turkish reformers,
Eeschid had entered upon a hopeless task; and the
name of the man who was once honoured as the regene-
rator of a great Empire is now almost forgotten.
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THE characteristic of Continental history during the
second quarter o£ this century is the sense of unrest.
Tho long period of European peace which began in 1815
was not one of internal repose; the very absence of
those engrossing and imperious interests which belong
to a time of warfare gave freer play to the feelings of
discontent and the vague longings for a better political
order which remained behind after the convulsions of

the revolutionary epoch and the military rule of Napo-
leon had passed away. During thirty years of peace
tK$ breach had been widening between those Govern-
ments which still represented the system of 1815, and
the peoples over whom they ruled. Ideas of liberty,
awakenings of national sense, were far moro widely dif-
fused in Europe than at the time of the revolutionary
war. The seed then prematurely forced into an atmo-
sphere of storm and reaction had borne its fruit: other

3 N
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growths, fertilised or accelerated by Western Liberalism,
but not belonging to the same family, were springing
up in unexpected strength, and in regions which had
hitherto lain outside the movement of the modern world.

New forces antagonistic to Government had come into
being, penetrating an area unaffected by the constitu-
tional struggles of the Mediterranean States, or by the
weaker political efforts of Germany. In the homes of
the Magyar and the Slavic subjects of Austria, so
torpid throughout the agitation of an earlier time, the
passion of nationality was every hour gaining new
might. The older popular causes, vanquished for the
moment by one reaction after another, had silently
established a far stronger hold on men's minds. Work-
ing, some in exile and conspiracy, others through such
form of political literature as the jealousy of Govern-
ments permitted, the. leaders of the democratic move-
ment upon the Continent created a power before which
the established order at length succumbed. They had
not created, nor was it possible under the circumstances
that they sliould create, an order which was capable of
taking its place.

Italy, rather than France, forms the central figure in .
any retrospect of Europe immediately before 1848 in
itajy. 1831- which the larger forces at work are not

im obscured by those for the moment more pro-
minent. The failure of the insurrection of 1881 had left

Austria more visibly than before master over the Italian
people even in those provinces in which Austria was not
nominally sovereign. It had become clear that no effort
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after reform could be successful either in the Papal
States or in the kingdom of Naples so long as Austria
held Lombardy and Venice. The expulsion of the
foreigner was therefore not merely the task of those who
sought to give the Italian race its separate and inde-
pendent national existence, it was the task of all who
would extinguish oppression and misgovernment in any
part of the Italian peninsula. Until the power of Austria
was broken, it was vain to take up arms against the
tyranny of the Duke of Modena or any other contemp-
tible oppressor. Austria itself had twice taught this
lesson; and if the restoration of Neapolitan despotism
in 1821 could be justified by the disorderly character
of the Government then suppressed, the circumstances
attending the restoration of the Pope's authority in
1831 had extinguished Austria's claim to any sort
of moral respect; for Metternich himself had united
with the other European Courts in declaring the
necessity for reforms in the Papal Government, and of
these reforms, though a single earnest word from Austria
would have enforced their execution, not one had been

carried into effect. Gradually, but with increasing force
as each unhappy year passed by, the conviction gained
weight among all men of serious thought that the pro-
blem to be faced was nothing less than the destruction
of tlie Austrian yoke. Whether proclaimed as an article
of faith, or veiled in diplomatic reserve, this belief
formed the commoix ground among men whose views
on the immediate future of Italy differed in almost every
other particular.

3N2
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Three main currents of opinion are to be traced in
the ferment of ideas which preceded the Italian revolu-

tion of 1848. At a time not rich in
M'flpfr'i'ni,.

intellectual or in moral power, the most
striking figure among those who are justly honoured as
the founders of Italian independence is perhaps that of
Mazzini. Exiled during nearly the whole of his mature
life, a conspirator in the eyes of all Governments, a
dreamer in the eyes of the world, Mazzini was a prophet
or an evangelist among those whom his influence led to
devote themselves to the one cause of their country's
regeneration. No firmer faith, no nobler disinterested-
ness, ever animated the saint or the patriot; and if in
Mazzini there was also something of the visionary and
the fanatic, the force with which he grasped the two
vital conditions of Italian revival-the expulsion of the
foreigner and the establishment of a single national
Government-proves him to have been a thinker of
genuine political insight. Laying the foundation of his
creed deep in the moral nature of man, and constructing
upon this basis a fabric not of rights but of duties, he
invested the political union with the immediateness, the
sanctity, and the beauty of family life. With him, to
live, to think, to hope, was to live, to think, to hope for
Italy; and the Italy of his ideal was a Kepublic cm-
bracing every member of the race, purged of the priest-
craft and the superstition which had degraded the man
to the slave, indebted to itself alone for itn independ-
ence, and consolidated by the reign of equal ]aw. The
rigidity with which Mazzini adhered to his own great
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project in its completeness, and his impatience with
any bargaining away of national rights, excluded him
from the work of those practical politicians and men of
expedients who in 1859 effected with foreign aid the
first step towards Italian union; but the influence of
his teaching and his organization in preparing his
countrymen for independence was immense; and the
dynasty which has rendered to United Italy services
which Mazzini thought impossible, owes to this great
Eepublican scarcely less than to its ablest friends.

"Widely separated from the school of Mazzini in
temper and intention was the group of politicians and
military men, belonging mostly to Piedmont, who
looked to the sovereign and the army of j^ of PIed-
this State as the one hope of Italy in its 

mon'

struggle against foreign rule. The House of Savoy,
though foreign in its origin, was, and had been for cen-
turies, a really national dynasty. It was, moreover, by
interest and traditional policy, the rival rather than the
friend of Austria in Northern Italy. If the fear of
revolution had at times brought the Court of Turin
into close alliance with Vienna, the connection had but

thinly veiled the lasting antagonism of two States which,
as neighbours, had habitually sought expansion each at
the other's cost* Lombardy, according to the expression
of an older time, w*$ the artichoke which the Kings of
Piedmont were destined to devour leaf by leaf. Austria,
on the other hand, sought extension towards the Alps:
it had in 1799 clearly showu its intention of exclu-
ding the House of Savoy altogether from the Italian
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mainland; and the remembrance of this epoch had
led the restored dynasty in 1815 to resist the plans of
Metternich for establishing a league of all the princes of
Italy under Austria's protection. The sovereign, more-
over, who after the failure of the constitutional move-
ment of 1821 had mounted the throne surrounded by
Austrian bayonets, was no longer alive. Charles Albert
of Oarignano, who had at that time played so ambiguous
a part, and whom Metternich had subsequently en-
deavoured to exclude from the succession, was on the

throne. He had made his peace with absolutism by
fighting in Spain against the Cortes in 1823 ; and since
his accession to the throne he had rigorously sup-
pressed the agitation of Mazzini's partizans within his
own dominions. But in spite of strong clerical and
reactionary influences around him, he had lately shown
an independence of spirit in his dealings with Austria
which raised him in the estimation of his subjects; and
it was believed that his opinions had been deeply
affected by the predominance which the idea of national
independence was now gaining over that of merely
democratic change. If the earlier career of Charles
Albert himself cast some doubt upon his personal
sincerity, and much more upon his constancy of pur-
pose, there was at least in Piedmont an army thoroughly
national in its sentiment, and capable of taking the
lead whenever the opportunity should arise for uniting
Italy against the foreigner. In no other Italian State
was there an effective military force, or one so little
adulterated with foreign elements.
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A third current of opinion in these years of hope
and of illusion was that represented in the writings of
Gioberti, the depicter of a new and glorious Italy,
regenerated not by philosophic republicanism or the
sword of a temporal monarch, but by the Hopesoftlie

moral force of a reformed and reforming Papa?y'
Papacy. The conception of the Catholic Church as a
great Liberal power, strange and fantastic as it now
appears, was no dream of an isolated Italian enthusiast;
it was an idea which, after the French Revolution of

]S30, and the establishment of a government at once
anti-clerical and anti-democratic, powerfully influenced
some of the best minds in France, and found in Mon-

talembert and Lamennais exponents who commanded the
ear of Europe. If the corruption of the Papacy had
been at once the spiritual and the political death of
Italy, its renovation in purity and in strength would
be also the resurrection of the Italian people. Other
lands had sought, and sought in vain, to work out their
problems under the guidance of leaders antagonistic to
the Church, and of popular doctrines divorced from
religious faith. To Italy belonged the prerogative of
spiritual power. By this power, aroused from the
torpor of ages, and speaking, as it had once spoken, to
the very conscience of mankind, the gates of a glorious
future would be thrown open. Conspirators might fret,
and politicians scheme, but the day on which the new
life of Italy would begin would be that day when the
head of the Church, taking bis place as chief of a fede-
ration of Italian States, should raise the banner of
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freedom and national right, and princes and people
alike should follow the all-inspiring voice.

A monk, ignorant of everything but cloister lore,
benighted, tyrannical, the companion in his private life
of a few jolly priests and a gossiping barber, was not an
alluring emblem of the Church of the future. But in
1846 Pope Gregory XVI., who for the last five years
Election of BUS tad been engaged in one incessant struggle
IX., June, 1846. ... . . , j

against, insurgents, conspirators, and re-
formers, and whose prisons were crowded with the best
of his subjects, passed away.* His successor, Mastai
Ferretti, Bishop of Imola, was elected under the title of
Pius IX., after the candidate favoured by Austria had
failed to secure the requisite number of votes (June 17).,
The choice of this kindly and popular prelate was to
some extent a tribute to Italian feeling; and for the
next eighteen months it appeared as if GKoberti had
really divined the secret of the age. The first act of
the new Pope was the publication of a universal amnesty
for political offences. The prison doors throughout his
dominions were thrown open, and men who had been
sentenced to confinement for life returned in exultation

to their homes. The act created a profound impression
throughout Italy, and each good-humoured utterance of
Pius confirmed the belief that great changes were at
hand. A wild enthusiasm seized upon Eome. The
population abandoned itself to festivals in honour of the
Pontiff and of the approaching restoration of Roman
liberty. Little was done; not much was actually
* Farad, i. 153. Aseglio, Oorresp. Politique, p. 24; Oasi diEomagna, p, 47.
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promised; every tiling was believed. The principle of
representative government was discerned in the new
Council of State now placed by the side of Reforms expec-
the College of Cardinals; a more serious 

Mm lus"

concession was made to popular feeling in the per-
mission given to the citizens of Rome, and afterwards
to those of the provinces, to enrol themselves in a civic
guard. But the climax of excitement was reached when,

in answer to a threatening movement of Austria, oc-
casioned by the growing agitation throughout Central
Italy, the Papal Court protested against the action of
its late protector. By the Treaties of Vienna Austria
had gained the right to garrison the citadel of Ferrara,
though this town lay within the Ecclesiastical States.
Placing a new interpretation on the expression used in
the Treaties, the Austrian Government occupied the
town of Ferrara itself (June 17,1847), The movement

was universally understood to be the pro- tew* jw»*
liminary to a new occupation of the Papal
States, like that of 1831; and the protests of the Pope
against the violation of lus territory gave to the con-
troversy a European importance. The English and
French fleets appeared at Naples; the King of Sardinia
openly announced his intention to take the field against
Austria if war should break out. By the efforts of
neutral Powers a compromise on tlie occupation of
Ferrara was at length, arranged; but the passions which
had been excited were jwfc appeased, aad the Pope re-
mamed in popular imagination tlxe chatapion of Italian
independence against Austria, as well as the apostle of
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constitutional Government and the rights of the
people.

In the meantime the agitation begun in Borne was
spreading through the north and the south of the

peninsula, and beyond the Sicilian Straits.
jSSm^jm., The centenary of the expulsion of the Aus-

trians from Genoa in December, 1740, was

celebrated throughout central Italy with popular de-
monstrations which gave Austria warning of the
storm about to burst upon it. In the south, how-
ever, impatience under domestic tyranny was a far
more powerful force than the distant hope of national
independence. Sicily had never forgotten the separate
rights which it had once enjoyed, and the constitu-
tion given to it under the auspices of England in
1812. Communications passed between the Sicilian
leaders and the opponents of the Bourbon Government
on the mainland, and in the autumn of 1847 simtjl-

.taneous risings took place in Calabria and at Messina,
These were repressed without difficulty; but the fire
smouldered far and wide, and on the 18th of January,
1848, the population of Palermo rose in. revolt. For
fourteen days the conflict between the people and the
Neapolitan troops continued. The city was bombarded,
but in the end the people were victorious, and a pro-
visional government was formed by the leaders of the
insurrection. One Sicilian town after another followed

the example of the capital, and expelled its Neapolitan
garrison. Threatened by revolution in Naples itself,
King Ferdinand II., grandson of the despot of
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now imitated the policy of his predecessor, and proclaimed
a constitution. A Liberal Ministry was formed, but no
word was said as to the autonomy claimed by Sicily,
and promised, as it would seem, by the leaders of. the
popular party on the mainland. After the first excite-
ment of success was past, it became clear that the
Sicilians were as widely at variance with the newly-
formed Government at Naples as with that which they
had overthrown.

'The insurrection of Palermo gave a new stimulus
and imparted more of revolutionary colour to the popular
movement throughout Italy. Constitutions were granted
in Piedmont and Tuscany. In the Austrian provinces
national exasperation against the rule of the foreigner
grow daily more menacing. Badetzky, the Atftatumfa

Austrian Commander-in-chief, had long Auatriaaltaiy-
foreseen the impending struggle, and had endeavoured,
but not with complete success, to impress his own views
upon the imperial Government. Verona had "been made
the? centre of a great system of fortifications, and the
strength of the army under Eadetzky's command had
been considerably increased, but it was not until the
eleventh hour that Motternich abandoned the hope of
tiding over difficulties by his old system of police and
spies, and permitted the establishment of tmdisguised
military rule. In order to injure the finances of Austria, a
general resolution had been made by the patriotic societies
of Upper Italy to abstain from the u$e o£ tobacco, from
which the Government irew a large part of its revenue.
On the first Sunday in 1848 Austrian officers, smoking
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in the streets of Milan, were attacked by the people.
The troops were called to arms: a conflict took place,
and enough blood was shed to give to the tumult the
impprtance of an actual revolt. In Padua and else-
where similar outbreaks followed. Radetzky issued a
general order to his troops, declaring that the Emperor
was determined to defend his Italian dominion whether

against an external or domestic foe. Martial law was
proclaimed; and for a moment, although Piedmont
gave signs of throwing itself into the Italian movement,
the awe of Austria's military power hushed the rising
tempest. A few weeks more revealed to an astonished
world the secret that the Austrian State, so great and so
formidable in the eyes of friend and foe, was itself on
the verge oif dissolution,

It was to the absence of all stirring public life, not
to any real assimilative power or any high intelligence
in administration, that the House of Hapsburg owed,
during the eighteenth century, the continued union of

that motley of nations or races which sue-

cessive conquests, marriages, and treaties
had brought* under its dominion. The violence of the
attack made by the Emperor Joseph upon all provincial
rights first re-awakened the slumbering spirit of Hun-
gary; but the national movement of that time, which
excited such strong hopes and alarms, had been suc-
ceeded by a long period of stagnation, and during the
Napoleonic wars the repression of everything that
appealed to any distinctively national spirit had become
more avowedly than before the settled principle of the
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Austrian Court. In 1812 the Hungarian Diet had
resisted the financial measures of the Government.

The consequence was that, in spite of the Affairs in

law requiring its convocation every three Hunfiw-
years, the Diet was not again summoned till 1825.
During the intermediate period, the Emperor raised
taxes and levies by edict alone. Deprived of its consti-
tutional representation, the Hungarian nobility pursued
its opposition to the encroachments of the Crown in the
Sessions of each county. At these assemblies, to which
there existed no parallel in the western and more
advanced States of the Continent, each resident land-

owner who belonged to the very numerous caste of the
noblesse was entitled to speak and to vote. Eetaining,
in addition to the right of free discussion and petition,
the appointment of local officials, as well as a consider-
able share in the actual administration, the Hungarian
county-assemblies, handing down a spirit of rough
independence from an immemorial past, were probably
the hardiest relic of self-government existing in any of
the great monarchical States of Europe. Ignorant, often
uncouth in their habits, oppressive to th&ir peasantry,
arid dominated by the spirit of race and caste, the mass
of the Magyar nobility had indeed proved as impervious
to the humamBiag influences of the eighteenth century as
thoy had to the solicitations of despotism. The Magnates,
or highest order of tioblesse, who formed a separate
chamber ia the Diet, had been to some extent dena-

tionalised ; they were at once more European in their
culture, and more submissive to the Austrian Court.
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In banishing political discussion from the Diet to the
County Sessions, the Emperor's Government had inten-
sified the provincial spirit which it sought to extinguish.
Too numerous to be won over by personal inducements,
and remote from the imperial agencies which had worked
so effectively through the Chamber of Magnates, the
lesser nobility of Hungary during these- years of abso-
lutism carried the habit of political discussion to their
homes, and learnt to baffle the imperial Grovernment by
withholding all help and all information from its sub-
ordinate agents. Each county-assembly, became & little
Parliament, and a centre of resistance to the usurpation
of the Crown. The stimulus given to the national
spirit by this struggle against unconstitutional rule was
seen not less in the vigorous attacks made upon the
Government on the re-assembling of the Diet in 1825,
than in the demand that Magyar, and not Latin as here-
tofore, should be the language used in recording the
proceedings of the Diet, and in which communications
should pass between the Upper and the Lower House.

There lay in this demand for the recognition of
the national language the germ of a conflict of
race against race which was least of all suspected by

tllose by whom the demand was made.
Hungary, as a political unity, comprised,

besides the Slavic kingdom of Croatia, wide rcg4! -n8
in which the inhabitants were of Slavic or Eoumanian

race, -and where the Magyar was known only as a feudal
lord. The district in which the population at largo
belonged to the Magyar stock did not exceed one-half
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of the kingdom. For the other races of Hungary, who
were probably twice as numerous as themselves, the
Magyars entertained the utmost contempt, attributing to
them the moral qualities of the savage^ and denying to
them the possession of any nationality whatever. In a
country combining so many elements ill-blended with
one another, and all alike subject to a German Court at
Vienna, Latin, as the language of the Church and for-
merly the language of international communication, had
served well as a neutral means of expression in public
affairs. There might be Croatian deputies in the Diet
who could not speak Magyar; the Magyars could not
understand Croatian; both could understand and could

without much effort express themselves in the species of
Latin which passed muster at Presburg and at Vienna.
Yet no freedom of handling could convert a dead language
into a living one ; and when the love of country and of
ancient right became once more among tfye Magyars an
inspiring passion, it naturally sought a nobler and more
spontaneous utterance than dog-latin. Though no law
was passed upon the subject in the Parliament in which
it was first mooted, speakers in the Diet of 1832
used their mother-tongue; and when the Viennese
Government forbade the publication of the debates,
reports were circulated in. manuscript through the country
by Kossuth, a young deputy, who after the dissolution.
of the Diet in 1880 paid for his defiance of the Emperor
by three years' imprisonment.

Hungary, now seemed to be entering upon an epoch
of varied and rapid national development. The barriers
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which separated it from the Western world were disap-
pearing. The literature, the ideas, the inventions of

Western Europe' were penetrating its ar-Hungary after * *" *&

chaic society, and transforming a movement
which in its origin had been conservative and aristo-
cratic into one of far-reaching progress and reform.
Alone among the opponents of absolute power on the
Continent, the Magyars had based their resistance on
positive constitutional right, on prescription, and the
settled usage of the past; and throughout the conflict
with the Crown between 1812 and 1825 legal right
was on the side not of the Emperor but of those whom
he attempted to coerce. With excellent judgment the
Hungarian leaders had during these years abstained from
raising any demand for reforms, appreciating the advan-
tage of a purely defensive position in a combat with a
Court pledged in the eyes of all Europe, as Austria was, to
the defence of legitimate rights. This policy had gained
its end; the Emperor, after thirteen years of conflict, had
been forced to re-convoke the Diet, and to abandon the

hope of effecting a work in which his uncle, Joseph IL,
had failed. But, the constitution once saved, that

narrow and exclusive body of rights for which the
nobility had contended no longer satisfied the needs or
the conscience of the time.* Opinion was moving fast;

* Down to 1827 not only was all land inherited by noblon froo from
taxation, Ibut any taxable laud purchased by a noblo thoroupou became tax-
free. The attempt of the Government to abolish this latter injustice
evoked a storm of angor in the Diet of 1825, and still more in the county
assemblies, some of the latter even revolving that such law, if passed by
the Diet, would be null aud void.
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the claims of the towns and o£ the rural population were
making themselves felt; the agitation that followed the
overthrow of the Bourbons in 1830 reached Hungary
too, not so much through French influence as through
the Polish war of independence, in which the Magyars
saw a struggle not unlike their own, enlisting their
warmest sympathies for the Polish armies so long as
they kept the field, and for the exiles who came among
them when the conflict was over. By the side of the
old defenders of class-privilege there arose men imbued
with the spirit of modern Liberalism. The laws govern-
ing the relation of the peasant to his lord, which
remained nearly as they had been left by Maria Theresa,
were dealt with by the Diet of 1832 in
so liberal a spirit that the Austrian Go-
vcrnment, formerly far in advance of Hungarian
opinion on this subject, refused its assent to many
of the measures passed. Great schemes of social
and material improvement also aroused the public
hopes in these years. The better minds became con-
scious of the real aspect of Hungarian life in com-
parison with that of civilised Europe-of its poverty,
its inertia, its boorishness. Extraordinary energy was
thrown into the work of advance by CountJ 

.

Szdeheiiyi, a nobleman whose imagijaation
had been fired by the contrast which the busy industry
of Great Britain and the practical interests of its higher
classes presented to the torpor of his own country. It
is to him that Hungary owds the bridge uniting its
double capital at Pcisth, and that Europe owes the

3 o
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unimpeded navigation of the Danube, which he first
rendered possible by the destruction of the rocks known
as the Iron Gates at Orsova. Sanguine, lavishly gener-
ous, an ardent patriot, Sz^chenyi endeavoured to arouse
men of his own rank, the great and the powerful in Hun-
gary, to the sense of what was due from them to their
country as leaders in its industrial development. He
was no revolutionist, nor was he an enemy to Austria.
A peaceful political future would best have accorded
with his own designs for raising Hungary to its due
place among nations.

That the Hungarian movement of this time was
converted from one of fruitful progress into an em-
bittered political conflict ending in civil war was due,
among other causes, to the action of the Austrian
Cabinet itself. Wherever constitutional right existed,
there Austria saw a natural enemy. The province of

Transylvania, containing a mixed population
of Magyars, Germans, and Eoumanians,

had, like Hungary, a Diet of its own, which Diet ought
to have been summoned every year. It was, however,
not once assembled between 1811 and 1834. In the

agitation at length provoked in Transylvania by this
disregard of constitutional right, the Magyar element
naturally took the lead, and so gained complete as-
cendancy in the province. When the Diet met in 1834,
its language and conduct were defiant in the highest
degree. It was speedily dissolved, and the scandal
occasioned by its proceedings disturbed the last days of
the Emperor Francis, who died in 1835, leaving the
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throne to his son Ferdinand, an invalid incapable of any
serious exertion. It soon appeared that nothing was
changed in the principles of the Imperial Grovernment,
and that whatever hopes had been formed of the estab-
lishment of a freer system under the new reign were
delusive. The leader of the Transylvanian Opposition
was Count "Wesselenyi, himself a Magnate in Hungary,
who, after the dissolution of the Diet, betook himself to

the Sessions of the Hungarian counties, and there de-
livered speeches against the Court which led to his
being arrested and brought to trial for high treason.
His cause was taken up by the Hungarian Diet, as one
in which the rights of the local assemblies we.re in-
volved. The plea of privilege was, however, urged in
vain, and the sentence of exile which was passed upon
Count Wesselenyi became a new source of contention
between the Crown and the Magyar Estates.*

The enmity of Government was now a sufficient
passport to popular favour. On emerging from his prison
under a general amnesty in 1840, Kossuth Partdeil araonff

undertook the direction of a Magyar journal theMa*Jrars-
at Pesth, which at once gained an immense influence
throughout the country. The spokesman of a new gene-
ration, Kossuth represented an entirely different order of
ideas from those of the orthodox defenders of the Hun-

garian Constitution. They had been conservative and
aristocratic; he,was revolutionary: their weapons had

* HorvdtH, Fiinftmdwaagig JTatope, i 406. Springer, i 466. Gerando,
Esprit Public, 173. Kossuth, GWsammelte Werke, i. 29. Beschwerden
imd Klagen dor Blaven in Ung-ani, 3$L

3 o 2
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been drawn from the storehouse of Hungarian positive
law; his inspiration was from the Liberalism of western
Europe, Thus within the national party itself there
grew up sections in more or less pronounced antagonism
to one another, though all were united by a passionate
devotion to Hungary and by an unbounded faith in its
future. Szechenyi, and those who with him subor-
dinated political to material ends, regarded Kossuth as
a dangerous theorist. Between the itiore impetuous, and
the more cautious reformers stood the recognised Parlia-
mentary leaders of the Liberals, among whom De&k had
already given proof of political capacity of no common
order. In Kossuth's journal the national problems of
the time were discussed both by his opponents and by his
friends. Publicity gave greater range as well as greater
animation to the conflict of ideas; and the rapid de-
velopment of opinion during these years was secu in the
large and ambitious measures which occupied the Diet

of 1843. Electoral and municipal reform,
TheDietofl848. . 

J '

the creation of a code of criminal law, the

introduction of trial by jury, the abolition of the im-
munity of the nobles from taxation; all these, and
similar legislative projects, displayed at once the energy
of the time and the influence of western Europe in
transforming the political conceptions of the Hungarian
nation. Hitherto the forty-three ITree Cities had pos-
sessed but a single vote in the Diet, as against the sixty-
three votes possessed by the Counties. It was now
generally admitted that this anomaly could not con-
tinue; but inasmuch as civic rights were themselves
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monopolised by small privileged orders among the towns-
men, the problem of constitutional reform carried with
it that of a reform of the municipalities. Hungary in
short was now face to face with the task of converting
its ancient system of the representation of the privileged
orders into the modern system of a representation of the
nation at large. Arduous at every epoch and in every
country, this work was one of almost insuperable diffi-
culty in Hungary, through the close connection with
the absolute monarchy of Austria; through the existence
of a body of poor noblesse, numbered at two hundred
thousand, who, though strong in patriotic sentiment,
bitterly resented any attack upon their own freedom
from taxation; and above all through the variety of races
in Hungary, and the attitude assumed by the Magyars,
as the dominant nationality, towards the Slavs around
them, In proportion as the energy of the Magyars and
their confidence in the victory .of the national cause
mounted high, so rose their disdain of all claims beside
their own within the Hungarian kingdom. It was
resolved by the Lower Chamber of the Diet of 1843 thq,t
no language but Magyar should be permitted in debate,
and that at the end of ten years every person not
capable of speaking the Magyar language should be
excluded from all public* employment. The Magnates
softened the latter provision by excepting from it the
holders of merely, local offices m Slavic districts; against
the prohibition o£ Latin in the Diet the Oroatians
appealed to the Emperor. A rescript arrived from
Vienna placing a veto upon the resolution. So violent
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was the storm excited in the Diet itself by this rescript,
and so threatening the language of the national leaders
outside, that the Cabinet, after a short interval, revoked
its decision, and accepted a compromise which, while
establishing Magyar as the official language of the
kingdom, and requiring that it should be taught even
in Croatian schools, permitted the use of Latin in the
Diet for the next six years. In the meantime the
Diet had shouted down every speaker who began
with the usual Latin formula, and fighting had taken
place in Agram, the Croatian capital, between the
national and the Magyar factions.

It was in vain that the effort was made at Presburg
to resist all claims but those of one race. The same

quickening breath which had stirred the Magyar nation
to new life had also passed over the branches of the
Slavic family within the Austrian dominions far and near.

In Bohemia a revival of interest in the Czech

tionai^oT^ language and literature, which began, aboutxnents. " .

1820, had in the following decade gained
a distinctly political character. Societies originally or
professedly founded for literary objects had become the
centres of a popular movement directed towards the
emancipation of the Czech elements in Bohemia from
German ascendancy, and the restoration of something of
a national character to the institutions of the kingdom.
Among the southern Slavs, with whom Hungary was
more directly concerned, the national movement first
became visible rather later. Its earliest manifestations

took, just as in Bohemia, a literary or linguistic form.
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Projects for the formation of a common language which,
under the name of Illyrian, should draw together all the
Slavic populations between the Adriatic and the Black
Sea, occupied for a while the fancy of the learned; but
the more ambitious part of this design, which had given
some umbrage to the Turkish Government, was aban-
doned in obedience to instructions from Vienna; and

the movement first gained political importance when
its scope was limited to the Croatian and Slavonic
districts of Hungary, and it was endowed with the
distinct task of resisting the imposition of Magyar as
an official language. In addition to their representation
in the Diet of the Kingdom at Presburg, the Croatian
landowners had their own Provincial Diet at Agram.
In this they possessed not only a common centre of
action, but an organ of communication with the Im-
perial Q-ovornment at Vienna, which rendered them
some support in their resistance to Magyar pretensions.
Later events gave currency to the belief that a conflict
of races in Hungary was deliberately stimulated by the
Austrian Court in its own interest. But the whole

temper and principle of Metternich's rule was opposed
to the development of national spirit, whether in
OB$ raco or another; and the patronage which the
Croats appeared at this time to receive at Vienna was
probably no more than an instinctive act of conservat-
ism, intended to .maintain the balance of interests, and
to reduce vritliiix the aatfroweBt possible limits such
changes as might prove inevitable.

Of all the important measures of reform which were
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brought before tlie Hungarian Diet of 1843, one alone
had become law. The rest were either rejected by the
Chamber of Magnates after passing the Lower House,
or were thrown out in the Lower House in spite of the
Agnation after approval of the majority, in consequence of

peremptory instructions sent to Presburg
by the county-assemblies. The representative of a
Hungarian constituency was not free to vote at his
discretion; he was the delegate of the body of nobles
which sent him, and was legally bound to give his vote
in accordance with the instructions which he might
from time to time receive. However zealous the Legis-
lature itself, it was therefore liable to be paralysed by
external pressure as soon as any question was raised
which touched the privileges of the noble caste. This
was especially the case with all projects involving the
expenditure of public revenue. Until the nobler bore
their share of taxation it was impossible that H angary
should emerge from a condition of beggarly need; yet,
be the inclination of the Diet what it might, it was
controlled by bodies of stubborn squires or yeomen in
each county, who fully understood their own power,
and stoutly forbade the passing of any measure which
imposed a share of the public burdens upon themselves.
The impossibility of carrying out reforms under existing
conditions had been demonstrated by the failuren of
1843. In order to overcome the obstruction an well of

the Magnates as of the county-assemblies, it was neces-
sary that an appeal should be made to the country at
large, and that a force of public sentiment should be
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aroused which should both overmaster the existing
array of special interests, and give birth to legislation
merging them for the future in a comprehensive system
of really national institutions. To this task the Liberal
Opposition addressed itself; and although large differ-
ences existed within the party, and the action of Kos-
suth, who now exchanged the career of the journalist
for that of the orator, was little fettered by the opinions
of his colleagues, the general result did not disappoint
the hopes that had been formed. Political associations
and clubs took vigorous root in the country. The magic
of Kossuth's oratory left every hearer a more patriotic,
if not a wiser man; and an awakening passion for the
public good seemed for a while to throw all private
interests into the shade.

It now became plain to all but the blindest that
great changes were inevitable; and at the instance of
the more intelligent among the Conservative party in
Hungary tho Imperial Government resolved to enter
the lists with a policy of reform, and, if pos-
sible, to wrest the helm from the men who* IOKB,

were becoming masters of the nation. In
order to secure a majority in the Diet, it was deemed
requisite by the Government first to gain a predominant
influence in. the county-assemblies. As a preliminary
step, most of the Lieutenants of counties, to whose high
dignity no practical functions attached, were removed
from their posts, and superseded by paid administrators,
appointed from Yienna, Ootuit Aj>ponyi, one of the
most vigorous of the conservative and aristocratic
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reformers, was placed at the head of the Ministry. In
due time the proposals of the Government were made
public. They comprised the taxation of the nobles, a
reform of the municipalities, modifications in the land-
system, and a variety of economic measures intended
directly to promote the material development of the
country. The latter were framed to some extent on the
lines laid down by Szechenyi, who now, in bitter antagon-
ism to Kossuth, accepted office under the Government,
and gave to it the prestige of his great name. It remained
for the Opposition to place their own counter-proposals
before the country. Differences within the party were
smoothed over, and a manifesto, drawn up by Deak,
gave statesmanlike expression to the aims of the national
programme of leaders. Embracing every reform included
the opposition. 

^ ^ policy of the Government, it added
to them others which the Government had not ventured

to face, and gave to the whole the character of a vindi-
cation of its own rights by the nation, in contrast to a
scheme of administrative reform worked out by the
officers of the Crown* Thus while it enforced the taxa-

tion of the nobles, it claimed for the Diet the right of
control over every branch of the national expenditure.
It demanded increased liberty for the Press, and an un-
fettered right of political association; and finally, while
doing homage to the unity of the Crown, it required that
the Government of Hungary should be one in direct accord
with the national representation in the Diet, and tlmt
the habitual effort of the Court of Vienna to place
this kingdom on the same footing as the Emperor's
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non-constitutional provinces should be abandoned. With
the rival programmes of the Government and the Opposi-
tion before it, the country proceeded to the elections of
1847, Hopefulness and enthusiasm abounded on every
side ; and at the close of the year the Diet assembled
from which so great a work was expected, and which
was destined within so short a time to witness, in

storm and revolution, the passing away of the ancient
order of Hungarian life.

The directly constitutional problems with which the
Diet of Presburg had to deal were peculiar to Hungary
itself, and did not exist in the other parts of the
Austrian Empire. There were, however, social problems
which were not less urgently forcing themselves upon
public attention alike in Hungary and in those pro-
vinces which enjoyed no constitutional rights. The
chief of these was the condition of the peasant-popula-
tion. In the greater part of the Austrian dominions,
though serfage had long been abolished, Tho Rurai Sys-
society was still based upon the manorial 

m° u-

The peasant held his land subject to the obli-
gation of labouring on his lord's domain for a certain
number of days in the year, and of rendering him other
customary services : the manor-court, though checked
by the neighbourhood of crown-officers, retained its
jurisdiction, and its agents frequently performed duties
of police* Hence the proposed extinction of the so-
called feudal tie, aad the conversion of tfye semi-
dependent cultivator into a freeholder bound only to the
payment of a fixed money-charge, or rendered free of all
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obligation by the surrender of a part of Ms holding,
involved in many districts the institution of new public
authorities and a general reorganisation of the minor
local powers. From this task the Austrian Govern-
ment had shrunk in mere lethargy, even when, as in
1835, proposals for change had come from the land-
owners themselves. The work begun by Maria Theresa
and Joseph remained untouched, though thirty years
of peace had given abundant opportunity for its com-
pletion, and the legislation of Hardenberg in 1810
afforded precedents covering at least part of the field.

At length events occurred which roused the drowsi-
est heads in Vienna from their slumbers* The party of
action among the Polish refugees at Paris had deter-
mined to strike another blow for the independence of
their country. Instead, however, of repeating the in-
surrection of "Warsaw, it was arranged that the revolt
should commence in Prussian and Austrian Poland, and

the beginning of the year 1846 was fixed for the up-
rising. In Prussia the Government crushed the con-
spirators before a blow could be struck. In Austria,
though ample warning was given, the precautions taken
were insufficient, General Oollin occupied the Free
City of Cracow, where the revolutionary committee had
its headquarters; but the troops under his command
were so weak that he was soon compelled to retreat, and
to await the arrival of reinforcements. Meanwhile the

landowners in the district of Tarnow in northern Qalicia

raised the standard of insurrection, and sought to
arm the country. The Euthedian peasantry, however,
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o,mong whom they lived, owed all that was tolerable
in their condition to the protection of the Austrian
crown-officers, and detested the memory of
an independent Poland. Instead of follow-
ing their lords into the field, they gave
information of their movements, and asked instruc-

tions from the nearest Austrian authorities. They
were bidden to seize upon any persons who insti-
gated them to rebellion, and to bring them into the
towns. A war of the peasants against the nobles forth-
with broke out. Murder, pillage, and incendiary fires
brought both the Polish insurrection and its leaders to
a miserable end. The Polish nobles, unwilling to
acknowledge the humiliating truth that their own
peasants were their bitterest enemies, charged the
Austrian Q-overnment with having set a price on their
heads, and with having instigated the peasants to a
communistic revolt. Metternich, disgraced by the
spectacle of a Jacquerie raging apparently under his
own auspices, insisted, in-a circular to the European
Courts, that the .attack of the peasantry upon the nobles
had been purely spontaneous, and occasioned by
attempts to press certain villagers into the ranks- of the
rebellion by brute force* But whatever may hare beefc
tlio measure of responsibility iacurted by the agents of
the Government, an agrarian revolution was TU*-
doubtedly in full course in Galicia, and its effects were
soon felt in thA -test oi tixe Austrian monarchy. The
Arcadian conteatme&t of the rural population, which
had been the boast, and in some degree the real st
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of Austria, was at an end. Conscious that the problem
which it had so long evaded must at length be faced, the
Government of Vienna prepared to deal with the con-
ditions of land-tenure by legislation extending over the
whole of the Empire. But the courage which was neces-
sary for an adequate solution of the difficulty nowhere
existed within the oflBcial world, and the Edict which

conveyed the last words of the Imperial Government on
this vital question contained nothing more than a series
of provisions for facilitating voluntary settlements he-

&nni Edict, tween the peasants and their lords. In the
quality of this enactment the Court of

Yienna gave the measure of its own weakness. The
opportunity of breaking with traditions of impotence
had presented itself and had been lost. Revolution was
at the gates; and in the unsatisfied claim of the rural
population the Q-overnment had handed over to its
adversaries a weapon of the greatest power.*

In the purely Q-erman provinces of Austria there
lingered whatever of the spirit of tranquillity was still
to be found within the Empire. This, however, was

not the case in the districts into which the
Vienna.

influence of the capital extended, Vienna
had of late grown out of its old careless spirit. The
home in past years of a population notoriously pleasure-
loving, good-humoured, and indifferent to public affairs,

* Das Polon-Attentat, 1846, p. 203, YorhaltniHso in Galizion, p. f>7.
Briefe einos Polnischon Edelmannes, p. 81. Mfottouieh, vii, 106,
Cracow, which had "been made an independent Republic "by the Congress
of Vienna, was now annexed by Austria with tho confront of Bussia and
Prussia, and against the protests of England aud France.
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it had now taken something of a more serious character.
The death of the Emperor Francis, who to the last
generation of Viennese had "been as fixed a part of the
order of things as the river Danube, was not uncon-
nected with this change in the public tone* So long as
the old Emperor lived, all thought that was given to
political affairs was energy thrown away. By his death
not only had the State lost an ultimate controlling
power, if dull, yet practised and tenacious, but this loss
was palpable to all the world. The void stood bare and
unrelieved before the public eye. The notorious imbe-
cility of the Emperor Ferdinand, the barren and anti-
quated formalism of Metternich and of that entire system
which seemed to be incorporated in him, made Grovern-
ment an object of general satire, and in some quarters
of rankling contempt. In proportion as the culture
and intelligence of the capital exceeded that of other
towns, so much the more galling was the pressure of
that part of the general system of tutelage which was
especially directed against the independence of the
mind. The censorship was exercised with grotesque
stupidity* It was still the aim of Government to isolate
Austria from the ideas and the speculation of other knds,
and to shape the intellectual world of the Emperor's

. subjects into that precise form which tradition prescribed
as suitable for the members of a well-regulated State.
In poetry, the works of Lord Byron were excluded from
circulation, where custom-house officers and market-

inspectors chose to etxforce the law; in history and
political literature, the leading writers of modern times
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lay under tlie same ban. Native production was much
more effectively controlled. Whoever wrote in a news-
paper, or lectured at a University, or published a work
of imagination, was expected to deliver himself of some-
thing agreeable to the constituted authorities, or was
reduced to silence. Far as Vienna fell short of Northern

Germany in intellectual activity, the humiliation in-
flicted on its best elements by this life-destroying
surveillance was keenly felt and bitterly resented.
More perhaps by its senile warfare against mental
freedom than by any acts of direct political repression,
the Government ranged against itself the almost
unanimous opinion of the educated classes. Its hold on
the affection of the capital was gone. Still quiescent, but
ready to unite against the Government when opportunity
should arrive, there stood, in addition to the unorganised
mass of the middle ranks, certain political associations
and students' societies, a vigorous Jewish element, and
the usual contingent furnished by poverty and discon-
tent iii every great city from among the labouring
population. Military force sufficient to keep the capital
in subjection was not wanting; but the foresight and
the vigour necessary to cope with the first onset of
revolution were nowhere to be found among the holders
of power.

At Berlin the solid order of Prussian absolutism

already shook to its foundation. With King Frederick
William III., whose long reign ended in

Prussia.

1840, there departed the half-filial, half-
spiritless acquiescence of the nation, in the denial of the
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liberties which had been so solemnly promised to. it at
the epoch of Napoleon's fall. The new Sovereign,
Frederick William IV., ascended the throne

amid high national hopes. The very con- "wniSSS rv.,
trast which his warm, exuberant nature

offered to the silent, reserved disposition of his father
impressed the public for a while in his favour. In the
more shining personal qualities he far excelled all his
immediate kindred. His artistic and literary sympathies,
his aptitude of mind and readiness of speech, appeared
to mark the man of a new age, and encouraged the
belief that, in spite of the mediaeval dreams and reac-
tionary theories to which, as prince, he had surrendered
himself, ho would, as King, appreciate the needs of the
time, and give to Prussia the free institutions which the
nation demanded. The first acts of the new reign were
generously conceived. Political offenders were freely
pardoned. Men who had suffered for their opinions
were restored to their posts in the Universities and the
public service, or selected for promotion. But when the
King approached the constitutional question, his utter-
ances were unsatisfactory. Though undoubtedly in
favour of some reform, he gave no sanction to the idea
of a really national representation, but seemed rather to
geek occasions to condemn it. Other omens of ill im-

port were not wanting. Allying his Government with
a narrow school of theologians, the King offended
men of independent mind, and transgressed against the
best traditions of Prussian administration. The prestige
of the new reign was soon exhausted. Those who had

3 p
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believed Frederick William to be a man of genius now
denounced him as a vaporous, inflated dilettante; his
enthusiasm was seen to indicate nothing in particular;.
his sonorous commonplaces fell flat on second delivery.
Not only in his own kingdom, but in the minor German
States, which looked to Prussia as the future leader of
a free Germany, the opinion rapidly gained ground
that Frederick "William IV. was to be numbered among
the enemies rather than the friends of the good cause.

In the Edicts by which the last King of Prussia
had promised his people a Constitution, it had been
laid down that the representative body was to spring*
from the Provincial Estates, and that it was to possess,
in addition to its purely consultative functions in legis-
lation, a real power of control over all State loans and
over all proposed additions to taxation. The interde-
pendence of the promised Parliament and the Provincial
Estates had been seen at the time to endanger tho
success of Hq-rdenberg's scheme; nevertheless, it was.
this conception which King Frederick William IV,
made the very centre of his Constitutional policy. A
devotee to the distant past, he spoke of the Provincial

Estates, which in their present form hadUnited Diet "«"

Bcrlit^b. existed only since 1823, as if they wore a
' " great national and historic institution which

had come down unchanged through centuries. His.
first experiment was the summoning of a Committee
from these bodies to consider certain financial projects
with which the Government was occupied (1842). The
labours of the Committee were iunignificant, nor was
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its treatment at the hands of the Crown Ministers of

a serious character. Frederick William, however, con-

tinued to meditate over his plans, and appointed a Com-
mission to examine the project drawn up at his desire
by the Cabinet. The agitation in favour of Parlia-
mentary Grovernment became moi*e and more pressing
among the educated classes; and at length, in spite of
some opposition from his brother, the Crown Prince,
afterwards Emperor of Grermany, the King determined
to fulfil his father's promise and to convoke a General
Assembly at JJerlin. On the 3rd of February, 1847,
there appeared a Eoyal Patent, which summoned all the
Provincial Estates to the capital, to meet as a United
Diet of the Kingdom. The Diet was to be divided
into two Chambers, the Upper Chamber including the
Itoyui Princes and highest nobles, the Lower the
representatives of the knights, towns, and peasants.
Tho right of legislation was not granted to the
Diet; it had, however, the right of presenting petitions
on internal affairs. State-loans and new taxes were

not, in time of peace, to be raised without its consent.
No regular interval was fixed for the future meetings
of the Diet, and its financial rights were moreover
reduced by other provisions, which enacted that a
United Committee from the " Provincial Estates was

to meet every four years for certain definite objeats,
and that a special Delegation was to sit each year for!the
transaction of busineaa relating to the National Debt.*

* IRedwi (tea Kcanlga FrickMcH WiMm IT., p. 17. Ranked tf/W,
IT. in A%. D<wt«ch0 Biog. Biodoruiaim, Breis&ig J&hrs, i; I8&'
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The nature of the General Assembly convoked by
this Edict, the functions conferred upon it, and the
guarantees offered for Eepresentative Government in the
future, so little corresponded with the requirements of
KIIIS Frederick ^e nation, that the question was at once
2?8£.aad raised in Liberal circles whether the conces-
cessions thus tendered by the King ought to be accepted
or rejected. The doubt which existed as to the dis-
position of the monarch himself was increased by the
speech from the throne at the opening of the Diet
(April 11). In a vigorous harangue extending over
half an hour, King Frederick William, while he said
much that was appropriate to the occasion, denounced
the spirit of revolution that was working in the Prus-
sian Press, warned the Deputies that they had been
summoned not to advocate political theories, but to
protect each the rights of his own order, and declared
that no power on earth should induce him to change*
his natural relation to his people into a constitutional
one, or to permit a written sheet of paper to intervene
like a second Providence between Prussia and the Al-

mighty, So vehement was the language of the King,
and so uncompromising his tone, that the proposal
was forthwith made at a private conference that the
Deputies should quit -Berlin in a body. This extreme
course was not adopted; it was determined inntead to
present an address to the King, laying before him in
respectful language the shortcomings in tho Patent of
[February 3rd. In tho debate on this address began tho
Parliamentary history of Prussia. The Liberal majority
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in the Lower Chamber, anxious to base their cause on

some foundation of positive law, treated the Edicts of
Frederick William III. defining the rights of the future
Representative Body as-actual statutes of the realm,
although the late King had never called a Representa-
tive Body into existence. From this point of view
the functions now given to Committees and Delegations
were so much illegally withdrawn from the rights of
the Diet. The Government, on the other hand, denied

that the Diet possessed any rights or claims what-
ever beyond those assigned to it by the Patent of
February 3rd, to which it owed its origin. In receiving
the address of the Chambers, the King, while expressing
a desire to see the Constitution further developed, re-
peated the principle already laid down by his Minis-
ters, and refused to acknowledge any obligation outside
those which ho had himself created.

When, after a series of debates on the political ques-
tions at issue, the actual business of the Session began,
the relations between the Government and the Assembly
grew worse rather than better. The principal measures
submitted wcro the grant of a State-guarantee to certain
land-banks established for the purpose of Bw1 L 

and

extinguishing the rent-charges on peasants of the Diet.
holdings, and the issuo of a public loan for the construc-
tion of railways by the State. Alleging that the former
measure was not directly one of taxation, the Govern-
ment, in laying it before tine Diet, declared that they
asked only for an opinion, and denied that the Diet
possessed any right of decision. Thus challenged, as
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it were, to make good its claims, the Diet not only de-
clined to assent to this guarantee, but set its veto on
the proposed railway-loan, Both projects were in
themselves admitted to be to the advantage of the
State; their rejection by the Diet was an emphatic
vindication of constitutional rights which the Govern-
ment seemed indisposed to acknowledge. Opposition

" grew more and more embittered; and when, as a pre-
liminary to the dissolution of the Diet, the King
ordered its members to proceed to the election of the
Committees and Delegation named in the Edict of
February 3rd, an important group declined to take part
in the elections, or consented to do so only under reser-
vations, on the ground that the Diet, and that alone,
possessed the constitutional control over finance which
the King was about to commit to other bodies. Indig-
nant at this protest, the Kixig absented himself from
the ceremony which brought the Diet to a close (June
26th). Amid general irritation and resentment the
Assembly broke up, Nothing had resulted from its
convocation but a direct exhibition of the antagonism
of purpose existing between the Sovereign and the
national representatives. Moderate men were alienated
by the doctrines promulgated from the Tlmmo; and
an experiment which, if more wisely conducted, might
possibly at the eleventh hour have saved all Germany
from revolution, left the Monarchy discredited and ox-
posed to the attack of the most violent of its foes.

The train was now "laid throughout central Europe ;
it needed but a flash from Paris to kindle the fire far-
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and wide. ' That the Crown which Louis Philippe owed
to one popular outbreak might be wrested from him
by another, had been a thought constantly
present not only to the King himself but
to foreign observers during the earlier years of his reign.
The period of comparative peace by which the first
Republican movements after 1830 had been succeeded,
the busy working of the Parliamentary system, the keen
and successful pursuit of wealth which seemed to have
mastered all other impulses in France, had made these
fears a thing of the past. The Orleanist Monarchy had
taken its place among the accredited institutions of
Europe; its chief, aged, but vigorous in mind, looked
forward to the future of his dynasty, and occupied him-
self with plans for extending its influence or its sway
beyond the limits of France itself. At one time Louis,
Philippe had hoped to connect his family by marriage
"with the Courts of Vienna or Berlin; this project had
not met with encouragement; so ihucli the more eagerly
did the King watch for opportunities in another direc-
tion, and devise plans for restoring the family-union
between France and Spain which had been established
by Louis XIV\ and which had so largely influenced
the history of Europe down to the overthrow of th§
Bourbon Monarchy. The Crown of Spaia was now held
by a young girl; her sister was the next in succession;
to make the.House of Orleans aa powerful at Madrid
as it was at Paris seemed tinder thefce circumstances no

impossible task to a King and a Minister who, in the
interests of the dynasty, were prepared to make some
sacrifice of honour and good faith.
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While the Carlist War was still continuing, Lord
Palmerston had convinced himself that Louis Philippe

intended to marry the young Queen Isabella,
Maemap^ - if possible, to one of his sons. Some years
October, 1846. r . .

later this project was unoflficially mentioned
by G-uizot to the English statesman, who at once caused
it to be understood that England would not permit the
union. Abandoning this scheme, Louis Philippe then
demanded, by a misconstruction of the Treaty of
Utrecht, that the Queen's choice of a husband should
be limited to the Bourbons of the Spanish or Nea-
politan line. To this claim Lord Aberdeen, who had
become Foreign Secretary in 1841, declined to give his
assent; he stated, however, that no step would be
taken by England in antagonism to such marriage, if
it should be deemed desirable at Madrid. Louis

Philippe now suggested that his youngest son, tho
Duke of Montpensier, should wed the Infanta Fernanda,
sister of the Queen of Spain. On the express under-
standing that this marriage should not take placa until
the Queen should herself have been married and have

had children, the English Cabinet assented to tho pro-
posal. That the marriages should not be snnultaneou&
was treated by both Governments as tho very heart and
substance of the arrangement, inasmuch as the failure
of children by the Queen's marriage would make her
sister, or her sister's heir, inheritor of the Throne. Thin

was repeatedly acknowledged by Louis Philippe and
his Minister, Ghiizot, in the course of communicai iotw

with the British Court which extended over some years*
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Nevertheless, in 1846, the French Ambassador at

Madrid, in conjunction with the Queen's mother, Maria.
Christina, succeeded in carrying out a plan by which
the conditions laid down at London and accepted at
Paris were utterly frustrated. Of the Queen's Spanish
cousins, there was one, Don Francisco, who was known

to be physically unfit for marriage. To this person it
was determined by Maria Christina and the French
Ambassador that the young Isabella should be united,
her sister being simultaneously married to the Duke of
Montponsier. So flagrantly was this arrangement in
contradiction to the promises made at the Tuileries, that,.
when intelligence of it arrived at Paris, Louis Philippe
declared for a moment that the Ambassador must be

disavowed arid disgraced. Guizot, however, was of
better heart than his master, and asked for 'delay. In
the very crisis of! the King's perplexity the return of
Lord Palmorston to offices and the mention by him of a
Prince o£ Suxe-Coburg as one of the candidates for the
Spanish Queen's hand, afforded Guizot a pretext for
declaring that Great Britain had violated its engage-
ments towards the House of Bourbon by promoting the
candidature of a Coburg, In reality tho British Go-
vernment had not only taken no part in assisting the
candidature of tho Coburg Prince, but had directly
opposed it. Thin, however, was urged in vain at the-
Tuileries. Whatever may have been the original in-
tentionn of Louin Philippe orpf Cfui^ot, the temptation
of aecuring the probable succession to the Spanish
Crown was too strong to "be resisted- Preliminaries
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were pushed forward with the utmost haste, and on the
10th of October, 1846, the marriages of Queen Isabella
;and her sister, as arranged by the French Ambassador
and the Queen-Mother, were simultaneously solemnised
at Madrid.*

Few intrigues have been more disgraceful than that
"of the Spanish Marriages; none more futile. The

course of history mocked its ulterior pur-
.£Si oSfpe poses; its immediate results were wholly to

the injury of the House of Orleans. The
-cordial understanding between France and Great Britain,
which had been revived after the differences of 1840,

was now finally shattered. Louis Philippe stood con-
victed before bis people of sacrificing a valuable alliance
to purely dynastic ends; his Minister, the austere and
sanctimonious Gruizot, had to defend himself against
-charges which would have covered with shame the most
hardened man of the world. Thus stripped of its garb
"of moral superiority, condemned as at once unscrupulous
"and unpatriotic, the Orleanist Monarchy had to meet
the storm of popular discontent which was gathering
"over France as well as over neighbouring lands. For
the lost friendship of England it was necessary to seek
"a substitute in the support of some Continental Power.
Throwing himself into the reactionary policy of the
'Court of Vienna, Ghiizot endeavoured to establish a dip-
lo'matic concert from which England should be excluded,
as France had been in 1840. There wore circumstances

* Gtoizoi viiL 101. Palmorsion, iii. 194 ParL Papers, 1847.
tin.'* Prince Consort, i. 841
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which gave some countenance to the design. The un-
compromising vigour with which Lord Palmerston
supported the Liberal movement now becoming so
formidable in Italy made every absolute Government in
Europe his enemy; and had time been granted, the
"despotic Courts would possibly have united with
Prance in some more or less open combination against
the English Minister. But the moments were now
numbered; and ere the projected league could take
substance, the whirlwind descended before which Louis

Philippe and his Minister were the first to fall.
A demand for the reform of the French Parlia-

mentary system had been made when Guizot was
"entering upon office in the midst of the
"Oriental crisis of 1840. It had then been piSmeuSxy

liefonn,

"silenced and repressed by all the means at
the disposal of the Executive; King Louis Philippe
being convinced that with a more democratic Chamber
the maintenance of his own policy of poace would be
impossible. The demand was now raised again with
far greater energy. Although the franchise had been
lowered after the lie volution of July, it was still' so
high that not one person in a hundred and fifty possessed
;a vote, while the property-qualification which was im-
posed upon the Deputies themselves excluded from
the Chamber all but men of substantial wealth. More-

over there existed no law prohibiting the holders of
^administrative posts tmder the Government from sitting
in the Assembly. The consequence was that more than

-third of the Deputies were either officials who had
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secured election, or representatives who since their
election had accepted from Government appointments
of greater or less value. Though Parliamentary talent
abounded, it was impossible that a Chamber so com-
posed could be the representative of the nation at large.
The narrowness of the franchise, the wealth of the

Deputies themselves, made them, in all questions affect-
ing the social condition of the people, a mere club of
capitalists; the influence which the Crown exercised
through the bestowal of offices converted 'those who
ought to have been its controllers into its dependents,
the more so as its patronage was lavished on nominal
opponents even more freely than on avowed friends.
Against King Louis Philippe the majority in the
Chamber had in fact ceased to possess a will of its own.
It represented wealth; it represented to soihe extent
the common sense of France; but on all current matters.

of dispute it only represented the executive government
in another form. So thoroughly had the nation lost all
hope in the Assembly during the last year« of Louis-
Philippe, that even the elections had ceased to excite
interest. On the other hand, the belief in the general
prevalence of corruption was every day receiving new
warrant. A series of State-trials disclosed the grossest
frauds in every branch of the administration, and proved
that political influence was habitually used for purposes
of pecuniary gain. Taxed with his tolcranco of a system
scarcely distinguishable from its abuses, the Minister
could only turn to his own nominees in the Chamber
and ask them whether they felt themselves corrupted;
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invited bo consider some measure of Parliamentary
reform, he scornfully asserted his policy of resistance.
Thus, hopeless of obtaining satisfaction either from the
Oovernment or from the Chamber itself, the leaders of

the Opposition resolved in 1847 to appeal to the country
at large; and an agitation for Parliamentary reform,
based on the methods employed by O'Connell in Ireland,
soon spread through the principal towns of France.

But there were other ideas and other forces active

among the labouring population of Paris than those
familiar to the politicians of the Assembly.

J Socialism.
Theories of Socialism, the property of a few
thinkers and readers during the earlier years of Louis
Philippe's reign, had now sunk deep among the masses,
and become, in a rough and easily apprehended foi*m,
the creed of the poor. From the time when Napo-
leon's fall had restored to France its faculty of thought,
and, as it were, turned the soldier's eyes again upon his
home, those questionings as to the basis of the social
union which had occupied men's minds at an earlier
epoch were once more felt and uttered. The problem
was still what it had been in the eighteenth century;
the answer was that of a later age. Kings, priests,
and nobles had been overthrown, but misery still
"covered the world. In the teaching of Saint-Simon,
under the Restoration, religious conceptions blended
with a great industrial scheme; in the Utopia of
Fourier, produced at the same fruitful period, whatever
was valuable belonged to its suggestions in co-operative
production. But whether the doctrine propounded was
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that of philosopher, or sage, or charlatan, in every case-
the same leading ideas were visible;-the insufficiency
of the individual in isolation, the industrial basis of

all social life, the concern of the community, or of its
supreme authority, in the organisation of labour. It was
naturally in no remote or complex form that the idea
of a new social order took possession of the mind of the
workman in the faubourgs of Paris. He read in Louis
Blanc, the latest and most intelligible of his teachers,
of the right to labour, of the duty of the State to pro-
vide work for its citizens. This was something actual
and tangible. For this he was- ready upon occasion to
take up arms; not for the purpose of extending the-
franchise to another handful of the Bourgeoisie, or of
shifting the profits of government from one set of
place-hunters to another. In antagonism to tho ruling
Minister the Reformers in the. Chamber and the Social-

ists in the streets might for a moment unite their
forces: but their ends were irreconcilable, and tho

allies of to-day were necessarily the foes of to-morrow*
At the close of the year 1847 the last Parliament of

the Orleanist Monarchy assembled. The speech from
the Throne, delivered by Louis Philippe

BwotatMmT7 himself, denounced in strong terms the
agitation for Eeform which had been carried

on during the preceding months, though this agitation
had, on the whole, been the work of the no-called

Dynastic Opposition, which, while demanding electoral
reform, was sincerely loyal to the Monarchy, Tho
King's words were a challenge; and in tho debate oil
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the Address, the challenge was taken up by all ranks of
Monarchical Liberals as well as by the small Republican
section in the Assembly. The Government, however,
was still secure of its majority. Defeated in the votes.
on the Address, the Opposition determined, by way of
protest, to attend a banquet to be held in the Champs
Elys^es on the 22nd of February by the Reform-party
in "Western Paris. It was at first desired that by some
friendly arrangement with the Government, which had
declared the banquet illegal, the possibility of recourse
to violence should be avoided. Misunderstandings, how-
ever, arose, and the Government finally prohibited the
banquet, and made preparations for meeting any dis-
turbance with force of arms. The Deputies, anxious to
employ none but legal means of resistance, now resolved
not to attend the banquet -, on the other hand, the
Democratic and Socialist leaders welcomed a possible-
opportunity for revolt, On the morning of the 22nd
masses of men poured westwards from the

. Peb. 22nd.

workmen's quarter. The city was in confu-
sion all day, and the erection of barricades began. Troops.
wore posted in the streets; no serious attack, however,
was made by either side, and at nightfall quiet returned.

'On the next morning tlio National Guard of Paris.
wa« called to arms, Throughout the struggle between
Louis Philippe and the populace of Paris m the earlier
years of his reign, the National G-uard, which waa
drawn principally from the trading classes, had fought
steadily for the King, Now, however, it was at one-
with ,tlxe Liberal Opposition in the Assembly, and
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loudly demanded the dismissal of the Ministers. While
some of the battalions interposed between the regular

troops and the populace and averted a con-
flict, others proceeded to the Chamber with

petitions for Reform. Obstinately as Louis "Philippe had
hitherto refused all concession, the announcement of the

threatened defection of the National Guard at length
convinced him that resistance was impossible. He
accepted Gruizot's resignation, and the Chamber heard
from the fallen Minister himself that he had ceased to

hold office* "Although the King declined for a while to
commit the formation of a Ministry to Thiers, the
recognised chief of the Opposition, and endeavoxired to
place a politician more acceptable to himself in office, it
was felt that with the fall of Guizot all real resistance

to Eeform was broken. Nothing more was asked by
the Parliamentary Opposition or by the middle-class of
Paris. The victory seemed to be won, the crisis at an
end. In the western part of the capital congratula-
tion and good-humour succeeded to the fear of conflict.
The troops fraternised with the citizens and the
National Guard; and when darkness came on, the boule-
vards were illuminated as if for a national festival.

In the midst, however, of this rejoicing, and while
the chiefs of the revolutionary societies, fearing that the
opportunity had been lost for striking a blow at the
Monarchy, exhorted the defenders of the barricades to
maintain their positions, a band of workmen came into
conflict, accidentally or of set purpose, with the troops
in front of the Foreign Office. A volley was fired,
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which, killed or wounded eighty persons. Placing the
dead bodies on a waggon, and carrying them by torch-
light through the streets in the workmen's quarter,
the insurrectionary leaders called the people to arms.
The tocsin sounded throughout the night; on the next
morning the populace marched against the
Tuileries. In consequence of the fall of
the Ministry, and the supposed reconciliation of the
"King with the People, whatever military dispositions
had been begun, had since been abandoned. At
isolated points tlu» troops fought bravely; but there
was no systematic defence. Shattered by the strain
of the previous days, and dismayed by the indif-
ference of the National Guard when he rode out among
them, the King, who at every epoch of his long life
had shown such conspicuous courage in the presence
of danger, now lost ail nerve and all faculty of action.
He signed an act of abdication in favour of his grand-
son, the Count of Paris, and fled. Behind him the
victorious mob burst into the Tuileries and devastated

it from collar to roof. The Legislative Chamber, where
uii attempt was made to proclaim the Count of Paris
King, was in its turn invaded. In uproar and ttxmixlt
a Provisional Government was installed #t the H6tel
cle Villo \ and eto the day closed the aews went out to
Kurope that the HOUHO of Orleans bad peased to reigti,
and that the B^public had beeft ptocl&imed. It was
not over France alone, it wa$ ore* tKe Continent at

large, that the tide of revolution was breaking*
KW 0» yQMJKB It.
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Successful Life, The, By AN ELDER BROTHKK. 38. 6d. "
Sun, TheStory of the. By Sir ROBERT STAWKI.L BALI,, LUIX, F.R.S., F.K.A.8.

With Eight Coloured Plates and other IlluMtationk. au.
Sunshine Series, Cassell's. Monthly Vols. is, each.

The Temptation of Duloe Owrutfcer*. Hy C. E. C. WRIOAI.L.
Lady Lorrimer's ^ oh time and The Htory c f a Glamour. l\y i'.i>
Woma-oliJte. By FLORKNCK M. Kmo.
" Stronger Wiuge. ByRn ~ "

iM Lo^eHe Yet* By FR> - 
i ome Name of J°H »y H 
oi wray's WWb i <ssr, Not all in Vain. Hy tauiixitr finn'ia»«i 

,
By FRANCWS H A^witur, ; and That Xdtti* Womivn. By 1 <>A \J\w *x,Man oftoe Name of JoliL »y M.OKKNCU M, KING.

dea'^Sake. Ky MARY E. StiKfititttU.
., « O»ee and a j wherou* Calm, ByTHOiiAii KRvwikiK.

A Sttp ia tHa Dark, ATK EVRK.

Sybil Raox; or, Home Afaln, A Story of To-day. By KUWAHW
Author of M East and West," &c. CV«r*/ ̂^/MI, fc.

Tenttog on the Plains. ByK. E CUSTER. Illustrated. 55.
Thackeray in America, With. By EYRE CROWE, A. K.A. llluotnuud. io«.6(t
The "B&Uft Sauvage" Library. Cloth, o& each,

i of Mr. Lodbury. Qld MortttOity,
I tHt

?a?nfe^ss: MM
L the Btirly Ohrit*

lalf of Margaret



Selections from Casstll <& Company's Publications,

' « Treasure Island " Series, Tfce. Cheap ttluMratcJl Rditwn. Cloth, ss. 6cL each
u Kidnappnd.** By RuiibRT Loi'is STI-VkN-oN. 

J
Treiwmrc I»land, By KouftRT Louis* SIHVKNSON.
JJho Master of BaUwatrao. By UoHexr J.orn» STPVUNMON . .»
MS&SKfi^^ k

Treatment, The Year-Book of, for 1894. A Critical Review for Practitioneis of
Medium and Surgery. Tenth Year of Iwue. ?«. fid.

Tree Painting in Water Colours. By W. H. J. BOOT. With Eighteen
Coloured Plates, and valuable instructions by the Arci*t. 55.

Trees, Familiar. By Prof, G. S. BOULGEK, F.L.S,, F.G.S. Two Series. With
Forty fuH-pase Coloured Plate* by W. H. J. BOOT. xas. «d. each.

"TTnlcode": The Universal Telegraphic Pnrase Boole. Pocket or Desk
Edition, as. fid. each.

United States, CasseTt's History of tne. By EDMUND OLLIER. With 600 Illus-
tration*. Three Voln o& each.

Universal History, Oasseirs Illustrated. With nearly ONE THOUSAND

Vol. III. The Middle Ag«.-Vol IV. Modem ffiory, 9». each. 
ILLUKTKATIONH. Vol. I. Earfy and Greek Hiitory.- Vol. II* The Roman Period.-

Vaodnatiott Vindicated. By JOHN C, MCVAIL, M.D., P.P.H. Camb. 5$.
Verses Orav* and Oay. By EIXRH THORNEVCROFT FOWLER. «s. 6d.
Vloar of WakeHeld and other Worfcs, by OLIVER GOLDSMITH, Hlustmted.

$<«. <Ul. ; cloth, gilt etl«e», js. .
Vision, of Saints, A. % LKWIS MORRIS. Edition deluxe* With 20 Full-page

Illustration*. Crown 410, extra cloth, gilt edge*, sis.
Water-Colour Patattaff, A Course Ot With Twenty-four Coloured Plates by

R. P. LEITCH, nod full Irutruction* to the Pupil 5*.
Wedlock, Lawful : or, How SHaU I Make Sure or a Legal Marriage? By

TWO tUftlttKTKftft, !«.
Wild Birds, Familiar, By W* SWAYSLAND. Four Series. With 40 Coloured

PmtoK in each, ion, 6<L each.
WUdHower^FiUttmar. »/F. S. HVLMB, F.3LS., F.&A. Hve Series. With* 4n Coloured Ptatttfl In each. tat. M, «ch«
W on fctth* Last Hole. A Ck>Ifin^ Romance, ByM.A.SroBART. Illuetrated. is.6d.
Wood, Tlie LU» of tHe Etr, jr. a By his Son, the Rev. THEODORE WOOD,

With Portrait, Extra crown 8vo» cloth. CAtat Edtiiox. 3*. fid.
Work. Th« ninstmted Journal for Mechanics. Nsw and Enlarged Stries.

Vf4«. V. And VI^t <«, #*ct
World of Wit tasd Humour, Tli*. with 400 Illustrations. Cloth, 75. 6d
Wdtid of Wottdtrs, tlte. With 400 Itatmtlow* Two Vols> 7%. 6d. each.
Wrsolwr. ttie* By it I* STftV&Kftotf and LLOVD OSBOURMK. Illustrated 6s.
Ttllt ttOtt CA8S«LL'« ClIRISTMAfi ANNUAL. IS.
2tro t3x« Slavsfc A Komanoe of Equatorial Airioa, By LAWRENCE FLETCHER*'

/? <}lliver, for Nunftay and General Itt><tdln,fft Monthly, 6d.
it Mwtlly Maga&iiw, Monthly, yd.

Folk* » Mbigaain*. Monthly, 6d.
The Muf/aseine of Art. With Three Plates. Monthly, I* #

The Illustrated Paper for Boy», Weelcly, xd.; Mo»thl/*. ^L
Hatuwlay Journal* Weekly, id.j Jklouthly^ 64.

niuitmtad Joutnsl for Mechanics* Weekly, id-;, Monthly,J*' "

may be had at afl

pwticni*f«

thlsV Worfc* tt^r
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attlr fUligiotrs
Bible Biographies. Illustrated, as. 6d. each.

Story of Joseph.. Its Lessons for To-Day. By the Rev. GEORGE BAINTON.
Story of Moses and Joshua. By the Rev. J. TELPORD, . . .

. Story of Judges. By the Rev. J. WYCLIFFE GBDGE,
* Story of Saatmiel and SauL By the Rev. D. C. TOVEY.
> Story of David. By the Rev. J. WILD. _ _

The Story of Jesus. In Veise. By J. R. MACDUFF, D.D.

Bible, CasselTs Illustrated Family. With 900 Illustrations. Leather, gilt
edges, £tt ios. ; full morocco, ̂ 3 ios.

Bible, The, and the Holy Land, New Light on. By B. T. A. EVETTS, MA.
Illustrated. Cloth, 2x5.

Bible Educator, The. Edited by E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D. With Illustrations,
Maps, &c. Four Vols., cloth, 6s. each.

Bible Student in the British Museum, The. By the Rev. J. G, KITCHIN,
M.A. Entirely New and R wised Edition, is, 4d.

Biblewomen and Nurses. Yearly Vol., 35.
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (Cassell's Illustrated). 4to. Cheap Edition, 33. <5d.
Child's Bible, The. With 200 Illustrations. Demy 4to, 830 pp. ^*pth Thousand.

Cheat Edition, ys. 6d. Superior Edition, with 6 Coloured Plates, gilt edges, ic*. 6d.
Child's Life of Christ, The. Complete in One Handsome Volume, with about

aoo Original Illustrations. Cheap Edition, cloth, 73, 6d. ; or with 6 Coloured Platen,
cloth, gut edges, ios. 6d. Demy 4 to, gilt edges, a is.

" Come, ye Children." By the Rev. BENJAMIN WAUGH* Illustrated. $s.
Commentary, The New Testament, for English Readers. Edited by the

Rt. Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D JX, Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. In Thrw
Vols. sis. each.

Vol. I.- The rouT Gospels.
Vol. II.- TTie Acts, Boxnjuift, Corinthians. G*l*U*a*.
Vol. ni.-The remaining Books of the New T«tam»n.t.

Commentary, The Old Testament, for English Readers. Edited by the RL
Rev. C J. ELLICOTT, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and BrUtoU Complete In
5 Vols. 3 is. each.

VoL I.-aH>neiis to Numbers. I VoL III.-Klnfff L to Bithw.
Vol. II.- Deuteronomy to Samuel II. Vol. IV.- Job to laaiak.** ^ 

Vol. V^JwemlWi to KiOiioDuU

Commentary, The New Testament Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy
Volume Edition. Suitable for School and General use,

the ApOBtles.
attdTimothy. s*>

Commentary) Hie Old Testament Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy Volume
Edition. Suitable for School and General Use.

Dictionary of ReHgibn, Tbef An Encyclopedia of Christian wid other
Religious Doctrines, Deoominationti, Sects. H«r«ti«, RccUWiurtteaJ l'«rm»( HUtory,
Biography, &c. &c. By the Rev. WILLIAM BKWMA«,B.D. O*rt> ^///«, :OH. 6d

Dord Bible. With 030 Illustrations by GUSTAVB DOK*. Original £<litton.
Two Vols., best morocco, gilt edges, j£*5* Paputar Edition. With Van*p»M« Illus-
trations. In One Vol. 151. Alao in leather binding. (fric4 en atpfaaiiffx,)

Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Venu Archdeacon FAKRAR, D.D*,
LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols., 34*. ; morocco, £a a*.
POPULAR EDITION. Complete in Doe Vol., doth, 6a. ; cloth, gilt

73. 6d. ; Persian morocco, ios. 6d. ; tree-calf, 151*
Family Prayer-Boofc, The. Edited by the Rev. Canon GA»»»TT» M.A., and

the Rev. S. MARTIN. Extra crown 410, morocco, 181.
Gleanings after Harvest Studies and Sketches, By the Rev, ToitN R. VEHNO&/,

M.A, Illustrated. 6».

" Graven in the Rock ; " or, the Historical Accuracy of the Bible confirmed by
r«ferenc« to the Awyrlan and Egjmtbn Sculptum in the Biitlnh Mu*wm «n4 «{^
where. By the Rev. I>r. SAMURL KINN&, P.R.A.8., &c. &o, IUturtr*u«*l, J»*. 64.
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"Heart Chorda." A Series of Works by Eminent Divines. Bound in cloth, red
*dget, in. each.

My Father. By the Right Rev. Ashton Oxenden, My Soul. By the Rev. P. B. Power, M.A.
'- "'~u- of Montreal. My Growth to Divine Life. By the Rev.

. y the Rt, Kev. W. Boyd Carpenter, Prebendary Reynolds. M.A,
of Kipon. My Hereafter. By the Very Rev. Dean Bicker*

tor G-od. By the Right Rev. Bishop steth.

Life. By the Ven. Archdeacon M-"*- * �., � . , My Walk witn <*od. By the Very Rev, Dean

My Aids to fixe Divitfe Life. By the Very
By the Rev. G. Maiheson, D.D. T>jkv ftu« tt.u<tj> "* * Rev. Dean Boyle.

Life. By J»reb. Chartwlck, D.D. My Sowrcea of Strength. By the Rev, E. E.
Body. By th« Rev. Pmf. W. G. Blaikie. D.a Jenfclna, JM.A.

Helps to Bellet A Series of Helpful Manuals on the Religious Difficulties of the
Day. Edited by the Rev. TSICNMOUTH SHORB, M.A,, Canon of Worcester, and
Chaplftm-in-0rdinary to the Queen. Cloth, is. each.

S??^!!*?1!* ̂y^'^^^BJ^opofOarUsla. THE MORALITY OF THE OLD THSTAMENF, ByMiRACLiiS. ̂ f By tho fiUrcr. Brownlow Malt- theBev. XTewman Smyth, DJ>.
THE DivmnY OF OUR LORD. By the Lord

TUP, ATONKMRXT. By William Ooiuior Mage* DJD.,I*te Arclxbiahop of York.
Hid Treasure, fcy RICHARD HARRIS HILL. is.
Holy Land wwl the Bible, IHe* A Book of Scripture Illustrations gathered

In Palatine. By the Rev. CUNNINGHAM OBIKIB, D.B., LL.D. (Edin.). With Map.
TwoVola, M Illustrated MeUtio*. One Vol. axs.

Life of Christ, 'me. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR, D«D.» F.R.S.,Chaplaia-
in-Ordinary to the Queen.

POPULAK EDITION, New and Revised Edition, extra crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 75. fid.
CHEAP !U,U«TKATBD EDITION. Large 410, cloth, 75. 6d, Cloth, full gilt, gilt

Li MHAKY EDITION. Two Volt. Cloth, 34*. ; morocco, *«.
Marriage Eln«, The, By WILLIAM LANDKLS, D.D. Bound in white

Uathefette. Nnu and Cht&fur Edition,-*, te,
Morning1 and Evening Prayers Hot WorkhoUBes and other Institutions.

Selected by I/OUIUA TWINJKG. **f
lIoftM and Cleology: or, th« Harmony of the Bible with Science. By

the Rev, SAIIUBL KiKMt, Ph*X>*, F»R.A.S. lUuvtmtftd. Demy 8vo, Sit. 5d.
My Comfort in Sorrow. By HUGH MACMILLAN, D.D,, LL.D,, &c. is.
Hew Llg-ht OKI the Bible aad the Holy Land. By BASIL T. A. EVETTS, M.A.

* Clot]!, fit*
Old and New Tettaments, Plain Introductions to the Books of the. Con-

taining Contribution* by nutny Eminent DMoe*. In Two Vol*., 35. 6d. each.
tr^uofion*tx>t&BG^ 336 pages. Edited by

e Rf^c K«v. C. J. BfcMcorr, 0,0,, Utd Blihop of Olooee*t«r aS Bristol. 3*.
Plain Inl^uollon* to tJxe Book* of the New Testament, seepages. Edited by 

. . .

th* Kl*ht R*v, C. J. ELUCOTT, D.D., Lord Bitkop of Gloucester and Bristol. 38. 6d.
fcfotettanttan. The BOatory ol By the Rev. J. X WYLIE, LL.D. Containing

upwards of floo Origin*! Illu«ratloti*. Three Vol«.r a/s. ; Library Mdition^ 300.
" Quiver " Yearly Volume, The, With about 600 Original Illustrations and

Coloured Krontltplece, T». W. Also Monthly, <5d-
ft George for Bnglaud; and other Sermons preached to Children. Fifth

Mtlitie*. By the Rev, T, TKJGNMOUTH SHOR% M.A., Canon of Worcester, 59.
ft Paul, The Lift and Work ot By the Yen. Archdeacon FARKAR, D.D.,

F.K.S., Cluiplain-in-Ordinwy to the Queen.
I.IHHAKY KOITIOK, Two Volfc, cloth, 04!. $ calf, 4*&.
It.LVHTHA'MP EUITJOW, One VoL, £i ^%. ; morocco, j£a as.
POPULAR EDITION, One VoL, 8vo. cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gflt ed^es, 7*. 6d.;

^ PtMwan morocco, xo«* dd. j tm-c»ir, xss. , 
' 

^
fhaJl We Know OftftlnotHer In Heaven? Byth« RL Rev. J. C. RVLE, D.D.,

W4^0jtU?W#^^^^ /*PwCov^^ j., * ' ,«hortio*d Ohnroh ItftiUttt lUUl Eymna, suitftbla for use At Chikir«n7s Services.
the Rt*. T, TWOWKOWTH S*K«% K,A.t Ouoon of Woro««ter.'

Mi . ft*fc ta " ft* P«i)k» u>4 Work of

By the R*v. ROBERT HUNTM,

ftwnt OWiaatton. By the V«r, Arob-

%



Selections from Cassell cfc Company's Pitbina'ions.

lEnrks anb ^intents' Jllanuais*
Agricultural Text-Books, CasselTs. CHie " Downton " Series.) Fully Illustrate7*.

Edited by JOHN WRIGHTSON, Professor of Agriculture. Soils and Manures. By
J. M. H. Munro, D.Sc. (London), F.I.C.. F.C.S. as.fid. Farm Crops. By Pro-
fessor Wrightson, as. 6d. Live Stock. By Profcuor Wrightwrn. a->. Ul

Alphabet, Cassell's Pictorial Mounted on Linen, with rollers, gs, od.
Arithmetic:-Howard's Art of Reckoning. By C. F. HOWARD. Paper, ts.;

cloth, 25. Enlarged Edition, 55.
Arithmettce, The Modern School By GEORGE RICKS, B.Sc. Lorn I. With Te^t

Cards. (List on application.)
Atlas, CasseJTs Popular. Containing 24 Coloured Maps. as. 6<1.
Book-Keeping. By THEODORE JONES. FOR SCHOOLS, as.; or doth, 33. FOR

THE MILLION, as.; or cloth, 38 Books for Jones's System, Rviletl ftsttof, a«t.

British Empire Map of the World. New Map for Schools and Institutes, hy
G. R. PARKIN and J. G. BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S, Mounted on cluth, varnished,
and with Rollers. 255.

Chemistry, The PuWic School By J. H. ANDERSON, M.A. as. (x\.
Cookery for Schools. By LIZZIE HERITAGE. 6d.
Dulce Domum. Rhymes and Songs for Children. Edited by JOHN FAKMKK,

Editor of "Gaudeamus/' &c. Old Notation and Word*, s&. N.H.-Th« Wort!', of
the Songs in "Dulce Domum" (with the Airs both in Tome Sol-Fa uml Old Nutation)
can be had in Two Parts, 6d. each.

English Literature, A First Sketch of, from the Earliest Period to the Present
Time. By Prof. HENRY MORLBY. 78. 6d.

Euclid, CasseU's. Edited by Prof. WALLACE, M.A. is.
Euclid, The First Four Books ot New Rdition. In jxiper, 6cl.; cloth, §d.
French, Cassell's Lessons in. New and Revised Edition* Parts I. and IIM each,

as. 6d.; complete, 45. 6d. Key, xs. 6d.
French-English and English<-French Dictionary. Entirely New and Knitted

Edition. 1,150 pages, Svo, cloth, 38. 6dL
French Reader, Cassell's Public School. By GUILLAUMR S. CONRAD, as, 6<L
Galbraith and Haughton's SoientlfLc Manuals.

Plaae Trl«oifliomet!ry. M. 6d, Btwlid. Book* L, XL. HI. an. «*U Hooki IV,, V., VI. vn, «4
MathetuatToal Tftblw. 31. 6d. Mechanic*. 3*, 6<i Katutttl Phllonouhy. ^ w. Option.
as. 6d. Hydrpitatdoa* as, Ad. _Ste*m Bnjrine. «t, <kt A-lgobt*. I'art I, clMh, «^ <P!, t w
pleto, TS. 6d. \kTides QAd xicuu Ocu^reutfli with Ttitutl CAfds. an.

Oaudeamus. Songs for Colleges and Schools. Edited by JOHN FAHM Kit, «»,
Words only, paper, 6d.; cloth, pd.

Cbometry, First Elements of Experimental ByPAULlteRT. Ilhigtmted
Oeometry, Practical Solid. By Major Ross, R,E, as.
German Dictionary, Cassell's New. German-English,.:

Ediiicn, doth, M. 64.J half-roan, 4*. 5d.
GernianE«a<Unf,HrstIiefi«m«ttt. ByAJXosT, . -
Hand-and-Eye Training1, By G. RICKS, B.S<x TWO Vok, with id <

Plates in each Vol Crown 40* 6«. *aucfe.
"Hand-and-Eye Training-^ Cards for da«B Wort. F!v» Jets In case
Historical Cartoons, OaawelTs Colourwt .Sire 4*Jn. x $Jf In* aw.mch. Mounted

on canvas and varnished, with roller*, 5*. each. (Descriptive pamphlet, 16 i»p.t id.)
Historical Course for Schools, CasseJLTs. Illustrated tbruuphout. I. -Su;i

from English History, is. IL-Th« Simple Qutliae of English IHstury. is.
III.-The Class History of England, M. 6d.

Italian Lessons, with Exercises, Oassell's. In One Vol 3?i 6d.
Latin Dictionary, OaseeU's New. (Latin-English and Knj?liKh»;UtinO

by J. R. V. MARCH ANT, M.A., and J, F, CHAKLIS, If.A. 3*. 6d.
Ls,ttn Frimer, The New, By Prof. J* P. POSTDATE. &. 6d.
Latin Frtoer, The First. By Prof. POSTOATB. is.
Lattn Prose for Lower Forms. By M. A. BAYFijtLD, M*A» as, 6tl,
Laws of Brery-Day Life. For th« Use of School*. By H* O. ARNOUVF ,.

M.P. is. 6d. SptcieU Edition on green paper for tho«« with w«uk cyt»ltfht, a»»



Stations from Cassett <jt Company's Publications.

Lessons In Our Laws ; or, Talfcs at Broadacre Farm. By H. F, LESTER, B.A.
Part I.: Tun MAKERS AND CAKRWRS-OUT OF TH«LAW. Pait II,: LAW COURTS
AND LOCAL RL-LK, etc. i». 6d. each.

Little Folks' History of England By ISA CR AIG-KNOX. Illustrated, is. 6d
Making of the Home, The. By Mrs. SAMUEL A, BARNETT. is, 6d.
JOarlborOtl«JX Books :--Arith»etio Bxamplei. «. Frenofc Baceroises. 3$. 6d. Preach

0-ramiuftr. as. 6<L Otarautt arantmar. 35. <5d.
Mechanics for Young Beginners, A First Book ot By the Rev. T. G. EASTON,

M.A. 41. fcl. 
J

Mechanics and Machine Design, Numerical Examples in Practical By
K, G, 1U.AIXE, M.E. New Mditiox, Rtvittdand £*iarged. With 79 Illustrations.
Cloth, as. heL

Natural History Coloured Wall Sheets, CasselTs New. Consisting of 18
kubjecf*. Si/e, 39 by 31 in. Mounted on roller* and varnished. 3*. each.

Object Lessons from Hatnre, By Prof. L» C. MIALL, F.L.S,, F.G.S. Fully
Illuhtrated. A>w ««^ Enltrgtd J&dttio** TwoVols. is, 6d. each,

Physiology lor Schools. By ALFKED T. SCHOFIKLD^ M.D., M.R.C.S., £c.
IlluMr^tcd. IK. </L Threti Partu, paper coven, sd. each; or cloth limp, 6d. each.

Poetry Eeaders, Cassell's New, Illustrated. 12 Books, id. each. Goth, is. 6d.
Popular Educator, CasselTs New. With Revised Text, New Maps, New Coloured

I'latcH. Naw Typo, fitc. Couipkt* Sa Eight VoU., 5*. each; or Eight Vols. in
Foutyhutf-nmrocco, 50*.

Eeader, The Oitlssen. Ity H. 0. AHNOLD-FOKSTER, M.P. Cloth, is. 6d.; also a
hcottUh pillion, Cloth, tn* M.

Header, The t«mperaaot. By Rev. J. DENNIS Hma is. 6d.
Readers, OasseU*« "Higher Class,'1 (List on afpticathn.}
Readers, Oassell's Eeadable. Illustrated (JList w application.}
Eeaden lor Infant Schools, Coloured. Three Books. 46. each.
RtaderifTheMod»riiGeographloaL Illustmted throughout. (Liston application.}
Eeadtrt, Vat Modern School t Jtuttrated. (List on application)

Bound the anpire, By 0. R, PARKIN. With a, Preface by the Rt HOD. the
KarlafKfttwbftryr KAX Fully IIttt«z»t»cL ti. ad.

School OtrtiflcatM, Catsell's, llirtre Colours, 6ix^| in., id.; Five Colours,

�_ . jdt Jiy//A* Bowkfc. Illustrated, is.
r.JDflflr me. By J« A. BOWKR. Illustrated* is,

, Primer ot By E. Roscott MULLINS. Illustrated. 22. 6d,
fthade from Models, Common otijects, and Oasts of Ornament, How to. By

W, E. SkAKKKH. With $5 Plate* by the Author. 39.
Shakspere'sPlayBforSchoolUse, Illustrated. 9 Books. 6cL each.
Spelling, A Complete Manual ol By J. D. MORKLL, LL.D, is.
Technical Educator, OasseE's New. An entirely New Cyclopedia of Technioa]

Education, with Coloured Plates and Engraving In VoU,, 3^, each.
Technical MantiaU, Casaell'B. Illustrated throughout. 16 Vols., from ss$, to 4$, 6oV

' 
ttohnology. Manuals ot Edited by Prof. AYKTOK, F.R.S., and RICHAKD

W«&M*, P£*, M^. IlUi«rmt«d throughout. _,'',
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for

" Little Folks" Half-Yearly Volume. Containing 432 pages of Letterpress, with
Pictures on nearly every page, together with Two Full-page Plates printed in Colours
and Four Tinted Plates. Coloured boards, 35. 6d.; or cloth gilt, gilt edges, ss.

Bo-Peep. A Book for the Little Ones. With Original Stories and Verses.
Illustrated with beautiful Pictures on nearly every page, and Coloured Frontispiece.
Yearly Vol. Elegant picture boards, zs, 6d.; cloth, 35. 6d.

Beyond the Blue Mountains. By L. T. MEADE. Illustrated. 55.
The Peep of Day. Cassell's Illustrated Edition, as. 6d.
Maggie Steele's Diary. By E. A. DILLWYN. 25. 6d.
A Sunday Story-Boole. By MAGGIE BROWNE, SAM BROWNE, and AUNT

ETHEL. Illustrated 35.. 6d.
A Bundle of Tales. By MAGGIE BROWNE, SAM BROWNE, & AUNT ETHEL. 33.6d*
Story Poems for Young and Old. By E. DAVENPORT. 35. 6d.
Pleasant Work for Busy Fingers. By MAGGIE BROWNE* Illustrated. 53.
Born a King. By FRANCES and MARY ARNOLD-FORSTER. Illustrated, is.
Magic at Home. By Prof. HOFFMAN. Fully Illustrated. A Senes of easy

and startling Conjuring Tricks for Beginners. Cloth gilt, 35. 6d.
Schoolroom and Home Theatricals. By ARTHUR WAUGH. With Illustra-

tions by H. A. J. MILES. Cloth, as. 6d.
Little Mother Bunch. By Mrs. MOLESWORTH. Illustrated, Cloth, 35. 6d.
Heroes of Every-Day life. By LAURA LANE. With about 20 Full-page

Illustrations. a$6 pages, crown 8vo, cloth, as. 6d.

Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R. J. CORNEWALL-JONES. Illustrated
throughout, and containing a Coloured Plate of Naval Flags. Chsojt Edition, at. 6d.

Gift Books for Young People. By Popular Authors, Witfc Four Original
Illustrations in each. Cloth gilt, is. 6d. each.

The Boy ter* of Kentucky. By

Bed Feather: a Tale of the American >; or, "Look Before
Frontier. By Edward S. Ellis.

Prittera; or, " It's a Long Lane that HAS Trial; or,"JJll*06tGk>ld
no Turning."' 

or, "Those \rtu> live i» Glass
BS Bhouldnt throw Stone».w no Gains,"
> Hardoastles.

Pretrtgr]

"Golden Mottoes" Series, The. Each Book containing 208 pages* with Four
full-page Original Illustrations. Crown 8voLcloth gilt, as. each.

"Nfl Desperandum." By the Rev. F. Lang- "
bridge, M.A,

"Bear and Forbear." By Sarah Pitt
"Foremost If X Can*** By Holm Attevidn.

« Cross and Crowa" Series, The, With Four Illustrations in 6ach Book, Crown
Svo, 356 pages; as, 6cU each.

: A Stoojy of the Hatfo*-
ArCnti.

: A T»l* of Kirk and
I Way." By

In Letters of Flame j A Story
Waldenses, By C L. Mateaux

fltronfcto Snfler; A Story of the Jew*. By
E. Wynnft,

Albums for Children. Price 35. <5d each,

Fioture AlDtuii act Ai|V 8/O3fiML

Cheaf Edition. Illustrated.



Selections from Cassell <k Company's Publications.

Crown 8vo Library. Cheap Editions, as. 6d. each.
Bambla* Bound London. By C L. Wild JLdTOtw* to Wild Places. By Dr.

Mattaux. Illustrated, Gordon Stables, R.N. Illustrated,
Around and About Old England. By C Modern Explorer*. By Thomas Frost, Illus-.

'L. Mauiaux. Illustrated. trated. New antt Chtapcr Edition. ed. New antt Chtapcr Edition.
i and Olaw«. By one of the Authors of Explorers. By Thomas Frost rost
PoomsJWritton for a Child/ Illustrated.

By ThwOM 
Home Chat .., 

trated throughout. 
Chat with our Youna Folks * olks. Illus-

Peak, and Plain. Illustrated

By E.
trated throughout

Toree-and-Sixpenny Books for Young People. With Original Illustrations.
Cloth Kilt, 3*. 64. each.

t Bashful fifteen. By U T. MEADB.
s Command. A Story for Girls.

t A Swwt Girl OoradunU. By L. T. Meade.
t To* Whit* Hou«> at Inch Gcw. By Sarah

+ fh« Oo*t> of aSCiitake;; By Sarah Pitt.in the Lost among White Af^^^g,
t A World of Girl». By L. T. Mode.

Books marked thus f can also be had in extra cloth gilt, gilt edges, 55* each.
Books by BdwaxA S. Ellis. Illustrated. Cloth, 23. 6U each.

Tli» I>aat War TrmdL
TJcia Owap in th« Mouii-

iSWlftSlf«fciVS ^oo^^tot^ffomt.
Down the Jlis*i»*lppi. 1 TTp th« Tapajoa,

Sixpenny Story Books* By well-known Writers. All Illustrated.
I Kyawwtd

SwCoU«cft I ^» Wttt» Peacemaker.

PlcUor* Story Books. Eaoh containing 60 pages. 6d. each.
k«.

'OJTI»

Books lor tne Little Ones. Containing interesting Stories. AH
-"-"--""-*-- -- -'-' 

Oiw SwMy *«tsj.
Ot» Soboolday Hours,

I *loturw tor VBBBniXtVtSi**''" Owatwre* Tanw.

"hilling Story Books. All Illustrated, and containing Interesting- Stories.

H^hti tnp Mtny Story Bool*
fcwuMtf "> Bon-



Selections from Cassell d: Company's Publications.
"Little Folks" Painting Books. With Text, and Outline Illustrations for

Water-Colour Painting, is. each.
*aits and Blossoms for "Little jEtaUcs" * [ The "Idttle Folk*" Proverb Painting

to Paint. I Book. Cloth only, «.
The " Little tfolfcs JIt'fttitiTlia'ti'ng. BOOlC.

library of Wonders. Illustrated Gift-books for Boys. Cloth,> "Mrr-^-j,^^» f.f A*»jMa1
Woaderful Adventures. ,
Wonderful Escapes. 1 We 

Wonders of Bodily Strength and Skill. 
Aieonta,

The "World in Pictures" Series. Illustrated throughout ». 6cl.
A Bamble Bound France. ' - - -- The Bantam Wonderland < Japan*.

GlimpvoM of South Atueriott. pvoM of South Atueriott.

(Egypt). The Laud of tttmplot (India).
TUo l«lt>« of too Paoiflo.

Cheap Editions of Popular Volumes for Young People. Illustrated. 04. 64
each.

In Quest of Sold; or, Under The Bomanoe of Invention > For QueonVignettfti from the AnttttU ofthe Whanga Falls. Working to Win*Industry and Science.
On Board the Esmeralda ; cr, Hsthar Watt. Afloat and Brlganda

Martin Leigtt's Log, Three Home*,

Two-SMlling1 Story Booka All Illustrated*
-1- -j- of the Tower. , The Children of tb» Court,

inmtagtLAn?s" Trial ' Tn* Four SS of the Tip* TomHeriot.
Aunt Tabitha'« Waif*.

»~and her Prienda. "«--"* - * -

Half-Grown Story Books.

Oassell's Pictorial Scrap Book.
cloth back, 3*. 6d. per VoL

IB s&nasnJKi^ 
Boots for tbe Little Ones, Fully Illuntraterl 

Ojr Scrap Boole.

..^ ^-*w.W «*«. HyWlmwfl , « , 
Vw.
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